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SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF AIRPLANE NOISE IN 
THE VICINITIES OF THREE miss AIRPORTS IN ZURICH, 
GENEVA, BASEL, - MAY 1974 
Study Group for the Investigation o f  Airplane Noise. 
I - Sumnary of the results 
The extent of airplane noise and its effect vere investi- 
gated in 1971172 in the vicinity of three civil airports in 
Switzerland, in Zurich, Basel and Geneva. 
The results of noise measurements and calculations are 
available in the form of noise maps for each of the three 
areas. To measure the stress due to airplane noise the 
Noise and P!umber Index (NNI) was applied. In the vicinities 
of the airports 400 households were randomly selected in 
each of three noise zones (of 10  NNI intervals each). A 
total of 3939 questionnaires could be evaluated, one quarter 
of which came from areas without airplane noise. Concurrently 
traffic noise was measured in areas of Rase1 and expressed 
in sum-total levels LS0 and the reaction of 944 persons was 
elicited by interrogation. 
- The extent of disturbance showed a close and assured 
relationship to the level of airplane and traffic noise 
based on the method of self evaluation. 
- With increased airplane or traffic noise the following 
leisure activities or symptoms were found to be disturbed: 
conversation, T.V. watching, radio listening, vibration of 
houses, recreation, sleep, alarm, work. Airplane noise was 
found to be most interruptive to conversation while traffic 
noise affected sleeping and leisure activities m s t  often. 
- Thespontaneousmentioningof a i r p l a n e n o i s e a s a  
disturbing factor did increase with higher airplane noises, 
Analogously increased traffic noise led to more frequent 
statements of i t  as a factor of disturbance: in these cases 
the complaints about airplane noise decreased. 
- Behavior, sleep and satisfactory housing conditions 
were influenced negatively Sy airplane noise. Especially 
noteworthy was the 
- ---- ._U------ .---- 
* )  Numbers in the margin indicate paginatio~ in the foreign 
text. 
increased consumption of sleeping medications, use of ear 
plugs and frec;uet:cy of medical consultations as well as the 
closing of windows, a decreased spending of time out of 
doors and satisfaction with housing conditions in areas of 
higher airplane noise. 
- The frequency of psychosomatic symptoms or chronic 
iatigue, however, did not show a direct dependency on airplane 
noise. 
- The analysis of noise sensitivity showed that a number 
of personal or social factors had a weak but significant 
influence on the results. Thus, for instance, the noise 
sensitivity was increased in ptrsons .o had an increased 
fear of airplane disasters or who had lived in the areas far 
a long period of time. It ,%as reduced in persons with greater 
flying experience or with professional connections to the 
airport. The results showed that sensitivity t o  noise 
increases with the length of exposure. 
- Taking all effects referred to into account, the following 
relations between airplane noise and disturbance become 
obvious: 
- 35 to 44 NNI: 
---- 
noise, qubriTy 
- Above 4 5  NNI: 
l'ttle stress due t o  sirph,..ie 
of life is little affected. 
medium stress due to airplane 
of life is affected 
intense stress due to air~lane 
r r  life is strongly affe'cted. 
These relationships could provide the basis for : ~ w s  and 
directives of the aaministration in rcqional and air traffic 
planning. 
I 1  - General Comnission and Plan of R e s e r r ~ h  
-II_ 
On December 18, 1967 the Swiss Federal Council appointed 
a ptudy group for socio-psychological airplane noise research 
and comnissioned i t  to plan and prepare an investigation 
into the extent of airplane noise and its effect on the 
population living near airports. 
On July 1969 ;he study group submitt-d two documents to 
the Swiss Federal Council : 
- A report of the extent  of airplane noiqe in the  areas 
of the airports Basel-hlhausen, Geneva-Cointrin and 
Zurich-Kloten, prepared by expert group I (consisting 
of Prof. K. Battig, Dr. A. Gilgen, Dip. ing. J.R. 
Hediger and Prof. A. Lauber). In this report the noise 
capacity was calculated, the effects, howeker, were 
estimated, based on results of research in foreign 
countries. 
- A detailed study plan for the three civilian airports 
and a cost estimate. 
Based on the report the study group concluded that 
socio-psychological research in Sv.i t zerland is needed for 
the following reasons: 
- The results of foreign studies can not simply be applied 
to conditions in Switzerland sLnce the location of the 
airports ano  he reaction of the affected population 
are only partly comparable. 
- In the Swiss research project - contrary to f~reign 
studies - the surrounding noise, especially that of 
street traffic, should be considered. This would 
make i t  possible to correlate airplane noises with 
those of other traffic systems. 
- Exact measurements of airplane noise in the surrounding 
areas of the three airports are needed to either confirm 
or correct the mat\ematically established noise zones. 
- The results of the socio-psychological research should 
permit the evalnation of measures which had been taken 
before the completion of the research project, 
The goals of the planned psycho-social research by the 
study group are as folloasr 
- Determination of the degree of airplane noise the areas 
surrounding 
the airports of Basel-Mulhausen, Geneva-Cointrin and 
Zurich are subjected to. 
- The results of the research should provide the basis 
for legislative measures, for regional planning and for 
noise abatement in air traffic. 
For the execution of the project the following plan was 
suggested: 
- Measurement of noise and calculation of noise zones 
will be transferred to the department of Acoustic and 
Noise Abatement of the EMPA (Swiss Federal Material 
Testing and Research Institute for Industry, Building 
Industry, and Trade). (Dir. : Prof. A. Lauber) . 
The Sociological Institute of the University of Zurich 
(Dir.: Prof. Dr. P. lieintz) will be comnissioned to 
conduct the sociological phases of the project. The 
institute will be responsible for the theoretical part, 
the selection process, the design of the questionnaire, 
the satisfactory conduct of the interviews and the 
evaluation of the results. A test institute will be 
commissioned with the actual conducting of the interviews 
in Zurich, Basel and Geneva. 
- The study group will appoint a study committee under 
the Jirection of Prof. Dr. E. Grandjean for the coordination 
of the acoustical and sociological work which will also 
be responsible for t\e execution of research according 
to the general plan. 
On December 8, 1969 the Swiss Federal Government issued 
the order to the study group to proceed with the project 
acc~rding to the proposal of July 31, 1969. The Air Administration 
of the Swiss Federation was charged with the supervision of 
the study and the study group. Half of the cxoenditure of 
Fr. 700,000 was to be paid by the cantons of ~urich, Base1 
City, Rase1 County, and Geneva, the other half by the Swiss 
Federal Government. 
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Noise is sound evaluated as undesirable. Consequently, 
from what point on sound becomes noise depends on the evaluation 
of an individual and his own frame of reference. The reaction 
of individuals to sound, therefore, has to be based on and 
explained in reference to the stimulation and information 
processing system in the human organism. 
Although there is no definitive theory of organismic 
1) 
stimulation and information processing in existence , it 
is quite clear, based on early research [ I ] :  the conversion 
of stimuli into sensations and reactions, e.g. the stimuli- 
reaction-transformation, is a complex transmutation or coding 
process of physical energy, first into sensory activation and 
then into internal repertories of interpretations, evaluations 
and reaction, dependent on previous experiences with such 
stimuli [2, 3 1 .  
Therefore, the reactions of an individual to sound 
cannot simply be considered as a simple function of 'he 
energy of sound pressure and other physical paramett s of 
sound propagation. Rather, i t  has to be seen as an association 
process in which the stimuli, caused by sound waves, are 
converted :nto excitation energy, redirected into an ifiternal 
association system and there explained, evaluated and interpreted. 
Finally, as consequence of the stimulus interpretation, 
in an additional association process reactions are determined 
which represent the behavioral reply of the individual to 
the stimuli of his environment. 
1) The basis of organismic stimuli and information processing 
has to be such that it, firstly, does not limit itself to 
the human organism but includes all organic systems in the 
biosphere and, secondly, that i t  does not concern itself 
only with certain aspects of the human organism e.g.  conscious 
cognitive information perception and evaluation. 
Stimulus interpretation as well as the choice of reactions 
is determined by phylo and onto-genetic conditions but also 
b? acquired interpretations and reactions, e.g. previous 
experiences of the individual. These previous experiences 
are especially based on social interactions. Therefore, the 
stimulus-reaction-transformation complex is always to be 
seen in the context of the social environment. 
Figure 1.1. illustrates the steps of stimulus-response 
formation schematically. 
8 timulus 
confext inner states 
I r- ----------I---- 1 I 
i i  i I 
acoust .I sensory I ; jstim. inteql stim.eval.1 teactiOn 
_. 
- 4 
 stim. : elements t i c  f (pragmatic- 
, ! I  7 , , , q c t s )  i aspects) I 
1 I 
.I stimulus I i I , reaction I i 
! I I i j interpretatio~ de terpina ti09 
I I ,  
I 1 1 phenominal l i ac tivatiod ledaptive - I /  
' feedback 
- activation o f  sensory elements in dependence on the 
stimulus context, 
- stimu'us interpretation in the phenomenal reference 
system, 
- stimulus evaluation in context of needs, 
- determination of a reaction in the adaptive memory as a 
behavioral answer to the acoustical stimulus. 
It is obvious that the schematic, as  presented, shows a 
highly simplified concept of an extremely complex process. 
The four different steps of the stimulus-response process 
which arc represented are actu Ily connected to each other 
by a manyfold feed-back systernh 
1 2. The Interpretation of Stimuli 
- < "  --- 
All of the empirical studies show the remarkable range 
of variability of individual reaction to sound. To clarify 
these variations both the processes of stimulus interpretation 
iis well as response development have to be researched. 
A differentiation has to be made between internal and 
; xternal conditions which determine the interpretation of 
. timuli. The resulting interpretation of a stimulus, e . g .  
ts sensory perception, interpretation and evaluation, are 
; 3 0 t  only dependent on the internal frame of reference of the 
individual but also in the context in which the stimulus is 
emitted and perceived. 
1.2.1. External Conditions of Stimulus Inter~retation 
Already the first measurements of psycho-physicsshowed 
that the reaction to any given acoustical stimulus is dependent 
on 
stimulus background 
- st irnt-: 1s sequence 
- st ii,.trlus frequency (how of ten). 
1 )  It is to be emphasized that the terms "stimulusn and 
"re,iponsen are not to be understood in the meaning of Skinner's 
Rehirviorisn. Thle behaviorist's concepts of stimulus and 
resI~onse (.  .,act ion) are abstract ions of the inner states as 
a relev?n? mediation factor in the stimult:~,-,-esponse-transformation. 
1 
:'.,onse, ently the essential property of individuals, to be 
a b l e  to change inner states and thereby the results of 
:3timulus-reaction conversions qualitatively and quantitatively, 
4s not recognized. With adequate models the behavioristic 
reduction of the individual to a mechanical automaton of 
stlmulus and response is to be avoided because i t  eliminates 
the recoen;tion of the relatively autonomous mediator function 
of inner states and coordination processes in the 
stirnul7.s-response-transformation. (For positivistic, operational 
sc.e,.tific theoretical suppositions of behaviorism and its 







1 . i . l . l .  The Stimulus - Stimulus B a c k ~ u n d  Relationship 
--- 
All receptors of organic stimulus and informat ion 
processing systems are forever exposed to a theoretically 
infinite number of stimuli. The processing of a "focaln [ 6 ]  
stimulus is dependent on this stimulus background. That 
means t! at sound-perception transformation, too, is dependent 
on permanent and s i t ua t i ona 1 backgrcmd sounds. There i s , 
however, no unanimity in empirical cesearch, whether the 
basic sound or a median surrmndlng sound represents the 
reference point for the evaluation of an acoustical sti~nulus 
1 7 1 .  
It is evident that the context nacoustical stimulusn 
has to be considered as including the whole ensemble of 
physical ,nd social stimuli which represent the total sensory 
input at a given tine, E . g .  physical and especially social 
stimulus background complexes exert an influence on the 
evaluation of a focal stimulus. The study of this context 
dependent processing of a stimulus presents an especially 
difficult methodological problem in the area of non-homogeneous 
stimulus situations. In an experimental situatio~k i t  is 
possible to consider a specific stimulus relatively independent 
of any context. The transfer of this experimental method 
becomes impossible i f  a specific stimulus, such as airplane 
sounds or any other surrounding sound are to be isolated 
while holding all other background sound stimuli constant. 
Assuming that similar physical-geographical areas share 
simi Iar acoustical and social stimulus complexes i t  is 
possible, albeit rather crudely, to control a specific 
envi ronmen t , 
1.2.1.2. The Stimulus Seauence 
As has been shown in many psycho-physical studies [ 8 ]  
the kind of stimulus sequence exerts a considerable influence 
on sound-perception transformation. The subjective perception 
of intensity of a certain momentarily given acoustical 
stimulus is dependent on the acoustical stimulus context 
which has been formed previously. 
The interpretation and evaluation stored in the short 
term memorv of the individual also influences the interpretation 
and evaluation of the present experience. (So is, for 
instance, the subjective impression of the sound intensity 
of a Caravzlle influenced i f  shortly before a squadron of 
Mirages passed the same individual at close range). It can 
be assumed that a person is basing his evaluation of stimuli 
on previous experiences under special consideration of the 
most frequent and thus rms t typical stimulus sequences. 
Depending on mobility in space and time (course of the 
day) individuals and groups are exposed to different stimulue 
sequences. A person who returns home into a quiet leisure 
situation after a day's work at a noisy job is obviously 
exposed to a different sequence of stimuli than a person 
whose situation is exactly reversed. 
The modal stimulus sequence varies among different 
indivudals and has to be taken into consideration as an 
additional variation producing factor in the sound-perception 
-reaction process. It is also important to differentiate 
between stimulus sequence and stimulus frequency. 
1 . 1 3 ,  The Stimulus Frequency 
-- - 
It is clear that the evaluation of a stimulus - be i t  a 
negative or positive one - is also a function of stimulus 
frequency. This simple theoretical fact, however, does not 
include the empirical situation. For the concrete problem of 
individual judgement current research is suggesting a logarithmic 
course of influence, e,g. in the case of airplane noise an 
upper saturation point is postulated beyond which the influence 
of the frequency of disturbances has no longer an effect. 
In comparable foreign studies of the same problem there is, 
however, no unity in the precise evaluation of this influence. 
1.2.2. Internal Conditions for Stimulus Inter~retation 
Fach acoustical stimulus becomes of a relevant magnitude 
only in respect to the stimulus interpreting organism , 
Stimuli sent out and transferred by the environment are 
converted hy organisms into a proprietary part of the system; 
e.~. they are perceived sensorily, interpreted and evaluated 
because only then are the conditions created which are 
necessary for a reaction. The differences among individuals 
and their systemic states is at the root of this variance 
causing component of the individual reaction to sound. 
The three reference systemswhick represent the systemic 
states of the individual are: 
1) Every stimulus can be seen as a snapshot of some event in the 
environment. A partial aspect of the the illustrative function of 
stimuli relative to their origin is the physical carrier process 
which transfers Illustrations of environmental events to receptive, 
stimulus processing organisms. Each stimulus is the symbol of a 
social or physical event in the environment that can only be trans- 
ferred by carrier processes (e.g. signals) to organismic systems. 
a) the long-term memory which serves as the phenomenal 
reference system of stimulus interpretation. This is the 
semantic aspect of stimulus TntGFprZXEi. 
b) the action or tension potentials which are stored up in 
the individual as a result of his social and individual 
needs which determine the stimulus evaluation. This is 
-- 
the pragmatic aspect of stimulus interp-on. 
c) the adaptive memory which contains the reaction disposition 
as a reference system for behavioral responses to stimuli 
from the environment. 
To be capable of reacting in response to a stimulus its 
interpretation along semantic and pragmatic aspects is a 
prerequisite. 1 )  
This includes: 
The Qualitative Determination 01 a Stimulus - e . ~ .  the a )  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -  
determination of the type of stimulus (for instance 
acoustic versus visual). 
b) The Quantitative Determination of the Stimulus - to 
---T --ye---- 
~ h i Z ~ ~ ~ Z ~ s p e c i f i c i t y  a s t i m u T u S m G s  (for 
instance the volume of an acoustical stimulus). The 
stored stimulus base line serves as a point of reference 
for the evaluation of the specificity of the stimulus. 
Each individual develops his own scale of measurement 
from this base line stimulus thus allowing him to 
appraise each given stimulus. It is modified by the 
experience and especially by the type of stimulus the 
individual is subjected to. 
Individually different base lines of acoustical stimul~ 
mean that the origins of these scales are different 
among individuals. Consequently, the calibration of 
these individualistic scales for the measurement of 
stimuli would not be standardized. Origin and calibration 
of scales are only then comnensurate when base line and 
unit are known. This standardization has to be measured. 
1) Every processing of information does not only involve semantic 
and pragmatic aspects bat is 3lso based on measured and structural 
components. The basis of the presented concept of the individual 




" I -  
Assuming that different levels of stimulus backgrounds 
act on the baseline i t  is of extreme importance in field 
work to control backgrounds and to evaluate every systematic 
chanbe In the judgement of a given stimulus. 
c) The Association - of a Stimulus to a Stimulus Source. 
The-ZZGXsn-of a s t G z r  stimulus complex, such 
a s  sound-, and its active processing does not only 
include the associaton of stimulus specific memory 
banks but also the stimulation of memory contents 
which are associated to the source of the stimulus. 
It is only this association which creates the basis 
for an interpretation of the environment. This asso- 
ciation of stimulus and source, respectively 
froin sound and sound source, is a differentiating 
effort of recognition, If this effort can not be 
produced, as in the case of a toddler, fear reactions 
can follow, especially i f  the stimulus has a high 
degree of specificity [ I l l ,  One of the shortcomings of 
other studies into the effects of airplane noise is 
their limitation to the psycho-social effects on adults. 
(A study of the effects of airplane noise on small 
children or adults in critical life phases would, 
however, require an entire':. different methodology). 
Incomplete or undifferentiated recognition efforts can 
lead to inadequate behavioral responses to stimuli or 
to their sources. 
The differing interpretations of stimulus sources hy 
different individuals is another cause of variability 
in the stimulus-perception-reaction process. They are 
influencecl. by the projected interpretation of the 
stimulus source and by the attitudinal complex towards 
it. 
Positive projective interpretations which, for instance, 
could be associated with the object "airplanen - possibly 
as positive identification with the pilot, symbolic 
participation in worldwide mobility or the visually and 
acoustically perceived image of the power of an airplane 
experience - do influence the evaluation of the 
degree of specificity of the air sound. Likewise does 
the attitude towards the source of stimulus effect the 
evaluation of the received stimulus. Attitudes embrace, 
:-n the one hand, the cognitive relationships which a 
person recognizes between the source of the stimulus 
and its social and political implications and which are 
stored in the memory bank, but also modernistic or 
traditional as well as  retro - or prospective temporal 
orientations. The latter is especially evident in the 
evaluation of airplane noises. 
The semantic evaluation of the stimulus is the 
prerequisite for the pragmatic evaluation of 
a stimulus. 
1.2.2.2. The Pragmatic h e c t  of Stimulus Interpretation 
-----a -- -- - -
While in semantic stimulus interpretation of stimulus 
and source the reference is to the phenomenal system, the 
pragmatic interpretatioll of this relationship is based on 
the concept of individual and social usefulness. This 
utility is dependent on individual and societal needs. 
These, again, depend on social class situation and time. 
Consequently, stimuli which are compatible with those 
needs represent the domain of desirable stimuli, the incompatible 
ones create the undesirable domain of disturbing stimuli of 
an individual. The result of pragmatic stimulus evaluation 
is determined by needs, dependent on class, situation time 
which are connected to th characteristic evaluation of 
stimuli by the individualF) . Therefore the sound level is 
subject to differing evaluations, according to situation, 
t imc and need. 
In analogy to the semantic stimullis interpretations the 
pragmatic interpretation includes the source of the stimuli 
in the cval~ating calculation. The differences in the 
evaluation of a given degree of strength of a stim!~lus are 
based on the usefulness the stirnulus emitter (o~urce) is 
representing to the individual or the group, modified by the 
telnporary perceptions of a specific need: 
The same sound level is perceived differentiy i f  a 
different value is associated with the sound source. The 
objective use aspect of the stimulus source has to be diff- 
erentiated from the subjective perception of usefulness. 
On the one hand i t  deals with the class bound accessibility 
of the use to the individual (mobility: and on the other hand 
with the class specific exposure to the social costs of the 
stirnul\~s source (noise exposure). Variances between the 
objective value and perceived value influence the stirnulation- 
perception-reaction transformation. This variability of 
usefulness is practically limitless and is only very coarsely 
and rather approximately control led in a survey analysis. 
1 . 2 . 2 .  3. Generalization Effects in Stimulus I n t e ~ e t a t i o n  
-------------------------------------------- ---- 
.." 
Interpretation and evaluation of a stimulrls or a stimulus 
source are to he considered as associated to stimulus specific 
mernor i es wh i sh 
erential netads and thereby class specific evaluations of 
esthetic sound experiences are shown in musicology. Sound 
.+ experiences of high intensity, however, seem to be rather 
5 
? class invariant in the evaluation. 
have been acquired and stored by the individual in a long 
learning process. Sincc, however, st imulua and source are 
always seen in context with other stimuli and their sources 
(for instance airplane noise in context with other physical 
and social stimuli of the environment) i t  is obvious that 
the association, interpretation and evaluation of these 
stimuli and sources in the memory is also in reference to 
such contexts. 
This means that not only stimulus specific memory contents 
are activated but also the ones that are associated to the 
stimulus content. These stimulus contextual memory contentsare 
therefore associated with the stimulus specific memory 
contents. The activation of contextual memory contents by a 
specific stimulus can lead to generalization effects. Two 
directions of generalization are apparent: 
- The interpretation or evaluation of a specific stimulus 
or of a source affects those of the context stimuli or 
sources. 
- The interpretation or evaluation of context stimuli or 
their sources influences those of a specific stimulus 
or its Source, 
Applied to the problematic of the effects of sound this 
means on the one h ~ n d :  the evaluation of the background /19 
noise is also dcpci ldcnt  an the evaluation of the physical 
and social properiics s l  this environment, On the other 
hand, the evaluation of the background noise also affects 
tile evaluation of the physical and social environment's 
properties. This, for instance, can go so far as to make 
the hackground noise in the individual's nerception the 
scapegoat for all inadequacies of the phy rcal and social 
environment and decrease the disturbing etfect of sound. 
Sanantic and pragmatic stimulus interpretations result 
in a certain action and tension potential. This value is 
the starting point for the study of reactions activated by 
sound. 
1.1. The Investigation of Environment Related Reactions 
Analogous to the interpretation of stimuli the respective 
reactions are establish:?d in the adaptive memory - a further 
reference systt~ i n  the process of s t  imulus reaction formation. 
1.3.1. The A d z t  ive Memory 
--- 
The adaptive memory as a reference point i s  a store 
house of reaction dispositions. Reaction dispositions are 
reaction patterns which are coordinates of the stimulus 
specific reaction potentials. They are based partially on 
experience previously acquired by the individual, partially 
on conditional and unconditional reflexes which are genetically 
preordained. Reaction dispositions can lead to conscious as 
well as subconscious reactions. In addition i t  is important 
to differentiate between reaction dispositions which lead to 
internal and those which lead to external reactions, Internal 
reactions lead to modification of the inner parameter (individually 
internalized quantifications, while external reactions 
affect external parcmeters individual external quantifications), 
In reference to the reactions of individuals to noise, 
e.g. negatively evaluated sound, the following reaction 
dispositions can be differentiated: 1 )  
1.3.1.1. Internal Reaction 
----------.----- 
Piiol*cal Reactions will not be discussed any a) - - --- ---- 
further in t h m o w i  ng because physiological measure- 
ments are needed for their determination. For results of 
physiological reaction to sound compare especially 
Lehmann [lZ], Jansen [ 1 3 ) ,  Kryter 1 1 4 ) .  
b) Psychosomatic Reactions are cffects on the psychic 
-- -- ------- 
health of-an individual which are expressed in somatic 
spptorns and which can be established in the form of 
self-evaluation. That means that we have to assume a 
judgement plateau in addition t o  stimulus and reaction 
level. (Measurements are not executed directly on the 
action level but indirectly on the judgement level 
which is established during the interview by means of 
the questionnaire). 
The unequivoca! assignment of a perceived somatic 
symptom, e.p. the change of an internal parameter 
to a verbal judgment, requires cognitive effort 
1) The following discussion refers especially to the adapt- 
ation of individuals to disturbing stimuli (negatively per- 
ceived stimuli in interpretation!, It has to be emphasjzed, 
however, that exposure to sound also has a necessary, simply 
stimulating effect. Defense reactions to sound result only 
in the presence of a certain degree of disturbance. It has 
been shown in many studies that there is the necessity of 
a differentiated acoustical stimulus environment for pro- 
tection and, connected with that, efficiency, fcr mental 
health 3.s.f. (See especially the comnents in Chapter 
5 k 6 of this report). 
- .  
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and introspective abi!ities which arc not evenly distributed 
in all social strata of aociety. Nevertheless, psychosomatic 
self-evaluation has proven to beausable instrument in 
the measurement of psychosomatic reactions to disturLing 
stimuli. In addition there waa validation of such 
self-evaluation with the presence of effective clinical 
symptoms [ 1 5 ] ,  However, this connection can hardly be 
causal but is further dependent on intervening predispositions 
of individuals. 
C) P2chological Reactions are chiefly subconscious reactions 
Tn X T X  ~i;;;TTST~Tcomoensates for disturbing 
effects by changing internal reference values, e.~. an. 
adaption to the disturbing influence is attempted by 
reinterpretation of s!imuli and stimuli sources, by 
generalization of meanings and evaluation of stimuli as 
well as of reaction dispositions. Thus a change in the 
attitude towards a stimulus source or a projective 
interpretation can influence the perceived disturbing 
effect of a sound. Likewise the negative evaluation of 
an environmenta! property can be transfered to some 
other envi ronment a1 property. 
1.3.1.2. Exter~lal Reactions 
In this case the reaction potential is interpreted as 
degree of a perceived disturbance. This interpretation is 
not unprobletnat ic, because i t  requires: 
- that the individual is aware of the reaction potential 
- that a known cause and efcect relationsnip exists so 
that the individual can trace certain reaction potential 
to a stimulus and stimulus source 
- that the individual is in possession of an internal 
yardstick and is capable of translating thc perceived 
disturbance unequivocal ly into a verbal judgement 
- that thc yardstick of the individual can be adequately 
understood by the researcher 
h) - Adaptive ---- Behavior --- is chiefly a conscious external 
response to a reaction potential. This is an attempt to 
eliminate the disturbink effects of sound by a conscious 
influence on the envi ronment or the oun person. The 
intended or realized goal of these efforts can range 
from saall quantitative modifications all the way up to 
qualitative changes of the environmental stirn~lli fields. 
Resides, these external react ions can be limi ten to the 
physical environment but they couid also include the 
social and political dimensions of the environment. 
Prerequisites for thc zdzptive behavior are: 
- that the individual has a repertory of adaptive 
behavior dispositionsavailable 
- that a certain behavior is considered appropriate 
and realizable 
- that a certain behavior is considered to he effect've 
in compensating for the disturbing effect 
- that the improvement cause4 by the action on the 
environment shows a favcrable relationship to its 
costs. 
The extent of this repertory and the accessibility of realizable 
and efficient Zeactions correlate with the social qqsition 
of an individua! and to individual psychological sidtes, 
T h i s  process shows a three step structure. 
1. activation of the adaptive memory 
? 
. dctermin~tion of reaction dispositions 
3. triggering of concrete react ions 
It is very obvious that an individual c s n  not react 
sirnultancously to every reaction potential which is available 
a t  any given time but is forced to treat a1 1 sirnul taneously 
available stimulus-specific action pctential selectively. 
That means that the reaction triggering state of certain 
reaction potentials has to be disregarded andlor that simul- 
taneous reaction potentials will react sequentially. If 
an individual action is to follow as the result of a numbec 
of simultaneous reaction potelitials there have to be interr,al 
priorities. These priorities are in direct dependence on the 
relevant weiphts of simultaneously present action potentials. 
This again m d n s ,  in respect to the reaction t~ sound, t11at 
in the case of ari equal ly high degree of disturbance by means 
of noise and inthe c a s e  of sirnilar personaiity types the 
reactioris do not necessarily have to be itidentical i f  different 
behavior relevant reaction potentials are present, In other 
words, the triggering of 4 reaction due t o  noise is also 
dependent on the presence of other behavior relevant 
disturbances. 
1 . 3 . 2 . 2 .  The Determination of Reaction Dispositions 
- -  
As mentioned previously, the adaptive memory stores 
reaction dispositions which are assigned more c r  less uniquely 
to specific reaction potentials. The more single minded 
thisassoc'iationis, the greater is also the reaction assurance 
arid the speed of stimulus response. As second important 
factor in the determination of reactions functions the 
supply of different reaction dispositions - the variety of 
reaction dispositions. 
The sure and differentiated reaction to environmental 
stimuli depends on those two factors. A high degree of 
association confusion and a lack of variety of reaction 
di sposi t ior irrzzeases the probabi 1 i ty of inadequate react ions. / 24 
Inadequate reactions are those which lead to an irrational, 
rather than a rational adaptation to a certain reaction 
potential. The rationality is related to an optimal adaptation 
of an individual and society to an environmental disturbance. 
In the case of sound, too, those segments of the population 
shoi, the highest probability of inadequate reactions which 
are exposed to abrupt changes of their environmental stimulus 
fie!ds. This i s  especially true of developmental phases of 
early childhood and of segments of the population which are 
extremely tnobile. Generally there is a substitution relationship 
between conscious adaptive behavior and psychological or 
psyci-osomatic reactions. That means, that internal unconscious 
reactions inhibit external conscious reactions to disturbance2 
from the environment and, vice versa, prevent external 
rea ,ions of subconscious adaptations, 
The probabi 1 i ty of inadequate react ions is not only 
increased as a cause of association confusion but, to the 
same degree, by the perceived powerlessness, the recognition 
that the available reaction dispositions can not be converted 
into redctions because they are either not dccessible, of 
little effectiveness, or too expensive. The subjectively 
perceived powerlessness is frequently the triggering cause 
for the conversion of conscious external reactions, for 
instance in the form of political activity, inL-) dispositions 
for more individualized or even internal individual reactions. 
1. 3. 3. The Triggering of (hncrete Reaziion 
Rcactiondispositions represent nothing bat the necessary 
conditions for the triggering of concrete reactions in the 
conscious process of reaction generation. The following 
conditions suffice: 
a )  The Internal Simulation of Chances of Success of Concrete 




Criteria of success for the simulation of concrete re.aci 
tions are on the one hand a prognosis of the effectiveness 
and on the other the prognosis that the individual can 
successfulIy execute such actions. Whether a reaction 
can be accomplished or not depends, on a subjective 
factor, the self-evaluation of the individual's ability 
and the objective factor of material resources. These, 
however, are not distributed evenly among the members 
of different social strata. 
b) The Internal Simulation of New1 Developing ReactionPotentials i 
---- --
--Yk ---- .----- as the =nse%ence of TrLggered eaTTions 
------ -- ------ 
The criterion for this simulat~on is that the predicted 
reaction potential, which was caused by the triggered 
reaction, is smaller than thepresently :vailable 
triggering potential. 
Is, as a consequence of the perceived disturbance by 
noise, a certain reaction disposition- for instance a 
change of residence - associated, the corresponding 
concrete reaction, namely the actual moving, will only 
be triggered after i t  has been accepted as effective 
and feasible and, in addition, is pot expected to cause 
the development of new reaction potentials like the 
loss of social contacts due to the change of residence. 
If  no options for external reactions seem viable the 
degree of perceived powerlessness (frustration) and the 
probability of internal reactions is g r o w i n g .  A limitation 
of the study of the disturbing effects of sound and the 
reaction of individuals to the consideration of external 
reactions only is an indefensible simplification of the 
phenomenon. I t  therefore is absolutely necessary to 
include internal reaction in the research of the effects 
of airplane and traffic noise. 
1.4. Social Effects of individual Reacti~zr 
In the preceding the analysis of the reaction to 
disturbing stimuli was limited to the level of the individual. 
It is, however, of decisive importance to realize that 
individual reactions have immediate and indirect effects on 
the social level. 
That means, that individual reaction are not only 
socially determined but again ohow their effect in personal 
as well as societal areas, It is evident that internal 
rc.~ct ions, which affect the well being of the individual, 
also lead to disturbances in the social fields of reference 
in his personal life, such as family and his work environment. 
Likewise, internal reactions which transfer the negative * 
evaluation of a disturbirsg stimulus to other physical or 
social environmental properties are not only the cause of 
individually perceived reductions of the environmental 
quality. Rather, they also represent an impairment of the 
social quality of life of the segments of the population 
whici! are exposed to this environment. External, individually 
determined reactions to disturbing stimuli are attempts with 
limited solutions because they are reactions to the conditions 
of exposure to disturbing stimuli only in an ego ccntezed 
and not in a social centered way. The consequence of eso 
centered actions, for instance the change of residence, is a 
social detachment process ic the social macro-sphere since 
the inAividua1 remedy of moving is generally not available 
to all social strata of the population; in other w~rds, the 
change of residence is easier for socio-economically higher 
classes than for the lower ones. The results of these 
processes are actuai I y  "noise slumst'. 
Since the exposure of individuals to disturbing stimuli 
is a phenomenon caused by society the problem must be resolved 
by socially oriented acti~ns. Therefore, actions against 
these disturbing st irnuli and their exporure conditions can 
be considered as desirable i f  they are society related. 
Consequently, external collective reactions in.form of 
spontaneous and orgat~izzd political actions are not only 
efficient and prospective possibilities for the individual, 
but also for society as a whole in an attempt to solve their 
enviromental problems. 
2 .  APPXOXCH AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
2.i. Develo~rnent of the Questionnaire 
The basis for the development of the questionnaireis 
the concepts of stimulus processing as described in the 
!>reviuus chapter. The questionnaire of the first English 
Noise Report 1161 served as a model for the operational 
translation of theoretical concepts. The same report was 
also the basis for the questionnaire which had been recornended 
bv the OECP (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development). Other instruments were the questionnaires of 
the American study by P.N. Rorsky [171, the French study 
inquiry into the noise that surrounds airports ( 1 8 1  and the 
Swedish airp!ane noise studies ( 1 9 1 ,  The additional intervening 
variables which were considered here as relevant were included 
in the form of scales, quasi scales and simple indicators. 
Special emphasis ?was put on a relatively extensive inventory 
of psychosomatic symptoms. In a first pretest the ques- 
tionnaire was tried on a quota sampling of 100 people. Two 
translators, independent of each other, prepared a translation 
of the corrected German version of the questionnaire !nto 
French and Italian. A third translator was employed ? a  
develop a third version of the two translations. In a 
second pretest the corrected German version as well as the 
French translation were tested on a sample of 50 persons 
each and the Italian translation on a sample of 20 persons 
each. The correctedversions, based on this second pretest, 
became the questionnaire which was used for the study (see 
also appendix 2). 
2 . 2 .  The Execution of the S u r x  
--------------- 
The survey was conducted by a private opinion research 
institute on the following dates: for the Zurich region from 
April 28 to May 16, 1971, in Geneva from May 4 to June 6, 
1971, and in Base1 from May 8 to June 29, 1972. To control 
for the effects of different mobilization factors in the 
three survey areas, all newspaper reports under the headings 
"noise, airport noise, airport"i11 the most important dailies 
were collected. In respect to numbers and distributions of 
these press reports there were no differences found arnong 
the three survey areas. While differing mobilization effects 
for the sample populations of both Zurich and Geneva should 
nst be cxpec ted t.hey can not be excluded for the sample 
population of Basel, since during the period from spring 
1971 to spring 1972 there were referendums on building 
projects at the local airports in the canton of Zurich 
(Sept. 1 9 7 0 ) .  in the canton of Geneva,, (Feb. 1971) as well 
as in the canton of Basel City, (in Sept. 1972). (The time 
shift in the conducting of interviews i12 the Basel region 
was technically necessary t o  allow the synchronization with 
acvustical measurements. To eliminatz the chance of seasonal 
cii f ferences, the same season was chosen for the survey), 
A 1 1  in a1 1 there was a tata! of 1600 interviews in the 
test area of Zurich of which 120 were conducted in Italian; 
1557 in the test area of Geneva; loot! in the test area of 
Base1 of which 40 were conducted in Italian. The percentage 
of usable interviews was 82.7% for Zurich, 73.0% for Geneva 
and 54.3% in Basel. 56 of the total of 4157 interviews 
could not be included in the analysis. The average time per 
interview was 49 minutes. 
The relatively high proportion cf usability, with the 
exception of Rasel is partially due to the mailing of advance 
notices to the participants and partly to the relatively 
great interest of the interviewecs in environmental subjects. 
The latter we:c oiven as the reason for the interview. To 
avoid any 
avoided, 
bias any reference to specific noise questions was 
The relatively $reat interest in the interview was 
confirmed in the results of the evaluation of the interviewer 
protocols, in which the interviewer, among other things, had 
to evaluate the interest of the subject during the interviews: 
Reaction of the Interviewees 
-- 
i 
; Lively, interested 
1 ambivalent I reserved 
I negative 
I - - .  
2.3. Selection Process 
-------------------- 
The evaluation of the honesty of the answers obtained 
from the interviewees is equally positive: 







- 400 interviews each in zones over 50 NNI 
- 400 interviews each in zones between 40 and 50 NNI 
- 4 0 0  interviews each in zones between 30 and 40 NNI 
- 100 interviews each in zones below 30 NNI 
Conditions for the test area of Rasel: 
i 
test areas 
- 400 interviews each in zones between 40 and 50 NNI 
- 400 interviews in zones between 30 and 4 0  NNI 
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2 . 3 . 1 .  Selection Process for the Test Areas Zurich and 
--- - .- 
-7 
-or Knnas with more than 30 NNI 
P 






ISOSNNI - curves as established by the Department 
of Acoustics and Noise Abatement of the EMPA * for 
the airport regions of Zurich and Geneva (ratio 
1 ; 5 0 , 0 0 0 ) ,  These were transfered t o  survey maps 
of comnunities which are situated in the individual 
noise zones (map ratio 1 ; 5 , 0 0 0 ) .  (The four comnunities 
which lie in the Canton Aargau as well as the 
comnunity Mies in Canton Waadt were not included 
in the study. The test area of Geneva is limited 
to territory within the Swiss boundariesl. All 
dwellings were differentiated by the criterion: 
one family or multiple family dwelling. ( *  ISO = 
International Organit,ition for Standardization 
EMPA = Swiss Federal Institute of bfaterial Control 
and Testing Institute for Industry, Building 
Industry and Trade .) 
the primary unit "house" is chosen on a random 
basis, proportionatelv tc> its frequency in the 
specific community, 
(only in multiple family dwellings) the secondary 
unit "household" was chosen on a random basis from 
a1 l houscholds, For econorni c a l  reasons two secondary 
families were  chosen f r m  each selected multiple family 
dwcl ling. 
Choice of tertiary units, the "ttarget person", bby 
the interviewer according to preselected random 
logarithms (see also the selection instructions for 
the interviewer in appendix 2 ) .  
The distribution of arimarv units in the individual 
noise zones forms the basis fok the distribution of acoustical 
measllring points in both test areas ( s e e  chapter 3 ) .  
2 . 3 . 2 .  Selection Process for the Test Area of Basal 
- .  
-=re than 3 6 m  -- -
. . L - - - . . - . . - - u L I I - - U - - . - u -  
The analysis of data of the test areas of Zurich and 
Geneva resulted in a relatively poor representation of 
acoustical street traffic noise data so that the selection 
process for the test area of Base1 was change-d. This led to 
a considerable reduction in the geographical area for which 
acoustical data were as representative as possible. Unfortunately 
this improvement in validity of sociological data as well as  
a consideration added expense for acoustical measurements. 
Basis : The same as for the test areas of Zurich and 
Geneva (Limited to Swiss territory). 
Level 1 The primary unit Rhousen is chosen on a random 
basis proportionately to its frequency in the 
specific community. The number of houses chosen 
is not proportionateto the number of houses 
available in the area of testing. Every randomly 
selected primary unit was associated with two and 
five additional primary units. This grouping is 
based on the criterion of the highest possible 
acoustical homogeneity of the individual clusters. 
Levels 2 
and 3 Same as in the test areas of Geneva and Zurich. 
To obtain a control populatio.~ which is socio-demographically 
as we1 1 socio-economical ly analogous to the test population 
all cornnunites situated in the test cantons were compared 
according to the following structural data: 
- Occupational structure 
- number of inhabitants 
- taxable income per person 
- populat iori increase between 1960 and 1970 
- functional distdnce to metropolitan areas. 
For each comnuni ty si tuated in zones above 30 NMI a 
comparative cornunity was chosen which is situated outside 
of this noise zone on the b a s i .  of the above criteria. 
Target persons were chosen on four levels, accarding to 
stratified house types: 
Level 1 Random selection of areas (200 x 200m). 
Level 2 The secondary uni ts "household" arc chosen 
proportionately to their frequency (ane-family 
dwellings versus mulitple-family dwellings) 
in the control comnunity. 
Level 3 
and 4 are analogous to the second and third level of the control 
populaton. 
2. 3.4. Interviewed Comnuni ties 
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2.4. Samples Received for each Noise Zone 
-- -
Total I 159s I 152 4 I 9 86 I 4104 I 
m1- 
tones 
The final selection for each noise zone differs considerably 
from the conditions which were obtained theoretically. This 
is due to the fact that the actual airplane paths deviate 
from the ideal air routes as established on the basis of 
calculations of the ISO-NNI-curves. This is especially true 
for departure operations. 
Tes t Area 
Zurich I Geneva mu1 
2.6. Selection of Measurement Locations 
---------------------------------- 
Basis for the choice of a locaton for measuring purposes 
was the distribution of primary units (houses) in the test 
area, (See chapter 2 . 3 . 1 . .  2 . 3 . 2 . ) .  Deciding factor is the 
best possible representation of acoustical conditions for a 
limited number of interviewees. 
- For the precise determination of measuring locations, 
areas with similar airplane noise and traffic noise 
patterns to be studied, were combined into so called 
noise zones. 
- Each noise zone contains only one measuring point. The 
point chosen within the noise zone has to deliver 
results which are representative for the whole noise 
zone (choice of a location within a zone). 
- The locationof the microphones has to be chosen in such 
a way that neither airplane nor street noises will be 
shielded too much by obstacles. (Prefered microphone 
location is the balcony railing on the second floor). 
A map with all -neasuring points is included in the 



































































































































































































































2.7. Execution of Acoustical Measurements . 
--------------U_.-_U_U__- 
Sound measurements in the area of the airport of Kloten 
were conducted during the time from the beginning of January 
1971 to the middle of June 1971. During this time a total 
of 108 positions were measured. 69 of these measurements 
were extended over a period of one week and they were supplemented 
by 4 0  short term measurements of 20 min. each. T';c short term 
measurements were always conducted on workdays i t i  the time! 
between 8:00 and 12:OOam and 2:00 and 5:00 pm in such areas 
where the airplane noise was relatively constant, the street 
and surrounding noise, however, very variable from location 
to location. 
The measurements i1.r Geneva were conducted between the 
middle of September 1971 and the end of February of 1972. A 
total of 140 measurement locations were used. 6 0  of the 
measurements were week long measurements and 80 were short 
tern measurements. 
The sprawl in^ huildine structure of Geneva made i t  
necessary to spread the interview locations over a larger 
area. Therefore a greater number of short term measurements 
was necessary. The selection process of the measuring 
locationwas the same as in Kloten. 
Wi t h  the aid of transversal neasurements the d i  rport 
nolsc in Geneva could be examined especial ly thoroughly. 
( S e e  chapter 3 . 4 . 4 . ) .  These measurements were executed in 
January and February 1972, A total of nine transversals 
was laid so that the results of approximatelv 6 0 0  indivitidal 
sound level measJrements could be used in the construction 
of the NNI-curves. 
As discussed in chapter 2 . 3 . 2 . ,  the selection process 
for t h e  research in Rase1 was changed and the number of 
meas:rring points was doubled. The measrlr ing time was reduced 
to 2 4  hours per measuring location. 
The choice oi measuring locations within the noise 
zones which had been established by the new process could he 
constructed dlong the same lines as in Zurich and Geneva. 
2.8. THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTERVIEWS BY MEASURING LOCATIONS 
- . - -  ---------- - 
During the time from March 1 9 7 2  until July 1 9 7 2  noise 
measurements were canducted.atatotalof 182 locations. 
Approximately 250 individual sound level peaks from airplane 
movements were measured for the determination of curves of 
an equal PNdB. 
3.1. Introduction 
---------------- 
As discussed in chapter 1, the reaction t? an acoustical 
stimulus is dependent on the following external physical 
conditions: 
1. or1 the acoustical stimulus intensity 
2 ,  on the acoustical st imuluv background 
3. on the frequency of the acoustical stimul:~s 
4. on the sequence of acoustical stimuli. 
The illtensit of stirnul~ls is normally not a strictly 
---------a- ----------- f vhvsical me,isure ut takes i n t ~  account a1 readv pcvcho ~physiolo~ical 
. , , .  , . . 
aspects, 1 ike the annoyance caused by the wavelength di st rihut ion 
or the frequency distribution of n sound level. Ravelength 
and frequency tli st ribut ion c ~ n  hc determined by mensurerncnt 
with evaluation filters am1 soi1n.l level statistics. 
The st i:null~s backgroand refers to the acc.us t ical st irn 1 1 l l . i ~  
------------------ ----- 
sitriation without the consideration of vocal acoustical 
stimuli. A generally accepted operational definition for 
the acoustical hackgro~~nd, however. is presently not ln 
existence. 
The stiwulus frequency, that means t h ~  number of acoustical 
-.-T--------- f-- T--- 
stimuTi in A certaln tlme interval can be determined in the 
c3se of airplane noise by the count ine of the airplane noise 
peak values, cstabl ished by meiisurement. In the case of 
traffic noise this is not possi5lc. The traffic densitv has 
to bc determined by actual traffic count. In the present 
study the traffic density w a s  only est irnared. 
The st imulus sequence is the t ernporal course o f  st ivul :IS 
------ ------ -- -- intens1 ty an3 st irnuTus frequericv. In the fol lowing cdi sc~~ssion 
stimulus frequcrlcy is considered by di f ferent iht ing t h r c e  
t irne-cjt -day per iods. To thi s day n d n v  r l o i  se medsrlrc.nent s 
have been d e v e !  oped, which address themselves t c ~  certain of 
the many aspect< or to ccrtdrn noise situations (street or 
airplarlr noise, rtc. 1 ,  
Sorr?t. o f  tbt- ;~pproxi!nately 60 ~ l i  f ferent noise scales / 40 
will be discussed in the followi?g. Since t h e  intercorrelation 
between airplant? and surroundinc! noise was : I O ?  known at the 
beginning of the study, the selection of the optimal noise 
scale could only occur after the measurements were concluded. 
Therefore a noise measurement method was chosen which is . 
capable to- deliver the most comprehensive acoustical basic 
data. 
3.2. DEFINITION OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES 
------------------ 
Al l noise measurement is based on measi~rab!e physics! 
quantities which are evaluated by empirically developed 
methods, Therefore the scales used in the technique of 
sound measurement have to be initially defined and explained. 
3.2.1. Sound Pressure and Sound Pressure Levels ISO R 131 
The term sound pressure is referring t o  the effective 
v a l u e  of pressure fluctuations which a r e  superimposed on the 
31' pressure. 
Figure 3.1: Sound pressure a s  a function of time 
e f fec t ive  value of sound 
pressure 
momentary value 
constant of time 
sound pressure l eve l  
time 
II bar = 10 is com~only used a s  a measuring un i t  f o r  sound pressure, / 41  
1 bar = 760 mmHg. The human ear is  capable of processing sound pressures 
-4 from 2 ' 10 p bar (hearing threshold) t o  200 v bar (pain threshold). It therefore 
seems sensible t o  use the  logarithmic measure decibel (dB) t o  cover this  wide 
r a g e  of variat ions.  Therefore the sound pressure l eve l  was defined a s  follows* 
P L = 10 log (.is;;) = 20 4cg (dB) 
Reference sound pressure Po is the pressure Po = 2 x 
lo4 bar (sound threshold). Thus the sound pressure range 
goes from 0 to approximately 120 dB. 
3.2.2. Thc Sound Freguenz Distribution of Sound Pressure 
------------- - ----------------- 
The frequency range of sound pressure is divided into 
three areas: 
1. Infra Sound Ran e 
P r e ~ u ~ ~ c ~ ~ r e a  +!- elow the canabilities of the human 
ear, e.g. below 16 Hz. 
2. Sound Ran= 
-.. 
The-Gequency area correspond in^ to the human 
range oi hearing. e . g .  16' Hz to- 20 H z .  
3. Ultra SoundRange 
------------- - 
Frequencj area beyond the capability of the human 
ear, e . g .  o v e r  20 KHz.  
i tZur Sound range of the human ear 
I \ , .so@. range , 
-*... 
--. 
20 Xe 102232 XQ lk 2k 5k 1Ck H Z  
,frequency 
The sound range was subdivided into thirds and octaves, 
whercb the medi an band frequency changes from octave to 
o c t a v e  by t!~e factor of two. 
The frequency course of a sound is the course oi the 
sound level of individual filters as the function of the 
frequency. Such a frequency analysis is u s u a l l y  conducted 
with the aid of octave, third or narrow hand filters, 
Figure 3 . 3 . :  Frequency analymis s t a r t  @f DC-9 a t  200m 
** .#.> . . 
Because o f  t h e  di f fering constel la t ions of freqrlency 




have pure sine shape 
sound : 
v io l in  "a" 
noise : 
Boing 707 
harmonics are added 
to  sinus vibrations 
( l ine  spectrum) 
i n  th i s  sound event a 
theore tically unlfml. ted 
number of different fre- 
quencies are involved 
(band spectrum) 
Generally, in the case of street and airplane noise 
studies we are concerned with noises which usually contain a 
single dorninat'lg frequency, 
3 2 3 Fre u e n z  Distribution of Sound Levels 
. Z i _ ,  ,,---------,, 
The sound pressure level is a non stationary value. It 
fluctuates in a certai2 rsnge around its median value. This 
fluctuation can be eva1:~ated by metns of sound level statistics, 
in which case the temporal frequency distribution of sound 
levels is determined. 
Figure 3.5.frequency distribution of sound level L 
The frequency distributior? $ ( 1 )  is used for the determination 
of median values L and L or of sound level scatter 
during a certain d$asuringqperiod, for instance an hour or a 
day. 
L,= 10 . log ( m,, . lo dL 
3 . 2 . 4 .  Sound Sources 
In this investigation airplane and traffic noises are 
of special importance. Both of these sound sources d i f f e r  
in some very essential points, 
In today9 jet propelled airplanes + k c  sound is essen- 
tially produced by the turbulence created by the emission of 
hot gases. The sound of traffic noise is chiefly produced 
by vibrating solid bodies or air columns. Therefore there 
is a very  essential difference in the frequency composition 
and intensity between airplane and street traffic noises. 
Figure 3 . 6 .  Prequency spectrum of  a irplane  and s t r e e t  no ire  
talre-off approx. 100 m 
.% 





' 63 "1/- street noise approx. 50 u 
- frequency 
While airplanes appear practically always as point 
sources of sound, street eovmyances can, depending on 
traffic density and distance to the receiver, produce either 
point or line sources. (Single vehicle or traffic column). 
The geometrical er~pansion conditions are therefore also 
different for airplane and street noise, 
sources is q u i t e  di f ferent. 
Figure 3 . 7 .  Sound l e v e l  diagramm 
F .. airplane noise 
S .  street noise 
E .  railroad noise 
u =  surrounding noiee 
3.2.5. Sound Muffliqg 
-- - 
Sound muffling refers to the reduction of the sound 
level by the geometric spreading, by absorption and by 
mechanic muffling, The geometrical muffling is dependent 
on the 5i ze and shape of the sound source and of the distance 
to the receiver. It is a frequency independent unit. 
Figure  3 . 8 .  Geomettical @inping of  sound propagation for . poim . . . ,  and columnar 
souiid sources 
squerlc sound source 
(e .go airplane) 
columnar sound source ' - - c ; o q r  
(e.g. column of automobiles) 
The sound loss which occurs in the case of the spreading of 
sound by means of air absorption and ground absorption is 
frequency dependent and decreases proportionally to the 
distance between source and receiver. 
Wind direction and temperaturexadient influence the 
----- ------- ------ --- 
spreading of sound, especially over greater distances. It 
is possible to f i :ui  sound level increases as we1 l as scjund 
level decreases. 
Figure 3.9.  Influence of wind and temperature gradiants on the 






3.2.6. Sound Obstruction 
- - 
In field tests sound obstructions through hills, walls, 
dams and buildings, are of great importance. Besides, i t  
affects the frequency spectrum at the point of reception. 
The selection of microphone positions is therefore of special 
importance. 
Figure 3 . 1 0 .  Obstacle damping 
Sound interference through obstacles is dependent on the 
distance from the obstacle source " A " ,  the obstacle receiver 
" B n ,  from the effective height of the obstacle and from the 
vibratian intensity ' IF". It varies within a range from 
five to twenty-four dB [ 2 4 ] .  
The translation of a sound pressure into a hearing 
perception is not completely explained to this day. Many 
factors play an important part in the process which can not 
be physically explained. Physiological properties of the ear 
have partially been explored by comparing the sound process 
with a reference sound, for instance the standardized curves 
for pure tones of equal volume ( 2 5 1  (Figure 3.11). From 
these curves i t  becomes obvious, how exceptionally complex 
the context is between hearing sensation and sound pressure 
of a variable sound. Different methods make such an evaluation 
of the sound process possible and are able to indicate 
subjective sensations quite well. 
3.3.1. Evaluation of Sound Frequency Distribution 
--- - 
3.3.1.1. The Evaluated Sound Pressure Level 
---- - -
The sound level, evaluated by means of a filter curve 
A,  is one of the oldest and most widely used scales of the 
physiological evaluation of sound. It can easily be deter- 
mined with the help of a standardized sound level meter and 
a standardieed filter curve. ( 4 0 1 .  The acoustical sen- 
sitivity curves in figure 3.11 show that sound levels below 
approximately 400 Hz are perceived less loudly when the 
frequency is decreasing. 
Figure 3.11. Curves of equal sound volume as the function 
of the frequency 
pain threshold 
hearing threshold 
- .  
- - 
- x x 2 sx &+a, Xmomo: 
sound frequency - 
The evaluation curve A in figure 3.12 takes this 
fact into account and muffles the lower frequencies during 
sound level measuring. Especially in the lower sound level 
regions i t  corresponds approximately wi th the acoustical 
sensitivity curves, while curves R and C are suitable for 
comparison between th? middle, respectively higher ranges, 
See figure 3.11. However, for general noise metering today 
the A curve is used increasingly for middle and higher sound 
levels without leading to essential discrepancies hetween sound 
!eve1 and perceived disturbance. 
Figure 3.12: Evaluation Curves A,B,C and D 
I 1 
The D-Curve deals especially with the annoying fre- 
quencies between 2 , 0 0 0  and 4 , 0 0 0  Hz. They are somewhat more 
suitable for airp!ane noise measurements than the A curve 
I Z l I .  
3.  3 . 2 .  Loudness. Volume and Annovance of Sounds 
This process considers the frequency distribution of 
sound levels, the volume and the loudness functions as well 
as the over lap effects. They permit a vxlurne calculation 
of continuous sounds without direct auditory comparison. 
3. 3 . 2 . 1 .  The Zwicker S-qstem ( 2 6 1  
----------------------- 
The measured three band harmonic frequency curve levels 
are entered into a special diagram and under consideration 
of the overlap effect connected with each other. :he resulting 
area below this t-urve is a measurement for volume. 
This process is rather involved and not very suitable 
for field work. 
3 . 3 . 2 . 2 .  The IS0 Curves N 1 3 4 1  
S o u t ~ I  evaluation curves can be used to determine the 
annoyance of disturbing influences on verbal conmunication. 
They are especially suitable for the evaluation of noise 
disturbance in industry and office. They are not suitable 
for airplane noise research. 
3.3.2.3. S~eecl: Interference Lc*;t~l SIL 138 1 
This measuring systm is used predominantly in America but 
i t  does not represent a volume annoyance or stress measure- 
ment. It sjr,lply gives the sound level within the frequency 
range frox 6 0 0  to 4 , 8 0 0  Hz which is very important for 
verbal zomnunication. For this sociological study of airplane 
nofsr- i t  has no importance since the frequency spectrum of 
5 3 5  to 4 , 6 9 0  Hz is too narrow for airplane noise. 
3.3.3. Evaluation of Freauencv Distribution 
3.3.3.1 The SurnTotal Level L X  
--- ---- - 
The standardized sum total level which is contained in 
1SO Doc. 1996 is based on statistical median values of a 
sound that f 1 uc tua t cs over t inre. 
To the svaiuation of the sound frequency spectrum, 
which has already been discussed, we now add the dis- 
tribution of the repetitiveness of the sound level. The 
sum total level LX indicates the  sound level border which 
has been exceeded during X% of the total metering time. 
Figure 3.13: Frequency and sum total distribtltion of 
sound level L 
Generally the frequency distrihtion is expressed in 34 
classes of a sound level statistic, And the sound frequency 
results are expressed in the A-curve. 
Figure 3 . 1 3 a t  Frequency and sum to ta l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 
Sound level  L 
L, s sum f reqwncy level 
L, = lower 11ri.t of class n 
sum frequency a t  the lot. end of class n 
In establishing a median value from a number of individual 
measurements the ndistorting influencen of the logarithmic 
scale has to be taken into consideration. That means that a 
median value has to be developed not only for sound level L 
but a1 so for the sound level energy. 
With a Gaussian distribution of sound level8 the mean 
value of energy will always lie higher than the sum total 
level L s 0 .  
3 . 3 . 3 . 3 .  Ari thmct ic Mean Value Lm. 
- ------------ 
The arithmetic mean value is a purely theoretical 
measurement which is only used to establish the frequency 
di .tribution if the values are widely scattered and skewed. 
Figure 3.14: Arithmetic mean value of sound levels L 
The arithmetic mean value no longer agrees with the 
L v a l u e  in the c a s e  of a skewed frequency distribution. 
d R e r a 1 1 ~  in a positively skewed curve the L is smaller 
rn than 1A5(1. 
3. 3.3.4. Sound Level Scattera 
A typical value in the description of a sound situation 
is sound level scatter 0. It has, f o r  instance, been used by 
W. Robinson in Noise Pollution Level. 
Figure 3.15: Sound level scatter 
2 0 therefore is that sound level range which contains 
approximately 68% of all sound events. In territories of 
airplane noise the sound level scatter is correspondingly 
quite close to the distinguishability of airplane soands 
over the surrounding noi se. 
Noise measuring units have the purpose to express the 
perceived disturbance of individuals who are exposed to a 
certain noise exposure. Since the connection between sub- 
jective perception and physica'ly rnedsured units is dependent 
to large degree on the noise situation and the noise 
source specific noise measurin~ units were developed frequently 
for particular n o i s ~  situations. Principally these can 
divided into three groups: 
1. Croup: Measurements which describe the general Sack- 
ground and street noise w:*ich arc little or 
not at all influenced by airplane noises. 
2. Group: ?leasurements of airplant? r.oise which is not at 
all or hardly affected by street or surrounding 
noise. 
3. Croup: Meauut-ements which contain both component$, 
surrounding noise and airplane neise in a 
suitable manner. 
iVi tn airplane noise playing a dominant role in the 
areas chosen for ihe study, i t  can be expected that the 
median values and especially the noise peaks are influenced 
by airplane noise. Street and surroundinq noises which are 
established by means of sound level statistics must, 
therefdre, be checked for their inde,,endenr . from ai rpl ane 
noise. This control o f  independence and the selection of 
optional traffic noise wasuring units are discussed i : i  
chapte, c. ? . 6  and 4.4. 
3.4.1.1. Basic Sound 
------- 
The basic sourl;i is a sn!irrd level rhich is c r e a t e d  by 
sum of all sound sources in the surrounding environment of 
the lncat ion of veastrrement in the absence of the dominant, 
n ~ i c  SOUI -CP  to be !.(:s~iircnt.d . I t  is in the range of' the 
sun total level between a n d  1, and helongs to the 99 
lowest noticablc sound levels 
3.4.1.2. Measurine Units for Surroundinz and Street Noises 
All possiblc strcet noise measurements were inc!utled 
in the sun total levels IA I 80' L70* LhO* L 6 0 *  "40' L l ~ *  and 1, 2 n '  
:I range of such great extcnt ir i  the sum frequency w a s  chosen 
for two r2asons. F i  rst , i t helps estahl i sh vfhi ch 1:leds:lre.ner:t 
agrees best with the preceive'l disturbance by trai f i c  noi5e. 
Second, i t shows which measurement is st i 1 l r e l a  t ivel y d2pend- 
ent on .iirplanr noise. Strcct noi se :nensurerncnts which , > u t  too 
much cln,.!lasis on noise peaks like thc traffic noise index TNI 
are not suitable for these studies because they a r e  afiect~~l too 
mcch by airplance noise. Unfortunately i t  is not pos:jible to 
separate street noise fron other surrounding noises 1)y mefins 
of measiire~nents alone, Thi ii requires addi t ional tr;.if i ic counts. 
I n  the study and followir~p discussiorl the traffic density Ivas,  
however, estimated. 
3.4.2. Measuring Units for A a a n e  Noise 
--- --
All presently known measuring systems of airplane stress 
contain more or less complete information about the in- 
tensity and the sound spectrum of the sound sources as we1 1 
as the frequency and the course of the sound occurences. 
Principally they can be measured as well as calculated. For 
the purpose of planning the calculation process is of special 
importance. For psychological research as in the study 
>resented however measurements have to be preferred because 
they make i t  possible to take into account additional variables 
like air route distribution, topography etc. 
3.4.2.1. Swn total Levels 
-- - ---------- 
As already mentioned in chapter 3 . 4 . 1 . ,  especially the 
noise peaks (LI0. L5, L1, Loel) are effected by airplane 
noise. The degree of i.?fluence, however, is very much 
dependent on the noise situation as such,e.g. how the airplane 
noise compares to the surrounding noise situation. Because 
of this interdependence of sumtotal levels these are only 
conditionally suited for the characterization of airplane 
noi se in di f ferent areas. 
3.4.2.2. Perceived Noise Leve PNL 1 2 7 1  
The noise level is one of the most frequently used 
mea-lretnents for the determination of airplane noise. Often 
i t  is used as a noise component in stress measurements. For 
the exact determination of the noise level i t  is necessary 
tu conduct a sound frequency analysis, in which case only 
the peak value in every frequency band of a passing airplane 
is used. The individual three band levels are converted to 
noise levels Noy and added up to receive a total Noy vaiue. 
n = maximal noise value of all three band frequencies 
max 
n ( i  = Noy value of the three band i 
N = Total Noy value 
tot 
Figure 3.16: Curves of equal noise 
three band level 
-" frequency 
To calculate the  noise level based on the resulting 
noisiness we use the following formula. 
This process for the determination of the PNL is only 
suitable for indi..-i:qual tests or for tests in the lab- 
oratory. For field r e s e a r c h  i t  is possible to use an approx- 
imation process which gives a n  approximately equally valid 
agreement of naiso level and perceived disturbance. 
The IbCurve discussed in chapter 3 .  3 . 1 . 1 .  c~rresponds 
relatively well to  thc Nov values, however. the D-Curve has 
to be r'ii s e d  by s e v e n  (7) dH. 
I 
I 
This leads to a new evaluation curve N. Prior studies 
/ s9  have shown very good agreement between noise level and sound 
levels based on the N-Curve. Also the correlation between 
sound levels based on the N-Curve and the perceived disturbance 
is practically equally high, just as these between the 
perceived noise level and the perceived disturbance. 
The approximation method by means of sound levels which 
is based on the A-Curve leads to equally good results. It 
also makes the simultaneous determination of surrounding 
noises possible. 
PNL = 4n1 + k 
The factor K is dependent of tne frequency spectrum. 
For most of the airplanes which are in use today i t  can be 
assumed that the K v a l : ~ e  equals 1 2  d B  in the closer proximity 
to dirports in which case the error does not exceed t l  dB 
[ 2 1 1 .  
Rased on prior research the PNL was developed into the 
EPNL. This takes into consider&. ion the influence of pure 
tones and the duration of the noise disturbance. 
EPNL = PNL T + D (EPNdB) 
PNLT = PNL + C (T PNdB ) 
0 = Duration correction ca. - 10 to + lo@ 
c = Ton c 0 r r d M  o to 6 3  03 
The process to determine the tone correction is rather 
complicated and is explained in the ISO-Recomnendation R 507 
1271 
An approximate "Duration correctionn can be achieved 
with the following formula: [ 2 1 1  
Figure 3.17: Effective duration of airplane noise 
This EPNL-Process is so complex and expensive that the 
evaluation of tape recordings can only be executed in a 
specially equipped sound laboratory. 
F i y u r e  3.18: Frequency spectrum r? f  a Boeing 707 
9esides, the resul ts of American studies do not  show a 
signi f icant improvement of the fo1 lowing correlation ca- 
efficient between noise measurements and perceived disturbance 
bv airplane noise. 
To calculate the total noise exposure the fo11owfng 
formula which is taken from IS0 R 507 can he i iced:  
TNEL = K)-Iog 2 K) To 
i tl 
+IO.log 
TO = K) SQC 
t o  = 1 SQC 
i = index of n airplane movements 
The TNEL gives the energetic sum level of a sequence of 
noise events during a certain observation time. Observation 
t itnes can be one hour, one clay, one week e t c . 
Above formula can be e a s i l y  changed to obtain an ana- 
logy to the usual noise exposure values like CNR, K, NEF 
etc., 
' q l o F N L ( , ~ I ' O  TNEL = 10.bg +Olog n+lo.log$ 
i t 1  Y 
mean airplane noise 
fiere the EPNL meas\ i tement  is used as "Mean Airplane 
Noise". 
3 . 4 . 2 . 5 ,  Equivalent Continuous Noise Level ECPNL 1 2 7 1  
---- ------------------- 
Since the TNEL is dependent on the measuring time the 
observation time was standardized in the ECPNL to make the 
comparison of these measurements with other types of measure- 
ments possible. 
ECPNL = TNEL T 10 X log- 
to 
T = Observation time in seconds 
3.4.2.6. Weighted Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise 
------ --------- --
Level WETPNL 
This measurement was developed by the ICAO but was  not  
accepted by the ISO. Compared to the ECPNL, the 'WECPNL 
contains corrections for the time of day, evening, night and 
for the season (Temperature). 
WECPNL = lop 4 . 1 0  ECPNLD 1 . 1 0  ECPNLE+S+ 3 . 1 0  ECPNLN+IO +S 
if ----- ------ B ------ l o  8 l o  1 0  
ECPNLI) = ECPNL (Day) for time between 7: 00 am and 7 :  00 pm 
ECPNLE = ECPNL (Evening) for time between 7 : 0 0  pm and 10:OOpm 
ECPNLN = ECPNL (Night) for time between 1 0 : 0 0  pm and 7 : 0 0  am 
S = Correction for temperature ( 2  5 db)  
The CNR-Process is based on the use of PNdR-Curves for 
e v e r y  f 1 i g h  t maneuver. 
Based on the sound curves and the movement numbers for day 
and night a CNR -Number is calculated. j 
"D~ humber of movements between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. 
N ~ j  ' number of movements between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
The resulting CNR-Number represents the energetic sum 
of the CNR.-Numbers of all occuring M flight man,euvers. 
1 
Y 
CNR = 10 *log 2 10 CNRj 1lO + K 
I" 
K is a factor for the evaluation of different flight 
maneuvers and their time of day. It lies between-15 and +10 
for starts and landings at between-5 and +10 for i d l i n g  
runs and for movement on the ground. The CNR can be calculated 
approximately by the following formula: [I71 
CNR = PNL + I0 log N - 12 
Frerequisite for this approximation is homogen~us airplane 
trdffic. 
The NEF-Process is a refinement of the CNR-Process, The 
noise curves were 
1. Rased  on effective percvived noise level, rather 
thdn on perceived noise level, and 
? 
. Drawn tor differeat flight paths instead of 
different airplane types. 
The resulting NEF-Value is obtained hy surmation of the 
individual NEF values according to the fol lowirlg form r l a :  i j  
NEF = l O . l o g I  10 NEF,, 110 
The calculation of the NEF-Values can be somewhat 
simplified with the following formulas: 
For the day between 7 : 0 0  aar and 10:OO pm 
NEF = EPNL + 10 log No - 88 
For the night between 10:OO prn and 7 : 0 0  am 
3.4.2.9. Isopsophic Indices, Index R 
------- --------- 
The isopsophic index gives the sum of the individual 
noise volumes during a day between 6 : 0 0  am and 1 0 : 0 0  pm. 
The following components are considered: 
- 
Sound pressure level of individual ai rpl ane tyr< 
and their individual flying maneuvers. 
- 
Duration of sound events 
- 
Number of airplane movements 
The total exposure is composed of individual values for 
different airplane types and different flying maneuvers. 
N' = PNL - 10 . log f ( 1 )  
PNL = sound leve l  i n  PNdB 
r = reference time (16 hours) 
t = total  duration of airplane noise exposure 
Tt  is assumed that the total exposure for one ( 1 )  
individ~~al flying maneuver is an average of thirty ( 3 0 )  
seconds. Under these corldi t ions the formula ( 1 )  is simp1 i fied 
dnd changes to : 
' = PNL - X) 
~4; = PNL 10. loq n - 30 ( 3  
The resulting index is calculated by the addition of 
the energy values of the individual indices fi . 
R - 10 . log 2 10 N,"N 
The French literature [32] uses a number of different 
terms for the word general index: INDICE isopsophique, 
INDICE R or INDICE ISDPSOPHIQUE R. Resides the formula used 
in psychological research to calculate R deviates from 
formula three by four units. 
To guarantee the comparabi 1 i ty of the resul t s of psychological 
research the index R in the study and the discussion is 
calculated by this formula. 
The n0ise and num5er index also uses the median peak 
noises ant1 the median movemerlt number of airplanes in the 
calculation of total noise exposures. This movement number 
is defined as the number of airplane movements perceived 
acoustically during the time of the measurements (6:00 
am-10:00 pm). ,4n exact process to measure the median peak 
noises in PNdB is, however, not given. 
For the establishment of airplane noise exposure z o n ~ s  
within the rdnge of 30 NNI and ahave, i t  is usually sufficient 
to consider airplane movements above approximately R O  PNdR. 
In the process of technical determination of airplane noise 
exposure curves i t  is, however, often necessary to incl~.ide 
airplane movements wi th levels from approximately 6 0  PNdR. 
The reason is to be Feen in the hip sound level differences 
which are caused by the scattering of air waves in horizontal 
as w e l l  as vertical direction. 
An English psychological study of 1961 ( 1 6 1  led to the 
following formula: 
N 
NNI * 10 109 10PWL" 'lo +lS* leg N - 80 
I. 1 
pNLG) = perceived noire level of the 1 airplane wrvc~mmt 
N * number of audible airplane mwementr between 
6 a.m. and 10 p.m. 
It was observed, that a doubling of the number of moves - - 
resulted in an increase of the level of about 4 . 5  dB, By 
definition of the number of moves t h i s  correlates closely 
with the PNL, 
In a second sociological study in England in 1967 [ 3 3 ]  
i t  was found that with the formula: 
NNI = PNL + K .iogN - C 
for . different K-Values correlations coefficients of equal 
magn i t ude were obtained as in 1961. In addition, i t  has 
been shown that the followinp, formula also correlates with 
the perceived disturbance; 
Howcver, contrary to 1961 the NNI-Values in 1961 were 
based o n  measurements that were oblique to the flight direction. 
I n  Germany  the disturbance indexq is in use. It can 
be considered as 
for a sequence of discrete sound events which 
ignores the base line sound or 
b )  a continually fluctuating sound level course 
which takes the periods of quiet into con- 
sideration. 
The two methods are not identical and l e a d  to v a l u e s  
which can deviate from each other by about five dB [39]. 
\lethod a )  is useful in the description of airplane 
noise, method b )  i s  useful in the description of eeneral 
noise situations. I t  is described in chapter 3.3.3. 
The disturbance index V of method a )  i s  fol lowed 
4 = equivalency parameter, for inrtrnce f o r 6  
PNLc)= mudmlly valued romd level of the i round event, 
for instance PNdB 
= duration of exporur to eound event i (10 dB below maximum 
. .  . 
value) 
T = length of obeervation, for inrtance 12 or 15 hourr 
F i g .  3 . 1 9 .  Determination of  disturbance index 6 with method c ) .  
The disturbance index 0 was further developed, based onthe 
above formcla, so that the total influence on sound level 
intensity, movement number, duration and flight path deviations 
c o u l d  be taken into consideration. Besides !t is possible 
to assess the basel ine noiselpeak value ratio by the factor a.  
For the simplest case without considering flight path 
deviations and only one airplane category the formula is: 
Here the analogy to ECPNL i f  obvious, The disturbance 
index is one of the most complete airplane noise measurements 
which is also suitable for sociological airplane noise 
studies, since i t  is based on dB ( A )  or PNdB measurements. 
In sumnation the airplane noise exposure measurements 
given in chapter 3 . 4 . 2 .  car; be calculated with the following 
approximation formulas. These approximation formulas are 
valid only i f  the range of sound levels and the frequency 
of different flight maneuvers is not too extensive. In 
cases where different airplane operations with high levels 
and low frequency, or low levels and high frequency coincide, 
the exact formulas of chapter 3 . 4 . 2 .  are to be used because 
the zppruximation formulas could lead to big errors. 
The most important deviations between the individual 
a i rpl ane noise exposure mneasurements a-d the NNI-principle must 
meet the following characterization: 
R FI ight sound frequency is less prominent 1y con- 
sidered. The increase in the case of a duubling 
of the mvernent number  is only three dB instead of 
4.5 dB.  
CNR Night flight movement number is especial ly stongly 
considered, Thrce dR per doubling of movement 
numhe r . 
NEF Analogous to CNR. In addition i t  contains the noise 
component EPNL, the correct ion factor ior the effect 
of duration and the pure tone components. 
4 dB per doubling of the movement number. Consideration 
of total effective noise exposure duration. 
3 . 4 . 3 .  Noise Measurements which are Influenced by Street and 
Ai*;ne Noises. 
----4_3 --------- ------- 
A number of noise measurements were developed, to  
characterize the noise sf tuation with one single figure. 
T h i ~  is possible with an evaluation of sound level distributions 
(Leq) or by the evaluation of the difference:peak valueslbasic 
sound level (TNI), or by a combination of median value and 
sound level range (LNp). 
These measurements consider surrounding noise, street 
noise, and airplane noise. The basis for these calculations 
is in all cases the sound le-re1 statistic. 
The *q~-:~r.lent long term sound level of a fl~ictuating 
sound is a constant sound level of an equal median energy 
value. The internationally standardized formula, based 0.1 
the lapse of t i m e  in a sound level is: 
d equivalency parameter 
L(t)= valued. sound level  ar a function of time 
T total time of abrervation . 
Frequently, however, the L i e  calculated in  k round level  claeeee 
based on frequency distribution .lq 
1 1 
Leq = 7 log - 7 lGL T(i) 
* length of exposure to the round level  .within c l u r  i 
k number of round level  clarrer 
The importance o f  equivalence parameters a or the 
halved parameters q is demonstrated by the followir,g example. 
It represents the comparison of twa signals with the 
levels L1 L2 with an effective duration t l  and t while 
comparing the measurement tfme T with each other. 2 
a i s  t h e r e f o r e  d e p c ~ n d c n t  o n  t h e  d e s i : - e d  s o u n d  l e v e l  r e -  
d u c t i o n  with a d o u b l e d  e f f e c t  d u r a t i o n  o f  t h e  sound e v e n t s .  
A s  e n e r g y  e q u i v a l e n c e  i s  g i v e n ( q  = 3 d B )  
For airport n o i s e  q = 4 d B  i s  f r e q u c n t  l y  ~ s c d ,  
For this study, however, i t  was calculated with q = 3dB. 
The following formula can be used for the evaluation of 
measurements of sound level statistic counters. 
= bisecting parameter 
n = total number of measuring impulses 
mi = number impulses in sound level class i 
k = number sound level classes 
L( i) = median sound levelof class i . - 
L is a good noise measure to determine the total 
eq 
exposure which is caused by varied noise sources such as 
airplane noise, stl.eet noise, and surrounding noise. Noise 
peaks are especially emphasized so that the base line noise 
no long is affecting the L in airplane noise areas. 
eq 
3.4.3.2. Traftic Noise Index TNI [ 3 5 ]  [ 3 6 ]  
------------------------------- 
The Traffic Noise Index i s  a noise measure which is 
especially suited for the descriptioc of street noises. 
The weight *actors of the individual variables in. 
the TNI were determined by multiple correlation analysis. 
After some simplificztion the TNI was defined as: 
L1 0 
= median noise peaks 
L9 0 
= median basic sound 
The TNI reacts strongly to sound level differences 
between base line noise and peak noise. Changes of the base 
line sound are almost as strongly weiqhted as changes in the 
v ~ i s e  peaks. 
Since the formula of TNI was optimally determined on 
the 5asis of pure street noise tests i t  cannot he usec? in 
areas of airplane noise without modification. The results 
of the study and the discussion confirm this s~spicion. 
3 . 4 . 3 . 3 .  Noise Pollution Level LNy [37] 
----------------------- 
The noise pollution level which was developed by 
Robinson is a measure which is supposed to be usable 
street a s  well as airplane noise. In the choice of factors 
the following three criteria were considered which influence 
the perceived disturbance. 
- energy equivalence of the measurement 
- influence of the frequency of the disturbance 
- weight of the sound level range. 
As definitiorl of the LNp Robinson gave the following 
for~ula: 
I w  = equivalent continuous sound level  where q - 3 
k . empirically established cons tam 
(J . scattering of sound levels 
Thc L is e v a l u a t i n g  the A or D filter curves. As 
ecl 
me.tsut-einent periods f a  i r l y hotnogetlcou.l; t ime p e r i o d s  1 i kc one 
d a y  or one : l i ght  are to he choserl. 
3 . 4 . 4 .  Choice of Noise luirasiircs 
-_-_------------------ 
I11 the c h o i c e  of 1neits:ires the degree of agr-eernen t be- 
twecr~ percei vcd d i  s turbancc and noise :nc,isilrerncnt anct the 
i~~dt~pt'n~ler~cr of street noise rneds1ires and airplane noise 
rncasiires are taken into account. 
More in c h a p t e r s  4.2. and 4.4. 
3 . 5 .  METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS 
As discussed i n  c h a p t e r  3 . 4 ,  the f r e q u e n c y  of the 
distribution of sound l e v e l s  and the  airplane noise peaks  
PNdP hdve to  be measured. The frequency distribution of the 
sound level is evaluated by means of f i  1 ter c u r v e s  A or' 
D. This Ieads to the PNdB v a l u e s  by approximation, 
The ecluipnent i lscd t.3 f u l  f  i 1 l these rcquirernerlts is shown i n  
f i s u r c s  3. 2 0 .  
F i  gitrc 1. 20  Swi t c h  schema t i c  o f  acoustical m e a s u r i n g  
equ i p e n t  
measurement - t l \ v I W * * a * P  
amplifier 
I C * e  I 
! : soundlevel scriber 
1 ;  
autom. timer r c * u w r  
statistical counter 
Condensor microphones were used since they are especially 
suitable for measurements outside. 
Type R and K 2619 one ( I )  inch 
with hlicrophone capsule B and K 4145 (Sealed) 
with Silica gel spacer rinp 
with Wind Cover UA 0 2 0 7  
wi t!- Humidi ty Protect ion EhlPA 
Frequency range 2-20  kHz 
Measuring range 16-144 dB(A)  
The amp1 i f ier increases the el <>c t ricnl signal and 
evaluates i t  with the filter curve A respectively D. Special 
requirements in respect to dynamic ranee had to be fulfilled 
by the amplifies, It was  necessary to obtain measurements 
of I)'ise line sounds from between 30 and 40 d B ( A )  and airplane 
noise peaks up to 110  dR(A) with the same volumc setting. 
Type f-3 and K 2606 ( hiodi fied LMPA) 
Evaluation curves A-D 
High and Low Pass  
Interferance distance 90dR 
llsed ~nedsiiring range 35 t l R ( A \  to l l n  d ~ ( A 1  
3.5.1.3. Curve Writer 
---- ------------- 
The evaluated electrical signal which up to '\is point 
is still proportional to sound pressure is tranr led in a 
sound pressure level and then registered b v  the scribing 
pen. In this transformation the Iogarithw of the sqnat.er! 
rnedidn value of the sound pressure is 2rawn. 
The time constant T in the calcu!ation of the effective 
value can be important, since i t  influences the peak values 
and sound level range. Theoretically T should strive for a 
correct effective evaluation in the infinity range. Practical 
time constants are chosen, however, which take the physiological 
properties of the human ear into consideration. Comonly 
used values are: 
- for impulse 1 ike sound 35 ms (Imp) 
- for normal sound level measurements 100 ms (Fast) 
- for measurements in which :s irort  t e r m  peaks a r e  n o t  
of importance 500 ms (Slow) 
Type R and K 2305 
Indication range 1 5  dR 
Instrument adjustment according to time constant 
Fast or 100 dR/s 
Writing speed 1 2 5  mnls 
Potential meter range 40 
Lower frequency limit 20 I:z 
Paper speed 0 .0  3 mm/s 
Paper width l O O m n  
The cu~npl t.t c. sound level range wcrs divided in to twerity- three 
(23) classes dnd the time period of e.+ch class was dccumulnted 
in a counter s y s t e m .  The scanning frequt.rlcy was l H z ,  so 
that even relat ivclp short sound level peaks could be registered. 
/77 
This permitted the cL41culation of a sum-frequency level 
o f 1, (infrequent peaks) which, with approximately 7,000 
sourrt?*Ievel scans, was  able to differerlciate I, C 1 f rorn I, 0 
w i t h  an accurdcy of 9 9 % .  That means that w i t h  'a scanni~g 
scqclerrcc of onc (1) second the minimu:n measuring time w a s  
approximdtely t w o  2 )  hours. With A scanning seqlience of 
( 7 . 1  s c c o n d s ,  respectively 10 I ! z ,  t h e  rnciist~rinp time h a s  to 
bc at least 15 minutes, 
Figure 3 . 1 :  Exposure time of sound levels in class i 
t-dura tion 
individual 
c lasses  
of sound i n  
sound leve l  
To enable a statistical sound level measurement to 
deliver representative results the measurement period has to 
be adequately chosen, e,g. depending an the frequency of 
sound events, i t  cannot just be measured for two ( 1 )  hours, 
but a day, an evening, a ni;?ht or even several days. 
Type R and K 4 4 2 0  
2 Counters for 1 2  classes each = 2 4  classes 
Impulse frequency 1 Hz (10 H z )  
Width of classes up to 71 dB(A) 4 . 5  dB 
Width of classes above 71 dR(A)  3 dB 
3.5.2. Evaluation of Measurements 
Dtlring the course of a day, depending on the activity, 
the attitude of a individual towards noise or the sound 
situation can change. Therefore the study was coriducted 
during the following three ( 3 )  time periods. 
- Day, from 6:00 am to 6':OOpm 
- Evening from 6 : 0 0  pm to 10:00 pm 
- Night from 1 0 : O O  prn to h : O O  am 
Therefore, readings of the f rrquency di st ribu t ion of sound 
levels were taken daily at 6 : 0 0  am, 6:00pm and 10:00 pm, 
This was clone with a photographic system. The photographs 
w e r e  directly transfered to key punch cards to be evaluated 
b y  machine later on. 
To calculate the prevailing NNI-Values the airplane noise 
peaks w e r e  read off the sourld diagram. Figrlre 3.22 shows 
that they are easi l y  dist inguishecl from surrorlnding or 
st rcet noises. 
Figure 3.22: Sound level diagram 
meaeuring point # 210902, date: 1/22/71 t i m e :  11 a.m. 
sound level etat ist ic  -- x ~ . ~ c c ; r % e t m b - -  -~;,CI-C-.RW-- peaks of airplane 
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In this evaluation the following criteria were considered: 179 
1. In the case of longer lasting flight noise 
peak the highest value is to be read. 
2. Intermittend or accidentally superimposed 
peaks are to be ignored. 
3. The values obtained are to be rounded off to 
the next lowest whole dB value. 
To permit r comparison between momer~tary NNI values and 
median NNI values the momentarily measured flight frequencies 
for the day and evening periods were standardized to sixteen 
(16) hours: 
N day(standardized) = Nday(meas1ired) x -- 16 hours 
--- 
measuring time (Day) 
Neve(measured) x 16 hours 
eve (a tandardi zed) = measuring time (evening) 
3.5. 3. Curves of Eoual Air~lane Noise PNdB 
3.4. 3. 1. Methods 
---------- 
The meastire~nerlt s for the determiriat ion of median airplane 
noises have to stretch over a longer period since intermittent 
fluctuations, for instance in the combination of airplane 
types or flight paths used, tend to falsify the results of 
the 1neas;lrernents. Since especial ly in Geneva .ind Basel the 
measuring times would have had to be extended for several 
weeks the inethod of measurement had to be changed. 
The modified process was similar to the CNR-Process. For 
cert din f 1 ight maneiivers the median sound level progress was 
measured on a straight line at right angles of flight direction. 
This allowed construction of curves of an even, rnedian noise 
level. 
The comparison of both measuring methods showed that 
the transversal me~siirements lead to a greater precision. 180 
For correct execution of airplane noise measurements 
and the determination cf measuring locations and measuring 
times the following infarmation had to be obtained from the 
respective airport administration: 
- Flight frequency and flight paths of the individual 
flight maneuvers. 
- Information about deviations from the theoretical 
f 1 ight paths, 
- Orientation about special flight maneuvers, for 
instance in case of sharp (North-Easterly) winds, 
fog or at night 
- Composition of airplane types frequenting the 
air[ 7rt 
- Course of monthly air traffic numbers during the 
course s C  the year. 
1 possible the respective flight route of the measured 
airplanes was to be recorded during the measuring time to 
permit the determination of the influence of air route 
deviations on the median sound level course. In addition 
rnett8r010gica1 data and thc effecti. e nurnbcr of airplane 
~novt*rnents on a1 1 runways during the measuring t itne were to 
bc registered. 
3.5. 3. 2 .  Exccut ion and Evalria t ion of Transversal hfeasurernent s 
------------------------------------------------------- 
The purpose of transversal Inciisurements is the determination 
d i  airplane noise. In this s t u d y  the frequencies were 
tlrtermined by the D-Curve. This leads to more e x a c t  results 
in the conversion of PNdR values. Besides, for transversal 
mc,isurcments only l o c a t  ions without not iceablc or surrounding 
noise were chosen. Since a total of five (5) complete 
me'tsurinp kits were avai 1 able sornct imes five ( 5 )  noi s c  
rwdsilrt?rnents could be conducted sirnl.11 t aneously. This led 
to an iinprovtbd de t ermi nd t ion of the course o f t ! t c \  sorlnd 
level along thc t ranversa: . I n  Gcncva, i Y h\~trcir:>~! 
sing lc .  sound levels of passing di rplanes \mere measured on 
nine transversals. 







Opt  irnal l y  ortc h u n d r e d  no i  st- rneasurernerlt s p e r  e a c h  t r a n s v e r s a l  
and about  f o u r  t r a r l s v e r s a l s  f o r  e a c h  ma in  f l  i g h t  r o u t e  would 
he  r e q i ~ i r c ~ i .  
Rased  on  C O ~ S C C I ~  t i v e  no i se  m e a s u r e m e n t s  on  a t r a n s v e r s a l  t h e  
rnedi an  sound l e v e l  c o a r s e  c a n  he es t  a b l  i s h e d  as a  fl lnc t i o n  t o  
t h e  l a t e r a l  d i s t d n c e  f rom t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  f l i g h t  r o u t e .  R v  
c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  g e o g r a p h i c a l  l o c a t  i o n s  w i t h  t h o s e  o f  t h e  
a i r p l a n e  n o i s e  l e v e l s  t h e  m e d i a n  rneasured  n o i s e  cr i rve;  o f  
PNdP can  be o b t a i n e d .  Those  n o i s e  c u r v e s  c o n t a i n  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  
o f  t h e  f l i g h t  r o u t e  d e v i a t i o n s  i n  h o r i z o n t a l  and  i n  v e r t i c a l  
d i r e c t i o n  and  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  o f  t h e  t o p o p r a p h v  on  t h e  s p r e a d  
:lamping. T h e  d e v i a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  c e r t a i n  a i r p l a n e  
c a t e g o r i e s  f r o m  t h e  y e a r l y  a v e r a g e s  ssas c o n s i d e r e t l  i n  t h e  
e s t a b l  ishtnent  o f  t h e  ~ n e c l i a n  v a l u e .  The e s  t imate i i  c x a c  t n e s s  
o f  t h e s e  n o i s e  c u r v e s  i s  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  '3 PNdR. 
3 . 6 .  R e s u l t s  of A c o u s t i c a l  S t u d i e s  
----------------------------- 
3.6 .1 .  h i  r n l  dne N o i s e  E x ~ o s u r e  C u r v e s  
I n  t h e  a r e a s  o f  t h e  t h r e e  S w i s s  a i r p o r t s  a i r  n o i s c  
e x p o s u r e  i s  d e s c r i b e d  by t h e  n o i s e  n r d  number i n d e x .  T h e s e  
N N I  C u r v e s  c o n n e c t  t h o s e  g e o g r a p h i c  l o c a t  i o n s  w i  t h  e q u a l  
n o i s e  e x p o s u r e .  T h e  d e t e r m i n a  t  i o n  of  t h e s e  e x p o s u r e  c u r v e s  
c a n  he done  e i t h e r  h v  c d l c u l a t i o n  b a s e d  on  n o i s e  c u r v e s  and 
median  a i r p l a n e  movement numbers  o r  by means of  c o n s i d e r a b l e  
n o i s e  rneasurerneots  i n  t h e  t o t a l  s t u d y  a r e a .  
sound 
3.6.1.1. Calculated NNI Curves 
-.-Y----UI--UY- 
NNI Curves, based on FMPA calculations were used in the 
determination of study areas. They also are used by leg- 
islative bodies as guides to zone planning. 
By definition NNI is dependant on the energetic median 
value of the airplane noise peaks of a l l .  airplane movements 
(over 80 PNdB) and the average daily number of airplane 
movements established over a one (1) year period. The noise 
curves established by the FAA for different airplane types 
in WdR serve as the basis for the calculation of noise 
components. Information about the number of airplane moves, 
their distribution on the different runways, about start and 
landing routes,. and information about the proportional share 
of different airplane types were obtained by the respective 
airport administrations. The calculation now can he done in 
four ( 4 )  steps. 
1 ,  For every airway the energetic sum level is cal- 
culated accor(4inp to the proportional share of 
di f ferent airplane types, 
2. A noise curve is chosen which is representitive of 
the energetic  tin^ leve:. 
3 ,  Rased on the r e s i l l  ting noise curves and the cor- 
responding number of novements the NNI curves 
arc established for each air route. 
4. In areas which are exposed to noise from several 
air paths the NNI va:ue is calculated according 
to the dominant noise source and the sum of a1 1 
ai rpl ane movements . 
The NNI Curves thus obtained are median values for the whole 
years. Temporary deviations from the median value can 
happen because of a number of ai rpl ane movements which deviates 
from the median value, bv a different composition of airplane 
types, by deviation from normal air pdt'ns or becduse of 
meteorological conditions. This leads to an estimated precision 
factor of 2 5  NNI for the cctlculated NNI Curves. Figures 
3.25 and 3.26 show the calculated NNI Curves for the airports 
Z~trich, Geneva, and Rascl . 
To obtain the most accurate data for airplane noise and 
street noise exposure of each survey locat ion acoustical 
data were obtained by measurement. As in the case ofthecalculation 
Figure 3.25. Airplane noise exwsure  curves NNI 
Airport-Zurich Kloten for 1970 (ISNNI) 
VHIGmAt PAGE p) 
OF POOR PIm 
Figure 3.26. Airplane noise exposure curves NNI 
Airport Geneva-Cointrin for 1970 (25  N NI) 
process here too the energetic median values of airplane 
noise peaks and the coordinated median airplane movement 
number were used as basis for the calculation of the NNI. 
The measuring process was also able to take the influences 
of air route deviations as well as ground muffling of sound 
waves into consideration. 
The average daily number of airplane moves which is obtained 
by actual count over the course of a year cannot be exactly 
established hy means of noise measurements since the relatively 
short duration of the measured period, in comparison to one 
( 1 )  year, cannot give any representative information about 
the yearly averages. Reasons for the fluctuation of the 
number of airplane movements are on the one hand the yearly 
increase in flight frequency, seasonal fluctuations and 
rnomerrtary deviations from the yearly average. Therefore the 
statistical data of airplane movement number and runway 
usage which had becn supplied by the airport administrations 
were used. 
Figure 3.28: Statistical data of airplane movement 
numbers at the three airports 
. Jm. 
Zurich 1970 Geneva 1970 Basel 1970 
4 N .  ..3U N . .= JU 
a N . . * s 7  mean mean mean 
The c~lc~i?-+t ion of NYI Curves can only bc done analo~ously I 8 7  
to a mathernat ical proccss. Special problems occurred, 
however, in areas in which the noise disturbance was caused 
by flight operations of differing noise levels. In the case 
of (3NR, NEF, and the Index R, this problem was  solved by 
erlrrpet ic sumnat ion c : the i n d i k   dual indices. This leaas 
to the following formula for the NNI: 
f a NNI j r lo  
NNi - 10 @Q ]., 
f ( ,q,? 90 ?I)-80 NNI - log ,-, 
M = Number of di fferent f 1 i ~ k . t  operations involved 
N = Mean m~vernen t nulnber of operat ion j j 
= Energetic median v.1u.e of j flight ope:ation 
L~~ i 
'~hii formula illustrates that in the casr of several 
flight operations at different noise levels the dominating 
one is the one with the greatest N 1 . 5  1 4  xlO PN j . In other j 
words the decreasin~ sound level of flight operation j also 
decreases the statistical weight of the flight movement 
number. 
In thr corstructians of the NNI C ~ r v e s  i t  becanlc apparent 
that those areas where several operations had to be considered 
accok-ding t o  the formula above were in relatively narrowly 
d e  f ineci areas. 
F i ~ u r c  3.29. Effective area of flight operations of 
different noise levela 
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The measured NNI Curves of the airports 
Zurich, Geneva, and Basel are in figure 3.30 and 3.31. 
Their precision is estimated at about 25 NNI, 
Figure 3.30: Airplane noise exposure curves NNI 
Airport Zurich--Kloten 
Measured 1971 
Margin of error t 5 N N I  
Figure 3.31: Airplane Noise Exposure Curves NNI 
Geneva-Cnint rin 
Measured 1972 
Possible margin of error 25 NNI 
Figure 3.32 Airplane Noise Exposure Curves NNI 
Airport Basel-Mulhausen 
Measured 1972 
Possible margin of error f 5  NNI 





As explained in chapter 3 . 5 . 3 .  and 3 . 6 . 1 .  the expense 
for the measured determination of airplane noise exposure 
curves is considerably greater than for the theoretical 
determination. 
Both noise exposure curves to be compared have, as 
mentioned, a margin of error of 25 NNI. In an extreme case 
deviations as high as 1 0  NNI must be tolerated. Near the 
landing strips the agreement is rather close. In distant 
areas, however, there is a systematic deviation between 
calc.:lated and measured curves. Contrary to the calculated 
curves the width of the measured curves increases as the 
distance from ?he air~ort increases. 
This can be chiefly explained through the large diffusion 
of actual airplane paths and partially through the decrease 
of the muffling effect in these areas. Sincc the increasing 
air path diffusion leads to a wider sound leve! range between 
the individual flight events an increase of the energetic 
sound level median values occurs. The area of noise exposure 
is increased considerably i f airplanes closely adhere to 
their flight paths. The decrease of muffle effect due to 
spreading in greater distances can be attributed to the loss 
of ground absorption and muffling by obstructions due to 
greater flight altitudes, 
To improve ihe NNI calculating process the dilfusion of 
the flight paths and the ground and obstacle damping effects 
would have to he taken into account to a greater extent. 
However, this would also require the supplying of much rno-e 
complex statistical information aS0t.t the use of the different 
flikht paths, the flight path deviations and so forth from 
the airport administration. 
3 . 6 . 2 .  Dependents of the Surroundine Noise hleasure~ent s
of Air ,lane Noise 
- - - - -  
Most of the measurements of surrounding noises are 
calculated on the basis of sound level statistics. They 
represent the sum of a1 l sounds. They do nc.t give any 
information on the sources of these sourids. As shown in 
figure 3.33 correlation analysis alone would not deliver any 
useful results because of the bend shapes of the curves. 
In thi j figurrz 3 1  1 noise rneaslirc2ments which are e :erod 
obtained sound level statistics, the airpl~rrc noise 
results, however, were obtained independently of statistics. 
Figure 3.33: Di f ferent noise measure men:^ in dependence 
on air noise exposure in NNI, 
It has been foun(i that the sum total levels 1, 5 0 '  and 
L 1 0 '  are hardly influenced by airplane noise, but that the 
sound level peaks 0 . 1  are strorrgly influenced by i t .  In 
conr r a s  t 
b e c a i ~ s c  
exposure 
while in 
NNI t ' : ~  
For 
and 1, are ambivalent measurements 
Ccl 
they are, in the presence of low airplane noise 
under 30 NNI, chiefly inflticnccd by street noise, 
the case of greater airplane noi~.e exposure over 30 
influence of airplanc noise is clearly noticeable. 
the -..-eas of Zurich and Geneva under studv the 
following conne-tions between airplane rloisc and sthtistical 
sound level measureinents w e r e  established: 
The agreement of the median values of NNI and the noise 
measurements L L L , and LNp, is qui t e good, however, 0 . 1 '  1' eq 
i t  is dependent on the noise situation, that means on the 
intensity and the frequency of noise sources like airplane 
traffic and street traffic. 
3 . 6 , 3 .  Camparison of Noise Situations in Zurich, Geneva, 
--* --- --- - -
and Basel 
------ 
Based on the different findings i t  can be assumed that 
tne noi:e situation is not identical in the tested areas of 
Zurich, Cenevd, and Basel. Since the noise situation is 
only a second consequence of primary phenomena in the surrounding. 
of the measuring location, i t  is attempted to find direct 
causes for the differing noise situations as objectively as 
possible. This process includes the consideration of building 
patterns, the comparison of flight frequency and flight 
noise peak values, and an evaluation of the share of street 
noise in the total pictt-.-e of noise exposure, the sun total 
of noise exposure by airplane and street noise. 
The  following table lists traffic function and building 
pat terns in areas sur. ounding the measuring locat ions. They 
were classified according to the following criteria; 
i 
see next page i 
t 
t 
very denae developamnt 
- no green areas o r  
open space between 
buildings 
loose development 
- open. apace and 
play grounds, 
gardens o r  other  
recreat ional  a r e s  
between buildings 
sca t tered  development 
- no other buildings 
nearby 
- Zoning 
indua t r i a l  
- l i v ing  quarterr  with 
several  f ac  tofie.. 
l a rge r  production 
f a c i l i t i e s ,  ware- 
houses 
cen t ra l  areas 
(buainers tones) 
- l i v ing  quarters  and 
prdominating busi- 
ness a c t i v i t i e s  
(down town areas) 
mixed zones 
- l a rge r  farming 
towns, urban 
areas containing 
trade and r e t a i l  
establishments, 
r e s iden t i a l  areas 
e t c .  
r e s iden t i a l  areas 
- apartment houses 
farm houses (poss. 
with r e t a i l  s to res ,  
schools 
open space o r  recre- 
a t iona l  areas 
- exclusively r u r a l  
o r  recreat ional  
areas 
Type of Traff ic  
main t r a f f i c  a r t e r i e r  
- heavily uaed high- 
ways, comec t i n g  
c i t i e r  a s  well a s  
ra i l road l i n e s  
main s t r e e t s  
- main connecting 
s t r e e t s  i n  developed 
areas between 
d i f fe ren t  zones 
c i t y  streets 
- l oca l  t r a f f i c  only 
no t r a f f i c  
Figure 3 . 3 4  Sum frequency l e v e l  under cons idera t ion  / 9 6  
of bu i ld ing  p a t t e r n s  type o f  use  and 
















1 ocal traffic 
no traffic 
Figure 3.34 shows the strong relationship between 
building, usage, and traffic patterns 
and the level LS0. 
Number of ai=lane movements a n d d l a n e  noise peak values 
------- ----- ----- 
The number of airplane movement on which NN! cal- 
culations are based is the average daily frequency per 
me?.suring period, standardized for sixteen ( 1 6 )  hours. 
(Chapter 3.5 .2 .2 . ) .  
no. of  




Figure 3. 35: Statistical information of median numbers 
of airplane movements around the three 
airports. 
5. ' 
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The h i #  difference between the number of airplane 
movements in Zurich and Geneva n s  opposed to Rasel is very 
obvious. In addition, the airport of Rasel shows a greater 
rncdi ar densi t y  of airplane movements during the four evening 
hours from 6 : 0 0  pm to 1 0 : 0 0  prn than during the daytime from 
6 : 0 0  an to 5:00 pm. 
hours 
The tcihle 3 36 shows the variations of median airplane 1 9 8  
noise peaks in PNdR as we11 as NNI values. Here too a 
distinct difference can be seen b-*ween Rasel and the two 
other areas u ~ d e r  study. The -.,per limit of LpY to 
approximately 105  PXdB is due to the limitation of the study 
to Swiss territory. In Rasel the minimum distance between 
measuring locations and airport is approximately 3 km, in 
Zurich and Geneva ,  however, i t  is only approximately 0.5 to 
1 krn. 
Table 3.36: Variations of airplane noise peaks in PNdB 







peaks in PNdB 
I Airplane noise exposure 
in NNI 
The Ratio of Streei Versus Airplane Noise in the Total 
------------- *- 
- X i i Z T E x p  sure 
------ --- 
Thr. total noise exposure is an objectively measurable 
unit atid shocld not be mistaken for the perceived annoyance 
or disturbance by individuals. It can be given with the 
ambivalent noise measure !A which is influenced by both 
street and airplane noise. "9 
To cDVnpare the respective shares of both noise sourc - 
in the total noise exposure for the three study areas, 
swn total levels I, 5 0 and the KNI in function of the equivalent 
coq t i rluous sound 1 eve 1 LJ were i 1 Illst rated in Fitlure 3. 37. 
eq * 
The extensive independence of the sum total level I, 50 of 
airplane noise was already n o t e d  in chapter 3.6.2.. It is 
cirrrly evident that in Zurich and Geneva the share of 
airplrne ~ o i s c  a s  compared to jtreet noise increases with 
incredsing t o t a l  noise exposure. I n  RaseI. however. the 
share of street noi sr increases with increasing total noise 
exposure. This esseniial ly di fferent noise situation is 
clearly rxoressed in the shape o f  the f i l l e d  in a r e a s  
(L50--NNI~s.ict.of 1. ) in Fig. 3. 37. 
eq 
Figure 3.37 Airplane noise (NNI) and street noise L 
as function o f  total noise exposure L 50 
eq 
4 .  
- 




The goal of this chapter is to empirically establish and 
describe the perceived di sturbarices by airplane and street 
noise which the populations of th- airport areas of Zurich- 
Kloten, Geneva-Cointrin, and Basel-Mulhausen are exposed to, 
There are 2 main problems. (a) Row can the actual state of 
an individual disturbance by noise be adequately determined? 
(b) Which of the measured acoustical noise exposure measure- 
ments contains properly weighted physical parameters in a 
suitable combination to permit a rather exact prediction of 
individual disturbance due to exposure to noise. 
How the realistic state of individual disturbance by nqise 
is established in a interview situation is first of all a 
question of the validity and the dependability of the ques- 
tionnaire which is used in the questioning. 
The nost important limitatio~ is that this chapter deals 
chiefly with the reaction type to noise, namely the con- 
sciously perceived disturbance as a state of reality, 
measured by verbal sel f-evalua t ion according to a given 
reaction evaluation scale. This reaction type, however, 
is not exhaustive in the .;ense that i t  is often postulated in 
problem specific discussions: mainly as a measure of 
disturbance in itself, but is limited to the consciously 
perceived disturbance which represents the nect>ssary 
prerequisite for the verbalization in the interview 
situation. Other conscious, semi-conscious or sub- 
conscious reactions and behavior responses to a noise 
stressor are initially excluded. Thus the interpret- 
ation of the verbally measured, perceived disturbance 
is by nu means an exhaustive categorization of the 
reac t i ons. I t  can only be considered a ?  first 
conscious but limited comparison of the :;-bance 
against verbalized model supplied by thc . *v !  ewer 
to permit self rating by the inter.viewec. 
The extent T I  the verbal reactio? to noisc can P .iured I 1 0 2  
either directly or indirectly. I n  the direct P. ,!,e 
intsrviewee gives inff~rmatic~ about the degree of . .q - 
tarbance in the form of a qualitative judgcrner~t .  p. .1eric31 
v ? ! ; ~ e  for the degree of disturbance is irnnediately obtained. 
Jlowcvcr, the assumption on which the direct method I= based, 
nane'ry, that the interviewed person is able to express his 
reaction more or less isomorphical~y within a given reaction 
scheme,is not always possible. That means that i t  cannot 
automatically assume that the quantitative judgement of the 
interviewed person trdly represents the subjective degree of 
his disturbance because he may not Se able to interpret 
figures properly or react like a linear measuring instrument 
1 4 i I .  However, psycho-physics hds shown that in the case of 
sensory continua valid results can be oStained by the 
direct method. 
Nevertheless, i t  has to be emphasized that an individual is 
exposed to a great number of physical and social stimuli whlch, 
in contrast to the psychophysical laboratory tests, can hardly 
be controlled in sociological field studier. On the other hand 
sociological field research is able to inc.ude exactly those so- 
mat:c and pragmatic stimuli which are of special interest in the 
study dnd discussion, a situation which is only po ible to a very 
limited degree in psycho-physical experimentation. f 7 
' )  The following system was used in the direct method of r v a l -  
uation of rloisc exposure: "Let us assume this is a thermometer 
(intervitwer shows card  with a thermometer) with which you can 
measlire how much you are d i s t l ~ r b e d  a t  home hy airplane or traffic 
noise. 'The number 10 indicates thdt you find t h  airplane 
or trdffic noise unbearable, the number T) that i t  does not 
disturb you a t  all. Now tell me the number which would apply to 
yo \ l  . 
1 ,  the indirect methou the interviewee gives his reply to l 1 C 3  
the degree of his d5sturbance in th5 form of an answer category 
which ha does not have a numerical ar*ociatfor~ with. The nllrn- 
erical value is established in the evaluation by the applis;.ion 
of certain measuring models like the scalogram znalysis and other 
processes. A I.-,~merical value for the degree of disturbance is 
obtained i,ldirectly. 1 i 
Indirectly--scalogramat ical ly the noise exposure was estab- 
lished with the following questions: 
- Now often are y ~ u  disturbed by airplane or street 
noise? 
- When you try to fa! I aslee11 or are sleeping 
- When you !is.en to the rsdio or watch T.V. 
- That  the building vibrates 
- When yo have conversation or are on the telepk-one 
- 'Vhile you are resting or !nvolved 1 , 1  recrvation 
- So much that yo~r are start led 
Answer categories: 
- Very of ten (Score 7 1) 
- @uite often (Score - 3) 
- Some t i:ne s (?;core = 2) 
- Hardly ever, 
or never (Score = ! ) .  
To obtain satisfactorv reproducibility the scale categolies 
were limited tc !O by cuttine t5e a n s w r  categories. 
Reproducibility coefficients: 
Random check Z~rich: 0 . 9 n  
Ct : l e v a :  9.84 
Sasel : 0.8(3 
R y  dichotomizing the vr$riahles the rept.oducibili,y is raised 
? o  0 . 0 7 .  To maintain a direct cornparahi l i ty with direct rneasure- 
m e n t s  the variables w e r e  only cut to a degree which *nain.dined 
the shrne scale range. A reproilucihi l i ty can be considered an 
satisfact<*-y. The techniqur. of scalo~ram analysis is Jiscusscd 
by Cuttman 1 4 2 1 .  i n  + ' , e  following the direct as well as the 
indirect methods are appl ied and critical ly compared. 
The i:i.:cst igat ion of opt irnal acoustical noise expos*lre 
measuretner~t requi res the presence of a val id :.. d dependah1 e 
subject i-:e disturbance i n d e x .  This accompl i sh;nznt is at temp- 
ted by validation of individual subjective disturbance indices 
which result from direct and indirect measurements d n d  furtt,ermore 
5 v  the mutual \-alidation of thase. 
4.2. The Choice of the Optimal Acoustical Exposure Measure for 
- - 
the Airport 
- I 1 0 4  
The quality of a noise measure is determined by its agreement 
with the ind:vidual disturbance by airplane noise. Table 4.1 
shows the degree of linear connections between NNI, %P@ 'eq# 
L1' Lo.l and the individually perceived disturbance by air- ". 
plane noise (direct method) in the different test areas a s  
we11 as the intercorrelation between the individual noise 
rnearx.-es. 1) 2) 
3 In all 3 areas . the linear context between noise ' 
exposure measures and perceived disturbance in NNI valuesis 
significantly the strongest. L ~ ~ '  Leq  are nearly equivalent in 
,their qua1 i ty criteria , 
The additional consideration of sound level scatter in L, 
A. r 
I105 
does not lead, therefore, to any improvement of the agreement of 
acoustical noise measures and individual distur5mce. The airplane 
noise peak values (Loel) show, with the exception of the test areas 
in Zurich, a significantly better agreement with the percieved dis- 
turbance by airplane noise then the 4JP, and L . The L in com- 
eq 1 
parison to the L shows significantly worse agreement, with the 0.1 
exception of the test area Geneva, for the linear agreement with 
the directly perceived disturbance by airplane noise. This is 
especial ly valid for the area of Basel. 
I )  The air movement numbers of NNI are standardized to 16 hours 
if not otherwise rnextioned (comparable with other investigations 
and with day and evening periods). The other exposure measures 
are referring to the time period between 6:00 am and 6:00 pm 
unless otherwice noted. 
2 ,  The coeficients listed in table 4.1 are Pearson's product- 
moment-coefficients. They require metric scales for both 
variables. This prerequisite is not strictly fulfil led for 
the disturbance index: thus a "precision error-s consciously 
accepted (see 4.3). For the application of metric processes 
for ordinal scales see Labovitz [43,44]. 
There is a significant 1 .-,ear connection between NNI. 
LNp. and perceived iisturbancc and a significant cubic 
































































































































































































































































































































The statistically significant differences between the 1107 
correlation coefficients NNIIperceived disturbance of the 
three populations are essentially due to two causes: 
1, By changes in the selection p r o c e m  of the measuring 
locations the validity of the acoustical data was improved 
in the testing areas of Geneva and Base1 (see chapter 2). 
2. In the middle ranges of sound the diffusion of reaction 
is greater than in the extreme ranges (see chapter 4.2.1.). The I 
population under study in Base1 is situated in the lower extreme 1 
as well as the middle range of acoustical stimulation by airplanes. 
Therefore this test area necessarily shows a lower correlation 
than the one for Geneva-Cointrin, 
For approximately the same value ranges for the NNI the test 
areas of Base1 and Geneva show no statistically significant 
differences between the correlations. 
Product/moment correlation between the NNI and the directly perceived 
disturbance for equal NNI areas in Zurich, Geneva and Basel. 
Based on these correlations it can assumed that the precision of acoustical 
measurements is not greatly affected by the runway system and by choice of 
air paths due to regulations of aircontrol since they are considerably 
more cowlex in zurich and Base1 than in Geneva. 
1 
3) Footnote from previotls page continued 
Explained variance in the d i r e c t l y  perceived disturbance 
with linear, quadratic and cubic regression equation 
(determination coefficients), 
Basel-Muehlhausen 
S NNI 40 
.53 
- 
noise exposure measure regreseion formula 
. !  linear square cubic ; 
1 
h3 I 2.321. n 
-. 321 C.322 
4~ C.1C7 2.108 C. IIP 
ZNP C.I20' 2.13; C. *c: ' 1 . -_ -  ' 
L: C .i30 Z.138 C. 2 . 4 '  
Lo, 1 c.135 2.139 C 1 .  A _  .=.* _ 
? < . a s  
N 984 eubsample of total random sample 
Geneva-Cointrin 
8 NNI 40 
.52 
Perceived ?' sturbance 
by airpalne noise 
Zurich-Kloten 
12 NNI 40 
.44 
Based on these correlations i t  can be assumed that the 
precision of acoustical measurements is not very much influenced 
by the flight routes which had to be taken due to  the runway 
systems and flight directions, since those in Zurich-Kloten 
as we11 as Baeel-Mulhausen are much more complex than in 
Geneva-Cointrin. 
In contrast to the NNI, the linear agreement between the 1108 
L L ~ ~ '  eq  '1 1' and the percaived disturbance by airplane 
noise is considerably less in the test areas of Geneva and Basel 
than in Zurich. Obviously the noise situation in these 2 areas 
is different from the one in the test area of Zurich (see chapter 
3.6). This is also indicated by the significant inter-corre- 
lat ions between NNIILNp, NNIIL NNIILl, and NNI/LOal. 
eq' 
The noise pollution level and the equivalent permanent sound 
level as well as the L1, are ambivalent noise exposure measure- 
ments. They measure air as well as traffic noise. The LOa1 
however, is clearly influenced by airplane noise. In the test 
area of Zurich, the L the LNp, and L1, are especially in- 
eq ' 
fluenced by airplane noise, in the test areas of Basel and 
Geneva, however, to a greater degree by traffic noise. The 
mentioned ambivalence of L L NP' eq' and L1 in respect to the 
noise source lead to a lower agreement with the perceived 
disturbance by airplane noise. 
4 . 2 . 1 .  The Reaction Entropies Dependent on the Acoustical 
----- ------- 
Ex osure ~easuremenso.r Airplane Noise e_- ------- -- 
The degree of agreement and unanimity with which individual 
stimulus situations are perceived inter-subjectively as dis- 
turbing can be seen as a further and more general sign of 
quality in the characterization and evaluation of acoustical 
noise measurements. 
The reaction entropy is especially useful as a quantitative 
measurement for the degree of unanimity with which different 
individuals react to a specific stimulus situation. 1) 
I )  Entropy is an information-theoretical measurement which 
expresses the median degree of certainty, or uncertainty of a 
field of probability of events, e,g. of stimuli of reactions. 
The entropy of the field of prabability A is defined by: 
n 
whereby p represents the probability of event i and A .  i 
a - t  
- - 
The differing evaluation of individual noise intervals can be 
interpreted as a field of reaction probability which can be 
characterized by its entropy, respectively its redundancy. 
that means, high redundancy indicates unanimity in the evaluation 
~ 1 0 9  
of airplane noise disturbal~ces by individuals. 
In this context individual stimulus situations are considered ; 
as being intervals of differing noise exposure measurements. 
Based on earlier psychological research a higher degree of 
unanimity in the extreme matrix areas can be anticipated since 
the ambiguity is greater in the middle ranges of the matrix 
of stimuli [ 4 5 ] .  
Fig 4.2 shows the characteristically expected course of 
reaction entropies asa functions of 3 noise measurements. 
T:ie NNI shows especially in low and high ranges, but also 
systematically in the ambiguous median range, the highest 
redundancy values. That means that i t  also produces the greatest 
inter-individual unanimity in the evaluation of perceived dis- 
turbances by airplane noise. The capital y p  shows distinctly 
lower redundancy values especially in the extreme ranges than 
the L . 
eC1 
Continuation of footnote 1) to preceding page 
T ~ i ~ ~ ~ K ~ c o m P a r i s o ~ l o l l o l i T ; C ~ n t r o p i o f p t o F ; a ' l F T T i ~ T a 3 ; ~  
of different sizes they are standardized in the following way: 
R ( A )  is called the relative redundancy of the probability field A 
and has a value range of Q < - R (A)  5 1; 
e . g .  in this context the validity or unanimity in the evaluation 
of the disturbance is highest i f  the values poinl towards one 
and that i t  is minimal i f  they point towards zero. Psycho- 
physics and information-psychology show that the evaluation 
capacity e.g. the assignment effort between srimulus and reaction 
events is, among others, a function of the entropy of the stimulus 
field: 
T ( . q : r )  = f(H(S)) 
Here T ( S , R )  = H(S3 - H ( R / S )  represents the transformation or 
the capacity of the individual to react typically to stimulus 
field S by reactions of a reaction field R: H(S) the entropy, 
e.g. the degree of uncertainty or certainty of the stimulus 
field; and H ( R / S )  the conditional entropy or t h e  specificity 
and sureness with which stimuli a.re 'reacted to. Analogous 
to other stilr~~lus continua in acoustical stimuli, too, the 
ambiguity ( H ( S ) )  in median expression ranges is greater than 
in extreme ones, provided there is a homger?=ous reference 
point. 
The inclusion of reaction redundancies as an indicator of 
validity of the noise measurement confirms the conclusion that 
the NNI represents the optimal measure. Therefore, in the 
following, the research will essentially be limited to the 
NNI as independent variable for airplane noise exposure, 
Figure 4.2: Reaction redundancy in the directly perceived I110 I 
i disturbances by airplane noise dependent on i ii 
3 4 NNI, LNp. and L . (Total random sample N = 3,940) I 
1 eq I 
4.3 The Perceived Disturbance by Airplane Noise 
-- ------- 
As already noted in several other studies the range of 
variation of individual reaction to airplane noise is re- 
latively large. 
Table 3.3 Explained variations in the directly p e r c e i v e d  dis- 
turbances of airplane noise (NNI) for Zurich-Kloten, 
Geneva-Cointrin, Rasel-Mulhausen, for the total random 
sample. 
random sample determination coef f ici=nts - 1 
Xricb-Kloten 3.2836 1471 1 
In the test population of Geneva, in which the lowest failure /111 
variant can be assumed, 46% of the variations in individually 
perceived disturbances can be explained with the NNI. 
The term 46% explained variation means that the other 54% of 
variations can be accounted for with other factors of the 
acoustical stimulus situation, by intervening socio-psychological 
factors of stimulus reaction formation and so forth. Compared 
to the relationships between stimulus and reaction which are 
accepted in the behavioral sciences this figure o f  46% of ex- 
plained variation means that noise and especially airplane 
noise is an extremely pervasive stressor. 
In comparing the correlation between the airplane noise 
exposure and the resulting disturbance, according the the 
data presented, with foreign research j *  has to be taken 
into consideration that there the agreement o f  airplane noise 
exposure and disturbance is often achieved by means of median 
values. This, however, is an artifical reduction o f  scatter 
and represents a decisive loss of information. A sensible 
comparison can only be conducted on the basis of individual 
values. 
Table 4.4 comparison o f  the connection between airplane noise 
exposure and disturbance in foreign studies (Correl- 
ation based on individual values) 
x Noise exposure measure XY 
Swiss study 
(airports Basel, Zurich, Geneva 0.56 (NNI) 0.59 (NNIKORf) 1) 
English study I [16] 0.46 (NNI) I 
English study I1 [33] 0.43 (NNI) 
English study I11 [46] 0.60 (NNI) 
French study [ l8]  0.53 (R) 
American study [47] 0.37 (CNR) 
- - - - - - -- 
1 )  See also chapter 4.9 
Figure 4 . 5  Arithmetical mean values of the directly 
perceived disturbance dependent on 
airplane noise exposure (NNI) for individual 
test areas. 
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Fig 4.5 demonstrates that the arithmetic mean values of 
the perceived disturbance between 3 random samples shows 
systematic differences. The median value differentiation test 
leads to significantly higher median values in the lower NNI 
ranges for Zurich, and vice versa in the higher NNI ranges for 
Geneva. In the test area of Base1 the median values lie 
systematically and significantly above those of the other two 
test areas. 
Systematic deviations of the median values of perceived 
disturbances between the individual test areas can be essent- 
ial ly explained wi th nonhamgeneous acorrstical noise 
situations (See also chapters 3 . 6 , ,  4 . 2 , ,  4 , 7 . ,  4 . 8 . ) .  
In all three test areas the generally perceived disturbance per 
NNI interval is practically a monotonously progressing function 
of airplane noise. (In the test area of Zurich there are, I 1 1 3  
however, two deviations from the straight line). The approximately 
linear course of the median values shows that there are actually 
no noise threshold values for perceived disturbances in the middle 
range. 
The arithmetic averaging of index values for perceived 
disturbance is, however, not necessarily representative for 
individuals. Due to the effect of :ichttered individual 
values on the median value those can be pure artifacts of 
grouping . 
The results above are based on the use o f  parametric 
evaluation methods, that means they require interval pro- 
perties of the scalometer. These resulta, therefore, have 
to be compared with the following which are nonparametric, 
e .g .  based on evaluation processes of ordinal properties o f  
the scalometer. 
The parametric association coefficient between degree of 
exposure and perceived disturbance can hardly be distinguished 
from the non-parametric association coefficient gamna (Coodrnan- 
Kruskal). This is a good indicator that the application of para- 
metric and nonparametric systems leads to similar results, whichis 
a justification for the metric interpretations of a scalometer. 
Table 4.6. Parametric and nonparametric association coefficents 
hetween NNI and perceived disturbance for Zurich, 
Geneva, and Basel. 
Perceived Disturbance 
rxY Gamna 
The percentage distribution of: not disturbed, little 
disturbed, somewhat disturbed, and very much disturbed in- 
terviewees per airplane noise zone in the different test 
areas is shown in table 4.7. 
The percentage distributions of perceived disturbance per 
noise zone show considerable differences among the different test 
areas. 
ble 4.7 Percentual distribution of not disturbed, little 1114 
disturbed, somewhat disturbed, and strongly dietuched, 
interviewoes per airplane noise tone in the test area8 
of Zurich-Kloten, Geneva-Cointrin, Raeel-Mulhausen. 
(* index values on the airplane noise  scalomctcr.) 
Illustration 4.8 shows sum-total distributions of the 
tetrarchtonalordinal classification of the scalometer value6 
in strong; medium; not much; frequency (equal number of inter- 
vieweee per noise interval). As seen in the diagram 25% of the 
interviewees are strongly disturbed at 40 NNI and 50% at 7 
while for average disturbance the lower quartile lies at ju i%' 
the median at 40 NNI and the upper quartile at 50 NNI, 
4.3.1, Perceived Disturbances by Airpane Noise as Need Depandent 
- 
- 
'States of ~iaturFance 
In the precedin~ chapters the perceived disturbance by air- 
plane noise was established with a scalometer as a direci measur- 
ing instrument, In the process the perceived disturbance was 
considered an individual general state of disturbance caused by 
airplane noise. 
The needs of individuals or groups of individuals are pro- 
jected onto their space where they require certain optimal con- 
ditions in their environment whose fulfilments are \-ecessary and 
sufficient to satisfy thcse needs. That means that disturbances 
caused by airplane noise interfere with those need dependent op- 
timal conditions in the environment and are directly to be con- 
sidered as disturbances o f  the need situation. During the in- 
terviews the evaluation of those disturbances was obtained on 
the hasis of the frequency of occurences. This indirect form 
of measurement of perceived disturbances can be considered as 
being relatively independent of the direct measurements with a 
scalometer because on the one hand the state of disturbance is 
not generalized but considered to be need specific, on the other 
hand the state of disturbance is not obtained directly by judg- 
ing its intensity but indirectly by means of perceived frequency 
with which a disturbance of a certain intensity occurs. The 
following need dependent states of disturbance were included: 
- Nceds of comnunication 
------- 
-3isturbance of conversation (Speaking) 
-Disturbance in participation in public media (T.V. 
radio) 
- Recreational needs 
- -- 
-Disturbance of recreation 
-Disturbance of sleep 
- Reflect ive needs 
----- v
-Disturbance of activity at home 
- Indirect disturbances of needs 
------ -
-Being startled (Defends reaction) 
-Vibration of the house as physical disturbance 
Figure 4 .9a  Perceived frequencies (in percent of the 
interviewees) of disturbances in dependence 
of NNI. 
Zurich 
k - dtl 
Geneva 
h a  !524 
- speaking 
w a t c h i n g  T.V. 
....... w i n g  of the house 
- - - recreation 
- - - sleeping 
-.-- t d n g  startled 
- . -  - working 
Figure 4.9b Perceived frequencies (in percent of the 
interviewees) of disturbances in dependence 
on airplane noise exposure NNI 
7 Tow ru-3340 
J 8s 
i 
I - speaking 
watching 
It should be emphasized that the determination of the fre- 1119 
quency of thesc disturbing events in the interview situation by 
means of self evaluation required their conscious perception. 
This need complex is neither exhausting nor do the different 
needs have the same importance for all segments of the population 
or are even perceived consciously in all segments. These needs 
were chosen to permit international comparisons. 
Figs.4.9a and b show the relationship between the objective 
acoustic measurements of airplane noise and the perceived 
frequency of need dependent disturbances. 
The first distinct increase in the proportions of the Very 
much or quite oftenn perception of disturbance factors happened 
above the threshold value of 25 NNI. 
The perceived frequency of states of disturbance increases 
frequently in the range from 2 5  to 5 5 .  The range of 45 to 5 5  
NNI shows the biggest increase. In the extreme range (over 
55 NNI) the results of the random sample in Geneva show the 
most complete variation of NNI values; a distinct saturation 
of increase, The random sampling in Zurich shows an increase 
in the percentages of very much or quite often perceived dis- 
turbances in a more linear progression than in Geneva. However, 
here too the increase is steeper in the range between 4 5  and 55 
NNI. It becomes clear that the disturbances of primary and re- 
creational needs do not occur until the range of 45 to 55 is 
reached, The disturbances of secondary and comnunicational 
needs, however, are already perceived quite often in the ranges 
between 35 and 4 5  NNI. The perceived frequencies are directly 
dependent on the objective frequencies with which different dis- 
turbances occur. Here i t  becomes obvious that disturbances which 
interfere wi th comnunicat ional needs happen more of ten than those 
which disturb recreational ones because the communicational needs 
refer to day time and leisure t ime periods and thus overlap time 
wise more with the objective frequency of airplane events than the 
needs of physical recreation which usually are pursued during 
evening hours. 
It is noteworthy that the defense or fright reaction to air- 
plane events in the range below 25 to 30 NNI is perceived as a 
disturbance by most subjects. A probable explanation is the 
fact that in zoqes of lower exposure - with low flight frequency 
components - the subjective expectancy value of airplane 
events is lower than in zones of high airplane noise exposure with 
high flight frequency components. Defense reactions of events, 
however, increase with lowered subjective expectation values. 
Work activity at home, for instance, is ra ?ly perceived as being 
rather often or frequently disturbed because i t  does not represent 
a universal need but a population group specific one (people that 
are self-employed or in training), 
I 1 2 0  
Analogous to the results of median comparisons i t  is shown (see 
chapter 4.3) that the perceived frequencies of disturbances in 
the random sanples at Base1 are also systematically higher than 
the ones in the 2  other random samples. This, however, should 
not be due to a stronger subjective reaction to airplane noise 
among the Base1 population but is based on the weight problems 
of frequency components in the NNI as shown below. (See also 
4.9.). This same effect is also the reason for the increasingly 
perceived frequencies of disturbances below 35 NNI and a satrrr 
ation or decrease in the range between 35 and 4 5  NNI in the com- 
plete random sampling shown in fig. 4.9b. 
Table 4 . 1 0  shows that below 4 ?  NNI 25% of the interviewees 
perceived all 7 disturbance categories very often or very 
frequently. Between 47 and 55 NNI already 50% of the people 
questioned claim quite often or very often the perception of 
the 7 states of disturbance. In the extreme area of airplane 
noise exposure above 6 0  NNI there are only 25% of the subjects 
who admit to no or only occas ional disturbances. It stems re- 
markable that there is little variation between the lowest and 
the highest quartile as well as the median for 6 of the 7 higher 
states of disturbance. For fright reactions, however, the lower 
quartile but also the median, lie considerably lower which also 
can be traced back to the causes explained above. 
Table 4 . 1 0  
- NNI-Values for the lower median 
and upper quartile of disturbances which 
were perceived as rather often or very often 
in the total random sample. 
states of disturbance NNI values of 2 5 .  C s o l  P75 I 
n,, 
b-s p50 975 
total randam sample lower 
- -  middle upper quartile 
speaking 





shaking of the house 
being startled 1 -  
Disturbance o f  the  need f o r  communication i s  obJect ive  and 
probably more frequently perceived subject ive ly ,  disturbance of  
recreat ional  needs, however, i s  more aggravating because i t  
Figure 4 11. Sum-total distribution of perceived states 
of disturbance in dependence on direct11 
perceived disturbance by airplane noise. 
(random sample of Geneva) 
building 
directly perceived disturbance - 
has more weight in the need hierarchy of the individual. This 
leads to the inference that disturbances of primary (recreational) 
needs with a given objectively and subjectively perceived frequency 
are influencing the assessment of the intensity of a directly per- 
ceived disturbance more than the disturbances of secondary (corn- 
unicational) needs. This is shown distinctly in figure 4.11 
which deals with the test population of Geneva. Shown are the 
sum-total distributions of 7 rather often and frequently 
perceived disturbances dependent on the directly perceived 
disturbance. 
With the increasing priority of the disturbed needs the 
activcltion of the individual grows and is translated into 
an increased directly perceived disturbance. 
Therefore disturbing stimuli of recreational, e.g. primary, I 1 2 3  
needs create a higher directly perceived disturbance in the con- 
scious cognition of the individual than the becondary disturbance 
stimuli, e.g.  corrmunicational needs. i t  seems remarkable that the 
perceived disturbance of work activities at home seems to influence 
the perceived disturbance the strot.gest. 
Tnble 4.12: Index values of directly perceived d'sturbances 
for the lower quartile, median and upper quartile 
of the rather often and very often perceived 
states of disturbance for the random sample in Geneva. 
I States  o f  disturbances 
Random Sample Geneva 
watching T.V. 
speaking 
shaking of the house 




Looking at the 3 quartiles in table 4.12. i t  becomes apparent 
hat the weight of the respective causes  of disturbance is 
.ffecting the intensity of the directly perceived disturbance in 
ascending sequence; 
1 . )  Comunication needs (Speaking, T . V . ,  radio) 
2.) Physical disturbance (Vibration of the hui lding) 
3.) Defense reaction (being startled) and recreational 
need (sleep and recreation) 
4.) Need to work at home 
4 , 3 . 2 ,  Comparison of Direct and Indirect Measurements of Individual 
- Ti st urbance b y w a n e  Noise - 2 4 
- 
As mentioned there are 2 different methods to measure the extent 
of verbal reaction to noise. There is first the direct measurement 
in -hich the interviewed person evaluates his own reactions on 
the basis of a presented reaction scheme and there is the in- 
direct methods in which the degree of disturbance is established 
by the Guttman analysis of the frequency of need dependent 
disturbances, 
In the following agreement between indirect measuren~ents of in- 
dividual disturbance and the body of acoustical data will be 
discussed and compared with the corresponding agreement between 
direc: measurement and acoustical data. Table 4.13. shows the 
degree of statistical agreement between acoustical measurements 
for airplane ncise (NNI) and the perceived individual disturbance 
for the indirect as well as the direct method of measurement. 
Table 4.13. 
- 
Pearson's product moment correlation between 
NNI and perceived disturbance on the basis of 
direct and indirect measurements for Zurich, 
Geneva, Rase1 and the total random samplc test, 
) perceived disturb- percef ved disturb- il 
I I 
I mu i i.53 - 6 8  . 5 3  -56  .46 . 6 1  .36 .SO 
direct i 1 .8P .83  . 71  .80 measurement 
4 
The differences between he correlation coefficient of direct 
and indirect measurements in the perceived disturbances are 
statistically significant. 
Direct and indirect measures, however, are not linear, 
with the exception of the random sample in Basel, but show 
a cubic relationship to each other. Neverthe!ess, the in- 
crease of this explained difference due to non-linear re- 
gression calculations 13 small for both the direct and in- 
direct methods of measurement. 
Table 4.14 Explained difference in the indirectly per- 
- 
ceived disturbance in a linear, squared and 
cubic regression calculations, (determination 
co-efficient) 
randaa a q l e  zur~cn ~ o n f  ~m.1 ~otal 
rrgru88ha Irn. q a d .  rcab. Itn. gurJ.  k&. ;rr. qua&. ku. :in. quad. kuk. 
direct ly  
perceived . a 3  . 6 5 9  . 65 :6n  ,683 .d .sat ,524 .u~..~s"I .US ,665!N=732) *. (W762)** (#346) (Ma41 ** disturbance v 
* p is s~aaller than .05 
Both methods of measurement require the conscious perception 
of the intensity of the disturbance respectively the frequency 
of the disturbance situation. The only approximate linearity 
between the direct and the indirect disturbance index confirms 
only conditionally that the increase in the directly conscious 
perception of disturbance in the linear relationship also leads 
to an increase in the indirectly conscious perception of the 
frequency of states of disturbance. Generally, however, the 
conclusion can be reached that there exists a strong trans- 
information relationship between the different direct and 
indirect disturbance indices i f  their evaluation requires 
conscious perception. The empirical determination of distur- 
bance by noise by means of disturbance indices which do not 
-equire the conscious perception and verbal articulation 
requires finer instruments of measurement which are hardly 
realizable within the framewark of an interview. 
We can deduce from the significant differences of the correl- 
ation coefficients between the 2 methods of measurement and 
the nearly linear context that the direct measurement, despite 
its simpler execution, delivers a better and relatively valid 
disturbance index for airplane noise. The further analysis of 
verbal individual disturbance by airplane noise in this invest- 
igation will essentially be limited to this index. 
4.4. The Choice of OEimal ----- Acoustical Noise Exposure Measurements 
--- F ~ - G ? f  TT-K'zz-  ! I 2 6  
Analogous to noise exposure measurements for airplanes here, 
t o o ,  the degree of agreement between individual disturbance by 
traffic noise and acoustical noise exposure is a criterion of 
validity. Since i t  is the goal of this investigation to look 
at the effects of street and airplane noise separatcly an 
T ~ I O  4.15. ~roduct/nawnt cornlation w n  a c k t ~ c a l  O X Q O ~ ~ ~  
laruurvs and directly dirturbum by 
8tr-t noim 
ldieieurr pt * L Lgg igo LS0 L13 Ll LO,lNNxI 
j correlat n If" - 
( Geneva 1.10 .IS 4 4  .:2 .oo -17 -.o6 . 7 1  
Total .17 . ;9  .Sl -.C5 0.07 -.09 .11 .53 .59 I 
add4tional criterion is established, that of the independence of 
traffic noise and airplane noise exposure measurements. (There 
is, however, a dependence on other types o f  noise such as noise i I 
from industry, trade etc. Since traffic and especially street I 1 ,  
traffic, aside from airplanes, is the main source of noise in most 
cases i t  seems justifiable to speak of traffic noise, and not, which 
would be more precise, o f  surrounding noise without airplane noise). 
Table 4.15 shows the degree of linear connection between diff- 
erent acoustical noise exposure measurements and the individually 
perceived disturbance by traffic noise (direct measurement) in the 
different test areas as well as the corresponding intercorrelations. 
(The noise exposure measurements for traffic noise always refer 
to the time period between 6 : 0 0  am and 6 :00  pm, unless other- 
wise stated). f i 
LS0 and L agree best with the perceived disturbance by 10 1 ' 
traffic noise, At the same time they are (with the exception of 
the test area Zurich) relatively independent of , exposure 
measurements for airplane noise (NNI). That means that the median 
surrounding noise (L ) i l l  the test areas of Basel and Geneva is 5 0  
not influenced by airplane noise while in the test area of Zurich 
aslight influenqe on the medium surrounding noise by airplane noise 
is noticeable, This is due to the usually lower level of traffic 
noise in this area. Despite these facts the L seems to be the 50 
best measurement of exposure to street noise in the context of 
this investigation. 
The statistically significant difference between the corre- 
lation coefficients of perceived disturbance by traffic noise1 
noise exposure measurement among the individual test areas can 
be traced back to two causes. 
1.) The low statistical correlation between noise ex- 
posure measurements and perceived disturbance in 
the test areas of Zurich and Geneva led to a change 
of the measuring process in the test area of Base1 
(see chapter 2). 
The statistically significant differences in cor- 
relation coefficients of comparable areas of Zurich 
and Geneva can be explained with the effect of air- 
plane noise on the median surrounding noise levels, 
as mentioned before, Consistently there was no diffe- 
rentiating exposure measure for traffic noise avail- 
able in the test area of Zurich. The analysis of 
reaction to the traffic noise is therefore essentially 
limited tc the teat population of Basel, 1) 
In comparing the degree of agreement between noise ex- 
posure measurements, for airplane noise (NNI) and traffic 
noise (LS0) with respective perceived disturbances a gen- 
erally lower agreement in the case of traffic noise is 
noticeable. This agrees with the already mentioned psycho- 
physical pattern of greater reaction ambiguity in the median 
stimulus ranges. (Traffic noises normally does not reach the 
sound peaks of airplane noise). 
Besides the NNI is better qualified to differentiate be- 
tween the noise source %irplane"and the noise source "environ- 
ment-han the weighted measurements for "traffic"nnoise a*; far as 
the ability to differentiate between the noise source traffic and 
the other environmental noise sources is concerned. 
The inclusion of reaction entropies as further general / 129 
criteria for the validity of exposure measures for traffic noise 
(fig. 4.16) suggests, similarly as in the case of acoustical measures 
for airplane noise, that future psycho-acoustical research should 
also reevaluate the relevance of the weights of acoustical para- 
meters in the exposure measurements for traffic noise. It is obvious 
that the NNI achieves higher unanimity in extreme ranges in the 
judgement of the disturbing affect of traffic noise than the L 5 0 ' 
for instance. That means that the consideration of the diff- 
erence between the basic noise (Lg0) and the peak values 
(L ) in the TNI proves to be the factor that produces the 10 
unanimity especially in the upper extreme range (see also 
chapters 4.8, 4.9, 4.12). 
The determination coefficients of the relationship between 
the L S 0  and the perceived disturbance by street nr;se in linear 
(.167), squared (.182) and cubic (.183), regression calculations 
(random sample in Basel) show that, in comparison to the 
relationship between the NNI and the perceived disturbance by 
airplane noise, the linear correlation for these connections 
is only insignificantly less than the non-linear correlation. 
The additional variation on the basis of non-linear calculations 
is only ,16 percent. Therefore the linear correlation of the 
statistical relationship LS0 and the perceived disturbance by 
street noise is sufficient. 
In sumnation i t  hasto be reiterated that the median 
sum-total level LS0 has been shorn to be the best weight 
factcr for traffic noise, This also agrees with French 
traffic noise research, [48], 
Diagram 4.16 Reaction redundancies in dependence on stand- 
ardised acoustical noise exposure measure- 
"" 1 ments. (Random sample Base1 N = 945) 
For reasons of c m p a r i ~  these four noise curve8 have beon standardized 
for minimum and maximun of their respective noise measures. Strictly speaking 
this permits only a qualitative comparison. 
4 , 5 .  The Perceived Disturbance b c r a f f i c  Noise 
--- ---- -- -- 
As already mentioned, the considerably lower explanatory 
property of the traffic noise exposure rneasttrernent L in com- 50 
parison to the airplane noise exposure measuiczent NNI is chiefly 
based on two reasons: ( a )  the lack of differentiation between 
traffic noise exposure measurements and other surrounding sound 
sources and (b) the different physical characteristics of traffic 
noise exposure (L ) and perceived disturbance in the test area, 50 
Rase1 can be considered high when compared to foreign studies; 
Fig 4.17. shows the connection between traffic noise exposure 
and median perceived disturbance. It shows a linear regression 
o f  the median values with an increase of the median noise exposure 
intensity (LS0) by 5 dB(A), an increase in the perceived disturbance 
by one uni t , 
Figure 4.17. Arithmetic mean of the perceived dis- ti31 
turbance in dependence from traffic noise 
exposure (L ) for the test area in Basel, 50 
T T - - - F ; X Z G G 7 m T - o f t i a r r r c - e ~ ~ 0 - e r e  compar i sons wi th 
foreign research i t  has to be kept in mind that there the cor- 
relations between traffic noise exposure and disturbance index 
are usually established by calculations based on median values 
or means. The comparable French study by Aubree [ 4 8 ]  finds 
correlaton of individual values between noise exposure (LSoco, 1 
and disturbance index of r = 0.37, Griffiths and Langdon [ 3 6 1  
finds a correlation of r = 0.29 in which case the traffic noise 
exposure tneasurement was t h ~  TNI. 
The percentage distribution of not disturbed, little disturbed, 
medium disturbed, and strongly disturbed subjects per traffic 
noise zone in the test area of Base1 is shown in table 4.18, 
Table 4,18 Percentage distribution of not disturbed, 
- 
little disturbed, medium diaturbed, and 
strongly disturbed subjects in dependence 
on trafi.ic noise exposu-re L (test region 
Baael) 1) 50 
In an L50-range of 56-59.9 dR(A) a strong increase of medium 
L50 in 
(A) 
disturbed subject is noticeable, This fact becomes especially clear 
in the accumulative frequency distribition in dependence on traffic 
noise exposure (fig. 4.19.). Assuming an identical cell frequency 
there are at L 57 d R ( A )  already 25% and at an L50 = 61 dB(A) 50% 50 
of the subjects very much disturbed. 
disturb 
* 
l T 7 T X T w n  here T l i T E h e  parametric association m i e n t  
r between exposure measurements and perceived disturbance is 
X Y  
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Figure 4.19 Cucnula~ive frequency distribution of not- 1 1  33 
iittie-medium- strong'v disturbed subjects 
dependent on t raf f ie noi st exposure LSO 
assuming equal cell frequency 
(Test area Raset) 
4 wry ditturbod (index valuer 8, 9, 10) 
3 med. dirturhed (index valuer 4 ,  5 ,  6,  7) 
2 l i t t l e  dimturbod (index values 1, 2, 3) 
1 not dimturbod (index value 0 )  
4 . 5 , l .  The Perceived Disturbance by Traffic Noise as Need 
bependent -. State - of Di s turbance 
Figure 4.20 shows the relationship between objective exposure 
measurements for traffic noise (LS0) and subjectively perceived 
frequencies of disturbance by traffic noise which are analogous 
to the disturbance by airplane noise shown in figure 4 , 9 .  
Figure 4.20. Perceived frequencies (often rather fre- 
quent 1 y) of di s turbance in dependence 
on traffic noise exposure LS0 (test 
area Base1 N=944)  
Noteworthy is the acce!erated increase of perceived fre- 
quencies of disturbances in the range of L = 56 to 58dB(A). 5 0 
These observations coincide with those of directly perceived 
disturbances. 
of Airplane and Traffic Noise / 135 
erceived Disturbance and w i t h x t e s  
Since perceived disturbances through traffic noise are measured 
with an analogous process to the measurement of perceived dis- 
turbances by airplane noise the effects of both types of noise 
are imnediately comparable. 
An increase of traffic noise exposure by 10 units corresponds 
to the increase of airplane noise exposure by 50 units in its 
effect on perceived disturbance. 
Figure 4.21. Comparison of the effect of flight and 
traffic ~ r ~ i s e  on the directly perceived 
disturbance as well as states of disturbance. 
(Traffic noise exprsure - test population Basel-; 
airplane noise exposure - total population) 
cE44 
7 curve of directly per- 
c - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _  / ceived disturbance 
--" -i" / / ,  
_ T x Y ~ a t ~ h ~ ~ -  - - - -+--
I :  7 relaxation 
sleeping 
,tages 
The differing effects of flight and traffic noise on comnuni- 1 1 3 6  
cational (speaking, T.V.) and recreational needs (recreation, 
sleep) are of special interest. Traffic noise disturbs re- 
creational activities to a greater degree while airplane noise 
affects especially comnunicational needs. This fact is also 
apparent in the inverted rank order of the needs disturbed 
by airplane noise and traffic noise respectively (see figure 
4.11.). The divergence in the effects on different need cat- 
egories of airplane and traffic noise are especially distinct 
in the middle noise range of 30 NNI respectively 5 5  dB(A). 
The different effects are based on the fact that airplane 
noise is relatively intensive but falls into discreet peak events 
which may interrupt especially comnunication processes. Traffic 
noise, however, shows a contrary characteristic by having few 
peaks but greater continuity which does not collide as much with 
cornnunication needs as with recreational ones. 
The distinctly lower percentages of frequencies of the per- 
ceived disturbances by traffic noise in comparison with the 
disturbances by airplane noise have two reasons; (a) the 
already mentioned characteristic of airplane noise makes i t  more 
noticeable in the perception of the frequency of noise events 
than those of traffic noise. (b) the ability of the NNI to 
differentiate between the noise source airplane and other 
surrounding noise sources is considerably higher than the 
ability of the LS0 to differentiate between the main com- 
ponents of street noise and the other noise sources in the 
environment. 
4.7 The Spontaneous Reaction To Noise 
--- - - - 
The establishment of direct and indirect disturbance in- 
dices rests on the presentation of a stimulus specific react- 
ion scale, e.p. stimulus specific questions with suggested 
answer categories. To check the disturbance indices for 
distortions which may have been caused either by form and 
content of the questions as well as the answer categories, 
i t  is important to discover the spontaneous reaction of the 
interviewees to a physical source of disturbance which is not 
defined more closely. In addition the relative d~rnina~~ce in 
the perception of different sources of disturbances presents 
an additional validity and reliability cri teriurn for tkie used 
disturbaoce indices. 
-- ---- ------ 
1 )  Operationalization; "If you think ~f your closer environment, 
is there something which you or your imily dislike? Co.lld you 
plcase tellmewhat that is"? The second qucstion was asked openly 
the answers therefore can be considered as relatively spontaneous 
reactions. 
Perception of a disturbance in the environment 
in dependance on airplane noi: e exposure (NNI \ 
for the three test areas of Zu:-ich, Geneva, and 







The perception of a disturbance in the environment in all 
three areas is for all practical purposes a evenly ascending 
function of the airplane noise situation (NNI). It is notice- 
able that again the test population in Rase1 shows systemat- 
ically higher percentage values than the two other test 
popu l at i ons . 
The same fact is also found in reference to the dominance 
of the disturbance source: airplane, as the causal factor of the 
perceived disturbance of the environment(See figure 4.23,). With 
illcreasing airplane exposure the relevance of the other dis- 
turbing factcrs d t - c r e a s c .  Already in the airplane noise range 
of 30-39 NNT the airplane predominates as source of disturbance. 
In the range over 50 NNI the airplane dominates 3s disturbance 
source to such a degree that all other possible disturbance fact- 
ors are practically without importance. Figure 4.24. the same 
situation is demonstrated for traffic noise zones in the random 
smplc in Rasel. The percentage of frequency of the perception 
of "other noise", whose main com~onent is traffic noise, is no 
l inenr func t ion of the median, su--rounding sounds L s o *  This is 
the result of the different dominance of other disturbance sources 
especially the dominance of airplane nc' 11 se. 
Figurt  4.23 Causes of ~erceived disturbances of the 
envi ronrneni in dependence of airplane 
noise exposure (NNI) (In percent of the 
interviewed of the total random sample, 
who perceived a disturbance o f  the eyvir- 
onmcn t ) . 
traffic and other 
-earissianr / / -c?eIiciencies in infca structure 
and envirmmmntal problems 
?other noise 
-.-----.- ........... _ 
1 social factors 
- 
.=K ~2 -3c?  j,?-4: 43-5c? 5C-a 60-70 I 
- NNI 
Figure 4.24 Perception of a disturbance in the en- 
vi ronment and i ts causes dependent on 
t r a f f i c  noise exposure (LS0) (In percent 
of those sxbjects in the Rase: 
who perceived a disturbance in 
Perception of 




traffic and other emissions 
airplane noise, airplanes 
deficiency in infra structure or 
environmental situation 
Fig 4.25 demonstrates the relative dominance of 5 sources o f  
disturbances in dependence on airplane exposure and under 
control of the traffic noise exposure. This shows clearly 
that in areas of high airplane noise prevalance (L ) 1) 
the attribution of the disturbance to their source !g de- 
pendent on the level of traffic noise. This offers the 
conclusion that the degree of the perceived disturbance by 
airplane noise in those areas is influenced by the level of 
traffic noise. 
T ~ G - G i G f  - xFrrt~OSs"%-1"eeK~ZK-;;f;;fThe-n;EG6ZTT 
airplhne movements the noise exposure measure used was not the 
NNI which is number weighted but the L (Perceived noise level PN 
which is a noise component of the NNI). 
Figure 4.25 Relative dominance of different disturbance I 1 4 0  
sources in dependence from airplane noise and 
street noise exposure. 
'low t r a f f i c  
noise, LS0 
med.traffic 'high t r a f f i c  ' 
noise ,LSO noise, Ls0 
52-60 dB (A) higher than 
60 dB (A) 
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4.8 The Perceived Disturbance b Ai_L lane and Traffic Noise 1141 
?rbpendence on &oust t c a d u s  
The assumption that the evaluation of an acoustic stimulus 
of a sequence of stimuli may be influenced by the acoustical 
stimulus context can be based on mainly two reasons; ( a )  the 
stimulus context functions as a frame of reference, and (b) the 
adaptation of the acoustical stimulus receptor system of an in- 
dividual is dependent on acoustical stimulus context. However, 
the empirical results of this situation are in part controversial, 
Espe:ially the question whether the evaluation of airplane noise 
should be based on its difference from the median surrounding noise 
level or on the basic noise, is not answered yet. 
The multiple regression analysis of the present data showed 
that neither the median surrounding noise level nor the base line 
no i se L9 9 of . red a significant contribution to the explanation 
of the variation in the perceived disturbance by airplane noise. 
Consequently i t  is possible to start from the absolute level of 
the disturbing sound it1 the evaluation of airplane ~ ~ i s e .  
Table 4.26 Shows the increase of the multiple correlation 
efficient in a stepwise inclusion of airplane noise (LPN), hack- 
ground n o i s e  ( L q g )  and the median surrounding sound (L ) in the 5 0  
repression equation. This results in a higher F value for the 
inclusion of L than for L 99 50' 
Table 4 . 2 6  Multiple Correlation coefficients between 
the perceived disturbances by airplane noise 
and the LPN, of the 1 . 5 0 ,  as well as t h e  Lg9  




In chapter 4.7, however, i t  was stated that the spontaneous I142 
association of a perceived disturbance of the environment 
wi th the disturbance source: airplane noise, is influenced 
by the level o f  traffic noise (L50). Figure 4.27. shows 
that, in fact, in the case of high or medium surrounding or back- 
ground noises a decrcase of the perckztsge o f  those subjects 
occurs who claim disturbance by airplane noises dependent on back- 
ground sounds (Lg9) as well as medium surrounding sounds (LS0). 
Therefore, additional analyses of the question of influence of 
acoustical stimuli complexes would be necessary for the evaluation 
of airplane noise. 
Figure 4 . 2 7 a  Percentage of subjects who claim v e r y  great 
disturbance by airplane noise (index values 
8,9,10) depending on background noises (L 1 
per L - area. 99 PN (Total population N = 3940) 
Figure 4.27b Percentage of subjects who claim very great 1143 
disturbance by airplane noise (index values 
8.9.10) depending on medium sound (LS0) per 
LPN - area. i 
(Total population N = 3940) 
Since in a situation with a constantly high L with increasing PN 
surrounding or base line sounds a decrease in sound level 
fluctuation can also be expected, i t  is to be assumed that 
in higher sound level ranges of the L the sound level 
fluctuation can be associated with the pe??ceived disturbance. 
This is confirmed in figure 4.28.. With increasing sound level 
fluctuation the percentage of subjects who claim strong disturb- 
ance increases also. This relationship, however, is only in 
effect in L ranges of larger than 70. m- 
Figure 4.28, Percentage of subjects who claim great 
disturbance by airplane noise dependent 
on sound level fluctuatione. Per LPN - 
range (Total random sample N 3940) 
Based on nultiple regressions for the evaluation of traffic 
noise there is a significant influence of the base line sound 
( L g 9 )  in contrast to airplane noise, while airplane noise (L ) PN 
does not have any influence on the perceived disturbance by 
traffic noise. The base line noise acts deminishing on the 
perceived disturbance by traffic noise. 
This leads to the following multiple regression equation; 
Tr.~f fic noise exposure = - 12.2 L~~ - 0 . 6  L99 ---- 
It is probable that street noise peaks also influence the per- 
ceived disturbance by traffic noise, Since, however, street 
noise peaks can be covered up by airplane noise peaks the in- 
fluence of street noise peaks on the perceived disturbance can 
only be researched in homogeneous noise situations with pure 
street noise. 
Table 4.29. Multiple correlation coefficents between 1 1 4 s  
perceived disturbance6 by traffic noise, 
the L5,,, Lg9, as well as the L (Random PN 
sample in Basel N = 944) 
1 =creme I F-value for [ ln4epurcHnt t 
4.9 The Perceived Disturbance by Airplane and Street Noise 
hnpzndence on F n g h t  Movement Frequency or S treet - X"FZ?I?T 
- 
-- 
The subjective intensity impression of a certain present 
acoustical stimulus is not only dependent on the objective 
stimulus intensity but also on the frequency o f  its occurrence. 
Figure 4.30. Medium perceived disturbance in dependence 
on airplane movement frequency, independently 
1 )  To make i t  possible to show graphically the influence of 
the flight frequenzy independent from the L the influence of PN 
the varying LpJ on the perceived disturbance of airplane noise 
was eliminated by extrapolation o f  its median value (Regression 
L PN perceived disturbance). 
The English noise index NNI give0 the logarithmic airplane 1146 
movement frequency with 15 [161, the French noise index gives 
i t  with 10 [18], the American noise index CNR likewise with 10 
1171. In the aecond English investigation around Heathrow Air- 
port [ 3 3 ]  we find values between 4 and 12. 
Based on the data of the 3 Swiss airports we obtaincd the 
following regression formula; 
Airplane Noise Exposure LPN + b . 6  X log N 69 
As the regression formula shows, the weight (k = 15) o f  
the logari thmic airplane movement frequency ( logN) in the NNI 
is too high for the data presented. It results only in a 
weight of 6.6. 
The daily number of airplane movements averaged over 360 
days is based on the informat40n obtained by Traffic Control, 
especially in the area of the control groups (NNI larger than 
301 ,  so that no longer all flight movements lead to a n ~ t i c e -  
able influence on the noise level. The numbers given by traffic 
control for those areas are therefore in s o ~ e  cases up to 50% 
too high. As a further correction the number of movements was 
corrected for the number of effectively observed airplane move- 
ments (L * and log N* consider this correction). Rased on this 
correctig!! the data were obtained by the following regression 
equation: 
Airplane Noise Exposure = * + 8 X logN - 69 
I )  Cont inucd from previous page 
Figure 3.30. was constructed under the 
N - - 3 9 4  0 
- 
L ~ ? l  i nd. const. = LPN 
Perc. dist. - - Perc. dist. + 
- 
L~~ i nd. 
- 
- Regr. Cop if. 
following condition: 
Tab. 4.31. 
- Influence of different regreasion tables on 
the connection between noise exposure and 
perceived disturbance (N 3940) 
The overvaluation ~f t5e Iogdrithmic flight movement fre- 
quency leads to a statistically significant lower relation be- 
tween the noise exposare measure and the perceived dJ~turbance. 
In addition, as shown in figure 4.32, this leads to an exp!an- 
atic.n o f  the systematic deviation of the middle~disturbanccs 
as observed in chapter 4.3., The overevaluatio:~ of the airplane 
movement frequency in comparison with the noise component result- 
ed in a measured noise exposure that was too low for the test area 
in Base1 with its low airplane frequency, However, i t  has tu be 
kept in mind that the obtained results in which weighted airplane 
movement frequencies are limited by the type of dist~~ibution frc- 
quencies at the three airports. 
Figurt 4 , 3 2 ,  Medium perceived disturbance depending 
on NNI. NNI K O ~ ,  and NNIKORe 
Since the airplane number in the NNI is weighted too high I 1 4 9  
there is a better agreement between disturbance and noise 
exposure in the French index R which was calculated by 
approximation as well as for the American CNR I ) .  Although 
the CNR takes night flight frequencies into account this 
does not result in a better agreement between the CNR and 
the disturbance. Rased an the small differences of vari- 
ation between the 3 Swiss airports in thcir day and night 
flight relationships here too, final judgement in respect 
to the quality of exposure measurements has to wait (see 
also chapter 4.11). 
Table 4.33. 
-- 
Linear agreement of noise exposure and disturb- 
ance for different airplane exposure measurements. 
[Airplane noise expo- , 1 - : 
x y 
1 :2:: 3.5:s' 
i 0.592 
Ana! agous to the influence of airplane frequency 
the influence of traffic density on the perceived disturbance 
b y  traffic noise can be expected; 2 1 
For the method of approximate calculations of the R and 
CNR see also chapter 3 . 4 . 2 .  
2 1 Traffic density b a s e d  on traffic counts in 1970 as well 
as estimates of the following classifications: 
Index Amount of Traffic MPWE/h lop M 
Main Traffic Arteries 
- -  - - - - 1 
a v ~  y  US^ conn- 
ections between comn- 
u-.:ties, railroads, 2 600 
Through Tra f f i c 
-- --I-
3 
- connecting streets 
in briil t up areas 4  
Nei&borhood Traffic 5 
~Toc~T-TZiTfTTGiT;j 6 
Practicallv no traffic 7 
Table 4.34. Multiple -rrelations between the directly 
- 
perceived .isturbance by traffic noise, L5i)' 
L99' as well as the logarithmic density 
(log M RVE / h ) (random sample Base1 N = 945) 
Multiples Increase of F-value for independ ' t 1 
R R~ 
'U3 1 R2 ( inclusion variable. of th  of the equation 9 I variables 
8 
C. 1Y30 C. 179C 2 ~ 5 . 5 7 5 5  '50 
A pure traffic noise exposure measure in zones with mixed 
noises (general noise sources ds well as airplanes and street 
traffic) can be obtained on the basis of multiple regressions 
with the following equation; 
Traffic Noise exposure = L + 6 . 4  logM 50 PWE/h - 0 . 7  L - 2 1 . 6  9 9  
- -- 
1) Amount of t raff ic  based on traff ic  counts from the year 1970 as well 
as the following estimated classifications: 
aalt.of 





Main traff ic  arteries 
- much traveled connections between - 
comunities, railroads 600 
--.- - -. -..- -- -.---. 
Inng distance traff ic  3 309 




Local t raf f ic  2 60 
- no through traff ic  6 2 s 
Practically no traff ic  
4.10 The hrccived Disburbance by Airplane Noise 
Deaendiruz an Startinn And Landinn Cberations 
Start and landing noise differs in several respects; 
The time of noise exposure in the case of starting operations 
in a constant of L is considerable longer than for landing 
eN 
operations. This is the result of differing sound intensity as 
we1 1 as di f fering angles of cli& for starting and landing airplanes, 
This also leads to differences in the distance to the source of 
noise despite tne constant L Ihe different distances between PN ' 
the noise exposed individual-and the sound source introduce at the 
sane time an essential psychological factor. 
Starting and landing operations influence the sound level spread 
in the noise exposed areas di f fcrently. Besides, the h, flight 
operations lead to different sound frequency spectrum (See chapter 
3.2.4 . ) .  
In this investi~ation the purpose is not to look at the effect of the 
individual factors h;;t to consider' the total effect of the role that 
starting nruleuvers play in the total rider of airplane m m n t s  on the 
perceived disturbance within the control led FNL as we11 as the logarithnic 
ai rpl ane frequency . 
Table 4.35, Wltiple correlation coefficients between directly 
perceived disturbances by airplane noise. Lm, the 
logari thni c airplane mvenent m ~ r  and the share 
of start mvtments in the total movanent n h r .  
i 1.5140 4.3~18 r3.3501 3.0002 Lps, LOOP;, take-off/landing rat io  
l t i p l e s  
I R It2 
As Table 4.35. s h ,  the starting and lading ratio has no effect 1152 
on the perceived disturbance in a controlled L and logN m 
It is evident that the distance of the airplane fran a measuring 
point coincides grr.t t ly wi th the measured noise exposure. Therefore 
an increasing annoyance by vi si ble exhaust gas devel opnent in connect ion 
with airplane noise exposure can also be fotuxl. 
independent vari- ' 




- F-value lor in- 
clusion of the 
varaibles 
Figure 4.36 Itrceivod air pollution by airplanes in 
dependence on airplane noise (WI) (In 
percent of the interviewd. Total randan 
srnple N = 3940) 
Perceivad airpollution by airplanor in  relation 
to airplane noise srqp8ure (WI) ( 8  of quertioned. Total 
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A similar effect can also be found in the case of traffic 
noise, however, it is not mite as distinct: 
Figure 4.37 krceived air pol lutian by street traffic 
conveyances in dependance of traffic noise. 
(L ) (In percent of the questioned. Total 50 
;Cy Perceived airpollution by street traffic in relation to 
I traffic noise (L 50)  i Z 8 )  4 ri 
! ( 8  as above) 
20, 
4.11 'Ihe Influence of Evening And 
mKht Noise on The Fkrceivd Disturbance 1) 
A great nider of studies agree that night noise in cmparison to day 
noise has a far mre aggravating influence on the psycho-physical we1 1 
being of individuals. This is also expressed in the greater wight i t  
Evening is defined as the time perid between 6:00 pn and 
10:oo pn 
Night is defined as the time period betwen 10:OO pn and 
6 : O O  am 
receives in airplane movement numbers during the night in diff- 
erent exposure measures (CNR, NEF, B). Also, in chapter 3.4.1. 
i t  was discussed that in the case of the disturbance of recreat- 
ive needs (sleep, relaxation) the relative stress effect of air- 
plane noise acts more intensively on the directly perceived dis- 
turbance than in the case of the disturbance comnunicative needs. 
which sheds some light on part of the unexplained variation in 
the perceived disturbance by airplane noise, Here i t  has to be 
kept in nind that the disturbance, measured by the scalometer, is 
conceived as a general disturbance index. 
Table 4.38 Multiple correlation coefficients between the 
directly perceived disturbance by airplane noise, 
LPN, the logarithmic airplane movement number 
as well as the share of night and evening flight 
1 1.5953 I 0.3144 0.0055 33.5286 I L ~ ~ :  0 evening f l ights  
movements of the total airplane movement number. 




1 I nightfl ights 
R Ft2 
The inclusion of the share of evening flight movements in the / 154 
total movement number causes a small but significant increase 
of the multiple determination coefficients. Its increase is 
larger with the inclusion of the percentage of night flight 
movements. Partial correlation caefficients: 
x = Percentage of night flight movements of total 
movement number 
0.565s 0.3160 ' 3.3180 1633.4471. 
i =PK 
x = Percentage of evening flight movements of total 
movement 
independent variables 
i n  the equation 
Increase ' P v a l u e  for ' 
Y = Perceived disturbance by airplane noise 
! 
o f  R 
v = log N 
inclusion of 
the variables 
Here too i t  has to be emphasiaed that the small variation 
of the share of night flight movements o f  the total movement 
number exerts a limiting influence on the presented results. 
Table 4.39 shows that already small percentage increases 
in night flight numbers strongly increase the number of those 
interviewees who feel especially disturbed at night while the 
proportionate increase of evening flights in reference to the 
determination of the time of disturbance had comparatively 
little effect. 
Table 3. 39. 
- 
Percentage of interviewees who were es- 
pecially disturbed by airplane noise at 
night in dependence on the percentage of 
night flight movement (10:OO pm to 6:00 am) 
of the total number of airplane movements. 
(total random sample N = 3931) 
I 
: a  of night flight movumenta 
i 0 - 4 . 9 1  ! 5 - 9 . 9 1  ' 25-30 0 
Table 4.40 
- - -- 
Percentage o f  interviewees who are especi- 1 1 5 5  
ally disturbed by airplane noise during 
the evening independence on the percent- 
ages of airplane movements in the evening 
(6:OO prn to 10:OO prn) of the total number 
of airplane movements. 
(Total random sample N = 3933) 
I r of evetning flight n o v n f e  - 3O ) 
i 14-14.? 0 2G - 2 4 . 9  1  
- 
erpecially dis- 22.0 38.7 2 8 . 6  
1 turbA3 during (2577)  (108) !125 i ) )  I 
the- evening d
The relation between the sleep disturbances as given b 
the subjects and the night flight noise exposure (NNInight ! 
is not linear I). As fig. 4.41 shows, based of the median values 
of the sleep disturbance index 2 ) ,  i t  represents a significant 
increase of sleep disturbances in approximately 25 NNInightb 
in linear, sqi~~red and cubic regression equations 
1 inear squared cubic 
* Signi f icant to the 5th percentile 
The additi\o index was established by the following questions; 
a. How often does i t  happen that the airplane noise disturbs 
you when you are sleeping or trying to fall asleep? 
b. Sel f evaluat ion based on the psychosomatic inventory 
- I cannot fall asleep 
- I sleep fitfully and wake up often. 
- I'm not rested in the morning and h a v e  difiiculty getting 
U P *  
(Range 1-13) 
Figure 4.41 Median sleep disturbance index values in 
dependence on night flijht noises ( H I n i g h t  1 




Also In rcfercnce to street traffic noise the obtained 
data of evening and night noise as compared to day noise, do 
not explain the variance. I t  is remarkable that in the case 
of traffic noise too, the *vening noise exerts a greater (yet 
not significant) influence on the percei\ ed disturbance by 
traffic noise than the nightly noise (see table 4.42). 
Table 4.42. Multiple correlation between the perceived disturbance, 
- -  
L50* logMIW~/h* L1' L50 ( ~ 3 ; ~ )  - L 50 (evening) as well as 
- 
L5~(day) L 5 ~  ( n i  S:lt) ' 
T percentages of the interviewed whose s l e e p  was dis- 
turbed by traffic noise arc an evenly ascending function of 
the night traffic noise L 50(night)' 
(Random sample Rase1 N = 9 4 4 )  
F 3 u r e  4.43. Percentages of those interviewed whose sleep was very 
- --- 
often or qlrite often disturbed by traffic noise in 
dependgince on Lso (n gh 
(Random sample Rase1 N = 934) 
(Question: "How often does i t  happen that traffic 
noise disturbes you when yorl sleep or try to s l e e p " ? )  








variables R R* a f R  
2 
4.12. General Acoustical&sure Measurement with 
l 5 T T ? T i ~ b m i n a n c T Z T e v e  --- -- --- ra T T X 7 e S X i i V  ---- 
In the preceding chapters the noise situation was always 
studied in reference to a specific noise source, As a next step 
i t  has to be determined which o f  thc objective measures o f  noise 
represent the general noise situation of an environment best so 
1 )  that i t  explains the generalized reaction of individuals . 
It is to be expected that those noise exposure measures 
which are best suited to describe a generalized reaction are 
those which on the one hand react clcarly to one dominant noise 
source and also are as independent as possible o f  different re- 
lationships of dominations in various sound sources. 
Table 4 . 4 4 .  
---------- 
Connection between the categorization of 
living environments, as "quiet versus noisy" 
generaj i zed react ion, with di f ferent noise 
exposure measures for the three test areas 
?:irich, Geneva, and Base1 as well as for the 
total random sample. 
I )  The generalized react ion is statistical ly represented by 
the categorization of the imnediate living environment as 
quiet or noisy. (Scale range - 3  to + 3 ) .  
It seems significant that the noise exposure measures for 
the dominant source of the general noise situation - in Zurich, 
for the NNI for airplane noise and in Basel, for the LS0 for 
street traffic noise show the highest agreement with a general- 
ized reaction. The equivalent continuous sound level (L ) 
eq 
proved to be the best objective measure for the generalized 
reaction to a general noise situation in the environment in 
all three areas which are characteristic for differing noise 
situations. Insignificantly inferior, but showing a distinct 
tendency, the L1 ranged second as a qua1 i fled measure for the 
generalized reaction to noise situations in the environment, 
It is confirmed that the area of Basel was dominated by the ncise 
source "street trafficn, while the test area Geneva shows the 
most ambivalent noise situation. The L and the L show the 
=q 1 
greatest agreement betwecn generalized reactions. 
4s shown, an adequate noise exposure measure consists o f  
at least two components: ( a )  a sound coaponent ( h )  a fre- 
quency of sound occurence component. I f  logari thmic f 1 ight 
movenent frequencv as well as logarithmic street density values 
are included as additional factors of the equivalent contin8!ous 
sound level (1, then we obtain a significantly improved con- 
ecl 
nec t ion between noise exposure and genera l  react ion. 
Table 4 . 4 5 .  
---------- 
Multiple correlations betwecn the generalized 1160 
reaction, L , the logarithmic airplane move- 
eel 
rnecrt nurnbvr a s  well as the logarithmic values 
for traffic density. (Total random sample N = 3940) 
multiples increase' l-vallu for inl independent variab- 
I iinclusion of , l e s  of the equation 
R i R' i rt2 /variables i I 
0.3401 0.1157 i 0.110 ~ 1 4 . 9 3 ~ 1  / k 
0 . 4 b l 4  0 .1611 ' 0.0104 86.4200 I I I I loo h / h  I ( f l ight  movements) 
As a general measlire for general noise exposure (categor- 
ization for the living environment: q u i - t  versus noisy) the 
following equation can be established on the basis of multiple 
regressions: 
Total noise exposure = L + 7.4  log Nfliphrmovw, + 10.8 log hlh - 59
eq 
5. THE PERCEIVED DISTURBANCE BY NOISE DEPENDENT ON INTERVENING I 1 6 1  
FACTO- 
-- . --
5 . 1  . INTRODUCTION 
-. 
From the fact that the same stimulus can cause different 
types and different strenghts of reaction in different individ- 
uals has to be concluded that the relationship between stimulus 
and reaction can only be explained by making sensible assurnpt- 
ions about the existence and effectiveness of specific internal 
factors within the system. It is therefore important to analyze 
a1.J empirically scrutinize these inner states as well as their 
causes within the stimulus-reaction transformation process. 
It i s  obvious that there is an arbitrary and, to a degree, 
pre-scientific element in the process of making a selections of 
variables which intervene in the stimulus. The tasks consist 
of selecting from a theoretically infinite number of intervening 
factors those which can be useful in explaining to the greatest 
degree the variation. In addition, the problems that present 
themselves in an attempt to measure inner states within the 
frarne work of this study are partially insotable for theoret- 
ical well a s  practical reasons. Therefore the individual 
contribution of the explaining intervening factors cannot be 
determined at least qtiantitatively, but can only be demonstrat- 
ed by means of a statistically significant connection between 
input and output volumes, 
The inner states and their determinants which co-determine 
stimulus reaction transformation can be localized analytically 
on five different plains 
5 . 1 . 1 .  The level of social structure factors 
- - - - - - - -  ------- --- 
As determined by different sociological and socio-psycho- 
logical studies, attitudes, behavior dispositions and actual 
behavior of an individual are decisively influenced by his 
social structural position in society. The position of an in- 
dividual is a product of his development and his dependence on 
the social structure and the history of a given society. Fm- 
pirical determinations of this position are chiefly socio-demo- 
graphic such as sex, age, and marital status, as well as such 
social economical criteria as income, professional and education 
strata of society. These criteria of the position of an indiv- 
idual exert influence individually and in combination on his 
inner states, also on form and content of somantic and pragmatic 
stimulus processing. This influence is exerted not only passive- 
ly but actively too. By his own attitudes and actions, triggered 
by his inner states, the individual influences not only his own 
position but also the particular social structure of society. 
5 . 1 . 2 .  Level of factors of context 
The individual members of 2 society are placed in a certain 
social context on the one hand and a physical context on the other, 
Type and properties of the social and physical contexts are corre- 
lates of tho social structure of the individuals within it. 
Generally the quality of the physical context in our society, 
especially the exposure to physical influences and stree- 
sors, is dependent on social economic states and therefore 
distributed unevenly. The same is true for the social context 
dimension: the quality of the social environment for reproduc:- 
ive, recreational and creative activiti s ,  as, for instance, 
professional and leisure timt activities, is class specific. 
It can be demonstrated that, for instance, one-family 
homes do not only offer better physical living qualities 
such as isolation, size and so forth, but that their pos- 
session also correlates greatly with the social stratification 
and thus offers their owners better social conditions, espccially 
in respect to individual and iamily self-realization. 1) 
The separation between physical and social context is also 
analytical: in reality the physical context dimension always has 
social effects and importance and, vice-versa, the social one also 
has always material importance in the physical context dimension. 
Likewise physical and social context qualities on the levels 
of settlement, domicile and comnunity co):relate with the socicl 
economical level and c l a s s  situation of their inhabitants. 
In the physical context dimension, freedom from emissions, 
climatic conditions, geographical location, density of settlement 
and the quality of the physical infra-strbcture; in the social 
context dimension, homogeneity of social composition and class 
membership as well as the quality of the socia! and institutional 
infra-s t ruc ture represent the most important componcn t s. 
Ecological deterioration of social strata occurs quicker 
where stressors initially reduce the quality of the physical I 1 6 4  
context, This causes members of the economically privileged 
group to leave the area. As a consequence the social prestige 
of the context is lowered, this means that a physical stressor has 
at the same time social effects and is able to influence ihe con- 
sciousness and the action of individuals exposed to i t .  The effect 
of the principle of strata-selective disintigration as z consequc,rce 
and as an accelerating cause of physiczlly or socially reduced context 
qualities has been demonstrated in ecological, and socio1ogi.-31 
studies [ 5 0 , 5 1 , 5 2 ] .  
I )  Morris proves that the inhabitants of one-family homes, an 
apparently strictly physical context condition, are more central 
sociometrically and better integrated in their social fields 
of context thar inhabitants of multi-family dwellings, j 4 9 1 .  
The noise an individual is exposed to is therefore only a 
physical factor of this context dimension. On the level of the 
domicile further physical context factors are especially t~ be 
included: the number of inhabitants per home, the sound insul- 
ation and the type of house. On the level of the environment 
further physical stressors like air and water quality, traffic 
and YO forth, as we1 1 as the qua1 i ty of the.physica1 infra- 
structure have to be included. 
Problem specific context factors on the level of a pri- 
mary group - e.g. internal activities in context of the family - 
are especially determined by the family situation and the life 
cycle. These fixate a temporally and spatially more or iess 
limited field of objective deprivation possibilities of noise 
and other stress situations. The subjective perception of the 
temporal fixation ar.2 strain by activities and other reproduc- 
t ive roles determine the degree of free, e. g. unattached valences. 
As dominant social context factor on the level of secondary 
groups - e.g. activities and contacts outside of the family - 
resider??is! integratio~l has to be included. 
Studies in connection with relocation projects and slum 
rehabilitation have shown that the social context bears more 
weight i n  the v a l u e  scale z iF  individuals and groups than the 
physical context, however, only as long as the latter did not 
threaten any primary assets. [53,54,55,56] 
Socio-structural and contextural factors are external deter- 
minant values of inner states, e.6. of the type and the content 
of s t ~ ~ a n t i c  and pragmatic stimulus processing. This dstermS?a- 
tion is dynamic and therefore the inner states too are subject 
to change. In the learning process these inner states, as a 
dynamic constantly changing image, are adjusted to the changing 
positions the individual holds in society. The momentary socio- 
structural or contextural position is therefore not absolute but 
has is affective as a determinant of inner states in relation 
t o  the historical development. Thereby i t  is important that 
socio-struct~iral changes lead to the respective changes of inner 
states only after a certain time lag. [ 5 ' ? ] .  
Socio-psychological factors, like attitudes towards tech- 
nique, modern versus traditional, retrospective versus prospect- 
ive orientation, projective importance and others, which are 
associated with flight events are dirnensions of inner states within 
the phenomenal frame of reference wh,ch are relevant to this part- 
icular research. They determine both form and content of the 
semantic interpretation of s stimulus or noise source. They also 
play a role in their prag- 
rnatic evaluation of stressors. It has to be kept in mind that 
the intervening factors have to be related to the socio-struct- 
ural position of individuals in the society; and certainly not 
only in respect to static but also to dynamic aspects. In the 
empirical analysis, however, the latter is possible only to a 
very limited degree. 
The personality factors represent a further category of 
inner states which affect form and content of the semantic and 
especially the pragmatic stimulus interpretation. They differ 
f r m  the states of phenomenal reference systems chiefly by their: l 1 6 F  
stability because they are in part biologically genetically deter- 
mined, therefore inert to influences of socio-structural and con- 
textural factors. This stability is relative in two respects: 
( a )  personality specific inner states by themselves are products 
of the history of development. Biological genetic and social 
cultural cornpo:~er.~ts are not to be considered a s  separate but al- 
ternating influences of t\is history of development; ( b )  the 
rnjni festations of personal i ty specific states are not only aff- 
ected by soii~-~truct~ral nd contextural factors but also by the 
tither categories of inner states. 
Included in the dimensions of these personality specific 
inner states which are relevant t o  the study, are the intra-extro 
version and the anxiety level sf the noise source. Different 
studies show significant relations between intro and extrovert 
personal i t j  disposi t ions and the percept ion and processing of 
.icute sti::;u!i as well as the reactions to the-n. 1 5 8 1  
Likewise, the anxiety level of the noise source is an irn- 
i~ortant influential factor for the perception and interpret- 
ation of the acoustical stimuli which i t  emits. The object 
specific anxiety level is dependent on the general level o f  
apprehension of an individual and partially also by the degree of 
his introversion. However, the inclusion of personality factors 
within a survey are very 1 imi ted. Arl  adequate determination of 
these requires the c,nploy of psychological experiments, projective 
tests and so forth. Therefore, the present study has to remain 
limited to a rough evalgation of these two dimensions. 
The inner states which chiefly influence the pragmatic 
stimulus interpretation arc defined by the interest and need 
requirewents of collectives and individuals in the context of 
the st imulus source. 
In this context i t  is important to differentiate between 
the objective advantagelcost relationship of social classes, 
strata and groups and the way they perceive the uselcost re- 
lationship. In our society the objective advantagelcost re- 
lationship in reference to the sound is class and strata 
specific: the carriers of the objective noise source are the 
1ne:nberu of high socio-economic groups, the carriers of the 
objective cost in form of exposure to noise, however, are the 
lower classes. 
If this objective advantage cost imbalance is seen as 317 
antago3is-n o f  interests between societal groups and classes 
there are effects on the pragmatic but also, retroactively, 
on the semantic coding of the noise source and its meaning. 
The latter, for instance, means that this (interest-antagon- 
istic) interpretation of one's own noise exposure as posi- 
tive projective interpretation of the noise source can be 
tranformed into a negative or indifferent one. This can 
lead to an increase in the disturbance perception of noise. 
Operationally the objective prof i tlcost dimension is 
determined by the frequency of the flight experience or the 
professional involvement with the airport, The perception of 
t ! ~ o s e  who profit from and those who are disadvantaged by the 
source of noisc s e r v e s a s  indicator for the subjective side of 
this profitlcost relationship. 
Likewise this pt-ofi tlcost relationship can be related to 
the geographical /political regions. If the perceived cost as- 
pects dominate the !)rofi t aspects in relation to a specific 
region in which the specific individual resides and with which 
he icientifies hiinscl f then his interpretation o f  the noise 
source anrl tht: Jsgret? of disturbance can he addi t ional ly in- 
fl~lenced. indicator for this ;ispect is the percept ion of those 
who profit t he  most an3 of those who pay the highest price with- 
in n gcogrdphical-political region. 
The profit, or the cost, which are charged to a 
stimu1:rs or a stimulus source are alsn dependent or? t)le actual 
individual si tuat ion of need. This, however, changes depend- 
ing on the situation ,inn the t i m e ,  for instance within the 
course of a day so that these  situational and temporal varia- 
tions of actual individual need are practically impossible to 
determine empirically. Since the purpose of this investigation 
is the evaluation of noise exposure in a generalized situation 
over a longer period of tiae, this variability of the actual 
needs can be neglected: however, i t  has to he kept in mind that 
this evaluation of noisc exposure can have an influence during 
the interview. It is important to assume temporal and situational 
conditions in resnect tn certain needs such as silence at night as 
w e 1  1 a s  sleep and' recreational requi remcnts during the leisure hours. 
Figure 5.1. represents the five levels of intervening fact- 
ors in schematic form. It has to be noted that these factors are 
not independent of each other on the same level as  well a s  on 
different levels but that they represent a very complex inter- 
dependent system of relationships. This interdependence represents 
one of the basic problems of human sciences in general and 1 imi ts 
the possibility of strictly causal statements. Furthermore. i t  
has to be emphasized that the area of validity of the effect of the 
met?tioned intervening factors is lirni ted. This was already discussed 
in re ference  t o  reaction entropies (see 4.2.1.). This is easily 
delnonst rated in the sample of noise exposure which exceeds the pain 
threshold. The unat~imous judgement that such a noise is unbearable 
is then independent frorn intervening variables s u c h  as age, social 
integration, professional involvement, and so forth. 
Figure 5 . 1 .  The f i v e  interdependent l e v e l s  of Intervening 
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5 . 2 . 1 ,  Thc Reactivity Index 
------------ ----- 
The construction of a reactivity index which reduces the 
two empirical dimensions of perceived disturbance and object- 
ive noise exposure to one dimension serves to simplify empir- 
ical analysis. Reactivity is defined as the orthogonal dis- 
tance of the individual disturbance index to the regression 
straight line which is the result of the perceived disturbance 
in function of the noise exposure. Possible interaction effects, 
however, have to be ignored. 
Figure 5. 2. Hist0gra.n of fieact ivi t y  
- hypo- normal- hyper- - 
reactive 
mean - 1.9499; standard deviation = 2.631; max.- 10; min.= -7.28 
The index values of the individual reactivity are approxi- 1171 
matcly normal in their distribution ( see fig. 5.2.). I- res- 
pect to this distribiition norm reactive, hypo-reactive a. hyper- 
reactive individuals can be differentiated. It has to bt: em- 
phasi zed that each deterrni tlat ion of a norm s tandai-J represents 
an drbitrary act. Ilere, however, the determination is not 
~~ormatively based hut is the result of the empirical distri- 
butio~. Therefore, the problems discussed in the preceding 
chapter cdn be simplified to the following question: Which 
of thc intervening factors of the five different levels show 
statistically significant d i  fferences for n o r m a l ,  hypo and 
hyper-reactive individuals? 
5 . 2 . 2 . 1 .  Socio Demographic Factors 
--- ---- -- --------I 
Table 5.3. Reactivity in dependence on the sex status 
I . I mean 1 8 tanclard i I p - v a ~ j  p - v a ~ l  ;: deviation 
1 m l e  / 2.109 1 2 - 6 5  1 ~ 9 /  1 I female 1 .a15 2.E 1 2130 12.:65 ..001 0.003 
The comparison of the median reactivity by sex results 
in significantly higher values fur men. This indicates that 
generally men are more reactive than women, e . g .  their per- 
ceived disturbance is larger than t h ~  one of women in con- 
trolled noise exposure. The explanatory vdlidity of the sex 
2 
status, however, is quite small. Only about 0.3% ( w ) of 
variability are explainable b y  sex (see table 5.3.). The sex 
specifically different reactivity could 5c the result of a 
generdlly higher stress exposure of the male, especially on 
his work location. In addition, the noise exposure coincides 
dlrnost exclusively with the regeneration and recreation time 
uf the male populatio~~ segment. 
Reference should also be made to a possible biological com- 
ponent, namely the generally higher adaptability o f  the female 
to stress. 3 ,  Finally sex specific socialization should be 
include:+ a*; an explanatory factor, which eciucates thc fernale to 
?-Values werr o5tainrd by simple variance analysis with 
tie Rartlett-test of equality of variances. 
~stirnated k = SS between - cif (vs within) STTJTaT'T-RS'-'" '-------- 
W 1  t l i l ~ ,  
SS = Sirn o f  squares 
d f  = Number of free degrees 
?4S = Vean square 
S e e  also W.I.. Hayes 1 5 9 1  
') Takahas'ri faom4 thdt malr :~ewbur:~ who werca exposed to a 
high degree of noise during their time of fetal development 
werr o f  significantly s~aller stature while female :iewborn 
d i d  not show any difference in cornparison to a controlled 
populat i n q .  This result W A S  confirmed i? rat experiments. 
( s e e  1 6 1 1 )  
a higher degree to permissive toleration o f  a stress situation 
than the male [ 6 6 ] .  
Table 5 . 4 .  Reactivity depending on absence from home I173 
at different times of day. 
absence during mean 
specif ic  times of day reactivity 
---- 
morning 1.963 
af ternoba 2,381 
morning and afternoon 
noon (at  home dur,lunch) 2. 203 
- - -  I N* 1 e tandard deviation 
a l l  day 1.777 720 2.75 
evenings 1.613 104 2.78 
a t  night (0.958 2 2 3.21)  
variable 1.804 90 4 2.63 
usually a t  home 1.892 1021  2.65 
* Total N exceeds 3940 since multiple answers are poasible 
Those population segments which are not at home in the 
evening show the least degree of disturbance (N for those 
which are absent at night is too small). However, this s e g -  
ment of the poplatimi consists chiefly of young, mobile age 
groups  which makes a comparison impossible. 
Simi l a r  i r l  their soci a1 demographic organization are those 
segtnerits of the popt~lat ion which are absent during the morning 
and the afternoon but a t  home during the noon hour, on the one 
hand, and those segrtlerlts of the population which are also absent 
from home during the noon hour. The median reactivity of these 
two comparison groups does not show a significant difference 
( t =  3.132, 1, smaller than . 0 0 1 ) .  The esposure to airplane noise 
during t h e  recreation and the regeneration time during t 5 e  noon 
hour obviously increases the perceiveid disturbance. 
Tahle 5 . 5 .  Reactivity in dzendance to age 
--------- ----- ----------- - 
i 1 I ! re- I : standard F-val. P-val. 1 . ' ; age group 
I I ac t iv i ty  ! j deviation 1 I I 
I I I I : t - ;2  years / 1.643 ; s : j j  2 . 5 5  I i I ; years ; 1. 3 4 3  +- - - "  -. I 2 . 6  I 
I 
-. 4 - 5 2  years 2 . ~ ~ 2  
I * "  i 2 . 5 5  , 4,046 I .. . -  
- years , 2 . ~ 2 5  1 5 3 2 ,  2 . 6 1  
- . - _ I -  t :  and over : * * - *  :?1i 2 . 7 7  
Table 5.6. Reactivity depending on length of residence in one 
comnuni ty 
Variance-analytical studies of differing individual acti- 
vity in dependence on age shows statistically significant rc- 
lations (see table 5 . 5 )  but here too only a small part of the 
phenomena can be explained with age. The T-test of equality 
of median values shows that only the youngest age group is 
significantly differeni from all other age groups. 
The juvenile age segment of the 18 to 30 year olds shows 
a tendency toward hypo-reactivity, This partly is traceable 
to the loose residential ties of the age group. Besides, pro- 
jective interpretations of the noise source "airplane", for 
instance as participant, are definitely localized in the age group. 
As before in other studies a significant relationship be- 1 1 7 5  
tween the length of residence and the reactivity can be found 
( see table 5.6.). With increasing duration of residence in the 
same cornrnut~ity the tendency to hyper-reactivity increases. The 
validity of this intervening factor is considerably greater than 
the one of age. Important is also the questions of the mutual 
dependance or independence of both effects: 
Table 5.7. 
--- 
Reactivity in dependence on age status and 
length of residence, 
Table 5 . 7  shows that age as a directly intervening factor 
is eliminated if short length of residence is con- 
trolled in the study. Only in the case of length of residence 
of over 2 years there is a difference between the youngest age 
group and all other age groups with the same length of residence. 
This group reacts, however, significantly more hyper-reactive 
than the same age group with shorter length of residence. In 
other words the relationship between age and perceived disturbance 
proves to be largely a pseudo-correlation i f  the length of residence 
is controlled. 
A longer time of residence tends to lead a greater social /176 
integration in the comnunity, e . g .  to an expressive field of in- 
teraction with similar physical environmental conditions and thdt 
increases simultaneously time the probability of a comnunicative 
effect. The problem of becoming accustomed to noise is like- 
wise connected with age and length of residence: is a readjustment 
of the stored phenomenal reference stimuli in the positive direction 
to be expected as a consequence of becoming used to the exposure to a 
noise stress factor over a longer period of t irne or does the repeated 
exposure to noise lead to an accumulative effect which causes an in- 
crease in the perception of the disturbance even though the noise 
exposure remains constant? The obvious association of a long dur- 
ation of residence with hyper-reactivity seems to support the latter 
of the two theses. 
Table 5.8. points in the same direction: 
Table 5.8. Noise habituation in dependance on length of 
residency. 
can get used length of residence in the community 
1 
; noise (' less than 1 6 months 2 to 10 1 10 and 
I questioned 6 months : to 2 yrs. I years I more yrs . I  
L 
yes 83.9 j 7 0 . 5  60.6 
1) The NASA-Contractor report proves that comnunicat ion in 
the :neaning of corlversation about noise etc. represents an 
important factor for the modal type of the individual who is 
complaining about noise. [ 6 2 ]  
2 ,  Question; you get used to noisen? 
It is interesting that against expectations, the adjustement 
to noise is practically independant from the degree of exposure 
to noise. 
Table 5.11. Adjustment to noise in dependence on the total 
noise exposure 
-- 1 
Can get used to Total noise exposmd' 
noise . - '" - j c  
- ! - .  I i 3 - 1 9  
This fact indicated that the phenomenon of noise adjustment is 
associated with an individual disposition of sensitivity to 
react to external stimuli in which case the sensitivity or 
noise sensibility is relatively independent from the stimulus 
def ini t ion. 
4 s  rnent ioned several times, the residential constraint 
and the degree of objective possibilities of avoidance 
of a noise situation are an important intervening pragmatic factor 
in the stimulus reaction transformation. This is reflected 
distinct in the significant relationship between reactivity 
and rnhrital status. 
I )  The construction of the measurements of total noise exposure 
is discussed in chapter 4 . 1 2 .  
With increasing duration of residence in the same 
comnunity (e.g. with increasing length of exposure to noidel 
the proportion of those subjects decreases which are getting 
used to the noise, In the relationship '\etween adjustment to 
noise and age (see table 5.9.) i t  becomes apparent again 
that the younges age group is deviating. 
Table 5.9. - Adjustment ----- to noise depending on age 
I can get used 1 age groups 
t o  noise (in 
The relation between adjustment to noise and the duration 
of residence leads necessarily to a relation between adjustment 
to noise and reactivity. The estimated declared variance* however, 
is considerably larger than the one which is resulting from the 




Table 5.10 Reactivity in dependance on adjustment to noise 
- -  ---- - a- 
51 and more 18 - 30 yrs 31-50 yrs, 
I 



















2 - 5 6  
F-VP~U 
104.175 e . 0 0 1  0 .02f  
Table 5.12, Reactivity depending on marital stat% 
-- - 
'divorced I :.ST: / :20/ 6 4  I ! 
' 2 ! q.30: ' 7.324 1 
,widw& j 3 3  i 7 2 - 6 3  ! i I 
The T-Test of equslity of median values proves that there 
is a significant difference in respect to the reactivity I-: 
those questioned who are married in comparison to those who 
are divorced or single, Likewise, there is a difference be- 
tween widowed and single persons. 
Table 5.13. shows clearly that these relationships cannot 
be explained with the differing age str11cture of these segments 
of the population. The explanation +hat married and widowed 
people have a tendency to hyper-react lies more in tl-<ir higher 
residential constraints which precludes possibilities of avoid- 
ance of a noise situation. 
Table 5.13 Reactivity in dependence on age status and marital 
status. 
--_UII_----- --- 
'I Monthly irlcorns per household 
I family stat, age group age group 
-13-35 1 16-10 , 
married 
single 
m a n  s 'stand. I mean stand. 
reactiv. deviat.treactiv. 
1.973 Ujf 2 .64  







5,2,2,2. '3ocio Economic Factors 
- 
Table 5.14, - R e a c t i v i t ~ d e p e n d i n g  on income 
fncoas class mean I 1, I reactivity deviation 
Neither the income (table 5.14.) nor the profrssional status 
(Table 5.15.) lead to s:atistica ly significant relationships with 
reactivity. Nevertheless, in the case of income status a clear trend 
towards hyper-reactivity in higher income classes becomes obvious. 
to 2000 Pr. 
2001 -3500 
3501 and up 
Table 5.15. R e a c i i v i t G e p e n d i n g  onrofesstonal status 
-- - - . --------- 
- 
mean I ' standard I I occupation . . i 






- A .  5 , 436 - . 9 -  skilled workers I i 
2:; , 6:s - - -  : . i d ; ,  7.,s,  ! skilled white coll. 1.- . J , I 
I 
civil serv./middle :.:LC , ;:a 2 . : :  i I I 
managemen t . ... 
- . - a  - - T  - - -  . , 6 . C -  nmfessims I I I I 
nicht 
r igni-  
f ikrnt I 
I 
1686 1 2.64 ' 
businessmen and . .-- ... I -. .-. :.:; I 
n t  I --• j I i I
13S2 2.56 
0 3  I 2.6s 
1.379 
Because of the positive correlation between income and 
education this trend coincidcs with the one that exists between 
formal education and reactivity although there too a statistically 
significant connection cannot be found. 
Table - 5.16. Reactivitydependent on formal education 
. - 
I 
type of m3an . 1 standard i F  - 1 1 ?; 
, education i reactivity , 1 deviation , . iP-val. 1 
trade school : . s : 7  I I 
I i 2.4:: ' 2.3. high school i 9 ' , 531 1 2.63 1 1 
college 2.112 i 3 a 7 )  2 . 5 6  I I I 
The general trend in the direction to hypo-reactivity for 
lower education and income strata can hardly be explained with 
a lower noise sensitivity of those population segments but rather 
with a deagg~avation tendency of lower social groups when faced 
with stress and a generally higher willingness to suffer stress, 
which is caused by social conditioning. This is further supported 
by statistically very significant negative connections between 
adjustment to noise and income and education status. 
Table 5,17. - A*strne?t to noi,e dependent on income status 
------ ----.----- 
T a b l e  5.18. Adjustment to noisc dependent on educational status 
- --------- - .-- -------- 
I can get used to 




x 2  = 20.7 p (: .GO1 G m . a  = .14 
income per household 
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32 .4  
(1333) 
hi h 
( > 3 f w s o . - )  
66.5 
33.5 
( 4 3 6 )  
college grammar school high 
school 
5 . 2 . 3 .  Phvsical and Social Context Factors 
5 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  Physical Context Factors 
---- ---------- 
The state of physical context is first of all determined 
by the properties of residence. One such property is the type 
o f  house, like one-family or multi-family dwellings. 
The effect of the type of house on the reactivity of its 
inhabitants can, however, not be proven statistically although 
one-family house dwellers usually have better physical and therefore 
better social context conditions than inhabitants of multi- 
family structures. 
Table 5.19. Reactivjty depending on house type 
-- - - 
I kind of I mean - I I I x I housing ( reactivity Istmdard j eviation IF-val. I 1 P-vi1. 
! I 
I house i 11235' 2.61 1 I '  i j c . 3 9 5  j n... I I 1 2 7 3 4 1  2.64 
I I I 
A further important physical property for the execution of 
social a n d  comnunicative activities of its inhabitants in t!~eir 
primary group is the size of the dwelling or the n!~rnber of people 
p e r  home. The ratio between number of rourns and number of in- 
habitants is generdl ly used as the objective indicator. 
Table 5 . 2 0 .  Reactivity d9endent on the population den- 
-------- -- --- -- 
sitv eer home 
---L- ----- 
density of I,  nem j I 
occup. 1) Standard 1 F. -vnl I P-val. react ivit deviation 1 I 
llert? too a statistically significant correlation between 
the c5jectivt. population density per home and the reactivity to 
airplane noise canno: be found. However, the reactivity of the 
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evaluations of objective properties of the physical context. 
Thus the evaluation of the size of the home proves to be a sign- 
i ficant factor which influences the react ion of individuals 
to factors which influence noise. 
Table 5.21. Reactivity dependent on the evaiuation of K o m e s r z e  - 
evaluation o f  
size of  home 
There is a trivial correlation between the positive eval- 
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Evslua-ion , mean , .. ' , Standard ! F-valui P-val csr  . 
of  sound " reactivity , deviation 
, insulation I I I I 
I 
poor I 2.1?6 ~9:; I 
! j i , i 3  / ) i . $ i -  1 c.001 good j i . 6 ~ ~  ; :WS ; :. j a  i I 
The objective nature of the physical living conditions acts 
chiefly through its conscious perception and evaluation as in- 
fluencing factor on the reactivity. Objective living prop- 
erties as well as their subjective perception and evaluation 
are correlates of the social group membership. Fig. 5.23. 
shows how, in dependence on class specific value standards, 
the objective context quality a:~d their conscious perception 
arid evaluation can diverge. 
l )  - Under utilized = less than one person per room 
- Properly ut i l  ized = number of persons is equal to 
number of rooms. 
- h e r  utilized = more than one person per rdo:n 
Between the medium and high income classes the income 
differentiation in relation to the properties of quality of 
housing is most pronounced. In a comparison between the lower 
and the middle class, however, the quality of housing is similar 
and the objective density of population per home is often even 
better. This is due t o  an ecological effect. The lower income 
class has s tendency to cross over into the rural segment of 
the random sample which lives more ofter in one-family homes 
that1 the middle class which lives predominantly in suburban 
multi-family residential zones. The three feature complexes are 
independent of each other. They are three dimensions which 
were tested by iactor analysis. Decreasing mean values 
mean increasing positive evaluation of the properties of 
the environment . 
Figure 5.23. Type of housing, density, evaluation of home 1185 
s i t e ,  and sound insu 1 at ion dependent on 3 
classes (total random sample) i n c orne 
1 J 
low income medium income 
kind of 
housing 
1 multi-family hse. 
2 one-family house 
occupation 
1 grossly under occ. 
2 under occupied 
properly occupied 
4 over occupied 
high income 
3500 up 




1 poorly insulated 
2 well insulated 
evaluation of 
size of home 
1 just right 
2 too small 
3 too big 
The class specific divergence between objective living 
conditions and their reflectior, on conscious perception and 
evaluation becomes very obvious. The upper income class 
appears most critical despite their prevailing residence in 
one family houses and consequently, their privileged space 
situations. This is an empirical indicator for the way in 
which class dependent value standards are relatively independ- 
ent from objective living situations and their perception and 
evaluation. 
Likewise, there is a correlation between membership 
in a social class and the physical environmental quality of 
context. This is due to the class, but most of all the income 
dependent possibilities to move out of regions with bad physical 
context quality. If the latter is subjected to objective total 
noise exposure i t  is to be expected that the social economical 
position, measured as income per household, decreases wit). in- 
creasing noise exposure. 
This situation is clearly expressed in fig. 5.24. The ex- 
posure to noise results in an income selective disengagement in 
zones of high noise exposure. This itnpl ies at the same time an 
uneven distribution of social cost since with increasing deter- 
ioration of physical context quality the economically privileged 
groups leave the area. The class selective disengagement is not 
only shown in reference to income but likewise, albeit less ob- 
viously, in reference to age groups: with increasing noise ex- 
posure the proportion of the ecorlotnicellly most productive seg- 
ments of the population, the 30 to 50 year olds, is lowered. 
( p  . 0 1 ) :  
Figure 5 . 2 4  Income --- ---- in a9 de endence on total noise e 2 o s u r e  
------------I ---- 
TtotaT ran o m - g F G T  
------------- -
/ 187 
8o i income per household 




more than 3500 Fr. 
total noise exposure1) 
t'- 6E.S p <  901 r -  16 
1 )  Sce 4.12. for the construction of the total noise exposure 
rneasure:nents. Zone distribution for total noise exposure: 
Zone 1 = - 3  to 1 4 . 9  
Zone 2 = 1 5  to 24.9 
Zone 3 = 25 to 34.9 
Zone 4 = 35 to 44.9 
Zone 5 = 45 to 57 
Figure 5.25 
P 
- 1. \.,w r* 
-.-.- a-. 4.8 ,- 31-50 ~ T S  
&'- * &  : -:-.a. 4 3  
Y .I >W,C 
? 
-over 50 yrs 
Tot a1 noise exposure 1) 
I f the income sclcc t ive disengagement process as a func t ion 
of total noise exposure is specified according to traffic and air- 
plane noise exposure a cont irluous i ncorne spec i iic disengagement 
appears which is dependent on traffic noise exposure. Depending 
on airplane noise exposure the disengagement process is only found 
in high exposure zones (see fig. 5.26 and 5.27.). Two reasons can 
be given as an explanation, (a! The exposure to street and sur- 
rounding noise correlates with rent situations in multi-family 
dwellings. The exposure to airplane noise correlates with property 
situations of the home. Homeownership, however, involves greater 
residential fixation. Homeownership correlal -s inversely with the 
objective street traffic noise exposure whilc the contrary is true 
in the case of airplane noise exposure, espec~, l ly in the extreme 
areas (see figure 5.28). 
Figure 5.26. Income situations depending on traffic noise 1 1 8 9  
% exposure (total randomsample) 
loo 1 household income 
/ less than 2000 Fr. 
./ .0* 
-./- /a0 #-.-.-* 
- 
4c I /------ ---- --.- 
I '- 2000 - 3500 Fr. 
"1 
more than 3500 Fr. 
Zonel Zone2 Zone 3 Z m . ;  Zone 5 
(3231 (965 ' 11131) i6831 
traffic noise exposure (3311 1) 
Figure 5.27. Income situations depending on airplane 
noise exposure (total random sample) 
Household income 
/ less than 2000 Fr. 
------ ----------I_ -------- 
l '  See footnote of figure 5.28. 
Figure 5.28 Nomeownership situation depending on air- I 1 9 0  
plane noise as well as traffic noise exposure 
(total random sample) 
I Traffic noise 
$7 exnosure zones - c .& ps.001 
&plane noise - -.-- t. - .d p c . o o ~  
exposure zones 
t 2 3 4 5 
Airplane and traffic noHe exposure zones 1) 
(b) Airplane noise exposure in comparison to street and 
surrounding noise is s relatively young phenomenon therefore i t  
has not had enough time to affect class selective migration 
distinctly. However, for future class speci fic composition in 
airplane noise exposed comnunites the same clear trend can be 
expected as is observed now for quarters with high street noise 
exposure. 
One corrciation to the class selective disengagement is 
the ch;inge i n  the rentlincome ratio. The noise exposure 
in lower social strata leads to a more or less forcible utilization 
of the relative rent advantage, however, for the price of ob- 
jectively worse living and er:vironmenta! qualities. 
Zone 1 1- 9.9 
Zone 2 10 - 1 4 . 9  
Zone 3 15 - 19.9 
Zone 3 2L' - 24.9 
Zone 5 25 - 34 
Zone 1 1 - 19.9 
Zone 2 3 - 29.9 
Zone 3 30 - 3 9 . 9  
Zone 4 4 0  - 49.9 
Zone 3 50 - 6 7  
See fig. 4.9. for the construct ion of ncise exposure measures. 
Figure 5 . 2 9 .  Rent / Income proport ions dependent on air- 1 1 9 1  
plane noise and street noise exposure 
(total random sample) 
- airplane noise 
---. traffic noise 
ton* taw2 Zont 3 Z w 4  Zw5 
airplane and traffic noise exposure zones 2 1 
(!!igh quotients mean lower rent and low quotients !~igker 
r e n t  in cornparisen to income). 
The statistically significant reduction of the rent advantage 
depending on airplane noise exposure stands in contrast to a sign- 
ificant increase of this dependence in the case of traffic noise 
exposure. Increasing rent advantage i n  residential areas as the 
consequence of increased noise exposure is thc economical support 
mechaiiism for class selective disengagemsnt. The latter has al- 
ready happened as a consequence of traffic noise exposure. Re- 
s i d e n t i a l  areas exposed to airplane noise, however, are in 
suburban areas whose more natural environment fulfills the most 
preferred residential requirement of urban inhabitants who are 
often forced by the situation of 'he housing market in cities 
to leave and thus must he absorbed by suburban areas. 
I) Rent IIncorne proportion; Quotient of rent over income. 
Both data, however, were only determined ordinal 1y 
so that this rentlincome proportion can only be con- 
sideled ds an indicator of the real proportion. 
2 )  See footnote to fig. 5.28. 
Also in relation to the close environment of a residence 1192 
the differing state of the phyeical context of different socio- 
economical groups is reflected in their perception and judgment. 
By means of a feature profile three dimeneions of the near 
environment, which deal with properties of physical 
attractiveness, noise exposure and social features, were evaluated 
----.L-----. - ----- - 
1) Bipolar test with the follo~ing pairs of contrary properties: 
- physical attractiveness variable - monotonous 
populated - deserted 
familiar - foreign 
practical - inconvenient 
- emission speci f ici ty safe - threatening 
quiet - noisy 
clean - dirty 
nice 
smelling - bad sVne11ing 
- social properties nat ive - foreign 
helpful - indifferent 
generous - narrow minded 
entertain- 
i ng - bor ing 
friendly - rejecting 
wealthy - poor 
Classification value: +2, +3, + I ,  0 -1, -2, -3. 
For technical reasons these classifications have been converted 
into values from : - 7 .  The values given in table 5.30. and 5.32. 
a r e  the dverages of the added, converted classification values for the 
three dimensions of the property profiles. (see also questions 23 
in appendix 2). The three property complexes are independent of each 
other and have been tested with factor analysis. Decreasing middle 
values indicate an increase in positive evaluation of the properties 
of the environment. 
Table 5 .  30 .  Evaliiat ion of the physical at tract iveresa 
and emission specific properties of the 
near envi ronment in re1 at ioil to income 
status and the residence i r i  one-family or 
multi-family dwellings. 
to 2000 Fr. 7 . 2 9 5  
2000-3500 Fr. 7 . 5 0 9  







one-family 1 6 .506  
house 
infrr structur~ spef emission specarrc 
T h e  relation between income c l d s s r s  and the cval udt ion 
o f  phvsical d t  t ract ivcness and emissi'on speci f i c  propert ies 
of the environment rnaui fested itsel f sipni ficar~tly in the 
latter. ( S e e  table 5.30.). R e i i :  in a one-family home 
a n d  t t i v  t h u s  implied objective i:npruve*ncnt o f  living qudlity 
ir~crcases, ir:,wever, the perceived posi t ivc evalriat ion for 
h o t k  fc . , i t , l r t .  co:nplc~e~ distinct 1 y. 
An i!yort~nt feature of the h o w  context is whdt i t  has 
to of fery  inira-c..rrlct~~rdll*. 4gainst expectations no stat- 
i st i c;r 1 1 y supper t e(1 corirlec t ion between the d e g r e e  of the 
perceived incra-st ructurdl l v  lack of possihi l i ties and 
the reactivity w:;s found. 
cific characterist . chancteristies 
man mean stand. stend. 
dev. rankkg dev. rankg.' 
Tablc 5.31. Reactivity in.dependcnce on the perzeived 
iqcom~leteness of the infra-structure of 
the comnuni ty. 1 )  
- 
No. of ptceivad infra- 
rtmct. abort caalnga 
r m e  2 . 0 6 9  
one 1 . 9 5 7  
tW0 1 . 9 2 5  
three 1 . 8 8 3  284  
four 2 .522  150 
five 1 . 9 1 3  
S ~ X  0 . 5 7 9  
5. 2. 3.2. Social Context Factors 
-----------------.--------------- 
5.2. 3. I. Socio-Structural I)e?erminants 
----.---------------------------------- 
T ~ P  ef fccts of social context factors on the r*?act ivity 
is d~tcrrnine~d to a large degree by t!le socio-st ructurdl 
posit'on allcl roll of the individuai (See 5. 2 . 2 . 1 .  
I t  -an ~ l s o  be shown for the social features of the 
erlvi ro:lrnent how t!i<* subject ive judgement of the ~r,divid~a l 
of lower (as opposscd to higher incolne classes) is reflecting 
thc oi;jectively lesser social context qudl ity, 
1 )  Opcr~itional ization: The followink: 6 properties wevn to 
be j u d g e d  b v  their absence: 
- proximity t.) the pldce of work 
- proximity to the city 
- good traffic pussibilities 
- msnv shoppin!: possi bi l i t ies 
- gooi l  schnols fur the chi lilren 
- recreational ; ~ n t l  entertdininent ?assibili?i~s 
Table 5.32. The evaluation of social features of the 
environment 1 )  dependent on income status 






up t o  2000 Fr. . 
up t o  2000 Fr. 
2001 - 3500 Fr. 
over 3500 Fr. 
F-Value 




'=kg. I " t %8ndarl 
e v i a t i  
pneral context qualf ty 
I 
Tot .! perceptio? of a1 1 3 feat~ire complexes of the 
envi r(>nment. 
Although the cvall~ation of the social propzrties of the 
env rorment becornes more pos~tive with increasing income, 
the context is statistically not significant. However, the 
evalaation of the sccial features of the environmect are 
highly significantly tied in with the type of residence. In 
refer**nce to its physical context relatively privileged 
inhabitants of one-famiiy houses consider their social 
context features much more posit i ie than the inhabitants of 
mu1 t i -  fami l y dwell ihgs. The dependence on perceived general 
context quality of the socio-econorn~cal indicators of income 
and type of residence confi;ws that the social stratification 
is not th;? cause of diffe-ing economical access but also 
influences the substantial quality of the physical and 
social envi~~nrznt. 
An important intervening factor of the social context 
level is the residential integration of the comnunity. The 
residential integration, however, does not exert an influence 
01: t ! ~  reactivity which is independent of the length of 
residence. 
Table 5.33. Reactivity dependent on the integration 
and the length of residence in the comnunity. 
l-E&zzrofintcgratia$ Length of residense 1 
into the community -- [Xi+an 4 yrs. 1 more than 4 y 
I I 
- Shopp i 113 
- visit of c111 t~ir,il events 
- visit of friends and r e l d t i v e s  















1.592 (106) 2.117 (512) 
1.399 (?8)  
0.1897 n.s. 
The integration into the cornunity is a clear c o r r e l a t e  to 
the length of r e s i d e n c e .  
Table 5.34. Ictegr?tion into the connwnity dependent  
on the length of residence, 
D.grpe o f  intqrd!. hnqth of meid- 
I into cormunit. Zeor than 
1 Year 2-3 -~r_s. 4-10 yrs. 
four 3 . 8 2 . 8  6.3 
three 36.8 30 .4  3 4 . 6  
tW0 24.7 2 3 . 8  26.2 
one 
I 26rO 
5.2.3.2.3. Subjective role encumbrance 
------------------- 
It is one of the central theses of this study that the 
evaluation of the physicdl as well as social stress factors 
is dependent on +he actual individual stress and tension 
level. Within the frame work of an empirical study i t  is, 
however, only possible to a limited degree to differentiate 
between the gi-cat number of possible stress factors and 
isolate their effects. 
One of the important stress sources i t ?  snriz! 
context consists of the varying degrees of role encutnbrance. 
Two different kinds of stresses are to be differentiated: 
( a )  tension can result from overextention in tht. case of an 
acceptance of a nrlrnber of different roles, (b? stress can 
also result in the case of ~inderextention when there is a 
1dck of roles to be assumed. On the basis of the abov? 
rncrlt ioried ceilt r a l  thesis A curvi 1 inear relat ionship between 
the d e g r e e  oi r171c enc~irnbr~ncc~ and reactivity is therefore 
postulat~ti e . 9 .  i t  i s  espectccl that over as well .IS under 
ext tsrldetl i~idividna 1s w i  I 1 have a t endancy to be :nt~re h y p e r -  
I-tsac t ive th.in p e o p l e  who arc extertdeci to d normdl degree only. 
T a b l e  5. 35. t i cact  ivi t y i l l  dependence on s t l h j e c  t ive 
r o l e  encumbrance .  1 )  
I Subjective role ' encumbrance reactivity I K / aeviat iorr I F-ValUe( P-Val~{ 
I )  E~npirical I y the ,!egret~ of role encu:nbrarice was determined 
h y  s u h j  e c  t i ve c s  t i-na t es of the bound and free va 1 ence wi t h 
the  fol lowinp i t t m s  (Atldi t ive irldes;: 
2 7 6  ] 2 . 6 2  over 
1 -. I I J  1.931 
Based on variance analysis the thesis has to be re- 
jected. However, i f  the influence o f  the perceived role 
encumbrance is differentiated by sex the hypothesis is 
confirmed for the male segment of the populatiou but not for 
the female. 
Tahle 5.36. Reactivity in dependence on perceived 
role encambrance by sex.  
subjective role mcn 
er.cumbrance mean std. 
react. dev . 
under 2,321 333 2.60 
normdl 1.887 1355 2.61 
ever 2.392 113 2 . 6 5  
5.003 p s .01 
women 
1.910 
A p o s s i b l e  e x p l a n a t i o n  of t h i s  f a c t  i s  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  
q u a 1  i t y  f the encumbrance  c s p e c i d  1 l y  in the c a s e  o f  the 
r o l e  u r l t i e r e x t  e n t  i o n  f o r  h o t 5  p o p i l l a t  ion s e g m e n t s .  The  role 
u n d e r e x t e n t  i o n  o f  the 
de!:rer c h d r a c  t e r i  z ed  by 
I c*ad..j t o  a n  i I I C  r e a s e d  
s e q u e n c e  i s  a p o s i t i v e  
such  a s  a i r p l a n e  n o i s e .  
. - 
women is to a c o n s i d e r a b l y  higher 
a n  a c t u a l  s t i ~ n ~ l l i l s  d e p r i v : 4 t i o n .  T h i s  
s t  i m u  1 u s  seeki rig b e h a v i o r  whose con- 
i n t e r p r e t a t  i o n  o f  a c o u s t i c a l  s t i ~ n u l i  
The interpretation of the stimulus is not only dependent 
on the corresponding stimulus periphery but just as much on 
the interpretation of the respective stimulus source. That 
means concretely that the degree of the desirability or 
undesirability of sound is to a high degree dependent on the 
interpret at ion of the sound source "airplane". The sound 
emitting object "airplanen is evaluated on the basis of 
certain associative attitudes, Thus the positive inter- 
pretat ion cf tile st irnulus source can reduce the stress 
effect of the focal physical stimulus or vice versa in- 
terpretation can increabe the stress eftect. 
The inf ini te  number of individ~ial attitudes can be 
considered in independent at t i tude dirnens ions for the 
interprct~at ion of tho ~timulus source airplane. In the 
present sttidy tllrec. dirnensio.ls w e r e  considered as deter- 
rni nan t s : 
1 .  the pr0jec.t ive interpretat ion of the so~lnci soarce, 
2. t h e  rnodrrnistic cosmopolit.~n attittide, 
3. the prospective or r e t r o s p e c t  ive t irne orientat ion, 
Two l irni tat ions hdve to be cons i tiered - one in content 
and one it1 method: i f  a stress cxcceds the physical 1 irnit 
n f  tolerance the attitudes to the stress source or its 
interpretation have very little or no influence. This is not 
o n : v  valid in the case of socio-psychological factors but 
also in t~lost of the intervening factors of semant ~ c s  t irnulus 
interprctdt ion. The rnc-thodic limitation consists of the 
types of indices used here: t h e s e  (a1 though tcsttd for their 
rnut~ial indcpundenct?) consist o f  too f e w  individudl items t~ 
g i v e  dependable ;ind va1 i c 1  scales. This I dck is cri~rsed 
chirf l v  by tilt. necess.lry 1 irni tat ion o f  the q:le.st ionnaire. 
5.2.4.1. The Projective Interpretation of the Sound Source 
- -- 
This dimension includes two aspects. (a) The symbolic 
participation in the world-wide mobility which can be connected 
with the visuai perception of the airplane and (b) the 
positive identification with the professional role of the 
pilot. In other words: this dimension is based on the 
projection or associatio~t of partially supressed desires at 
the time of perception of an airplane. 
Table 5.37. Reactivity in dependence on projective 
interpretation 1) 
standard F-val. P-val esls 4uI- 
The simple variance analysis shows a highly significi~r~t 
relation between reactivity and projective interpretation 
(See table 5.37.). Individuals with high projective inter- 
pretation of the sound source react expectedly more hypo- 
reactive than indiviudals with medium or lower projection. 
World-wide mobility is an ade-specific dominating cultural 
value especially in the younger population segment. This is 
one of the causes of the h;poreactive tendencies of the 
18-20 year olds. The projective interpretation of the s ~ u n d  
source, however, has also an age-indeper,dent effect on the 
re~ictivity, as shown in Table 5.38. and, furthermore, is a 
special esplanatorv factor for the hyperreactive tendency in 
older population segments. 
------ --- ----- ------------------------- 
1) Additive ivdex o f  the following Likert type items: 
- "When I bear an airplane I oiten think of interesting 
and far away cuuntries". 
- "Being a pilot is one of the ,nost beautiful and exciting 
professions". 
Table 5.38. Reactivity in dependence on projective 1 2 0 2  
interpretation of the noise source as 
well as age-status. 
project 
- .- .. . - -. - Age Stat- 
5.2.4.2. hlodsrnistic - Cosmooolitan Attitudes 
The dimension of modernist ic-cosrmpol i tan attitudes is 
chiefiy reflected in the positive and negative attitude 
towards technology as well as in a cosmopolitan, universalistic 
orientation. The more negative the effects of modern technology 
are considered the less cos~~opolitan is the orientation of 
an individual and the greater is his tendency to hyperreact 




Peakt.  Abw . Reakt. 
I 
------ 
1) Operationalization: Additive index of the following 
Likert-type i terns 
- "?'he modern technique makes i t  possible for people to 
ead a happier life". 
- ' I n  the final analysis the mechanization of our world 
brings to people more disadvantages then advantagest1. 
- "Before giving developmental help to other countries 
we should first help our own poor people". 
- "The preservation of our Swiss culture is more important 
than increasing well-being". 
- o r  an important position in the community i t  is best 
to elect somebody who has been 1 iving ti.ere for a long 
t lrrre " . 
- Cities are important hut the backbone o f  Switzerland 
are fortunately stiil her rural comnunities". 
Stand. 




































Table 5.39 Reactivity dependent on modernistic 
cosmopolitan attitudes 
stand. 2 F-val . P-val . devi at.  
It is apparent in table 5.39. that the hypo:hesis of 
the 1 pro mil level is confirmed. 
high 
1 norm. 
. .  low 
Analogous tc the dimension of projective interpretation, 
here too the age status is influencing the modernistic cos- 
mopolitan attitudes. In addition we find the effect of 
fermal educational status since the latent formal goal of 
education contains the greater universalitity of the in- 
ternalized value model. However, if both factors are 
controlled, an independent effect of modernistic cos- 
mopolitan attitades in the reactivity can be found. 
Table 5.40. Heactivitv depending on modernistic 
cosmopolitan attitudes as we11 as the 
age status. 
I 0.006 1 1.7CO 1.983 
2.326 




an 0 yrs. 
*~td. ? rStd. 
.dev, I react. dev. react. I dev. 
2.67 
2 . 5 8  
2.64 
u g h  1 .332  
law 
12.056  
I I 1 . 8 i 2  2 6 1  1 2.54 
.031 
1 .E51  
1 





1 7 5  2 . i ~  3 6  
2.59 1 . 9 3  




5 1 0  2.63 
11.965 p .001 F-Wert 
2.59 1 2.518 
3.739 p c .05 3.309 p < .05 
233 I 2 . 4 4  
- 
Table 5.41. Reactivity iepending on modernistic 
cosmopr,!itan attitudes as we11 as the 
for~~al educational status. 
I- I formal education 1 pmisf 10 yr. ~~ high achtxl 1 jumior college + 
The attitudinal dimensions of modernism and cosmopolitanism 
are especially obvious in lower and middle educational 
strata while in the higher educational strata the modernistic 
attitudes do not have an influence on reactivity. The age 
assists ? h e  influence oi modernistic attitudes in every case  
and with these the degree of reactivity. This is especially 





Through a general ly retrospective orientat ion the 
st irnul\~s speci fic points of reference are pJ aced more in the 
past. This increases the tendency to hyper-reactivity. 
This can be demonstrated wi th the relationship between 
retrospective comparis9n of the disturbance with the reactivity. 
Individuals which feel more disturbed now t h a ~ ~  2 year ago 
are by comparison .nore hvper-react ive than those which feel 
that they are disturbed less. 
med* 
N 






















































That also means that those segments of the population 
which look for the cause of this increase of disturbance in 
themselves (e.g. reacting intropunitively) are also extremely 
hyperreactive (see table 5.43. and table 5.34.). However, 
this relationship is statistically not significant. 
Table 5.43. Reactivity dependent on interpretation 
of the increase in disturbance. 
Table 5.44. Interpretation of disturbance increase 
(in % of those subjects who feel more 
disturbed) 
own reactivity increased 
more noise 
both factors 
don't know 1 ::: 1 I (178)  
. 
The retrospective causation of the judgment of the 
degree of disturbance of noise is juxtaposed with the 
prospective expectations of the amount of future noise 
emissions. The anticipation of this amount influences the 
reactivity. 
Table 5.45. Reactivity dependent on the expectation 
of tuture noise emission. 
anticipating 1 that noise 1 - 1. Iestmdard / / / / 
w i l l :  deviatian F-value P-value est u 
stay the same l.Llj 
2 . 6 0  
I t  is to be expected that in anticipation of increased 
noise e t n i s s i o n s  a tendency to hyperreactivity follows. 
Itlterestinjily enough the same I S  the case in prognosis of 
decreasing noise emissia:~. In this population segment a 
re-iction potential has obviously accumulated due to the 
disturbing action of past noise exposure, whose resclution is 
dnticipated, which leads to an expectation of the decrease of 
noise emissions. 
The retrospective causation of the judgment can be 
considered as the par! i a superseding dimension of time 
orientation of an individual under the influence of the 
degree of disturbance by noise as well as the prospective 
expectation of future noise emissions. Therefore i t  can be 
expected that individuals who are generally retrospectively 
oriented show a greater tendency to hyperreaction than 
prospective oriented peDple or those who are indifferent to 
t irne orientat ion. 
Table 5.46. Reactiv!ty in dependence on time per- 1 2 0 7  
spect ive 1) 
1 indeifferent 1.808 115701 2.59 1 8.135 1 <.001 1 0.001 
2 
As shown in table 5,46., the hypothesis of the one pro 
mil level is confirmed. 
P val. 
retrospective 
It w a s  already mentioned in the introduction that an 
adequate evaluation of personality factors in n study, which 
is I,ased on interviews, is ext relnely 1 imi ted. I f ,  nevertheless, 
( a )  the extroversion and (b) the individual anxiety or 
apprehension had to be included as persondlity factors i t  




Thus the f~ctoi of extroversion is . , , i e  for interviews 
i n  a suitab!e short form. [661 T'le ! , - of i~dividual 
,anxiety w d s  1 irni teci to thr ,.stab1 isbler~t .!I .J' , - t  :;peci f ic 
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'TThe re t ro or prospect i ve or i ent a t i o r ,  determined 
operationally only by the following a1  terndthve ques:~ons: 
A Present and past are freqently f l ~ l 1  of bad luck, 
only the future counts. 
R The future will r?t be much better or worse than 
the preseii t and the s t . 
C The present a ~ d  i h c  future are unsafe and unsure, 




This operationalization is certainly insufficient. In 
context with the previously reported results, however, a 
certc+in reliability can be assuned. 
prospective 1 1 . 8 9 8  
5.2.5.1. Extroversion 
- 
According to Eyaenck (581 there is a c!ose relationship 
between the personality dimension of extroversion and cortical 
inhibition. Introversion is characterized by cortical excit- 
ation. Therefore extroverts (according to Eysenck) demand 
more external stimulation then introverts to maintain an 
optimal level of external stimulation. It therefore is 
obvious that a rel*';otl h i p  between noise sensitivity and 
extroversion can be post.'ated,. Frith [63] proves the 
existence of such a relatidnship (see also Philipp [64] 
and Davies (651). 
Table 5.47. Reactivity on extroversion 1 )  
mean N 
version reactivity 
In the rough operational form which was used this 
thesis w a s  n ~ t  c,,nfirmed (see table 5.47.). The ',miiations, 
mentioned at the opsning of this paragraph, should, however, 
be emphasized once more. Only with the aid of a reliable 
introversion scale a dependable statement could be made 
ahout t!~e explanatory contribution of these variables. 
. -  "--'- ---- 
nt ro-ext reversion \*,as operat ional ' : defined by the 
following 4 items of the 6 item short form of the introversions 
scale of Eysenck: 
- Do you think of yourself as a lively or 
a quiet person? 
- Do you usual ly start when you make a new acquaintance? 
- Do you make plans or do you prefer to act? 
- Would you be very unhappy i f  yo,! would have to forgo 
frequent social contact with friends and acquaintances? 
Anxiety is the perception of endogenous or exbdefiour 
factual >r anticipated danger. Generally anilety is diff- 
erentiated from fear. Fear is related to a specific 
abject while the cause of anx.ety is not localized, Anxiety 
is transformed into fear by Iqcalization and dramatization 
of danger threatening causes. Anxiety is often transferred 
to surrogate causes w':os~ function i t  is to bind the free 
fl~ating anxiety cognitively an symptoms and causes. There- 
fore object specific fear besides being the perception 
and anticipation of real danger, can represent a form of 
coping with anxiety, (For psycho-analytical and socio-psych- 
ologicai aspects of anxiety see especially Klein ( 6 7 1  and 
Weinberg ( 6 8  I ) .  
The 'rject specific fear of airplane disasters can 
pal tially r)e considered as such a form of dealing w!th 
anxiety.   he^ ?fo>:c the inner level of anxiety which is 
expressed as fear of the object "airplar.e"is an important 
internal factor which i,ifluences stimulus .nterpretation. 
That the fear level of airplane d'sasters has an effect on 
the verbal i zed ;,erceived disturbance 1s especial ly clear in 
Borsky [17] and in the NASA-Aeport ( 6 2 1 .  
Table 5 . 4 8  Reactivity ir: deperldence on the level of 
fear 1 )  
--- - -- 
T,-Z?ci;.ionaIizaXon: KBbiiTv"e7'iTeT-of the-= 
fol!owing Likert-type items: 
- Flying is dangerous 
- I hdve 4 hati feel i r ~ g  when an a i rpl ane f 1 i es 1 ow above my 
head 
- I f  an airplane i l i e s  ahove me 1 never have the fear i t  
could fall down. 
The present study shows aiso a highly sigr-ificant /210 
relationship between reactivity and the object specific level 
of fear. 4.4% of the variation are explained by this factor 
(see table 5.48). 
Sex specific cultural value models lead to the expectation 
that the level of fear in dependence on sex is strongly diff- 
erentiated. In fact, the female population segment shows a 
significantly higher level of fear than the male population 
segment. 
Tab'? 5.49. Level of fear in dependence on sex 






If the mean reactivity is considered dependent on the 
level of fear as well as sex i!-tere is no difference in the 
reaction between female and male segments of the population in 
the case of a low level of fear. Once medium and especially 
high levels of fear are reached, statistically significant 
differences become obvious: the male population is highly 
hyperreactive in the case of high levels of fezr. This fact 
can be explained with the culturally caused de~ggravation 
in the male population segments, e.g. the tendency of males 
to hide their anxiety and their fear. If they are 
included their actual level of fear is higher than the one 
of females with the same measured level of fear. 
sex 
male I fd& ~e 
i 
Table 5.50. Reactivity dependent on fear levels as /211 




' rneaJi std. mean std. 
N N 




2.067 1 . 8 9 2  
high 3.271 2 . 5 2  2.608 2 - 5 0  
Not only with sex but also with the age status is there 
a proven connection with the level of fear. This too can be 
explained as a culturally rooted age specific role expectation 
and value model. 
Table 5 , 5 1 .  Level of fear and dependency on age status 
If the mean reactivity is considered in relation 
to the level of fear and age, age seems to act strongly 
additive to the reactivity in the case of medium and high 
levels of fear. At low levels of fear, age does not show 
any influence. 
! 
Table 5.52. Reactivity dependent on the level of 












5.2.6.  The Influence of Interest and Need Factors on the 
- - 
- InaiV-T-RGc --- - ---- t i v- 
age 
5 . 2 . 6 . 1 ,  I'ne Relative Priorityof the Nominal Value of Rest 






The weight of the disturbance by undesirable stimuli depends 
on the p r i o r i t y  of the needs in the order of preferences of other 











Figure 5 . 5 3 .  Sum frequency of 8 nominal values of 
the environment dependent on t h e i r  
p r i o r i t y  (Total random sample) 
/ - quiet location 
i' -- not. envirnm. 
close to work 
...-.- educational pos- 
--. s i b i l i t i e s  
close to c i ty  
----- good transport. 
--- - good shopping 
-...-- good entertainm,. 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th Sth 6th 7th 8 t h ~  rank 
An important need in context wit?. noise exposure is the 
need for a quiet residence. The rzlative priority of this need 
in relation to the priority of c t h w  needs within the environ- 
ment 1) is demonstrated in th5 priority profile in fig. 5 . 5 3 .  
A comparison of the curves shows a trichotomy of grouping I 2 1 4  
in the ranking of the 8 smminal values relating to the on- 
vironment: 
- Quiet location in natural environment is the need with 
the highest priority. The living situation in airplane 
noise exposed suburban zones is iulfilling the need for 
a natural environment, but i t  negatL3 at the same time 
the fullfillment of the need for a quiet !ocation. This 
contradiction goes also for the fullfillment of the need 
for optimal proximity of work, however, this latter 
belongs in the second group of subjective priorities. 
Social-psychological research shows that contradictory 
needs of a higher priority presents sources of conflict 
i f  they cannot be fulfil!ed simultaneously. 
In a group of nominsl values of medium priority prox- 
imity to work and the quality of schools dominate. 
Needs of lesser weight in this group are proximity ta 
the city, the quality of the traffic system and shop- 
ping possibilities. 
- The request for infrastru:tural institutions for cultural 
entertainment and leisure time activities has the lowest 
relative priority. 
Research of suburban residential areas in respect to the 
needs show genera!ly the dominance of the idea to live close 
to nature and the conflicting relationship of other needs, 
especially the location of work and, in this case the ex- 
posure to airplane noise. This order of priorities shows 
the typical value orientation of the broad rniddie class 
in suburban residential area. 
--- - 
1) Prerequisite for the ma~ipulation of these eight needs 
is a qualitative comparability. Therefore they were chosen 
a s  exclusively environment related needs. 
The following eight needs were presented to the inter- 
viewee for the purpose of ranking: 
- proximi ty to work 
- proximity to the city 
- good traffic possibilities 
- ~ ~ n y  shoppi:i:? possibilities 
- good schools 
- leisure an? entertainment possibilities 
- iocation in ~stural environment 
- quIet location 
The relative priority of the nominal value nquietneets" 
in comparison to other comparable nominal value8 acts 
as a weighting factor in the consciously perceived disturbance, 
0.. as added condition for hyperreactivity, This is 
confirmed in a significant wqy: The higher priority of 
peace and quiet leads also tc an increased hyper-reactivity 
towards noise. 
Table 5.54. Reactivity dependent on the priority 1 2 1 5  
of the nominal value "quietn 
)riority of de- mean N 
rire for quiet reactivity F-val. P-val , 
RANKS: 1 2.089 1339 2 .59  
This relationship is not linear but shows a very cotnplex 
course. In the case of the highest and lowest priority of 
the need for quiet hyperreactivi ty is most pronounced. By 
interpreting these results i t  has ta be taken into 
consideration that the priority pattern of the nominal 
values is a consequence of learning and adaptation processes 
to objective conditions of the environment. That means, 
that the relative subjective priority of the nominal value 
"quietn is, for instance, influenced by the objective stimulus 
nexposuren. Theoretically one has to differentiate between 
dissonance-evoking and dissonance reducing effects. In 
the former the objective exposure to noise leads to an 
increased priorities of the disturbed need for quiet arrd 
therefore to a higher conscious dissonance. The dissonance 
reductive effect, however, leads to a reduced priority o f  
the disturbed need and therefore to a lowered conscious 
dissonance. 
Hyperreactivi ty is not the result of an increased 
priority of the nominal value "quietn*in the conscious of the 
individual but can by means of dissonance reducing 
processes, also lead to their replacement into lower ranks of priority 
or to a complete repression from the conscious mind. This 
dissonance reducing process is one of the ways of coping 1 2 1 6  
with the conflicts between needs of a higher priority, e.g. 
beiween the need for quiet on the one hand and the desire 
for living in a natural environment in areas that are exposed 
to airplane noise on tho other hand. 
Socio-pschological research often proves the consequence 
of these effects which ultimately cancel each other out. 
However, as in the present case, the difficulty lies in the 
determination of the einpirical threshold values of the 
stimulus situation and ?he personality factors which discriminate 
between the triggering, of the one or the other effect. As 
seen in fig. 5 . 5 5 .  the relative priority of the nominal 
value "quietn in comparison to the one of the other nominal 
values is clearly influenced depending on the various zones 
of airplane exposure. 
In fact, the decreasing priority of the nominal value 
"quiet-t the increasing priority of the one for "living in 
a more natural environment"indicates, the effect of dissonance 
reductive mechanisms with increasing objective noise exposure. 
Figure 5.55. Relztive priorities (percentage of thcse 
questioned, who rank quiet location, 
natural environment, proximity to work 
and schools as primary nominal values) 
dependent on total noise exposure. 
90 
C, -quiet location ( ~ 2 1 5 3 . 4  p< . 00s) 
,,-nat .environment (x2=s2.2 p<.OOS) 
- - - - -  
me/ 
% 
o \ 3.r.CC~=.zz---.--- close to work 
C 
.&-I- ---- close to schools 
5.2.6.2. The Direct Benefit Aspect of the Noise Source 
--- ------- --------- 
The benefit aspect of airplane traffic influences the 
reactivity of individuals. 
The first operational determination of the direct 
benefit of the noise source is represented by the rnobil ity 
of the individual, the flight experience. 
Table 5 . 5 5  Reactivity dependent on the flight 
experience, 
Flight experience has only then a significant and sub- 




t i i  th 
Tablt 5 . 5 7 .  Reactivity dependent on the frequency 




The frequency of f 1 ight experiences, e.  g. the direct 
profit of the noise source is, however, dependent on the 
socfo-economical situation (research shows that other forms 




Table 5 . 5 8 .  Freqency of f 1 ig!-.t experience deper~dent I218 
on income. 
r 1 1 
N 
2644 
frequency of flight income per household 4 
experience up to 2000 ~ r :  2001 to over 
3500 Fr. 3501 Fr. 
1 to 2 times 5 1 . 4  3 6 . 6  15.7 
3 to 10 times 3 2 . 4  39.5 , 27 .9  
mean I 
flightbreactivity ' s 
















1 t 0 2 X  
3 to l o x  
. over 10 x 




1 . 6 6 9  
P-val. =st 2 
0.003 I 
It is also important to note that the aubtractivo 
effect of frequency of experienced flight events on the 
hyperreactivity for the three income classes is different. 
Table 5.59, Reactivity dependent on frequency of 
flight experiences and income status. 
Frequency of flight experience beyond the threshold 
value of ten lead in the lower, but chiefly in the ~ne.liurn 
income classes to a decrease in hyperreactivity, which is 
not true for high income classes. This status specific 
affect of the frequency of airplane experiences is also 
manifest in a significantly higher hyperreactivity in the 
upper, in comparison to medium and lower income classt?s, 
in the comparison collection with more than ten flight exper- 
i ences . 
2 
Househald Income 
to 2000. ' Franc '2001 to 3500 Frl over 3500 Fro : 
From these results i t  c a n  be concluded that the effects 1 
of projective interpretation of experienced flight events on 1219 i 
reactivity are varying according to social class. In the 
lower social classes the experience of flight events is more 
associated with interpretations which lower the hyperreact- 
ivi ty. 
In the low incorne class, flight experiences lead, with 
mostly higher projective interpretations, to decreasing 
hyperreactivity which is not true for the ilpper class. Here 
the increase in frequency of flight experiences is relatively 
independent from projective interpretations and has no 
subtractive effect on hyperreactivity (see table 5 . 6 0 , ) .  
This result shows also that the saturation with the experience 
of certain events with the of the experience of certain events also 
makes their interpretation routine. They become colrrnon place and 
customary. This association is dependent on the social class of 
the individual which determines his objective access to the instrument 
of mobility flairplanen. This produces the tendency of a curvilinear 
effect of the 






1 .534  
1.902 
'1 - 2 t i ~ l f ~  
3 - 10 t i ~ S  
over 10 
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2 .155  
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2.894 n . s .  7.079 F < .001 
-- - 
2 . 5 0  
2.67 








2 . 6 0  
2.80 
frequency of flight experiences on the hyperreactivity in 
the higher income groups which is indicative of the mentioned 
routinieation of the projective interpretation of the experiences 
of flight events. 
Table 5.60. Reactivity of the lower and upper income 
classes dependent on the frequency of 
flight experiences and the projective in- 
terpretation of flight experiences. 1) 
-__---- ---- -- 
Frequmcy o f  
- 
f l ight  la (incaw lcss th8n 2500 Fr. )  
rx~r ience projective intrrpretrt lon 
- la 
.__I*I 
r a n  N stand, m n  
---. 
react. , drv. ,renct. - 
I t o  2 times 2.041 550 2.58 ! 
Table 5.61. shows that the projective importance of 
flight events has a tendency to decrease as the frequency 
of flight experiences increases. 
Table 5.61, Projective interpretation of flight 
events in dependence of frequency of 
flight experience. 
Projective interpretation 
frequency of flights low I med. 
1 - 2 times 1 38.0 1 30.7 ( 40.2 I 
2 - 10 times 1 32.9 1 34.9 f 35.6 1 
more than 10 times 
\ 




24 .2  
( 9 3 5 )  
The second operational determination of the direct profit 
of the noise source % i r p l a n e b r e  the professional ties an 
individual or a member of his primary reference group such 
as a family member, a relative or an acquaintance, has to the 
airport. 
Table 5.62, Reactivity dependent on professional 
ties to the noise source. 
Odcupation, 
,m r standard F-val. P-val. .st 2 
mactivit  . airport deviation 
with 1.621 1163 2.68 
24.954 a.001 0.006 
As is to be expected, professional ties prove to be a strong 
factor in the lowering of hyperreact ivi ty in pragmatic 
stimulus interpretation. 
5.2.6.3. The Perceived Social CostlProfit Asaect of the 
Noise Source 
Besides the individual profit, the noise source can also 
be seen in relation to its societal profit. The perceptioli of 
profit and th,: cost of the noise source and their distribution 
among segments of society is, as shown ir: several studies, 
a dominantly intervening factor of pragmatic stimulus orientation. 
As seen in fig. 5 . 6 3 . .  economical interest groups are chiefly 
seen as the recipients of the profit properties of the noise 
source, the airport comnunities, the o w  person and one's 
family members are perceived as the carriers of the social cost. 
Exposure to noise emiosions in form o f  airplane noise exposure 
can be considered as a category of social costs. 
Figure 5.63. Perception of profit and cost distribution 
in respect to the noise source Nairplanen 1) 
COST CARRIERS BENEFICIARIES 
person himself, relatives , 





v i ~  
I Switzerland 
q 9 p  foreign countries 
don t know 
In the perception of the distribution on the geographical 
systems levels Switzerland is dominating and -- in descending 
sequence -- the canton the city and, finally, foreign countries 
are considered the beneficiaries of air traffic. 
This subjective perception of the profitlcost carriers 
f airplane traffic is influenced hy several factors. 
he direct exposure to airplane noise of those questioned is 
also the reason for the i~~creased inclusian of the own 
person and his relatives into the primary groups of the cost 
carriers. 
----- -A- l ) ? & G i - ~ ~ z  a t i on: Interest Groups 
Whom do you consider as Myself and my relatives 
the greatest beneficiary Airport comnunities 
of airportsn? Ci ty 
"nd who is at a disadvantagen? Cant on / Reg i on 
Swi t zerland 
Foreign Countries 
Table 5 . 6 4 ,  Perception o f  cost  carriers of airplane 
t r a f f i c  dependent on airplane no ise  
1 ( Airplane noise exposun (NNIKOR. 







With increasing airplane noise exposure the tendency to 
perceive business interests, Switzerland, but also the airport 
community as beneficiaries, increases. 
Table 5.65. Perception of beneficiaries of airplane 








The perception o f  beneiiciariea is, however, less influenced 
by the objective exposure to airplane noise then the one of the 
cost carrier. 
It is also noticeable that the length of residence is a 
significant factor of influence in the perceived profi tlcost 
distribution. Length o f  residence leads to higher comnunal 
integration, especially in the areas of comunicatiun, id- 
entification and cannon intersst. It polarizes the perception 
of interest groups and Switzerland as beneficiaries and air- 
port cornunities as cost carriers, 
Table 5.66. Perception of -he most important profitlcost 
carriers of air traffic in de~endence on 
-- 
. I I 
interest grps . 1 j 7  -4 . I  36 .1  1 4 0 . 7  47.2 
length of residence. 
Switzerland 1 43.0 36.8 31.6 24.8 
others I 19.6 / 2 7 - 1  2 7 . 7  i l l .o  
r 
cost carriers 
airport comrr. 1 80.7 6 3 . 0  
Length of residence 
Table 5.67 Reactivity dependent on perceixed 
profitlcost distribution 
, 1  yr.or less 1 - 2 yzs. 3 - 10 yrsi 10 yr.up 
beneficiary 
cost carrier 






ford@ countries 4 f 2 0 )  i.956 ( 120)  
I 
4.578 ( 1 7 0 )  I 2.283 (1302)  2 .091 ( 0 1.382 ( 491 
1.917 ( 2 9 )  
3 . 7 0 9  ( 541 
3.268 ( 7 3 )  
1 .838 ( 192: 
i . 8 7 3  ( 4'.7) 
i . 6 3 3  1 ::?! 
People who consider themselves or members of primary re- 
ference groups as a cost carrying subject, interest groups, 
the canton, Switzerland or fo;.3ign countries, however, as 
beneficiaries are significantly more hyperreactive (see table 
5.67). If airport cornunities or the c i ~ y  are perceived as 
beneficiaries i t  has a significant subtractive effect on 
hyperreactivity since in these contexts individuals are 
usually professionally and in respect to free time, e e g e  
by personal interest, associated. 
If the comnunal level is considered the cost carrier, 
some economical interest groups, however, the beneficiary, we 
find likewise a significast reinforcing effect on hyper- 
reactivity. This reinforcing effect is then reduced, when 
the perception of the benefiting segment can be transfered 
to the immediate reference level, e.g. the city, the canton 
or Switzerland. It is interesting to note that the per- 
ception of Switzerland as a benefiting segment is le~ding 
to a less significant hyperreactivity than i f  foreign countries 
are perceived as beneficiaries. This is an intervertion of 
the cosmopolitical, respectively local political orientation. 




In previous chapters the analysis was limited to the 
disturbing effect of sound and its physical parameters as 
we11 as the intervening influence of somatic and pragmatic 
factors which partially explained the inter-individual 
variability of the disturbing effect of sound. To limit the 
sociopsychological effects of the stressor to the consciously 
perceived disturbance represented a restriction which led 
to a theoretical and practical misinterpretation problem of 
noise exposure since the measured perceived disturbance 
represented only an indicator of a reaction potential to 
react to a stress factor. Such a reaction potential is 
probably a necessary, however, not sufficient condi t ion to 
the triggering of a certain behavior. 
It is the goal of the present chapter to f i t  the concrete 
problem of noise exposure into a general frame of reference 
which explains varying reactions of individuals to stress 
factors of the environment uti th the effect of different 
discriminating factors. That means, that individuals are 
not only considered as stimulus interpreting but also as 
active stress reactive systems. Thereby the behavior modi 
of individuals in response to stress factors are determined 
by societal characters of sti~ulus interpretation and the 
associated behavior decisions. Three main problems have to 
be answered: 
- what are the different behavior modi towards the stress 
factors, 
- what are the intervening socio-cultural and psychological 
factors which determine the triggering of a specific 
mode of behavior toward the stress factor, 
- which are the optimal, e.g. socially desirable, respectively 
socially undesirable rnodi of behavior towards the 
stress factor? 
1. Physical Stimulus Fields and Stress Factors 
.-- - P 
Individuals and collectives perceived their environment 
as a complex field of physical stimuli where the social 
environment too is perceived by physical carrier signals. 
Depending on activity and watchfulness an individual associates 
the specific sector of a given stimulus field wi+'- subjective 
images. This association is independent of an individual's 
available memory content. That means that a subject image 
is determined by the acquired repertory 
of individual experiences whit5 are associated with a given 
stimulus field. These im~ycs c complexes of stimulus 
interpretation which were acquired by actsof conmunications 
or on one's own. The aSz=triat!an of Image (stimulus in- 
terpretation) with the arch~type ( r i v e n  stimulus configuration) 
should, however, not only be urd-rstood in a passive mechan- 
istic way brt rather as an active creative pmcess. 
Turo essential dimensions of the memory cmtents (images) 
were differentiated, the semantic and the pragmatic dimension, 
The semantic dimension is determined by phenomenal reference 
systems , the pragmatic by needs and interests. Through 
this independence of pragmatic ;:;uruius interpretations from 
need situations i t  is possible to differentiate between 
positive and negative, e.g. depending on the situation 
desirable and undesirable stimuli. Thereby i t  is important 
that the degree of desirability or undesirability of the 
stimulu-, or a stimulus configuration always is in relation 
to the reference dimensions which are determined by the need 
situation. Generally, the concept of stress factor can be 
considered as an! undesirable stimulrts or an undesirable 
event. 1) Therefore noise can be defined as an undesirable 
sound. In addition a distinction has to be made between 
purely physical factors and those physical stress factors 
which have a social meaning. Based on the exposure of in- 
dividua!~ to differing physical and social stress factors 
there originate individual states of activation or tension 
with qualitatively different weighted and quantitative 
differing intensity. Thereby the exposure to physical 
stress factors is disturbing differentially especially 
according to symptoms of economical class (see 5 . 2 . 3 . ) .  
6.1.2, Practical Behavior and Substitution Reactions 
---- ----- 
One way in which an individual can react to a stress 
factor is by active practicalactions in a form affecting 
the environment, which changes the stimulus field, e.g. the 
relatioship of negative and positive stimuli. 
1 ) ---- - The medical ~ o c i o ~ ~ ~ ~ t e r a t u r e - a f f r e n t ~ a t e s  
between two concepts of ;tress factors: (a) the general 
u~~desirability of events (stimuli) where a conscious negative 
interpretation of events is postulated, ( b )  an abrupt life 
change independently of its degree of desirability. If the 
supposition of a conscious event interpretation is given up 
the "life change concepthf the concept "stress factorn can 
be explained by the undesirability. Therefore the stress 
factor can generally be considered as a disturbance factor 
in the inner or exterior environment which creates a state 
of tension and thus a reaction potential. See ( 6 3 , 7 0 1  
Practical behavior is consciousness enhancing because i t  in- 
itiates differentiated and canscious interpretations of the 
stimulus field and its econamical and societal condition 
factors and at the same time thc cognitive stimulation of 3 
practical change possibility. I t  is a learning process. 
The other reply possibility to strcss factors is a 
practice substituting behavior which is impractical and 
thereby anti reality and consciousness impeding. Such 
behavior suppresses the active influence on the stimulus 
field. Instead the stimulus field or even the self image is 
reinterpreted. In contrast to active and conscious actions 
this behavior occurs internally e.g. chiefly in the preconscious 
of the subconscious. However, i t  is leading the external 
consequences which can be proven indirectly with empirical 
methods. 
The difference between practical and consciousness 
enhancing actions and of practice substituting and consciousness 
impeding reactions is the social goal concept that an optimal 
adaptation to stress factors always is consisting of practice 
related conscious actions. 
6.1.3. Practical Behavioral Re~lies to Stress 
--- ----- - -- 
Factors 
--- 
Practical reactions to stress factors are measures 
which actively remove the stress factor completely or partially 
from the stimulus field concretely, e.g. by actions on the 
immediate environment. 
On an individual basis this may represent a more or 
less efficent and successful way of coping with stress 
exposure, the access to i t  is, however, to a very great 
degree determined by the socio-economical means of the 
concerned individual. This is especially true for the 
resolution of stress exposure by means of change of residence. 
Rut society related solutions can only be based on 
actions which address themselves t o  the problem of the 
socially unequal distribution of the costlprofi t relation- 
ship of the stress exposure, e.g. those actions which attempt 
to change the social and poii tical conditions of stress 
exposure themselves. These are individual and co1Iective 
forms of pd!itical articulation of interests and their 
practical execution. Methods and success chances of such 
actions have to be simulated before they are undertaken 
( 7 1 1 .  Negative results of such a simulation can lead to the 
recognition that practical actions towards t ; ; ~  stimulus field 
which would lead to medically or socially undesirable results 
or substituted by other actions by reinterpretaticn of the 
stimulus field or the self-image. 
6.1.4. Reinterpretation of the Stimulus Field as Reaction 
- 
to Stress Factors 
The pragmatic interpretation of a stimulus as positive, 
negative or indifferent does not happen in isolation but in 
relationship to the interpretation of the other stimuli of a 
stimulus field. 
This interaction can be experienced as a transfer of 
importance among stimuli: The pragmatic meaning of a negative 
stimulus can be transfered to positive or indifferent stimuli 
of the stimulus field and vice versa. The negative judgment 
of a certain context catagory is generalized on other context 
units. Of course, this process can also occur in the opposite 
direction. Such generalizations are of course also effective 
in the case of semantic stimulus interpretation. For instance 
is the codification of impressions of one stimulus always 
relative to the impressions of other stimuli. Between the 
act of stimulus interpretation there also acts a transfer 
system between pragmatic and semantic meanings. 
It is a transfer system with feedback, that means that 
transfered pragmatic meanings can also have a feedback 
effect on changed semantic meanings and vice versa. 
Tne daily experiences and interpretations of the environment 
are shaped by such transfers since transfer of meanings in 
the interpretation of the environment is information reducing 
and thereby functional for the practical behavior. If 
transfer and feedback effects lead to wrong practices or to practice 
substi ~ttions in the process of stimulus they act as prejudice or 
suppression mechanisms or as scapegoats. Such wrong forms of 
cognition are not limited to transfers of the meanings of physical 
stress factors on other physical stimuli but they also have to be 
taken into account in respect to the transfer on social 
:stimuli. Since the physical stress factor also acts additionally I 2 3 1  
as a social stress factor, for instance in family situations, 
 he responze to i t  is therefore wrong. Since the social 
sector of a stimulus field is generally more relevant then 
the physical - this again as a conseqience of the social 
nat1.l.. of the individual -trznsfer effects of stress factors 
on social stimuli represent an aggravating reduction of 
<-ocial quality of life too. 
6 . 1 . 5 .  Reinter retation of the Self Image as Reaction to 
-- - 
.- 
Transfer of meanings between stimuli represent extra 
-,unitive reinterpretations, e.g. they are directed towards 
the stimulus field of the environment. But the stimulus 
fields of the environment are not the only objects of im- 
portance. Individuals can consider themselves too as ob- 
jects of importance. The result of this transaction is the 
self concept which an itidividual acquired about himself. 
This self concept is the pvoduct of manifold relations 
which he experienced actively and passively in the course of 
his life history within his social and physical environment. 
Exposure to stress factors which directly or indirectly 
change the self concept of an individual are intro unitive 
reinterpretations, e.g. they are directed towards - k t e se 
The most important component of this self concept is the 
subjective interpretation of one's own competence and ego 
strength with which to succeed against the environment as 
well as the physiological and psychological state of health. 
This subjective interpretation of one's own competence and state 
of health are distinguished by a relative autonomy from their 
objective impression. Deviations in the subjective inter- 
pretation of the objective impression of symptoms, for 
instance in the form of subjective aggrevation of symptoms 
which are objectively not at all or only poorly defined, 
represent effective illness phenomena (mental health) in sociological 
or medical-sociological respect the latter are 
capable of accelerating the respective semantic definitions. /232 
This leads to psychosomatic states. In every case, however, 
they lower the self concepts of ;ndividuals and thereby 
their competence to act consciously and practically within 
their environment. Impaired mental health can appear as a 
direct or indirect effect of the exposure to stress factors 
especially i f  conscious actions, which could change the 
stimulus field or the conditions, are not available. 
The chain of events between a stress exposure and 
effects on mental health is, however, only then direct when 
the stress exposure exceeds a certain tolerance threshold 
for a longer period of time. Less extreme exposures to 
stress factors lead only indirectly along iqtervening effects 
of additional components of the self concept for instance 
ego strecgth and in socio-cultural factors to effects on 
mental health. 
Here we are confronted with the problem of standards 
of normality. The world health organization defines health 
not only as the absence of disease but also as a state of 
complete physical mental and social we11 being. This de- 
finition, however, is to abstract because they do not con- 
cretely define the concepts of completeness or not even the 
standards nf normality. In contrast to the epidemiology of 
semantic illness there are only a few practical criteria 
available in the area of psychological illness and especially 
mental health, which make i t  possible to define a standard 
which is applicable for the population as a whole. Therefore 
in the following i t  is only possible to make statements to 
the mental health of ind:viduals which are based on average 
values obtained from statistical results of the interviews. 
6 . 1 . 6 .  Discriminating Factors Among Differing Behavior Patterns I 2 3 3  
4 
The results of semantic and pragmatic stimulus interpretations 
determine the reaction potential, however, not the shape and 
the c~nditions that triggers the reactions. These discrimin- 
ating factors between differing kinds of reactions are on the 
one hand localized on the sociostructural and sociocultural level 
and on the other hand on the personality level. The former 
includes chiefly aspects of rescurces and experiences: 
- Economical material resources 
- Imnaterial resources 
- The repertory of actions against the environment based on 
experiences of success or failure. This determines the degree 
of subjective powerlessness to carry out actions which are 
adequate to the stimulus 
- Ideological orientation models 
The personality level includes: 
- The self image of one's own competence to influence the 
environment 
- The level of anxiety 
6 . 2 .  EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 
6 . 2 . 1 .  Externs1 Adaetive Reactions 
- -- -- 
In the introduction external reactions were defined as 
conscious efforts with the goal to reduce or eliminate exposure 
to stress factors or the effect of stress. These external 
act iotas can occur on 4 levels: 
Actions of individuals on the own person: 
- Use of ear protection device 
- Consumption of hypnotica, analgetica and tranquilizers. 
Actions on the physical environment: 
- Sound proofing of the home 
- Closing of windows and shades. 
Withdrawal from the field of stress exposure by mobility 
- Avoidance of the home 
- Avoidance of open areas around the home. 
Actions on the social and political environment: 
- Individual and collective protest actions. 
The concrete external means of adaptation of these four 
levels can be categorized according to the following criteria: 
Area of effect: 
- The effects of a form of adaptation: can be related to 
socio-medical, environmental hygienic as well as 
social micro and macro-areas. However, these 
areas cannot be considered in isolation but represent 
states of interdependence. 
Efficiency: 
- Forms of adaptations can be efficient or inefficient 
in relation to their goal orientation, namely 
minimization or elimination of exposure to stress 
factors. 
Feasibility or acessibility: 
- The choice of a form of adaptation can depend on 
material or non-material resources which are unequally 
distributed in society. 
Extent of effect: 
- Forms of adaptation can disturb aspirations of a 
higher order. This introduces the criterium of 
varying severity for differing forms of adaptation. 
Forms of articulations: 
- Forms of adaptation can be articulated individually 
or collectively. 
Actions on the own person, for instance by consumption 
of hypnotica lead to imnediate negative socio-medical con- 
.-*equences. Negative effects of manipulation of the physical 
living environment impair, more or less aggravatingly, the 
environmental hygienic situation of the individual. In- 
4irectly decreasing socio-medical or environmental hyqienic 
nooinal values can also lead to negati\.e effects in 
social, micro and macro areas. The efficiency of b ~ t h  
levels oi adaptation are limited to the individual levels 
and their feasibility is determined by socio-economical and 
socio-demographical class-characteristics, The adaptation 
technique to withdraw from the field of stress exposure by 
mobility acts more or less agzravating on social micro or 
macro-areas. For instance, the moving away from w i s e  zones is 
a class specific measure, because of the situation in the housing 
market. It therefore can cause a disengagement process. 
Other withdrawal possibilities such as increased avoidance 
of the home are determired by sex and family roles. Like the 
actions on the own person or the physical environment, the 
means of withdrawal by mobility are limited individual solutions 
for stress exposure. 
In contrast to these three adaptation levels the effects on 
the social and political environment are more pervasive and 
therefore efficient because by their choice the exposure to 
stress fartors is attempted to be resolved on the societal 
collective level, This qualitative difference means that 
this adaptation attempts the elimination of social cost not 
only on the basis of individual but of collective gain. Here 
i t  is essential that the choice of political adaptation is 
not only dependent on socio-structural factors but also on 
intentional as well as psychological factors. Thus, the recognitim 
of the societal cause of stress exposure, the experience of 
powerlessness and the ego strength, to be capable to influence 
the environment successfully, are intervening conditions 
whEch assure that a general activation for political measures 
is also converted into a personal dispositon and into effective 
behavior. 
6.2.1.1. Actions On the Own Person 
-- a 
Fig. 6.1. shows that the essezrial frequency distribution 
of both subjects who, because of exposure to airplane noise 
(NNIKORt), use ear protection devices, consume sleep or 
tranquilizing medications or have discussed with a doctor 
the medical results of airplane noise exposure 1). The 
consultation of a physician is a indirect measurement how 
severe an individual considers the medical effects of airplane 
noise exposure. 
In the socio-medical field the most aggravating means 
of adaptation against airplane noise exposure is the consumption 
of sleeping or tranquilizing medications. Here i t  has to be 
assumed that the socio-demographical attributes of sex and 
age function as main discriminators for this adaptation 
device. The female population of the random sample mentioned, 
even i f  statistically not significant, shows systematically 
more frequent use of hypno'tica or tranquilizers as a reaction 
against airplane noise than the male population of the 
random sample (see fig. 6.2.). 
'1T-since in Swi t zerl and the zone p=raround airport; 
is based on the classical NNI, the fig, b . ! * ,  fig. 6.5*, 6,6*, 
6.9*, 6 , 1 4 *  which are contained in appendix 3, are based on 
the NNI values. 
4 , -  : , i.. - . . . ..-- - 
Figure 6.1. Actions on the own person dependent on 
the degree of airplane exposure. (NNIKORe) 
"1 s of yes anmru  of all questioned 
YO b) sleeping pills or tranquilizers 
30 % of yes anewers of all questioned 
c) talkinq to M.D.about possible health problems 
O h  
Figure 6.2. Consumption of 
as a measure 
dependent on 
(NNIKOR*) under 
hyplotics and tranquiliaers / 2 38 
agrinst airplane noise 
a i r ~ l a n e  noise exposure 
control of sex. 
Susceptibility to disturbance of sleep goes with in- 
creasing age. Based on physiological fact the younger age 
groups use sleeping or tranquilizing tablets because of air- 
plane noise exposure less often than older ones. With older, 
especially the oldest segments, however, the reported frequency 
of the consumption of sleeping or tranquilizing medications 
againcr: the disturbance by airplane noise increases as the 
exposdre to airplane noise increases. In the zone of maximum 
airplane noise exposure the frequency in use of these medicatian 
against airplane noise is considerably higher for the oldest 
segment than the medium or younger segment of the random sample 
(See fig. 6.3.). 
Figure 6.3. Consumption of hypnotics and tranquilizers as 1 2 3 9  
remedies against airplane noise depedent 
on airplane noise exposure (NNI KOR* ) controlled for age 
'"1 ( 2491 I 427 I 1 295 i --- --- 8 o f  a l l  those 13071 ( 733) 1630 ----- which were ( 308 I (742) (4971 
questioned 
Two types af consumption of tablets were determined by 
measurement. (a) Stimulus specific (see formula of question 
in fig. 6.1.) and (b) without referring to the stimulus 
"airplane noise". Stimulus specific questions about the 
consumption of tablets can contain aggravation effect e.g. 
the stimulus "airplane noise-an be evoked so that the 
subject gives exposure to noise as a reason for use of 
hypnotics or tranquilizers without really using i t  factually 
as a means of adaptation. In the second measurement o f  the 
consumption of tablets such an aggravation effect is excluded 
to the greatest degree. Fig. 6.4. confirms that the consumption 
of hypnotics increases also in the questions which do not 
contain the aggravation causing stimulus with increasing 
airplane and traffic noise as well as the corresponding in- 
creasing total noise exposure. 
The question which did notelicit the mentioning of the 
stimulus was asked anonymously in supplemental medical 
questionnaires which were filled out by the subjects themselves. 
Figure 6 . 4 ,  Consumption of hypnotic. i n  reply to the 
question without etimulua aggravating 
e f f e c t s  dependent on ajrplane, street 
a19 re11 as total noise exposure (in percent 
of those questioned, which take hynotlca 
more thsn twice a wzek. 
1 
Airplane noise exposura hXIKOR. 
- .  
, c 
3 c !C f rJ* 2C 20- 3 4  
m Stmet  noise exposure V t  
Total noise exposure GL 
From the medical-*oci*..lfisical view point aggravation 
phenomena are to be considered as the tcadency of in- 
dividuals to overemphasize in a self-evaluation the  medically 
undesirable reactions, for instance consumption of tablets 
because o f  exposure t o  a stress factor. Sel f perception of 
illnees syrnptoma or undesir~.L~e rc.+,tior.v to stress occur 
depe~rdent on socio-struc tura' c !  z s s  d! i ferences as we1 1 as 
personality dispositionr. 
.4ggravat ion ttr~dencies show a di f ference, albeit not 
significant, between female and male parts o f  the population; 
2 . 2 %  of the male subjects report on the one hand ccn- 
sumption of hypnotics or tranquilizers in reaction to the 
disturbance by airplane noise but report otherwise only 
little or no use of such medications in the stimulus independent 
question ( N - 1 5 7 6 ) .  In ccrnparable fem!e subjects, however, 
3.2% give this inconsistent response (N=1816). T1 sse findings 
agree wi;! th the different role concepts of both a .xes w ~ ~ i c h  
shows socially the conditioned higher permissivness towalds 
~ediaally undesirable states of reaction In the female sex, 
~n uther words, less resistance against aggrav~tion, then is 
true for the male sex (see 5.2.2.1.). 
In the adaptation of individuals to undc irable inner 
states or stresses, accormdation can prove to be dis- 
functional, aggravation, however, functional. It can be 
assumed that the aggravation tendency grows also with 
increasing age since the objective threshold of toler<:nce o f  
resistance against undesirable inner or external disturbaiices 
is lowered in a later age. 
In fact, there is s sipnificant difference in the 
aggravation tenciency as a function of age. The 18-30 year 
olds show only 1.8% of inconsistent case3 between the two 
types of measurements of consumption of tablets. Both 
older population segments show 3.1% (31-50 year olds) and 
3.6% (over 50 year olds). 
Theoretically i t  can be expected that the level o f  fear 
of the B,ource of stress, as special momentum of general 
anxiety disposition, increases the  roba ability to react ?o 
stress-wi th-hypnot ice and tranqlti l i  zers. Also -in the os!abl ishment 
o f  consun?ption o f  tablets without the aggravation factor i t  
has been shown that those subjects with a high level of fear 
o f  the stress source "airplanen in the extreme zo.'es of 
exposure ( 4 0 - 5 3  NNIKOR+ ) 15.5% reacted with this 
means o f  adaptation (N=490). The comparable group with a 
lower level of fear reacted significantly lower, namely with 
8% to this means of adaptation (N=941) .  
e level cf fear is n ot only a dis criminating f 'actor 
o.f the probability in the choice- of drugs 3s a means of 
adaptation against airplane noise but i t  also influences 
significantly the aggravation tendency which evolved on an 
operational level from the difference between the two types 
of measurements of consumption of tablets. Only 1.7% of 
those questioned with the lower level of fear (N=1200) show 
such aggravation tendencies while in the group with the high 
level of fear 4% of those questioned (N=1194) show aggravation 
tendencies. 
6 . 2 . 1 . 2 .  Effects on the Physical Environment 
- - -
Fig. '.5. shows the significant and continuous increase 
of the percentages of those questioned who tried to reduce 
their exposure to airplane noise by manipulating their 
homes. Already in the third exposition zone the choice of 
the method of closing the windows or shades suddenly increased. 
The ch~ice of this method or the use of additional sound proofing 
d m  ices has probably no imnediate social medical consequences, 
but i t  affects the environmental hygienic circumstances of 
individuals more or less aggravatingly. 
For direct manipulation of the house by means of better 
sound insulation and class specific availability, the pro- 
portion of those which improve the insulation of their home, 
is cornparat ively low. 
It is obvious that the possession of the apartment or 
house usually includes instrumental economical resources to 
be able to protect the house from undesirable sound with 
additional sound proofing devices. It is statistically 
sigui f icant that in the extreme zones of airplane exposure 
12.5% of those questioned who own a house or apartment 
(N=586), however, only 6.2% of renters have already taken 
measures of additional sound proofing investment as a method 
to reduce airplane noise exposure (N=906), 
Avoidance of the immediate surrounding of the home because 
of noise leads to an essen1;al loss of the phycial context quality 
of th2 livinn environment. If noise expsoure leads to  the effect 
tha 20% of Those questil,ned in the highest noise zone are reporting 
that they stay less outdoor than they would like to do then that ! 
environment (see fig. 6.68.). . ! 
Figure 6.5. Influence on the physical environment 
dependent on airplane noise exposure 
(NNIKOR* ) 
"Did airplane noise cause you or your f d l y  to: 
* 
18 questioned. ) 
0 
r 5 )  install better soundinsulation in your home?" 3% 
(b  of yes answers of all questioned 
airplane noise exposure 
6 . 2 . 1 . 3 .  Withdrawal From the Field of Stress by MobiliQ 
---- -- ---- 
In the measurements three forms of withdrawal from the 
stress field were differentiated: 
- Withdrawal by avoidance of the imnediate surroundings of 
the home 
- Withdrawal by avoidance of the home (being less at home) 
- withdrawal by moving out of the noise regions 
a) Withdrawal by avoidance of the immediate surrounding of 
the home. 
Avoidance of the immediate surrounding of the home because 
of noise leads to an essential loss of the physical context 
quality of the living environment. If noise exposure leads to 
the effect that 20% of those questioned in the highest noise 
zones are reporting that they stay less outdoors then they 
would like to then that indicates a decisive usage limitation 
of the complete living environment (see figure 6.6a.I. 
3 
b) Withdrawal by avoidance of the home 
Increased avoidance of the residence as a way to cope 
with airplane noise exposure can have relatively agg- 
ravatingly negative effects within the social micro-area 
of an individual, far instance within his family, As for 
the other two coping mechanisms the second highest exposition 
zone shows a sudden increase of those subjects who react 
to airplane noise by an increased avoidance of their home 
(see figure 6.6.b). 
It can be assumed that this form of adaptation is chosen 
less frequently by segments of the population who have stronger 
residential ties such as women, children, :aarried and older 
people because i t  is for them difficult to realize. 
In fact this adaptation alternative is chosen by the male 
segment (see figure 6.7.) systematically, but not significantly 
more often, than by the female population. 
c) Withdrawal by moving out of the noise region 
The choice of the method to eliminate the exposure 3 , . 
to the stress by moving away from the area can have aggravating i .  
effects wi thin the social macro-area be~ause the differing 
distribution of socio-economical resources for this adaptation 
device can cause social disengagement (see chapter 5 . 3 . 1 . ) .  
The intentions to move away, which were voiced during the 
interviews do, however, not represent real action because the mere 
intention to move away does not imply the realization of this plan 
since teh chances for its execution are lower in the income groups, 
e.g. the intention to move away is no dependable indicator for the 
real factor of moving away but rather an indirect indicator for the 
degree of disturbance. 
Figure 6.6. Withdrawal from the field of stress by I 2 4 5  
mobility dependent on airplane noise 
exposure (NNIKOR*) 
Airplane noise exposure NNIaA. 
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Figure 6.7 Withdrawal by avoidance of the home as a 1 2 4 6  
measure against airplane noise dependent 
on airplane exposure (NNI KOR* by controlling for sex. 
/ male loc.OOI t 9 . 6 7 )  
Airplane noise exposure NNIKOR* 
As seen in fig. 6.6.c, the percentage of those questioned, 
who mentioned tne intention of moving away because of airplane I 2 4 7  
noise shows a sudden increase in the second highest airplane 
noise zone. In the zone of highest airplane noise exposure 
30% of the people questioned mentioned intentions to move 
away because of the airplane noise. 
It can be assumed that the cognitive discrepency between 
the intentions to move and the perceived socio-economical irn- 
possibility to find a new residence in the low social strata 
is resolved by cognitively suppressing the possibility of 
withdrawal from the noise zone by rnoving or that i t  loses 
on importance. Therefore i t  can be expected that the intention 
of moving away as a reaction t o  airplane noise is less often 
observed in lower social strata than in the higher one, 
Fig. 6 . 8 ,  confirms this situation significantly. 
Figure 6 . 8 ,  Intent ions to move as a behavior dispo- 
si tion towards the exposure to airplane 
noise dependent on income. 
5 1  , , , 
0 
< Ft 2000.- Fr2001-3500 > Ft 3500.- 
classes accd. to household income 
6 . 2 . 1 . 4 .  Effects 0 x 1  the Social or Political Environment 
- -------- 
1 2 4 8  
Actions directed toward the social or politcal environment 
have the goal to change the physical environment on a short term 
or long term basis such that the exposure to the stress factor r 
is minimized. This type of acti~: implies always some type of 
interaction with other individuals. Such action can be ~c two 
levels, as for instance in the case of an individnal .;;-Lo contacts 
the bureaucracy or on several levels, as in the case of a collective 
protest. The articulation of political means against the 
exposure to stress differs qualitatively from the other external 
adaptation measures because i t  is not directed towards individual 
short term but towards collective long term adaptations 
of environmental situations. 
Fig 6.9. shows the relationships of the three forms of articu- 
lation for the six exposure zones. On the level of measurement 
they appear as attitudes for increased actions against airplane 
noise, as personal disposition to support political measures 
against airplane noise and as personal action of the individual 
in the form of complaints to the airport administration or 
protests to a newspaper. With the growing exposure to airplane 
noise the frequency of positive attitudes toward increased 
measures against airplane noise increases continuously 
and significantly. In contrast to these general attitudes 
concrete actions in the forms of complaints and protests 
are much rarer. However, they increase also continuously 
and significantly with increasing airplane noise and exposure. 
Figure 6 . 9 .  Ways of political articulation dependent 
on airplane noise exposure (NNIKOR*) 
I a) "Do you believe -more should be 
I done against airplane noise?" 
I 




I Airplane noise exposure NNIKOR* 
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c) "Did vau or a relative ever complain to the 
o authorities in writing, by phone or in person?" 
* zOl (S yes answers of all questioned.) (954 ) 
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This illuminates the fact that there is a more or less distinct 
divergence between attitudes towards actions and actual 
actions of individual. The realisation of a concrete protest 
action is relatively difficult because i t  is independent of 
cognitive and verbal abilities which are to a great degree 
determined by the formal status of education. 
Fig 6.10 indicated how the tendency to react to airplane 
noise exposure by means of complaints or protest actions 
correlates significantly with the formal educational status. 
Figure 6.10. Complaints to the airport administration 
or complaints in newspapers as actions 
against airplane noise exposure in 
'"1 dependence on formal education. 
1 "4  rotes st behavior 
omplaints 
(p<.OOl ym.19) 
The fact that the personal disposition towards political 
measures against airplane noise is significantly lower in 
zones of maximal airplane noise exposure than in those of 
low noise levels is, indeed, not trivial. This relationship 
disagrees with the significant and consistent connection 
between objective airplane noise exposure and the positive 
attitude toward measures against airplane noise. 
This contradictory relationship can be first explained 
by the recognition of those cause factors which are perceived 
as responsible but not enough is done against airplane 
noise. These causes can be localized by individuals in 
di fferent areas: (a) The societal political area of 
interest groups, airline companies, bureaucracy, and (b) in 
the technological area, taamely insuf ficicntly developed 
techniques. The form of articulati~n (individual versus 
collective) as well as the personal disposition for certain 
external actions are independent o f  the cognitive localization 
of these fields. However, other factors intervene also such 
as material resources, the accumulative experiences of 
former success or failure of external actions and the subjective 
self evaluation of the capability to influence the environment, 
Fig. 6.11. shows what the subjects of the study perceive 
a8 the causes responsible for insufficient measures against 
airplane noise, Named are the following J n  increasing sequence 
of central freqency: 
- foreign airline compan'es 
. those affected by noise themselves 
- the interest groups of economy and real estate 
interests 
- the airport administration, Swiss air, Balair 
- insufficiently developed technique 
- the communities, cantons, or federal administrations, 
While the frequencies of the first four groups are re- 
latively independent of airplane noise exposure the perception 
of federal authorities and the insufficiently developed tech- 
nique as responsible causes show an interesting trend: with 
increasing airplane noise exposure insufficiently developed 
technique is considered the cause increasingly while the 
frequency of the citing of federal authorities decreases, 
That means that, with increasing airplane noise exposure, 
the causes are not so much sought in societal political 1252 
but increasingly in technological areas and vice versa, 
with decreasing noise exposure they are blamed more on 
societal political and less on technological reasons. 
Figure 6.11. Perceived causes of insufficient measures 
against airplane noise in de endence on air- 
plane noise exposure (NNIKOR !)
"fa your opinion, who is responoible for lack of action against 
airplane noise?" ( X  of those questioned who fee1 that amre c 
should be d m ~ c o m m u o i t i e s  - canton - federation 
607 -- insufficiently developed technology I ---airport administrations, Swissair,Balair 
-.-.- interee t groups 
-.-- the noise-af f ec ted themeelvee 
---foreign air l ine  companies \ 
Airplane noise exposure NN* KOR 
It can be assumed that the cognitive localitation of 
the cause of the techn61ogical areas blocks the personal 
activation of the individual for political action against 
airplane noise and that, vica versa, the perception of the 
cause in the social areas increases this activation. Table 
6.12. confirms this supposition: the personal disposition 
towards actions against airplane noise shows only then a 
significantly inverse association to the objective ex- 
position to airplane noise i f  the course for insufficient 
measures are soci a1 i zed in the non soci a1 techno.logica1 
areas. Likewise this cognitive pattern is acting negatively 
on the probability to react with personal actions in the 
form of complaints or letters to the newspapers to airplane 
noise. 
The discriminating effect of these conscious factors on 
personal dispostion to its political action against airplane 
noise is significant in the maximal zones of airplane noise 
exposure at the 1% level. 
Table 6.12. Personal disposition towards ways and 
conc~ete measures against airplane noise 
of those quest ions, which consider in- 
sufficient~-~ developed technology re- 
.- - 
spectively -social factors as cause of 
insufiiciknt measures against air~lane 
L, 
noise in dependence on airolane noise 
exposure 
Mruxr.1 incl inat ion yea 
t-da p o l i t i c a l  mans no 
aqainat airplane n o i n  
mrh.pa 
Pmraonal act ion w a i n a t  I 
Since co~r1i:ive localization of cause complexes for 1 2 5 4  
insuffici ,; -asures against airplane noise in the technological 
area increases wi\n ;;-.rr~scine objective exposure to air- 
plane noise, the inversely signi f icant relati--;:rip between 
airplane noise exposure and persorial <isposition of these 
individuals towards political mrdsures is explained (f i g .  
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The negative experience to achieve a reduction of air- 
plane noise exposure by means o f  political articulation in 
the societal political area acts as a further consciousness 
factor. That means that i t  is bel'eved that the social con- 
ditions which cause the exposure to stress by airplane noise ? ,  , . 
are considered as not accessible to political manipulation. The i 
discriminating effect of this specific form of perceived power- I 
lessness in stressladaptation relations is also shown empiricallyt 1 I 
Table 6.13. Personal disposition for ways and actions 
against airplane noise dependent on the 
perceived powerlessness to eliminate 
airplane noise exposure by political 
Personal dispomition 
toward8 pollt ical  mans 
against airplane noise 
( 8  of hb who think not 
enough Is done aqalnst 
airplane noraa 
. - 
means. Zone of maximal airplane noise 
exposure. 
The percentages of those subject who are personally 1 2 5 5  
disposed toward political actions against airplane noise or 
who already undertook actions in the form of complaints and 
Individual and political 
ut iculat ion  
protests against airplane nyise, are in areas of maximum 1)  
noise exposure wi th a low d,;;~ree o f  perceived powerlessness 
significantly higher than by medium and high development 
of this attitude. 
~orcelvrd powrlesane88 to  e l U t e  
airplan* nolw urposura w i t h  rrolitlcal 
YM. 
--- T)-TKe perceived powerlessness to use political means 
successful ly against the stress exposure to airplane noise 
was operationaiized as an additive index of the scale values 
o f  the following two attitudes: 
- nA m a 1  1 minority has to acquiesce to airplane 
noise. I t  simply cannot be preventedn. 
- nEconomical interests are so strong that nothing can be 
done against airplane noise"? 
Both attitlides showed up as elements of this dimension in clustet* 
analysis. 
6.2.2. Internal Adaptive Reactiona 
- 
External and internal reac';ions are interrelated, e.g. 
the differentiation of internal and external reactions does 
not mean that internal reactions can not have an external 
effect and vice versa that external reactions can not have 
pn internal effect. Measurements of internal reactions can, 
however, in survey analysis only be done by observation of 
their external effects. 
Internal adaptions in comparison to external are rather 
unconscious, respectively preconscious to adaptations to en- 
vironmental situations. Two levels of internal adaptation 
can be differentiated: 
- the semantic level and 
- the psychological level, 
Based on the interrelationship between both levels a 
third one has to be included 
- the psychosomatic level. 
It is clear that the somatic level of adaptation can 
not be a subject of this study. 
From the great number of theoretically imaginable 
effects of a psychological level of adaptation - for instance 
effects on the psychological or mental development of 
children - only a limited area oi affects on the level of 
cognative perceptions of :he physical and social environment 
will be researched. Cognitive changes happen by transfer of 
the evaluation of a central stimulus on the stimulus context, 
e . g .  the transfer of negative judgments of environmental 
sounds on other properties of the environment and thus, 
their generalization. 
6 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 ,  The Influence of Exposure to Stress on the Perxtion 
----- 
--- 
of the Rome-STiuation 1 2 5 7  
The cognitively perceived satisfaction with the placement 
of residence is a general indicator for the direction and 
intensity of dir2ct and transferred evaluations of properties 
of the environment. Therefore i t  can be assumed that the 
exposure to noise directly influences the general level of 
satisfaction with one's place of residence, The relation- 
ship between cognitively perceived satisfaction with the 
place of residence and the objective air, street traffic and 
total noise exposure proves to be empirically highly 
significant (see figure 6 . 1 1 . ) .  
Figure 6.14. Satirfactory living arrangementr and 
perceived eva2uations by other8 dependent 
o n  airplane noire street traffic as well 
as total noise exposure. 
Satirfrctioa with li-I conditioart Ihtalwtion by othen: 
*~hinkin~ of your home - do you 1j.h %f you have viriton from other 
it very much, quite wll, not too arur, do they conrider your 
much, nor at all?" neighborhood ar very gaod, good 
or not ro good?'' 
(X of a11 thore quertioaad who .aawered"very good".) 
How individuals evaluate the properties of their en- 
vironments is decisively influenced by the cognitive per- 
ception of these properties by other memberr of the sign- 
ificant group of reference (the significant others). In 
his own evaluation of the prestige value of his place of 
residence the individual will usually orient himself to 
a great degree on the judgement of the nsignificant 
othersw, The perception of the other's evaluation by the 
individual can also be seen as an indirect measurement 
of his own satisfaction with his place of residence. I f  
this other evaluation, which has been perceived by the 
individual, is related to reference persons who do not 
live in the same vicinity, this can become an indirect 
measure which can validate the direct measure of satis - 
faction with the place of residence. I f  the relatior&- 
ship between objective expoeure to noise and the individ- 
ually perceived other evaluation uf his own living cnviron- 
rnent, is evaluated, i t  will alsr be shovm that the effect of the 
objective noise exposure is highly significant on the perceived 
other's evaluation ( 7 2 1 .  
6.2.2.1.2. Fposure to Stress and Generalirat!on Effects on the 
ercept ion of P F T y s i c a l ~ ~ T t  imulus ~ h l d a  / 259 
It is theoretically postulated that the generalization 
of the negative meanings of a specific stimulus in relation 
to the stimulus context, for instance of a physical stress 
factor, is directly dependent on the effect of sir..ilarity 
between the specific stimulus and the stimulus context. 
It follows that the generalization of negative meanings 
of acoustical stimuli are more pervagive in their effect on 
the other 9hysical stimulus complexes than the generalization 
of the social 9tirnulus fields of the environment. Studies 
have confirmed that the social environvental dimensions 
dominate those o! the physical dimensions in the cognitive 
evaluation and in the behavior of individuals [ 5 3 ] .  One 
prerequisite, however, is that no physical stress factors 
occur whose definitions touch extreme physical nc~r-al 
values. 
Fig. 6.15. shows by means of the course of the semantics 
profile of three comparison collectives that the evaluation 
of the ohysical. but also of the social stimulus field 
co-vary systematically and significantly with the values of 
the total noise exposure in the case of 1 1  of the 14 pairs 
of attributes (see 5,2.3.1.). The negative evaluation of 
the stimulus fields of the environment which increases with 
greater total noise exposure can be parlially explained with 
a cn-variation of the noise exposure of objectively worse 
gereral context qua1 i t ies and their percept ion. lkwever, at 
the same time i t  can also he the consequence of the general- 
ization of negatively evalueu acoustical stiai~lus meanings 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Expectedly, the rank valuation of the environment in 
all four emission properties are shifting significantly 
towards the negative pole with increasing total noise exposure. 
Likewise are the rank valuations of two of the four attract- 
iveness properties significantly more negative. In reference 
to the attractivity property "diversified versus boringR. The I 2 6 1  
rank valuation tendency runs inversely to the total noise ex- 
posure. This mirrors the fact that the total noise exposure 
is higher in densely populated and function diversified resi- 
dential areas than for instance in function homogenous apartment 
developments. The effect of the generalization mechanism is 
clearly evidenced by the fact that in the middle rank values 
too four of the six determined social attribute pairs of the 
environment also move in the direction of the negative pole 
with increasing total noise exposure. This confirms that 
acoustical stress exposure not only leads to negative dis- 
placements of the conotation of physical environmental prop- 
erties but also to negative connotations of certain social 
environmental properties. 
Perceived negative context quality results in the 
lowering of the attractivness of the corresponding living 
environment which, based on the home market leads to the 
fact that higher zones of noise emission show an over proportional 
sector of the social lower class, In border line cases 
this mechanism can actually lead to " noise slumsn. 
In Switzerland the immigration labor force represent 
the new lower class. Studies show that the lower class of 
the native population which at the same time is the ecological 
context area for this new lower class often reacts with 
neofeudal segregation idiologies and based on that with 
prejudice [ 7 3 ] .  This objective fact is significantly subjected 
in subjective judgments about the degree of wealth and the 
access of foreign influence in the closer living environment. 
Therefore in the maximum total noise exposure zone the 
comphrjson collective ranks the surrounding area as poorer 
than less noise exposed collectives. At the s2zx  time the 
collective judges the two higher noise exposure zones in 
their surrounding more frequently as populated by too many 
foreigners than the two comparison collectives in the lower 
exposure m n e s .  
6.2.2 1.3. Phvsica: stress factors as Aenravation Obiects 
of Negative Experiences in Areas of Social Interaction 
-- - -- -- 
Transfer effects can also be expected in the reverse 
direction, e.g, the cognitive perception of a environmental 
sound is influenced by those of other properties of the 
physical and social environments. 
The physical, but in importr' .:; especially the aocial 
environment of an individual, is art ... bjective source of conflicte 
and contradictions, These social baurces of conflict cause 
conscious or unconscious dissonances which can be transfered 
on the cognitive perception and evaluation of other stimuli 
or objects of the environment, 
The effect of this transfer mechanism is quantitative 
because i t  aggravates the negative meaning of a physical 
stimulus due to dissonances that were experienced in 
other, for instance social fields of experience. 
The cognitive interpretation of stimulus fields also 
contains the causal tie between stimuli, stimulus effects and 
their objective causes in the physical or social environment. 
Cognitive miscoding of a cause effect relationship effect between 
~timuli, stimulus effect and stimulus cause can be considered 
as the qualitative aggravation effect, e.g, the adequate 
causal relationship between experienced dissonances and 
their causation factors in &he social environment is, so to 
speak, recoded so that stimuli or stimu!us sources of the 
physical environment are considered as causal factors. 
One of the main sources of possible conflicts lies in 
the primary fields of interaction of individuals namely the 
family. The other is in the area of professional activities 
and interactions. It can be expected that dissonances in 
both areas first of all influence the evaluations of sounds 
additionally in a quantitative aggravation effect and secondly 
in a qualitative aggravation effect, or even can be traced back 
to the noise as cause, e.g. the noise takes on the function of 
a scapegoat for other more ir.,portant dissonances and conflicts 
of individuals, 
Fmpirically i t  is attempted to prove the existence of 1263 
the scapegoat mechanism by means of the relation between 
private and professional worries as well as the tendency to 
consider noise as the cause of all problems. 
It is confirmed significantly that with increasing 
experience of dissonances in private or professiona? fields 
of interaction the cognitive aggravation of noise increases 
as cause factor of dissonances. 
Table 6.16 Scapegoat functions of noise dependent 
on negative experiences in professional 
or private area. (Percent of all interviewed) 1) 
cause of a l l  
ggrava t ion 
Private or job worries 
1-1 big 
$4.8 41.3 39.8 
18.7 2S.l  18.8 
11.6 15.6 18.3 
8.8 11,s 14.8 
6.2 6.4 8.3 
6.2.2.2.  The Psvcho-somatic Level of Ada~tation 
The interdependence between psychological and somatic 
factors leads to the appearance of the psycho-somatic ones. 
Empirically both concepts are not unequivocally separable. 
Therefore, contrary to customs, the concept of mental health 
also includes the psychological level. From the interrelation 
between psychological and somatic levels follows that there is no 
simple c a u s z  and effect relationship between exposure to stress 
factors and mental health. 
A p!~ysical stress factor becomes then a potential 
trigger as a psychogenic cofactor of organic distrubances 
i f a psychoIogica1 predisposi t ion is present. Therefore, 
are in the following those effects of a noise stress factor. 
---- ------ 
I-e followfng question was usGTTodetermiGT-ii?Xe 
as aggravaticn: Here you have the thermometer d g a i n :  
(Interviewer hands out card number 17) with which you can 
neasure how strongly the noise is a cause of your worries 
and difficulties. Number 10 means that the noise is the 
causc of almost all of your problems and number 0 means 
that noise is not involved at all. Please tell me what your 
situation is. The original scale values (0-10) were divided 
into 5 original categories of aggravation in ascending 
sequence. 
As operat ional measurement of perceived di ssonances 
in social fields of experience an additional index of two items 
was used in the supplementary medical questionnaire: 
- "I have professional worriesn 
- "I have persona! problems wi th rnysel f and my family". 
on the psychological levels of interest, which mani test 
themselves in somatic symptoms as well as in their psycho- 
logical correlates. 
Measurements of these symptoms was achieved by means of 
subjective self grading of the interviewees with a special 
questionnaire that consists of 3 3  psychological and somatic 
symptoms, which was filled out by the subjects anonymously. 1) 
4 of the 33 items belong to other levels of adaptation and 
were excluded from further analysis 2). It is evident, that 
a subjective self-evaluation implies conscious mediation. 
That means on the one hand that only a limited section of the 
reference net between psychological and somatic factors could 
be considered. Included were', on the other hand, socio-cul tural 
factors by cognitive mediation, which intervene in the re- 
lat ionship between stress factor and adaptat ion, which, for 
instance, leads to sex and class specific dissimularities and 
aggravation tendencies. 
One primary problem in the constructions of scales and 1265 
indices is the mono-dimensionality, the e .g ,  the degree to 
which a specific symptom is to be counted towards basic 
dimensions, To test the internal ccjnsistency of the inventory 
obtained, a factor arlalysis was done which was based on the 
values of the main components. The main component method 
extracts the maximal cornmon variance in reference to the first 
factor. For further factors the maximal variance is extracted 
again, however, based on residual correlation matrixes 3). If 
a basic dimension is existing consistently high charges of the 
first factor have to result 2). The choice of the main component 
equation was taken under the assumption that all of the 29 items 
can be coordinated to a comnon basic dimension which can be considered 
a general indicator of mental health. 
--------- ------- 
r)-'Fhe~ymii-o%i-'~~~% were included in the questionnaire 
came for the most part from the mental health scale of 
Leo Srole et al. [74], For the validation of the Srole 
scale with clinical control group see J.G. Manis et a 1 . [ 1 5 ]  
2) The 4 items which were not included deal with the con- 
sumption of analgesics, hypnotics, tranquilizers and alcohol, 
For the respective behavior patterns see chapter 6.2.1.1. of 
this report. 
3 )  Uberla [75] 
4) Varimax-rotation. Number of rotations = 13. Number 
of extracted factors on the basis of self-evaluation is 1. 
Table 6.17, Factor charges for the first unrotated 
factor as well as for the factor rotatian 
of mental health indicators. 
1. I ham no w r i t e  
1. I f..l f a t i g u d  ud li.tl.1. 
3. I haw lnu. palpitation. 
o r  a stmbblnq p u n  in my choot 
4. 1 puickly fsa1 exhamtad 
5. I am f e u f u l  and inwcurb 
6. I far1 b1oat.d or  f w l  p~wssur. in  
y r t o n c h  47 
7. I m t f e r  from boutburn and bmlchinq 36 
a. I IID r n s t i p a t e d  38 
9. I h a w  no .n*rpy 59 
10. 1 am urqmred by t r i fmls  55 . 
11. I am w r r i a d  67 
35 
1:. I suff.t f r m  r h m ~ t i s m  
58 
13. I CM not concentrate 71 
14. I suffer  f r a  femlinqs of anxiety 
15. I suffor fma lack of l fb ido  44 
16. I ruff lr f r a  s leep disturbances urd *.Le up often 55 
17. I can not f a l l  asleep 53 
la. I u not r.1t.d in  tha aotninq 60 
19. I haw bad d r r m  or  niqhtsures 5s 
20. I have privata .nd f d l y  p m b l r u  50 
21. I fee l  cold, shivor, have cold hands 
and f.t 4 9 
22. I f-1 depresud and Ud 75 
23. I r a t e n r  66 
24. I suffer  from neck and shoulder pain. 5 1 
2 s .  I .a r m t l e r r  md can not s i t  on the uw 
44 
chair for  a long t x rm  5 I 
26. I haw back and 1 m r  Mck w i n  
27. Ny l i f e  -us aonotonous and boring 
28. n y  d a  churqa without raa.On 
29. W r y t h i n g  i r  rmpucjnant t o  aw 
Sham of t o t a l  variance in r 15.1 7.4 6 . 0  7.6 5.9 9.7 
i t e m  which define the factor  
Table 6.17. reproduces the first column of the unrotated 
charges of the first factor whereby consistently high charges 
can be observed so that i t  is really possible to talk of a 
comnon baseline dimension. (26 symptoms show higher charges 
than . 4 0 ) .  
Mental health is considered to be a complex of factors. 
Therefore, specific elements of the structure, e.g. subdimen- 
sions of mental health can be crystalized out by ratation 
of individual factors. The rotation minimires the overlap 
of one item or symptom into various factors (subdimensions), 
The corresponding rotated factor charges are likewise reprod- 
uced in table 6-17. 
The first of the extracted factors includes only psycho- / 267 
logical symptoms of insufficient abi 1 i ty to concentrate as 
we11 as hypochondriacal, depressive disorders. These 
symptoms are indicators of a reduced threshold for the process- 
ing of external and internal stimuli which results in an in- 
crease sensitivity toward stimuli of the surroundings. 
General ly i t  can be considered a factor of neurasthenic 
disposition. 
The second factor lies in the contrast on the somatic 
level. Psychogenic factors rarely contribute to rheumatic 
illnesses as we11 as back and lower back pain. However, 
i t  should be mentioned that psychogenic factors are believed 
to strongly contribute to rheumatoid arthritis. 1 7 6 ) .  The 
third of the 3ymptoms which rank high on this factor are 
neck and shoulder pains. Especially neck pains can be con- 
sidered symptom of the headache syndrome which can include 
psychogenic contributions. The first two symptoms of this 
factor were established with the inventory of psychological 
and somatic symptoms with the thesis that the physical stress 
factor "noise" does not have any influence on organic symptoms. 
Therefore the second factor is, albeit with reservations in 
respect to ambivalent neck and shoulder pain symptoms, to be 
considered a control factor for aggravation phenomena. 
The thivri factor lie= likewise on the somatic level and 
includes the symptoms of gastric disturbances. These oftev 
result as the consequence of a psychogenic lability of the 
vegetative hemeostasis, 
The fourth factor, too, can be clearly added to a sub- 
dimension of the mental health status, navely as sleep dis- 
turbance factor (see also the discussion in section 4 of 
this report). 




High charges of the fifth factor cover the symptoms of / 268 
intestinal, libidinal disturbances as well as tendencies to 
feel cold. All three symptoms are parts of a highly sex 
specific syndrome of psychosomatic disturbances, Especially 
in this factor tsndencies to dissimilarities of the male 
population segmen' should be effective. 
The sixth factor includes chiefly symptoms of chronical 
tiredness. In addition, symptoms of cardiovascular disturb- 
ances as we11 as their frequent companion, anxiety, rate 
especially high. Chronic tiredness combined with cardiac 
arrhythmia are often symptoms of an organic or also 
psychogenic hypotonia. 
As mentioned, negatively interpreted sound as stress 
factor can actually not be considered as an etiological factor 
of the worsening of a tnerital health state but a s  trigger of 
psychosomatic adaptations in the case of a corresponding 
psychological condition, 
The connection between psychological ~redispositions which 
are socially as well as genetically caused and the stress 
factor as well as their effects on the state of mental health 
can therefore not be seen as mono-causative but as multi-conditional, 
I 
Table 6 . 1 8 .  hledian scores of the mental health status 1) 
as well as their subdimensions in dependence / 2 6 9  
on total noise exposcre. 
.4s seen in table 6.18. a highly significant statistical 
connection can be found between the general and mental health 
status as well as  its subdimensions, with the exception of 
gastric disturbances. 
--.---------- -------- -- ir Additive index of the symptoms frequency report in 
Table 6 . 1 7 .  
Low scores = higher mental health status 
High scores = lower mental health status 
Meanwhile socio-cultural units do not only intervene in the 
process of cognition but they are also directly contributing 
factors in the state of mental health. Several epiaerniological 
studies show that especially the socio-economical status in- 
fluences the mental health status 1 ) .  Lower socio-economical 
classes havc, because of their low material and nonmaterial 
resources, also a decreased accessiblitily to efficient adaptative 
behavior strategies to stress which increases the probability 
to react to stress situation with dysfunctional (mis - )  1270 
adaptation. To a degree this fact is also true for the female 
segment of the population where societal role expectations 
l imi t the rep.-r tory of behavioral react ions. However, these 
sex specific role expectations can also lead to the mentioned 
aggravation or deaggravation results. 
Table 6.19. confirms the connection between socio-economical 
levels 2 )  and mental health states also in populations o f  the 
random sample on which this study is based. The situations is 
intensified by the fact that lower social levels have more o f  a 
tendency towards deaggravation then higher social c!asses 3 ) .  
Table 6.19. Median scores of mental health states as well 
as their subdimensions in dependence on income. 
2) As a raw group indicator st8rves income per household. 
Professional status and educat iorral background as further 
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The connection between sex and mental health is eaua 
. 1lY nn I 
clearly confirmed (see table 6.20.). Within the interpretation : 
of the extracted factors the sex specific factor consistently 
shows the greatest differences between the female and male 
population. It should be emphasized again that the sex specific 
differences can be cxplained (a )  by socio-culterally determiried 
differing accessibilities to externai adaptation forms and thereby 
to higher probabilities of internal adaptation for the female 
population: (b) by the likewise socio-culturally determined 
deaggrav- tio on or dissimulation tendencies of the male, respectively 
aggr~varion tendencies of the female population. The latter however, 
is contradicted by the fact that tho female population reports 
significdntlv less disturbance on the level of the evaluation of 
the disturbing effect of noise. 
Table 6.20. Median scores of mental health status as well 
as its subdimensions in dependence of sex. 
&*- -ex mu+h ma1 h a t r i a  ~ h m n i c  7 
~ i a t u r b  Sp .c i i i c  T a t l m  . t i t  rlsa*. 1 I
WmlU Tbct0r , 
I I 
female I 3.m.r 1 i.na 1 1.451 1 1.160 I lW.11041 ! I 
114.189 48.313 51.708 
pr.001 pa.001 ~l.001 
I I I -- -
A ~ :  is a further socio-demographic factor which directly 
influences the sta:e of mental health. This is, on the one 
hand, based on biulogicsl conditions, on the other hand age is /272 
above all a social factor not r^  'niolo~ical one. Here are 
- 
csueciallv the status inconcistencies and ambizuities im- 
., 
pktant which are connected H t ! ~  the aging process 1 ) .  
Table 6.20a proved the connection between age status 
and status of mental health. It is interesting to note 
that the neurasthenic disposition, e.g. chiefly the 
psychological health, is ape independent. 
Table 6.20a. Median scores of mental health status 
as well as its subdimensions in dependence 
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of social and socio-pycholopical determinations of the mental 
health status. These are interesting here only as far as they 
influence the empirical findings in regards to the connection 
between noise exposure and state of mental health as given 































4 6  
0.202 
n.a .  
2$.%26 ' 0.9485 
chronic 
r a t i q w  
1.S74 
1 . m  
1.5'7 
31.045 
~I.OOI ,*.ool ..a. 
Since, as shown in ecction 5 . 2 . 3 . 1 . ,  the objective exposure I 2 7 3  
ta stress factors leads to an income and age selective dir- 
engagement processs in eones o f  high noise exposure the study 
had to control for age a d  income status in the effect of noise 
on mental health (sex status ia distributed randomly over the 
three total noise exposure zones). 
Table 6.21. Median scores, adjusted for the covariance 
o f  income and age, of status of mental health 
as well as its subdimensions in dependence on 
total noise exposure. 
Table 6.21. gives the median scores, adjusted for the co- 
variants of income and age, for the thrce total noise exposure 
zones 1). Although, with the exception o f  the control factors 
and the gastric disturbances, the trend of an increasing impair- 
ment of mental health in area-- s 4th increasing noise exposure is 
retained, the differences of .... adjusted median scores are 
statistically nut significant e.g. the connection between noise 
and mental health which is appearing in table 6.18. is essentially 
the result of a class selective disengagement in zones of high 1 2 7 4  
noise exposure. However, i t  should be mentioned, that the class 
specific deaggravation and dissimulation tendencies, which a survey 
can hardly control for, should only reinforce the above mentioned 
trend. To clear up this problem, however, further epidemiological 
studies would be necessary. 
Fig. 6.22. proves that on other levels of the results o f  
the subjective evaluation increasing total noise exposures 
threatens not only health but even life. 
--.-_U - -- ir- For covariance analysis see C.U. Snedecor et a i T T 7 3 T  
Figure 6.22. Percentage of those questioned who per- 
ceive health and 1 i fe endangering factors in their living 
environment in dependence on tot a1 noise exposure. 1) .  
(Total random sample N=3923) 
Health endagering 
fac tore 
(0<.001 f - . l a )  
l i f e  endangering 
0 1  
< 30 I 30 - 4 5  I 45- 57 1 
--C total noire exposure 
6.2.3. The Relationship between External and Internal Reactions 1 2 7 5  
-- --- 
Every adaptive behavior presupposes a target value. It is 
clear that the target value of the adaptation to a noise stress 
factor is to minimize the effect of this disturbance factor 
on the adapting system. The means of this regulation process 
are conscious actions on the one hand and pre- or subconscious 
react ions on the other. C'anscious acting, however, always 
stands in relation to the social environment. Therefore i t  
is inadequate to consider the individual adaptation to a 
physical stress factor as an isolated control process which is 
only relative to the individual level, e.g. the individual 
control system can only be considered as part of a comprehensive 
system: society. Not only are the exposure conditions to stress 
factors determined by society but also the material and non 
material resources ;is well as the cognitive factors which determine 
actions. This is the reason why adaptation to stress factors 
leads to more or less pervasive changes in the societal relation- 
ships of the micro or macro areas which are more or less desirable 
for certain segments of society and therefore represent potential 
sources of conflict. 
l T - - T Z i s F X i i ~ y e s  answers to "The fol lowing quest ions: 
- "If you think of your immediate surroundings, is there 
something that could influence the health of yourself 
of your family negativelyn? 
- "1s there possibly something which even could endanger 
the l i  fe you or your fami lyn? 
Because of this reality context of individual behavior a 
criterium for the evaluation of stresr-factor adopting behavior 
patterns is simultaneously given, namely their far reaching and 
long term efficiency in the minimizing of the rtress. Dominating 
goal value of such adaptation forms is a social principal of 
profits which is opposing the collectively experienced stresm factor 
exposure by mobilization of political m e n u .  In contrast to the 
far reaching and iong term effects of such adaptation forms are 
those, whose range of effectiveness is limited to the single 
individual. Dominating goal value of these adaptation methods 
is the maximizing o f  individual profit. 
In cmparison to the effect on the social and political 
environment in the case o f  these behavior pat terns the area 
of cognitive reference is limited to individual aspects of 
stress exposure acd the reaction to i t .  
Both of these external behavior catagories are associated 
with a third catagoty which differs only by degree not by 
quality: Inner adaptations. These are not only inefficient 
and limited in there effectiveness but they also can damage 
nominal values o f  highest priority. This is especially true 
of intropunitive psychosomatic reactions. 
The range of effectiveness o f  an adaption form coincides 
with the level of cognitive relationship for the individua!ly 
controlled process of minimizing the disturbing factor. The 
more far reaching and long term the efficiency of an adaption 
form is the more include the cognitive references also social 
and political aspects of stress exposure. In the case of 
an internal adaptation such relationships are freqently missing 
completely. The inversion o f  the tension caused by external 
stress factors occurs mostly subconsciously. It has to be 
kept in mind, the less behavior patterns are sufficient for 
the criteriunr of far reaching and long term effectiveness the 
more limited is the cognitive relation of the individual control 
process and the less desirable are these to be considered. This 
makes i t  possible to divide behavior patterns into desirable and 
undesirable onee. 
The resource aspect is closely tied to the degree o f  
efficiency and awareness of adaptations, because material 
and non material resources determine the availability of 
efficient adaptation methods. This situation leads to 
the tende!.cy to exclusion among types of behavior o f  
differing efficiency and awareness degree, however, this 
exclusion relationship is not symnetrical, e.g. i t  is to 
be assumed that the change- over to a less efficient 
mode of action becomes mare irreversible the higher 
the inversion level is found to be. The highest inversion 
step i s  intropunitive reaction which appears on the psychosomatic 
level. 
health r t r te  
High perceived powerlesscuces 
I mental 1 
- 
airplane --. / 
intentions A to m o v ~  away I 
The differing objective access to efficient modes of be- 1277 
bavior is dependent on differentially distributed resources. 
This is reflected in the awareness of the individual and is 
accumulated as a degree of perceived powerlessness. This 
powerlessness, e.g. the experience of ones inability to 
efficiently influence the environment by political means, 
represents one of the essential experience factors which 
under other factors, as for instance the personality dis- 
position are able to trigger or accelerate the inversion 
mechani sm, 
In correlation with the inversion mechanism the conflict 
is shifted from the socio-political level to the lower level 
of the environment, namely that of the social micro area or 
the individual himself. 1) Therefore i t  can be expected, 
- that with increasing driinition of the perceived powerlessness 
the exclusivity relationship between efficient and inefficient 
behavior can be observed increasingly because the triggering 
of the inversion mechanism by this experience factor is ac- 
cellerated and at thn same time becomes more irreversible 
with increasing inversion levels. 
Fig. 6.23. shows that the perceived powerlessness against 1 2 7 9  
the political system 2) functions as discrimination and 
- 
T"'EZXT"c~fTict-?TinsTanCZX-the political level in 
a society does not simply mean the absence of conflict per se 
but can be an indicator for the shifting or the inversion of 
conflict potentials to group, individual, or intra individual 
levels, 
2 The following two attitude items proved to b e  relatively 
independent elements of dimensicns of generally perceived 
powerlessness against the political system in the cluster 
analysis, Therefore they were included as only elements in 
the additive index, despite there limited number: 
- 
"Switzerland too is actually ruled by a few powerful people 
and the average citizen can not change much . 
- It doesn't make much sense to address the authorities because they 
are hardly interested in the problems of the average citizensn. 
exclusion 1 )  relationship between efficient and inefficient 
reactions. 
With a low degree of perceived powerlessness against 
political institutions the only relatively exclusive re- 
lationship is between the most efficient reaction, the 
readiness for p~litical articulati~n and the most inefficient 
reaction, the reduced state of mental health. The other 
behavior choices form a cluster of positively interacting 
relationships, e . ~ .  they are in a mutual inclusion. 
With a high degree of perceived pawerlessncss, by 
comparison, the most inefficient reaction is a lowered state of 
mental health, which is only inclusively interrelated with its effects 
on the person - consumption of hypnotics. Between the 
polariged aaaptatians, according to the mentioned efficiency 
criteria, the intra individual psychosomatic reaction on the 
one side and the poll tical reaction on the other, contra1 the 
rest of the external behavior modi, 
The individual complaint or protest behavior is inclusively /283 
interrelated with the readiness for collective political articulation, 
with the disengapctmerlt position from the stress field action method: 
consumption of hypnotics. There is a relatively exclusive relationship 
between the intention t o  wit!rrlraw from the st*-eas field and the 
intra individual psychosomatic reaction as well as the readiness for 
poiitic,~l articulation. Contrarily the rnaniytilation of the own 
person. ~otlstirnpt ion of hypnot ~ C S  is only exclusive1 y ir~terrelated 
with the political articulation readiness. 
Dmspi te the Iimi tat ions of the methods of measurement and 
evaluation i t  can he deduced that the theoretically postulated 
rarrkitat: of rnorv inef cicie~~t adaptat ions, like psychosernatic 
r c a c  t ions, individual external modes of behavior, sttch i ls 
cor~silrril>t ion of hypnot ics, intent ions to wi thdraw f r a n  the 
field of strcsv ilrrci in :nore efficient adaptations, srich as 
cornpli~ints or protest behaviors and collectiva political 
articulatioti readiness are a l s o  empiricallv supported. 
That Int-.iI\s that the sequence of the merit iond behavior 
modi rep + c s e n  t s steps of inversion, dependent on the 
p e r c e i v e d  powerlessn~.~~ against the pol i tical system 
t i  other factors to react to stress causing activations. 
- - -m.-, - -- -- - - -- r-------- --- .p-- ---.- --- ------..-. 1nterreTatTorr .)ctween the T ~ v e T a ~ t a t f o n  Torrns are 
as we1 l within the siune cluster as arnorry several clusters only 
qua1 i tat ively ccmparable. Cri tcriun for exclusive interre1,itt.d 
adaptations is the siynifirancr iihuvr the 5% level in the  test. 
The criteriam for pradirally idi ffering ir~clt~sively interrelated 
atiiiptat ion is the significance level of p smaller than . 0 5 ,  
> 
p sma 1 1 er  than .0 1 and 1, snia l 1 er arrci . 0 0  1 i rl the X& Tcs t , 1.i kewi SP 
the g ~ n n ; t  coefficients of the relationship h a s e d  on different 
f requt?ncics ;incl ciis t rihut ions is on1 y contli t tonal ly comparable. 
The study shows that the objective relationship of in- 
dividuals and collectives towards the political system is a 
corre!ation of their social class. Lower social classes 
show negative experiences in the interaction relationship 
with political institutions and this is reflected subject- 
ively as a general or specific form of inability to achieve 
interests or goals by political means 1 ) .  This objectively 
conditioned political alienation which is stored in the aware- 
ness of powerlessness can transfer class differential inversion I 2 8 1  
tendencies, e.g. lower social classes tend to regress from the 
political environment because of their higher perceived power- 
lessness and therefore transfer the adaptation into less effective 
individual or intra-individual areas. 
Table 6.24. confirms that the factor of experienced and 
accumulated powerlessness against the political system is more 
strongly interrelated with the intra-individual psychosomatic 
reaction then i t  is the case in higher income strata. 
Table 6.24. Mental state of health depending on the 
perceived powsrlessncss against the 
political system for 2 income classes 
(in percent of those questioned). 
State of mental low income high income 
health 
perceived powerless rceived powerlessrr! 
ness agai~st the po ss a ainst the po- 






e p e r c e x v e ~ ~ o ~ r 7 ~ s s n e s s  against X e - x T i ? E X  n---r---- 
system is negatively associated to a highly significant 
degree  with the level of income (x2 = 65.9 p less than .001 
Camna = .26 N = 3227) as well as with the educational 
3 
level Xu = 61.8 p less than ,001 Gamma = . 3 1  N=3591 
Even i f  the results are controlled for powerlessness 
against the political system a significantly higher number 
of those questioned who belonged to lower income strata show 
lower scores in the field of mental health. Independent of 
the experience factor of powerlessness the class di f fcrent- 
ially distributed resources, for instance income, education, 
work conditions, also have an effect as inversion factors, c.g. 
not only in the extent of stress exposure but also in the ob- I 2 8 2  1 
jective and subjective possibility to react efficiently, are 
distributed class differentially. 

Sunmary and Final Conclusions 
- --- 
worked out by the Study Group for Socio-Psychological 
Airplane Noise Research on the basis of the scientific 
final report and the experiences of the group (I) of experts 
of airplane noise exposure in the areas of the airport 
Rasel-Mulhausen, Geneva-Cointrin, and Zurich-Kloten on 
July 31, 1969. 
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1 St u d y l  an and Me t hods 
I)- 
1 2 8 5  
In the areas surrounding the three civ,iI airports Zurich, 
Rase1 and Geneva the extent of airplane noise emission and 
its effect on the population was studied during 1 9 7 1 1 7 2 .  
In the area of Basel studies of traffic noise emissions 
and their effect were studied simultaneously. 
The whole project was conducted according to the following 
Plan: 
- Noise curves for 30, 40, and 50 NNI*) established for 
- 
t%-Three air orts and presented in the form of "noise 
za-sf-?f%e c%culations were based on rnformation ob- 
T* from the airport administration concerning flight 
movements of coriercial air traffic during five days in 
sumner in 1 9 6 9 .  The average noise peaks of the indiv- 
idual airplane types were taken from a technical report 
of - Bolt, Beranck, and Newnan, Inc. ( 8 1 )  
----
- The Selection of the households to be surveyed was done 
--- -- 
a c c o r a n g o  a r a n d o m m F l e  rocessfor eacces tab1 i shed 
----- 
-t?--- - noise zone arouna the three a rports. 
---------- 
For each noise zone we got the following results: 
Less than 30 NNI 1 2 1  3 
30 to 39 NNI 1 0 9 4  
4 0  to 4 9  NNI 1143 
50 NN'I and more 654  
Total 7 n f  
After the conclusion of the survey the following number of 1 2 8 6  
questionnares per airplane zone could finally be evaluated: 
Zurich 1 4 7 1  
Geneva 1524 
Rase1 , 9 4 4  
Total evaluated questionnaires 7939 
The group with less than 30 NNI s e r v e d  a s  a control group: 
It was selected from cornunities outside of the airplane 
regions. These communities were comparable to those in 
the airplane regions in respect to job structure, rlurnber 
of inhabitants, tax yield, population increase and distance 
to metropolitan areas. 
The socio-economical characteristics of those questioned: 
sex, age,  family status education, income, profession, number 
of children, length of residence and state of homeownership 
(showed comparable conditions for tho three airports and for 
each of the noise zones. 
- The noise was measured in each air ort area at 8 7 - 1 4 2  
-- 
measurement ? ~ c a t  ion.. The c h o i c h i n t T T ? 7 i G ~ k -  
- 
ment was such t h n e  measured noise was representative 
for groups that averaged from 5 (Basel) to 14 households 
(Zurich). 
Traffic noise which was surveyed equally was only represent- 
ative enough for a study of street noise situations in Basel. 
The traffic noise for the region of Base1 was measured at 182 
locations. 
- The noise measurements were executed continually - -  during 24 hours -
ZiEEin-awhoTe weeii. + Frequently these measurements were 3-ente y short time measurements of 20 minutes each. 
The values obtained for airplane noise peaks and the median 
freqency of airplane movements were the basis for the cal- 
culations of yearly averages of NNI values for daytime. (6:00 
to 10:OO pm) and for nighttime (10:OOpm to 6:OOam). Unless 
stated otherwise the dayti_me -NNI values alwaps refer-to 
-- --- --0 -- --- - 
t h e m w e e n  E ~ o  am m d  10:OO pm. 
_ I _ - -  
The following noise exposure measures were determined from 
the registered sound level frequency distributions 
1, and L Soma Frequency Level Lggs L50. 0*1 
Equ i va 1 en  t Con t i nuous Sound L 
eq 
Noise Pollution Level L NP 
Traffic Noise Index TNI 
- One Questionnaire was develo ed , which was based on a 
-- -- 
-fi- nurn6er of-soFKGTcal hypot eses and did agree ex- 
tensively with a questionnaire that was recomnended by 
the O.E.C.D. 
Two pretests w e r e  conducted chiefly to establish the 
useability of the French and Italian translations. 
In a written anrlouncernent the selected subjects of the 
survey were alerted. The test was explained nu concerning 
environmental problems. References to noise quest ions were 
there fore avo ideri. 
The i~~terviewers considered the majority of those interviewed 
as having a nlively interestn and as being ncoinpletely honestn 
- The execution of the interviews was turned over to a rivate 
--------- --------- 
market testrna institute. ~ F T ; z ~ ; T G Z - O C C U ~ - ~ ? ; ; ; C ~ ' -  
~ n d - ~ n e ~ - ~ >  T a y T a n d  in gasel in June 1972. 
2 Results of Noise Measurements 
- 
The comparison between the previously calculated noise 
tones with the actually measured noise emissions showed char- 
acteristic deviations: Near airports the measured noise values 
were partially lower than those calculated. With increasing 
distance from the ail-port, however, higher values than those 
originally calculated were often noted. The consequence was 
that the calculated curves agreed well with the measured noise 
curves near the runways. The measured noise zones, however, 
are wider at a certain distance from the runways. 
The following reasons are chiefly responsible for these 
deviations: firstly, the muffling affect of airplane noise due 
to ~roximity to the ground near runways is tmre effective than 
expected secondly, deviations of actual flight paths from the 
prescribed routes are greater with increasing distance from the 
runways. 
The noise zones established by noise measurements are 
contained in chapter 3 in the form of noise maps for each of 
the three airports in fig. 3. 30.-31.-32. 
Mention is made of special results in the region Basel: 
Here noise exposure only reached values of 40 NNI. This was 
caused by the low number of flights as well as the special 
location of the airport which is in considerable distance 
to the city of Basel on French territory. Around the air- 
ports of Geneva <incl Zurich airplane noise reached values of 
more thsn bO  NNI respectively 50-60 NNI in residential areas. 
The disturbance discussed in this chapter is one that 
is considered "perceived disturbancen in the form of self- 
evaluation which was obtained by a direct question. The sub- 
jects were asked to evaluate the degree of dist~irbance on a 
thermometer scale from 0-10, depending on their subjective 
impression, The indicators 0 respectively 10, were labeled: 
"no disturbancs a t  all" respectively "unbearable disturbancen. 
Further explanations as to the meaning of the in between steps 
on the scale was omitted to avoid influences during the trans- 
lation. For purposes of comparison with other results the in 
between steps were later grouped and labeled: 
Step 1 No disturbance 
Step 1 to 3 Little disturbance 
Step 4 to 7 liedium disturbance 
Step 8 to 10 Strong disturbance 
31 Disturbance bv air~lane noise 
In a rough approximation i t  can be stated that the 
airplane noi3e around the three airports caused the following 
average degrees of disturbance: 
Below 35 NNI* 
3 4 - 4 5  NNI 
Above 4 5  NNI 
l i t t l e  noise exposure 
Medium noi se exposure 
Extensive noise exposure 
These, however, are only roughly estimated average values. / 290 
There were in fact many people in this zone of medium noise ex- 
posure ( 3 4 - 3 5  NNI) who considered this noise emission as a 
strong disturbance and, vice versa; also such who considered 
the effect of the same amount of noise as a minor disturbance. 
In the test areas of Zurich and Geneva the distribution of 
the subjects with a strong disturbance (as sumnation value)was as 
follows: 25% were below 4 3  NNI, 50% perceived a strong disturb- 
ance at 4 5  NNI, in Zurich respectively 51 NNI in Geneva. 
That means that air lane noise around 4 3  NNI represents 
c r i T ~ - ~ T G K ; ~ F ~ ~ - " ~ ~ G ~ ~  TGKiZance " 
------ ----------a --- ------ 
steealv increases. 
More details are given in the scientific concluding report in 
chapter 4 in fig. 4 . 5 ,  and 4 . 8 . .  
32  D~sturbances bv street traffic noise 
Only in Basel was i t  possible to study the extent of dis- 
turbance by traffic noise. Previous analyses of noise values 
have shown that the suin frequency level of L * was hardly in- 5 0  
fluenced by airplane noise and nearly exclusively dependent on 
street traffic. dBiA) showed the greatest relationship with 
self-evaluated disturbances ( rind. = 0 . 4 3 ) .  Consequently 
this measure was used for the c'haracterization of traffic 
noise. 
Table 1 cornbiaes the inforrnatiorr about medium and strong 
disturbances by traffic noise in the area of Rasel. 
- ------- .------ -- 
t i n o 7 s e  exposures refer 
always to the times between 6 : 0 0  am and 10:OO pm 
Table 1 
Percenta e of those interviewed in the area of Easel who 
-- 
me urn or strong disturbance 
---- t r a m c  noise. 
v i e w  per noise zone*#. 
Wa; Zone = lrN 
mima tone 
(0600 - 2200) 
dB (A) 
60 - 63,9 
over 
' rtepr 4 - 7 ' rtepc 8-10 I 
By considering the average values of disturbances the following 
relationships become clear: 
Below L50 = 55 dU(A)  little disturbance 
L50 = 55 to 70 d!3(A) medium disturbance 
Also in the case of traffic noise the individual results 
showed a considerable scatter. For instance the noise 





The range of L50 = 60 to 63.9 dB(A), which nowadays 
is frequently considered the critical borderline for traffic 





Further details about disturbances by traffic noise can 
be seen in fig. 4.17. and in chapters 4.4. and 4.5. of 
the scientific final report. 
4 Suitability-of noise expozcre measures 
-I_ ---- 
41 Noise expoaure measures and di s turhancer 
---- ---- 
A noise exposure measure is the more suitable the better 
i t  agrees with the effects on man or, to put i. another way, 
the closer the relationship between noise measure and effect. 
The agreement is usually judged by calculating a correlation 
coefficient*. 
Table 2 shows the calculated correlation coefficients 
--- 
between the sel f-evaluated disturbance and the four different 
noise exposure measures, 
Table 2 
Ccrrelation coefficient r, which indicates the relationship 
--- ---- 
between the m d w  of d i  s t ~ ~ ~ c e  and four n o i s ~ o s u r e  
i 
------ -.--- -- 
I 
= n u r n b e t - ~ ? - i i v r a u a ~ ~ u e  s . i measures. N 
------ 
I I aitbort area 
Noise Expnsure '~eaourements 
Noiee and Number Index(m1) 0.53 1 0 .68  
Noise Pollution ~ e v e l ( ~ ~ p )  0 . 4 4  0,27 
Equivalent cnntin. sound level  (Lmq) 0 *46 0.30 
S u m 4  requency level  (Lo, 0.45 0.35 
Considerably higher correlations were calculated by replacing 
the individual values w i  th averages of groups in sitni lar ri~ise 
zones. For these correlation cokfficients, we obtained between YNI and 
a v e r a g e  disturbance the value 
r = 0.914 m -------- 
=-'-" --.------- -'---' - ----------- ---------------- 
Tn case of a co:npite a~reernentTetween two measures  
the correlation coefficient has the value 1.0. Values of 
0.8 and 0.9 are considered as a v e r y  good correlation. 
I 
Table 2 also shows that the agreement between airplane /294 ! 
noireaands turbance in the three airport areas wan di f ferent . 
This was especially true with the measures L and LNp which 
eq 
evaluated airplane noise as well as traffic noise, There are 
good reasons to assume that the traffic noise which is different 
in the three airport areas had a strong influence on the evaluation 
of the disturbance by airplane noise. 
42 W a h t i n g  - of - the Number of Lhrer-Flights - in the - NNI Formula 
As fig. 4 . 5 .  in the scientific final report shows the average 
values of the sclf-evaluated disturbances were higher in the region 
of Basel in every noise zone than in the other 2 airport areas. Or, 
in other words: with equal evaluation of disturbance in Basel a 
NNI value was approximately 5 to 10 units lower than in the other 
2 areas. 
Since political or social reasons for this deviation in the 
region of Rasel could not bo found the problem of their weighting 
of the number of over-flights in the formula of the NNI exposure 
measure came up again. In fact, the number of over-flights in 
the area ef Rasel was considerably less than in the other 2 areas. 
This situation led to a mu1 tiple regression analysis which shows 
that the values of Basel f i t  well into those of Zurich and Geneva 
if  lcss weight is given to airplane movements. As fig. 4.32, the 
final report shows, the application of a correspondingly corre\.ed 
NNI formula* showed a closer relationship and a better agreement 
with the average values of the self-evnluated disturbance in all 
three airport areas. This finding agrees well with the. French 
study (82) and with the second survey in the surrounding areas 
of the airport of Heathrow near London (83). In 50th surveys I 2 9 5  
a reduced weighting of airplane movements resulted in a better 
correlation with the disturbance. 
The corrected NNI formula is not intended to presage 
the future. Rather, i t  is our opinion that further similar 
studies are necessary to optimize the weighting of the airplane 
movement for the NNI formula and to hopefully arrive at an 
internationally acceptable rnehsure. 
Lm + 6.6 log N - 69 
Medium peak noise in PNdR 
Number cf flight events during the time under 
consideration. 
Effects of Fllght_an_d_ Traffic Noine on Leinure Time ~ctivitier 
- U _  -- - 
51 Effects of Air~lane Noise 
--- 
It was attempted with appropriate questiona to survey those 
disturbing effects which are determinants of the leisure time 
in a residential area. The analysis of the answers showed that 
the following statements increased significantly with increasing 
airplane noise exposure: 
- Disturbance of conversation 
- Disturbance during T.V. watching and radio listening 
- Disturbance by vibration of the house 
- Disturbance during recreation 
- Disturbance during sleep 
- Distubances by being startled 
- Distubances during work. 
Although the frequencies of the answers deviated from each other 
in the three airport areas they allowed the following conclustons: 
-. The strongest increase of disturbances occured . 'wve 1 2 9 6  
4 5  NNI. 
- Approximately 2 5 %  of those questioned mentioned a l -  
ready below 40 NhI 'Very often" cr "Ouite often" 
disturbances of conversations and in the part,c!pation 
in television and radio, 
- A-$proximately 2 5 %  reported nvery frequent-r "quite 
frequentn dist~~rbances of sleep or recreation in a 
range between 4 5  and 50 NNI. 
- Although the functions of comnunication (conversation, 
T.V., radio) were clearly mentioned most often the reports 
of disturbances of sleep and recreation had a greater 
importance. This becomes obvious i f  these reports of 
sel f-evaluated disturbances are jux?aposed on the scalomcter: 
those subjects who reported d i s t q ~ r b a n c c s  nf sleep and 
recreation generally showed 4 hiphet degree of disturbance 
in the self-evaluation process then thosc who tnentioned 
the disturbance of comunicative functions (conversation, 
T.V., radio). 
For further details see the fig. 4.98. and 4.11. in the scientific 
final report. 
Effects of Street Traffic Noise 5 2  - - - - -  ------ 
The analysis of 9 4 4  answers from the area of Rase1 made i t  
obvious that the report of disturbel leisure time activity 
'ncreased significantly with the increase of the exposure t o  
street noise (expressed irr the sum fi-cqency level L ' 5 0 '  ' 
A noticeab!e increase in reports of disturbed activities 
occured above the range of L = 52 to 56 dR(A). Very 
oftenn or 'quite oftenN did:urb5a%ces of sleep and recreation 
were reported by more than 25% of those questioned in the 
noise range of LS0 = 60 to 64 dB(A) of more that 25% of those 
questioned were mentioned. 
6 S~ontaneous Reaction to Aimlane and Street Noise 
At the beginning of the intecview, before noise questions 
were asked, an open question was asked to explore the obvious 
disadvantages and disturbances in the environment of a home. 
These answers can be considered as relatively spontaneous reactions. 
Far more than hslf of those questioned agreed to the 
questions about disturbances in the environment. If asked for 
the causes of the disturbances the following were mentioned 
most often: Airplane noise or airplanes, traffic noise or 
traffic, traffic and other emissions, deficierlcies in the 
infrastructure and environmental arrangement of social factors. 
The analysis of those results made i t  clear that the percentage 
of the spontaneous mentioning of "airplane noise or airplanesn 
increased with increasing airplane noise. In an analogous way 
the spontaneous mentioning of "traffic noise o r  trafficn in- 
creased also with increasing traffic noise. In table 3 parts of 
------ 
these results are shown. 
Table 3 
Spin;zeous R s  rt2 in Geneva and Basel about Causes 
-- ---------------- ---- 
an i s ~ ~ c e s  in the Environment in Dependence on 
-.- ---.-------------- --- 
Noise Exposure 
---- --- 
N = 100% = Number of those questioned who reported a 
disturbance in the envi ronment . 
Noise 
30 - 34 
35 - 39 
40 - 44 
45 - 49 
50 - 54 
55 - 59 
> 60  
noise ! 
118 In1 
112 19 ,6  
72 l 8 n l  
119 49 6 
00 52 ,6  
106 ?2,6 
83 79,O 
60 m , 3  
-- 
oise  zone1 N I street trafff 
=SO noise 
dB (A) I 1 sasei. % 
A further analysis of spontaneous reports of the causes of 
disturbances the followinsz connection between airplane noise 
and traffic noise is obvi;us: with e ual  airdank ---- noise - exposure 
the ---+ fre e n x o f  the re ort ~ a i G K n e  no se ecreasea -_ ---- w m -  --_
Tncreas 3 tr;ff~-n~&~--n-caii:-be-~onc!uded tGat tke s u r -  
-- a--- 
r o u n X G  nXF-TiiTTvencea the disturbing effect ~f airplane noise: 
the more quiet the surrounding was the ntora dist1:rbine; was 
the airplane noise and v1i.e versa, For more details wee fig. 
4.25. in the scientific fina! report. 
7 Noise, B e h a v i o r ,  Well-Being, and Satisfaction with L i v i n g  
----- -----I----- --- --- ---- ---- -- Quarters 
------- 
A number of quest ions concern themselves wi th forms of 
behavior and habits. I f  the answers were cornparrd with the 
corresponding noise exposures the results were intcrestinp. 
Wi th i t~crcasinp airplane noise espo:itrre the fol lowing increased 
s i p n i  ficnnt ly: 
Ilse of ear protect ion 
Consrrrnpt ion of sleep or tranqui 1 izinp medicat ions 
Frequency of rncd i ca l c o n s i i  l tat i on 
Consideration of rnovinp away 
Staying away f rorn home 
Less t irnc sl~ent outs icie 
Closii~s of winrlows 
Ac t i ,111s t o  irnprcjvc sound i ~ I S I I  1a t ion 
Frun t h e  m e d i c a l  point of view the dependence on sleep 
d n d  t ranqui 1 i z i r l p  rncdicat ions ~ ~ C A I I S L '  of ,xi rpla!.re noise 
is especially important. The percentage of reports is dis- 
tributed a s  f o l  lows: 
Lower a r  no , l i  rplane noise (less than 35 Y N I )  2.3 R 
! t c r i i ~u~ l  a i  rplanc noise ( 3 5 - 4 4  N N I f  3.7 0 
H i g h  d i  rylane noise (45 W I  and more) 9.3 % 
The disturbin$ effect of airplane noise on thc  night rest w;s 
d 1 S O  ohvi 011s from other ,rnswers ;and pspec i a l 1 y f rorn the se l f -eva 1 ua t ion 
of sleep iiisturhd!lces which were !ikcwise corlvertrd into i\ sc4rlc. 
An increase 111 sleep disturbances was already noticeable /300 
in values above 25 NNI (night value). 
Further, the answers to "chiefly distu~bed in the 
eveninghr "chiefly disturbed during the n i g h t v n  regions 
with 10% night flight traffic became considerably more frequent 
(43 and 41 % )  then in regions with only 1% night flight 
traffic (23% 7%). 
In regard to rcts;d-ntia! hygiene the influence of airplane 
noise oli the closing of wir;do~:r and staying outside is also im- 
portant. A h v e  45 NNI, 3 Q - 5 3 5  cf those questioned closed the 
windows and 1 5 - j s :  nent ioned tnd: the)- stay less outside be- 
cai*se of airplane noise. 
Part of a desirable living arrangement is certainly the 
airing by opening the window and by staying outside (on the 
balcony, in the garden o r  in the immediate surroundings). A 
disturbance of this lifestyle has to be considered as a un- 
desirable li~nitation of the hygierric values of the resitlencc. 
Some questions in the beginning of the interview were 
refering to the satisfaction with the living arrangement. 
Stdtistic'il analysis showed a sigqi ficant iiecre~se in the 
sat isfact ion with increasing airplane noise a s  we1 l as with 
incrt..-rsin~ traffic noi: !. 
Just as distinct as a decrease of nne's own satisfaction 
was the evaluation by others. This was obtaintd by quest ions 
abo~it the jnligrnerlt of chance visi tors concerning the 1 iving envi ron- 
ment . 
The t lloroligh anal ysi s of eval ua t ion of the 1 i ving itrlvi rorltnent / 30 1 
with a hipolar test process* showed that those questioned, who were 
esposed to high noise levels, had a l o w  h : t  still si~nificant 
tendctrcy !o also evaluate other physical circumstances of their 
1 i v i n g  envi rorvnzrl t ( for i rrs t ance srne 1 1 s) . 
I n  addi t ion I t w,is c l ear that high no i se exposure a 1 so 
led to t ransfers of negative evaluat ions of social properties 
of t h e  env i ronmen t . 
------------------------------------------------ 
In bipoldr test processes the intervicwetl are asked to 
rank theinsel ves sub jcct ivel y .11101l!: \vorlls of cout rsry meaning, 
for instance between noisy dntl quiet, foreisn and fami liar, 
tlirty nntl  1-lean nnd so for;!.,. 
73 Effect on The Readiness To React To Noise 
- ------.------ 
A number of special questions lead to a significant in- 
crease in the frequency of the following answers with in- 
creasing airplane noise exposures: 
- "More should be done against airplane noisen 
- "They would support measures against airplaw noisen 
- "ave complained about airplane noiser. 
The following were chiefly held responsible for the lack 
of noise abatement: administrations of communities, cantons or 
federation as well as insufficiently developed technology. It 
was interesting to note the increase in reference to in- 
sufficient techno1 ogy with a concurrent decrease of the men- 
tioning of nbureaucraciesn. Sociologists interpret this result 
as follows: With increasing noise exposure the degree of sub- 
jectively experienced powerlessness increases which leads to an 
increased perception of the cause in technological areas. 
The present study was, among others, also concerned with 
the qnest ions whether there are relat ionships between airplane 
noi st) esposlire an,! the occurrence of psychosoma t ic i 1 lnesses. 
For this purpose the questionnaire contained 2 Q  questions for 
psychosomatic symptoms (heart rhythm disturbances, di f f icul t ies 
w i  th Jigest ion, nervousness, di aphoresi s, t i  redness and 
ctttacts of weakness, etc). The material was subjected to 
factor .rrlalysis which showed that ;a1 1 29  synpto:ns could b e  co- 
ordinated with the main factor. 
The arlalpsis of the I-elcation of these factors to air- 
plane noise showed that " the psychological state of health" 
showed no directly assured relation to ail ' a n e  noise 
exposure i f the test was con t ro l led for age and ome status. 
Even t houph the i,re.sc>ri t ,ilia l v s  i s was  not exhaust ive , soc i a l 
or other factors could, for in~tdnce, Inask obvious in- 
f luences), i t  c d n  he s,ii~t wi th assuredness that airplane noise 
does riot show an essential influence on the de~elopme~~t on 
psychoso~~~at i L. \ii sturbances. 
-----------------------------.------------------------- 
* Psychosomatic syrr~ptorns are to be understood as disturbarlces 
of health which have their causes chiefly in psychological conflicts. 
Frequent symptoms are disturbances of heart rhythm and digest ion, 
headaches, nervousness $s wail as tiredness and feelings of weak- 
ness. In serious cases stomach ulcers, asthma, or skin eruptions 
can ilr~vc? ! 0 1 ) .  
This will not be very suprising to the physician since indivi- \ \ q o  3 
dual psychological conflicts are an essential cause of psycho- 
somatic disturbances. 
9 Analvsis of Noise Sensitivitv 
Eased on the self evaluated disturbance and the airplane 
noise expsure the distribution of the noise sensitivity of 
the whole sainple group of 3939 subjects was constructed. This 
distribution permitted a grouping in hypo-reactive (iittle 
noise sensitive), normal reactive and hyper-reactive (excess- 
ively noise sensitive) people. In the next step i t  was tested 
which interviewees were represented in the group of hyper- 
reactive persons disproportionately often. Let us sumnarize 
some of *he results here. 
The following people were represented most frequently 
among the less noise sensitive (hyporeactive) eersons, 
--------------- ------ --- 
Women 
Young subjects (18-30 years) 
persons with a short duration of residence 
Single and divorced people (greater possibility to 
withdraw?? 
Persons who consider the i r apartment we 1 1 sound- 
insulated. 
Persons who have 3 positive association with airplanes 
anti air traffic. 
Persotis wi t h a great arnoun t of f 1 i gh t experience 
(more than 10 times). 
per so:^^ wi th 9 professional connect ion to the c l i  rp:vt. 
- People with a neg?tive attitude towards technology or those 
with less cosnopalitan thoughts. 
- Parsons who clalmed to be more disturbed today than a year 
ago (power explanation). 
- :'i;.sarls who are very much afraid of airpl;:ne disasters 
(power of esplanat ion 1;). 
- Persons who be1 ieve that they have to pay the cost while 
the Canton, Swi t zer land, or foreign courrt r ies prof i t 
from air traffic. 
I t  must be kept iq wind that, with two exceptions, all 
-- inf lences mentioned had only a slight effect. In every case 
-- . ----------- - --- ------- 
the) represetited less than a i%-changability- of noise sensitiv- 
ity. The two exceptions were "fear of disastersn and the state- 
ment "Noise has increased during the last yearn. These reached 
4% of the changeability in sensitivity to noise. 
It is interesting, that the followi~factors did not show 1 3 0 5  
-_U_--- 
any sieificant influences on noise sensitl;r?yl 
--9--*-----t-.u-t---y--2-UI - . -  . . . .  
income, professions, education, sing12 or multi-family dwellings, 
objective population density and, among the personality traits: 
the extent of extroversion. 
10 Adjustment to A 9 l a n e  Noise 
-,----- 
Daily experience shows that mzn can get used to certain 
noises under specific conditions. The question seems justified 
whether i t  is possible to get used to airplane noise. 
Research shows that people with excessive noise sensitivity 
were more frequently rep-esented in the group of subjects with a 
long time of residence. (The factor of "length of residence"w2s 
effective independently from the factor " a g e b n d  considerably Fore 
effective than the latter). This leads to the conclusion that 
the number of excessively noise-sensitive people increases with 
the increase of length of residence. This explains the assumption 
that people can get used to airplane noise in time. 
During the interview the subjects had to report whether 
they can get used to airplane noise. Approximately 2 1 3  
agreed and 1 1 3  disagreed. While the extent or airplane 
noise exposure did not influence the distribution of these 
answers, length of residence showed the following influence: 
- After length of residence o f  less than 6 months 16% of the 
subjects disagreed with the possibility of getting used 
to airplane noise. 
. With the length of residence of 10 years and Inore 30% disagreed 
with the same possibility. 
Those resul t s conf i r~n the conclusion a l  ready ment ioned 
above that sensitivity to airplane noise increases with the 
duration noise of exposure. 
1 1  Noise and Living Conditions 
---------a --.- 
I t  is known that unfavorable environmental conditions lead 
to lowering of rents and to a social disengagement "combined with 
an increase of the low social c1asses"and an extreme cases to 
the development of slums. In the present study the question was 
tested whether the observed noise conditions show effects of this 
type . 
Especially in the case of traffic noise an increase of noise 
exposure among the subjects was accompanied by a decrease in income 
and strong decredse in home o w r l t ~ r s h i p .  
Table 4 shows that there was also a smaller percentage of 
income used i u r  rent with an increasing exposure to airplane 
noi se. 
Table 4 
relatively low rents, low quotients mean relatively high rents. 
N = Number of those questioned. 
airplane i N 
= "" I 
The same effects were not recogni zable in the case of 
airplane noise. It  has to he assumed that airplane noise 
expositions did only increase to today's extent in the last 10 
years a ~ r l  therefore has so far not lead to a disengagement of 
inhabi tants. Resides, ai r;,lane noise areas are suburban 
regions which provide a locatian in A ndtural environment and 
thereby provide, at least presently, an incentive to urhan 
dwe l l ers who 1 eave the c i ty . 
N 
121 Sel f Ranked Qisturbances 
Quotient Quotient 
It should be :neilt ioned right away that the two exposure 
:ne;lsures NN'I and L rannot he c i x n p a r e d  in physical respects. 5 n  
traffic . 
LS0 i n  &B(A) 
T h e r e f o r e  i t  is necessary to conduct sonparisons based on the 
effect or) people. 
Table 5 is a juxtnposition of equal scale values of self- 
evaluated disturbances with corresponding values for traffic 
noise and airplane noise. This makes i t  obvious that hoth 






In comparison to the disturbance of leisure time 
activit~es there is a distinct difference in areas of higher 
noise exposure: in the case of airplane noise reports of dis- 
turbances of comnunication (conversation, T.V., radio) pre- 
dominate. In the case of traffic notse, however, reports 
of disturbances of sleep and recreation are clearly always 
the first among distilrhed activities. This may be due impart 
to the fact of nocturnal noise emissions that are of differing 
stre~igths b~lt partially also to the different character of the 
twc noise sources. The passing of an airplane is of considerably 
longer ddration than the passing of a car. Therefore the under- 
standing of sentences in a conversation is considerably more 
affected by airplane noise even with equal ly loud noise l>e , ik s .  
123 Evaluation of the Evironment I 
*-- 
Cornpdrison of spontaneous i rlfornlat ion abou: the causes of 1 
disturbances through the environment was i-~teresting. t f 
i 
The statement "airplane noise is the cause of the disturbancett d 
increased steeply and nearly in a straight line with the NNI values. 
In a sirni1,ir- way the statement "traffic tloisc is the cause of the 
disturbence" increased in relation to i viilues. 5 0  
\Je c a n  clearly state that approximately 509, of those inter- 
viewed gave causes for disturbances thrdugh t 5e  environment as 
fol lows 
- at 45-40 NNI airplarle noise 
- 
at " 5 0  equiils 65-72 dB(A)  the traffic noise. 
All these consi~lcr,itiotl-; ir1,licate that a co~parison between 1 3 0 q  
the effects of airplane noise with those of traffic noise arc 
d i  fficult. Relatively enlightening is the cornparison of 
the two noise scales i f  sel f-ranked disturbances are used as a 
co:rrnon denominator. Here i t shows that wi th increasing noise 
levels the difference between NNI and L decreases considerably. 5 0  
1 3  Corneri sons Wi th Fore* Test Resul ts 
- --------- ------ 
Comparisons with similar studies in other countries are 
interesting but they are not possible without limitations 
since a1 1 of the condl tions are never strictly comparable. 
Nevertheless, some of our results should be compared with 
those from foreign sources. 
Thc degree of disturbance by airplane noise in foreign 
studies was established by the addition of reports over disturbed 
activitos (Conversation, sleep, T.V., and so forth). For this ! 
purpose an index value of disturbances was calculated with a 
special process based on Guttman. TQ make a co.rlparison possible j i 
wc calculated index values for the disturbance of Geneva and Zurich 
with the same process. Fig. 1 and Table 6 coqpare our index values 1 






T a b l e  6 
Averse Vall~es of Disturbances for Varying Zones 
--- --------------------------- -- ---- 
of 4ir lane Noise. 10 equals n a x i r n ~ m  disturbance 
a--L.-f -- --- 




3,0 - 4,O 
4 - 0 
5 , 9  
Holland 
(Schiphol) 
3 ,6  - 3,8  
5 , 3  
5 , l  - 6 , 3  
Airplane 
wise m g ,  
NNI 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
5 1  - 60 
b 
France 
(Otly , Bourget, 
Lyon, H & r s e i l l ~ )  
2 , s  - 3 ,6  
3,O - 6 , 2  
5,O - 6 , 7  
3 , 3  
4 , 3  
5 ,3  
2 
* , g  
L O  
Generally the disturbance3 air lane noise test zones 
- -I--- E- shows a certain a reernent. s p e c ~ T G - T i G Z G Z T T  
-u 
v u r b a n c e  -- d r b & ~ ~ v a l u e s  _--U-_U- is almost _---_---- tEe same 
in a11 test results. 
- ----------- 
Direct questions about disturbed leisure time activities 
were asked in the English, French, and Swiss studies in a com- 
parable way. Table 7 compiles the percentage of reports of 
disturbed activites * )  in a noise zone from 47-52 NNI respectively 
a corresponding index value of R-84 to R-85. 
Table 7 
Disturbed Leisure Time Activities In the French, English and 
-.-----__-3----- ------ 
Swiss stud on Airplane Noise. The percentages are based on 
Th=umber -7- o answers "occasTGnally to v e r y  often disturbedn. 
being startled 
sleep 
waking up at night 
quiet and recreation 
radio and T.V. 
vibrations 
conversation 
Type of Disturbance 
All answers between "occasionally to very f r e q u e n t l y  
disturbed"wre considered. 
. Persons with disturbed leisure activities1 
France Switzerland 
.at 47-52 MNI . 
Disturbances of communicative functions (conversation, 
t e 1 evTs i on, and r a d G ' j - T w - 4 T T - d s - i r ; ; T o ' G Z i o n T n Z G -  and-------- -I-  ----------'-'------.---- 
I__ 
sturbances of rest ana recreation a e e e  in the three 
c om aXsfuaTGiqui-fe-werT7In ---- f i r s t app ~Tx'Tm'a"tTo'n'~lTTan 
6 ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ a ~ l l ; ; ~  the three studies in a n o l ~ e  range of 
- 
5 0  NNI approximately 5 0 - 7 0 %  of the exposed population felt 
disturbed in conversation. 
Certain deviations are found in the questions concerning 
sleep disturbance. W e  assume that differing conditions in night 
air traffic are responsible for those deviations. 
14 Threshold Values For Airplane !To& 
- ------ 
In the enclosed expert report on airplane noise exposure of 
July 31, 1969 the authors (Prof. K. Battig, Dr. A .  Cilgen, 
D i p 1  .-Ing. J.R. Hediger and Prof. A .  Lauber! also recornended 
provisory threshold values. Those recomnendat ions were es- 
tablished on the basis o f  foreign surveys. They were supposed 
to have temporary character until the Swiss results of the 
effects of airplane noise would create a new basis for the eval- 
uation of these questions. fn this chapter the threshold 
values which were  the:^ suggested will be critically analyzed 
in the light of the present study. Only conditions for residen- 
tial areas were taken into consideration since airplane noise 
studies gave very few indications for their usefulness in other 
areas. 
The mentioned group of experts came to the conclusion that 
two situations have to be kept separate in the establishment of 
separate threshold values: 
- The Situation in Already D e v e l z d  Residential Areas. 
- - - -  ----p-- 
Here i t is ir,~por t ant toTtermine TG-TTmi tof-e;TcGssr3e-ms=bance. 
--------- ------------- 
The criterion is the threshold at which a majority ;;? the population 
shows a considerable effect on their well being. 
- The Situation for as yet Undevqloped Areas. Here the 
threshold ; m h a v e t o - 6 e e J t i 6 I l s h e d  lor reglozelanning 
--------=------ v-- -c ----1- 
or medium noise exposure with hardly provable or only limited noise 
exposure could be guaranteed. For further details see the report of 
July 31, 1969 pages 11-25. 
Tables 8 and 9 show these temporary recornendations of July 
31, 1969 again. 
Table 8 1314 
Threshold values of excessive disturbance by airplane noise. 
P 
temporary recomnendationa of July5 3; i11y9 .  NNI-Values 
between 6 : 0 0  a r n d Z T ' i 3 : 0 0  prn ave to be deducted 
for buildings with little sound proofing. For buildings 







60 and up 
depending on the extent. 
In the following i t  should he tested, first of all, which degree 
of disturhance by airplane noise could be expected i r t  Switzerland 
i f  the threshold value of excessive disturbance of 50 NNI for 
homes and the standard threshold value for regional planning 
of 35 N N I  for exclu~il~e residential areas is achieved. For this 
purpose table 10 shows the two values of 50 and 35 KNI and the 
most important statements which are stlitable to indicate the 
degree of disturbance. Two values are usually given which are 
based on the airports of Zurich and Geneva. The values of Rase1 
were excluded from this discussion because of the spec,.tl situation 




O f f i c e  buildings 
Industrial and trade 
buildings 
Hospitals 
Ware houses and buildings 
ith temporary tenants 
Agricultural and m i l i t u l  
use 
Table 9 / 3 1 5  
Threshold Values for Rc ional Plannin Around Airports. Tern orar 
--- R Z G G Z n i i n L u L  -37% 7id ~ ~ t w e e T r d - d ~  a ues 
Utilization and Zoner NNI-Valuer 
- 
! Indurtrial bulldingr with rpecial rouud pro- 
! taction mcarurer and airconditioning in 
office rectlonr, -- Ware hourer. -- 
Militray and agricultural ure. more than SO 
- 
Office buildings with special round protec- 
tion, -- Industrial buildingr and trade 
shops . 41 to SO 
Mixed zone (Bus inesser , work~hopr and 
apartments). -- Schools with special 
sound insulation. 36 to 4G 
Residential zones, rchoolr and hospitals 
with special sound inrulation. 25 t o  35 
hoepital and sanitarium zone without rpecial 
eouud insulrtion lerr than. 25 
Table 13 
Extent of tne Effects of Airplane Noise in G e n e .  
at Levels of m F f =  
Porcent of tbs  quastionad 
Kind of Effacts 
at 34-36 NNI at  49-51 F"r. 3 
:anversation disturbed 
recxeat ion disturbed 
s leep  disturbed 
Spontaneous: a i r p l a e  
noire is cause o f  distc:bancc 
earplugs used 
sleeping p i l l s  taken 
consider mwing away 
closing of windows 
Air lane noise ex.>osure in the range :>f  50 XNI causes a ,*he--rm ---A -L - -- - --- --- - --- ----- -7-- ------ 
high egree o sturbance toleope living nearTwlss airrorts. 
- ---- ------ .-- - - - - - - - ^ - - -- ------- ------------ - .-- -- 
Tn this connection i t  shoula be remembered that an especially steep 
increase was ;een in the increase of distdrbed leisure time activities 
and the r n n k i n g  of "strong disturbancen in the range of 45 NNI. This 
ranae can therefore be considered as the critical threshold. The 
In the range of threshold values of 35 NNI, which was 
suggested as upper limit for the planning of residentill 
areas in presently undeveloped zones, a ceriaifi amount of 
disturbance c o ~ l d  already be noted. However, i t  was a de- 
iinite minority which reported disturbances, so that i t  
can be ex ected that di~turbaaces in zones bel-u N R T  
.shouT;rsg& --- - - - - - - - - -- ------------------ 
e mrnimal . 
---- 
143 Noise Zones Result  in^ from the Swiss Studv 
Disturbances in neise zones between 3 5  and 50 NNI are 
difficult to evaluate. To do jus-ice to this middle range 
the effects in important noise : ~ n e s  are presented in table 
11. 
Table 1 1  
Extent Of Effects of Air lane Noise in Zurich and Geneva 
-- ---- -- 
in three Noise Zones o? i O  d each. 
- --------- 
Type of effect . . 
Very much disturbed, scale rmge 8 - 10 
Medium dxsturbar, :e. scale range 4 - 7 
Li t t le  disturbance, scale range 1 - 3 
No disturbance, scale value 0 
Conversa tion disturbed 
Pecrei.tion disturbed 
Slee disturbed 
spontaneous : airplane noise 
is reason for distubance 
Use of ear plugs 
Use of s? eping p i l l s  
Consider . wing away 
Clos! ?g windows 
b of questioned Ss 
The three NNI zones differ distinctly in relation to the effects 
of airplane noise. They agree well with zones A,R,and C which the 
expert group established in their report fro-n July 31, 1969 (Page 12). 
We therefore can complement these zones with our values and forn~ulate 
the fcllowing description: 
ZONE A 
I ' . . 
T i d i s e - a x p o s u r e  a s  s t r o n g  d i s t u r b a n c e .  ~ ~ ~ r o x i r n a t e  1; 73% 
r e p o r t  1 - i t t l e  o r  no d i s t u r b a n c e .   zone^ is a n  a r e a w i t h  
------.. ---------- 




Zone - wi t h  medium a i r p l n r ~ e  r ~ o i s ~ - . \ r y s ~ ~ r e  which 1  i e s  be tween  35 
~ S T T T R T - ~ ~ ~ Z ~ - ~ G ~ O S G F ~ ~ ~ - - A ~ ~ ~ - O X G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ T F ; T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T G ~  
-------.----- - ---- 
r a n k  a i r p l a n e  n o i s e  e f f e c t  a s  " s t r o n ~  d i s t u r b a n c e " .  39% o f  t h o s e  
r e p o r t  l i t t l e  o r  no disturbance. Zone R t h e r e f o r e  is 
------------- 




Zone w i t h  s t r o n g  a i r  l a n e  n o i s e  e x p o s u r e  which l i e s  i n  a n  
-- ------. --- I? -- ----- ---- ------------ -- a r e a  07 4 5  o r  more fl 5 m o r  more or t h e  population r a n k  
--- 
T h e e T X Z F i T S T Z F ~ a n e  n o i s e  a s  " s t r o n g  d i s t u r b a n c e " .  
---- Zone C 
I S  an  a r e a  of s t r o n g  ( i i s t u r b a n c e .  
------------- ------------- 
I t  s h o u l d  a g a i n  be remembercrcl t h a t  a g roup  of e x p e r t s  i n  
t h e i r  r e p o r t  sugges tecl l  i m i t a t i o n s  between t h e  t h r e e  zones  a s  
f o l  l o w s :  
- Zorle A :  1 , c . s ~  th,ln 5 t c  30 NNI 
- Zo~lt. 13: !?c. tween 30 and S O  NNI 
- Zone C: 5 0  L ~ I I ~  Mort. N N 1  . 
The i ~ l d i c a t o r s  and t?;e e v a l  u a t  i o n  o f n i  r p l  a n e  noise e x p o s u r e  
o f  t h e  t h r c c  zones 4,R, and C W'SS e s s z n t  i a l  l y  a d o p t e d  as g i v e n  b y  
t h e  e x p e r t  g roup  ( p a g e  1 2  i i l  t h e  c.ij>r-rt t ' cpo~. t  of J u l y  3 1 ,  1 0 6 9 )  . 
Ilowevcr, t h e  r e p o r t e d  N N I  v a  1 u e s  whi ctl de f irlecl t h e  t h r e e  zones  
Llevi A t c f ro:n t h k > s c ,  which t he tau!,ert s 11,4<1 txst i r w t  el l ,  biiriell O I I  f o r C i y n  
r e p o r  c -;. Thc rc..isntls a r e  .is fo I l u w s  : 
- T h e  clet:ici t.k,i t i o n  he  tween Z ~ > n e s  R and C (mecl i  urn r e s \ > e c  t i v u  1 y s t  ro t i s  
a i  t-l'larle noi.;c8 e x p o s u r e )  i s  l o w e r e ~ l  from 5 0  t o  4 5  N N J  b t : c a i ~ s c  
tt s t  . rang e s k ) o s ~ ~ r c ~ ~  a s  w e 1  l a s  sornr o t h e r  c r i  t e r i a  i n c r e a s e  
s t e e p l y  r s p e c i n l  l y  it1 t h i s  r a n g e .  r e s u l t s  i n d i c l i t e  that t h e  
r,rnge bttwe2n 4 5  anti 5 0  ?IN1 r e p r e s e n t  t h e  ct-i t i c a l  t h r e s h o l d .  
Those  t w o  t lhordut-  a(:;:::; t rne!~ts"  a r e  t h e  r e s i i l  t of t h e  S w i s s  s u r v e y  
CV.X ! un t i t\n. 
The t1rrt.e ta r les  r a t e  , t i  r p l a n c  n o i s e  b:isetl on i  t s e f f e c t s  
I j m A e _ .  I t does n o t  n e c c s s a r  i ! y r e p r e s e n t  t  h r e s h o  l  t f  v a  l u e s  -re-- -- -----. --..- .-- - . - - - - - - -  --Ae--.------ 
w K c  1 1s.e r  c :na 11Xi'Kl t 5 ~  T,lW t ; ~ t l c ~  r  s . 
---------..-,- ,-- . -%,6: ,,a,,----, , - ,-,-,- 
The study group for socio-p~ychological airplane noise 
research has been assigned on the basis of their test results 
to create foundations for new legislation in respect to original 
planning and air traffic. It !s thtiopinion of theis;;dy FUE 
that the results establishes w1tE t s s t u q e s  ec a--y-f_e 
- ---------- ----f--'-- -- I---------  
------ ---- F- -- --------- -- F a6ove rnent~oneil zonln aria tFie statzments Tn ta6 e-TT concerning- - ----- the extents of the a e2tz-X airplane noise in Geneva and Zurich 
----------- I T -  - -  ----------------------- 
represent a usa~F&asis-for t h e n e ~ e s s a r ~ e a s u r e s .  
- ---- -I------------.---------- ----- 
Table 12 show. the connection between airplane noise exposure I 3 2 2  
and quality of life. These evaluations refer to areas which are 
already developed. Airplane noise exposure represents, especially 
in Zone C, a limitation of quality of life whict: has to be taken 
seriously and which should be reduced by suitable measures. The 
study group wants to emphasize that stronger criteria should 
be applied to aieas that are not zoned yet and which are presently 
not developed: In these areas which fall within the noise Zone 
C no residential areas should be includea. 
Table 12 
Noise Zones and Noise Ex~osure: Evaluation of the quality of life 
--- -------- ----------A - ---- --------- 
little affected 
35  t o  44 affected 
45 and above ( strong strongly affected 
I 
The establishment of threshold values is a political 
ciecisiori which, in addition to the effects of airplane noise on 
people, has also tc take economical technical and planning 
factors i n t o  consideration. The study group is not able to 
co:npetently evaluate the latter factors. I t  therefore is limited 
to the report of basic findings which were established by the 
results of t h e  Swiss study. 
evaluation of 
1 iving quality 
I 
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APPENDIX 2 
STUDY GROUP FOR 
ENVI RONMENT.4L RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY ZURICHIETH 
Instructions for the Interviewer 
------ -- ----------- 
1. Purpse of the Research 
TnfoFGaG-S6Xmthe-background and purpose of this 
inaulrv arc solelv for the use of the T~-~;~rviewer. Rv 
The study in which you are involved is part of a larger 
research project into the socio-psychological effects 
0 1  noise and specially of airplane noise on the pop- 
ulation. The study has been authorized by the federal 
government and is conducted by a work study group of 
the University of Zurich and the ETH. The execution of 
the inquiry was awarded to the IMH. 
Since i t  is our goal to obtain spontaneous and undis- 
torted answers about the degree of disturbance and the 
effect of noise i t  i s  important that the interviewees 
are n+7t to he informed of the actual purpcse > f  the 
survey. A i,erson who is awsre of the pQrpose of the 
questioning from the very be~inning has the tendency 
to exaggerate his answers, especialiy i f  he is actual . 
disturbed h y  noi;e. 
2. lVho will he Questioned? 
---------------------- 
A )  General 
------ 
Each indib idual houscho:;? was chosen b~ y a random 
sdqnpl ins proccr.5 wi thi,~ various noise zones &ich 
h;?r! been ec:dbl ished by acoustic engineers. The 
interviiwer is in t h e  possession of a list of the 
s.2:  ected hou,eho!ds whish he has t o  interview. 
Now i t  is thc task o f  the interviewer to choose 
the target person within this household, aeiii-1, on 
.I rar,io:n basis. O T I ~ V  i f  the interviewer uses the 
i 0 1  lowing, sc ient i f ica! 1y proven process for the 
selection of the target person is the guarantee 
A 3  
given that the totalitv of the lnterviewcd persons 
resembles A I.ed~~ced hut true sa~~ple of the total 
population living in the  noise zone. 
Therefore i t  is absolutely essential that the target 
persons are chosen on the basis of the prescribed 
process 
B )  The Process for the Selection of the Target 
- 
~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ - f l ~ ~ & o  1 d . 
-------------- -
Relationship to the 
head of household Sex Person5 Cheek , - - , . , , , , - - , , A E  ---- - -  -- 
Son m 2 
Table D 
------ 
Number of persons 
over 18 years. 
Choose 
Person 
A1 I persoqs over 1 s  years ;lave to be, entered in this 
diagram. T h e  numher n f  persons over 1 8  year:; is to be 
listed in the follswing order: Oldest male, second 
oldest male, a r ;  so forth, oldest female, second oldest 
female, and so forth. The person to be interviewed 
is selected on the hasis of selection TASLE D. 
Within the selection table 13 the translation is: 
Thc  interviewer is 1 s t ~  every person over 18 
y c a r s  within a household. In the first colu~!!! 
give t he  relation tc the head of househcld, in 
tlie.-3arand co l  UVII the sex and in the third c ' ~ l * : - . , ~  
i f  I ICSL;;E:JV~*.  the- a u ~ . . . h  the fourth : ~ i u m  the 
persons ; i re  numbered in such a ~ r - - , -  that male and 
female persons are ' ~sted >z~.ording to their 3 ~ e  i r ~  
decreasing order. :$,-e ahove:, To obtain th* . e  
, ~rrcessarv ? o  g i v e  the 2 ~ -  ~f numbers i t  is I . - : . .  
there are tuo ( 2 )  adults of the 
same sex to be found in a household who do not 
stand in a parentlchild re:ationship. (Thi; 4 1  1 
only happen in a small number of households). In 
case of an answer; my wife, her mother, and 
our grown son", the persons can inmediately be 
numbered without giving their age.  (See above; 
1 . 3 2 . .  Then the interviewer consults the 
selection table D which +ells him which person is 
to be interviewed. The name of this person is to 
be written on the cover page of the questionaire, 
For each chosen person a new questionaire has to 
be used since the selection tables are not the 
same for all interviews, 
Initially this selection process may seem cornplic- 
aterl, however after one ar two contact i t  can be 
easily handled. 
How to Conduct the Interview? 
------------------------- 
If there is a telephone in the household to be inter- 
viewed the first contact is by telephone, otherwise i t  
will be  done directly. To simplify the establishment 
of contact with the target person at1 introductory letter 
has been sent to each of the chosen addresses (the 
letter can be found at the end of t!~csc instructions). 
Tiefer to this letter, ask the contact person briefly 
about tht: other people who 1 ive in the household as 
instructed in t'ne previous chapter. During the in- 
troduct ion avoid by a1 1 means the mention of the word 
"Noise". I t  is best to use approximately the fo!lov*ing 
text: 
" I  an a "nrmber of t;re study group for . went a 1 
rcsearch of the University o f  Zurich. i . , lorlzed 
to qtiestion someone in rt i r  household t I s 
opinions or1 rertain erlvirotlmental factors a t  ,..:A e 
of residence, as we hdd mentioned in the let?& . ' l ?  
you please tell me hov many people are ovrr t::ib 
18"? (nepending on the a n s w e r  tlrc ape ..rese 
pttrsons has to be obtained to determine tikc target 
person). "According to my rdndom key i t  is ... , . whom 
I would like to question. When does this person have 
time for the interviewn? 
Usually this text is sufficient to obtain the app- /15 
ointment for an interview with the target person or, 
in the case of Airect contact, to at. :t the interview. 




8 0 0 1  Zurich 
Telcfoi. 0 5 1 i  44 10 58 
STUDY CROUP FOR 
ENVIROMEYTAL RESEARCH 
UNIVER5ITY ZUERICHIETH 
Dear Madam or Sir t 
Our study groui? ,s been aiith~rized by the federal 
governme~t tn research 'Lne cwironmental situation in 
several corm*.ities of Switzerland. This will also 
includ housenold interviews. 
Your ho~~sehold is one of the 4,200 which have been 
selected for th4s prc~cess by a random method. Cne 
person which is living in your housch-ld wilt be sele- 
cted by one of our interviewers who will contact vou 
w i  hin the ncx: f e w  days. This will again happet1 by 
means of a random selectioll process, Since the group 
of selected persans is to reprcvcn'l a s ~ a l  1 but true 
sample of the total population over 1' years of age in 
your comnunity i t  is important that really all chosen 
persona c: be interviewed to prevent a distorted 
represcntdt lc., of the ponuldt ion of your comnuni ty. 
Since our intervipws will be evaluated a+atisticalIy 
the participants will remain completely anonymous. 
T A i s  medns that rlobody will be able to subsequently 
determine whi c ; ~  2erson g a J e  certchin answers. Just 1 ike 
in a public election, a!] of your statements will be 
treated absolutely confidentially. 
J deeply appreciate ail help you c a : ~  give to our 
i~terviewer durinp the i.~terogation and w e  thank you 
for 'he time you makc available for t h e  interview. 
A g a i n ,  we like to thaqk you for your help during o r ~ r  
rcvearch and remain 
Sincere! ;r 
Study group for 
Environmental Research 
University Zuerichl ETH 
Prof. :)re Med, E, Crandjea~r 
Margin Count of Ruestionairee for the test 117 areas oy 2-:ichToten, ~ { a m i  
-- ntrfn and Basel-Mulhausen* 
i;- 
Question 0 
Sex of the Interviewee? 
ZH GE BS 
46 .0  4 7 . 8  4 2 . 7  % 
5 4 . 0  5 2 . 2  5 7 . 3  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5  24 9 4 6  Abs. 
Question 1 
If you think of your residence, do you like i t  
very much, quite good, not so much, not at all? 
Vcry much 5 0 . 3  6 6 . 3  5 8 . 9  % 
Quite good 3 9 . 5  2 7 . 1  3 6 . 0  % 
Not so much 7.3 4 . 7  3 . 3  % 
Not a t  a1 1 2 . 9  1 . 9  1 . 7  % 
I don't know, no answer 0 . 0  0 . 1  0.1 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 2  
How long have you already lived in this comnunity? 
Less than one year 6 . 9  2 . 9  3 . 8  % 
Between 1 and 2  years 8.2 7 . 2  5.8 % 
2 - -10  Years 3 8 . 9  3 4 . 8  2 8 . 9  % 
10 or more years 4 6 . 0  5 5 . 1  6 1 . 5  % 
* The percentages refer to the number of those i-terviewed 
who actually have been asked the oarticular question during 
the interview. 
Question 3 
Do you like this comnunity today better or worse 




I never liked i t  
I don ' t know 
2 2 . 3  % 
5 5 . 5  % 
1 7 . 8  % 
0 . 1  % 
4 . 3  % 
9 1 0  Abs 
Question 4  
How long have you already lived in this residence? 
Less than 6  months 4 . 3  2 . 1  1 . 9  % 
6 months to 2  years 1 6 . 4  1 2 . 5  1 2 . 4  % 
2  years to 1 0  years 4 7 . 1  4 0 . 6  3 9 . 6  8 
1 0  years or more 3 2 . 2  4 4 . 7  4 6 . 1  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 2  9 4 5  Abs. 
Question 5 
Here is a number of different activities. Please tell 
which of those you conduct away from your place of residence 
most of the time or always? 
Shopping 3 4 . 7  62.1 2 6 . 4  % 
Visit cultural events 
like, cinema, concert, 
sports 5 6 .  b 4 5 . 8  4 9 . 2  % 
Visitin:? friends and 
acquaintences 5 9 . 3  53.3 4 9 . 7  % 
Visit cafes, restaurants 3 4 . 6  2 4 . 0  3 3 . 4  
None c f  the above 9 . 0  5.9 1 9 . 9  
(More than one answer) 2857 2 9 1 1  1 6 8 9  Abs 
Question 6  
Thinking of your close environment, is there something that 
you or your family dislike to a certain degree? 
Yes 
No 
Don' t Know 
5 6 . 7  % 
4 1 . 6  % 
1 . 7  % 
946 Abs 
Is there something disturbing to you or your fami 
that you can no longer enjoy life to the fullest? 
Yes 
No 
Don ' t Know 
1 7 . 7  % 
8 1 . 4  % 
1.0 % 
9 4 6  Abs. 
Question 7 A 
What does disturb you? 
ZH QE 
Airplane noise 45.6 45.6 
Airplanes 2.0 4.8 
Street traffic noise 18.5 17.0 
Street and train traffic 6.4 8.1 
Neighbors 11.7 8.9 
Climate (foehn, fog, little 
sun) 1.3 1.0 
Airpollution, exhaust emiss. 5.4 2.5 
Industrial emissions 2.0 4.3 
Other 7.0 7.8 
Question 8 
On these cards are several properties listed which are im- 
portant for location and living quarters. Please sort the 
cards in such a way, that the property most important to you 
is on top with the remainder in descending order of importance. 
Proximity to the place of employment 
Rank : 
1 15.6 11.8 10.4 X 
2 12.2 8.3 9.6 % 
3 14.5 11.8 12.7 X 
4 13.3 9.9 12.9 X 
5 11.6 9.7 11.7 X 
6 12.6 11.5 12.8 X 
7 9.7 0 10.0 % 
8 6.2 12.1 8.4 % 
Dont know 4.1 14.3 14.2 X 
Proximity to 
Rank 
the c i t y  ZH 
7,O % 
1 1 . 3  % 
1 1 . 3  % 
1 6 . 9  % 
1 6 . 7  % 
1 2 , 8  % 
1 3 . 7  % 
3 . 2  % 
7 . 1  % 
9 4 6  Abs. 
1 .  
2 .  
3. 
4 .  
5 .  
6  8 
7. 
8 ,  
I Don't Know 
Good traffic location 
3.8  % 
9 . 0  % 
1 7 . 8  % 
1 8 . 7  % 
1 8 . 4  % 
1 4 . 4  % 
7 . 2  B 
3 . 3  % 
7 . 5  % 
9 4 6  Abs. 
1 .  
2. 
3.  
4 .  
5 .  
6.  
7 .  
8. 
I don't know 
Many shopping opportunities 
1 
5 . 1  % 
8 . 1  % 
1 3 . 6  Z 
1 6 . 3  % 
1 7 . 2  % 
1 7 . 0  % 
1 1 . 3  % 
4 . 3  % 
7 . 0  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
2 .  
2. 
3. 
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7. 
8. 
I don't know 








8 .  











Entertainment and cultural possibilities like movies, concerts, 
restaurants otc. 
I .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7. 
8 .  




3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 ,  
7 .  
8 .  






















35.4  % 
2 1 . 6  % 
1 3 . 2  % 
8 . 8  % 
5 . 6  % 
4 . 1  % 
4 . 0  % 
3 . 1  % 
4 . 2  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7. 
8 .  
I don t know 
Question 9 
Now look at the c a r d s  a g a i n  and tell me whether each of these 
properties is available or not at your present place of 
residence. 
Proximity to place of work 
7 6 . 9  5 6 . 6  6 1 . 3  % 
1 9 . 6  2 8 . 7  2 5 . 2  % 
3 . 5  1 4 . 8  1 3 . 5  % 
1471 1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Present 
Not Present 
I don't know 
Proximity to the city 
Present 87.2 8 1 . 4  93.4 B 
Not Present 1 2 . 2  1 6 . 7  5.4 % 
1 dant knaw, no answer 0.7 2 . 0  1 . 2  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 5  Abs. 
Good traffic location 
Present 6 8 . 9  7 5 . 1  9 0 . 1  % 
Not Present 3 0 . 3  2 3 . 4  8.5 % 
I don't know, no answer 0 . 7  1 . 6  1 . 5  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  A h  
Many shopping opportunities: 
Present 53.3 71.3 75,8 % 
Not present 46.0 27.2  22.6 % 
I don't know, no answer 0.7 1 . 5 1.6 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5  24 9 4 6  Abs.  
Good schools for the children: 
Present 7 9 . 1  7 3.4 79 .1  % 
Not present 13.3 16 .1  7.2 % 
I don't know, no answer 7.5 10.5  13.7  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs.  
Entertainment and cultural possibilities such as movies, 
concerts, restaurants, and so forth 
Present 32.7 39 .1  35.3 % 
Not present 64 .0  5 4 . 1  52.9 % 
I don ' t know, no answer 3.3 6.8 11 .7  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5  24 9 4 5  Abs 
Natural surroundings: 
Present 85.0  62,7  8 3 . 2  % 
Not present 14.8 35.7 15.8  % 
I don't know, no answer 0.2 1 .6  1.1 % 
1 4 7 1  1524  9 4 5  Abs 
Quiet location: 
Present 47.1 57.9 65 .2  % 
Not present 52 ,3  40.7 32,9 % 
I don't know, no answer 0,6 1.4 1.9 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5  24 9 4 6  Abs. 
Does the interviewee liver 
Tn apartment 72.7 55.1 
A rented one family house, 2.0 6.2 
Subletting, 1.1 0.6 
In a condominium, 1.3 3.2 
In own one - or 
multi-family house 
Question 1 1  
How much is your rent, .including utilities? 
Less than 150 francs 
151 to  2 5 0  
251 to 350 
351 to 450 
451 to 550 
551 to 650 
651 to 750 
751 to 850 
851 and more 
No answer 
23.9 % 
9 4 6  Ahs. 
Question 12 
How many rooms (excluding kitchen, bath, toilet) doer 
your apartment have? 
1 to 1 1 1 2  
2  to 2 1 1 2  
3  to 3 112 
4 to 4  112 
5 to 5 112 
6  to 6  112 
7  to 7 112 
8 and more 
No number 
2.0 % 
10 .8  % 
4 7 . 4  % 
20.9  % 
9 . 9  % 
5 . 1  % 
2 . 1  % 
1 .7  % 
---- 
941  Abs. 
Question 1 3  
How do you feel about the size of your apartment? 
To srna l l 18 .9  2 1 . 5  21 .6  % 
To big 2 . 7  4 . 5  2 .3 % 
Just right 5 4 . 3  7 4 . 0  7 6 . 0  % 
I don' t know, no answer 0 . 0  0 . 1  0 . 1  % 
14 '?1  1 5 2 4  946 Abs 
How well is the sound insulation in your residence? 
Poor sound ineu 1 at ion 50.8 45.2 54.0 % 
Good sound insulation 48.4 51.8 42.8 % 
I don' t know, no answer 0.8 3.0 3.2 % 
1471 1524 946 Abs. 
Question 15 




All day, during noon hour 














Question 1 6  
If you have visitors fr o m  a different area how do they 
find your living situation? 
Very good 
Good 
Not so good 
I don't know 
2 8 . 6  36 .4  3 6 . 9  % 
5 4 . 5  5 0 . 0  5 3 . 2  % 
1 4 . 3  1 0 . 1  6 . 1  % 
2 . 6  3 . 2  3 . 8  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs. 
Question 1 7  
Assuming you live in Winterthur and would have to move for 
professional or other reasons, which of the following places 
would you least likely select i f  the choice 4 s  up to you? 
Bu 1 ach 3 . 9  % 
Regensberg 3 . 9  % 
Ilo r i 4 0 . 9  % 
City of Zurich 2 8 . 3  % 
Kloten 1 3 . 7  % 
Regensdorf 5 . 0  % 
Zoll ikon 2 . 0  % 
I don' t know 2 . 2  % 






Co 1 ogny 
Chene-Bourg 
I don't know 
(This question was not asked in Rase11 
3 . 7  tJ 
5 . 1  B 
4 4 . 3  % 
2 4 . 6  % 
5 . 2  % 
5 . 2  % 
3 . 0  % 
2 . 2  % 
1 5 2 4  Abs. 
l a  this becauee of one of the following reasons? 
Hectic Life, Nervous Peopls 
Too much airplane noise 
I just don't Iike that place 
Too much traffic, to much ex!..ust 
High rents 
I don't Iike the people that much 
The place is boring 
1 don't like the area or climate 
Another reason 
I don't know. no answer 
(This question was not asked in Basel) 
Question 19 
Which of the schools did you visit last? 
ZH 




10 grade school) 18.1 
Vocational high school 42.6 
High school/junior 
col legc 16.5 
Four year college or 
university 7.1 
14 71 





2 . 9  % 
4 . 8  % 
4 . 3  % 
6.1 % 
0.0 % 
1 3 9 3  Abs 
3 % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Question 20 
What is your marital status? 






8 2 . 2  7 5 . 9  7 4 . 6  % 
2 . 7  3 . 3  4 . 1  % 
4 . 6  9 . 3  9 . 5  % 
1 0 . 4  1 1 . 0  1 1 . 6  % 
0 . 1  0 . 0  0 . 1  % 
14 70 1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs. 
Question 2 1  
Do you have children? 
Yes 
No 
Question 2 2  





4 and more 
7 8 . 4  8 
2 1 . 6  % 
8 4 3  Abs 
3 8 . 1  % 
2 3 . 6  % 
2 5 . 6  % 
8 . 9  % 
3 . 8  % 
6 6 1  Abs 
Question 2 3  
We have here a number of terms which could be used to des- 
cribe a residetial environment. Please indicate which of 
the two attributes describes your imnediate environment. 
Please do not skip any lines and check only one box in each 
line. Here is an example with the attribute pair "Inviting- 
Inhospitable"(the interviewer shows a card to his subject). 
If you feel that your surrounding is very inviting then check 
the left side of your card. If you consider your closer 
surrounding very  unhospitable then check off the far right. 
If  you feel that the truth is somewhere in between check off 
the box that you feel is closest. 
1 6 . 2  % 
2 9 . 3  3 
1 8 . 8  % 
1 9 . 9  8 
8 . 5  % 
5 . 3  % 
2 . 1  3 
9 4 6  Abs 
21.9 % 
3 5 . 3  3 
2 4 . 1  % 
1 4 . 3  8 
1 . 4  3 
1 . 4  % 
0 . 4  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Prac t i cal -awkward 
4 6 . 6  % 
2 9 . 8  % 
11.0 % 
7 .7  % 
2 . 1  % 
1 . 4  % 
1 . 4  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
4 1 . 3  % 
32.6 % 
1 3 . 6  % 
6 . 7  % 
2 . 5  % 
2 . 1  % 
1.2 % 
9 4 6  Abs 
4 2 . 3  % 
2 9 . 1  % 
11.5 % 
8 . 5  % 
4 . 2  % 
3 . 2  % 
1 . 3  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Pleasant-Foul Smel ling 
2 2 . 8  % 
23.5  % 
13.5  % 
8.8  $ 




4 6 . 6  % 
2 8 . 4  % 
10.8 % 
6 . 9  % 
3 . 2  % 
3 . 1  % 
1.1 % 
946 Abs 
2 2 . 9  % 
2 0 . 9  % 
1 3 . 7  % 
1 8 . 4  % 
11 .6  % 
8 .6  % 
3 .8  8 
9 4 6  Abs 
ielpful-indi fferent 
2 6 . 2  % 
2 2 . 8  % 
1 2 . 9  % 
1 6 . 5  % 
8 . 2  % 
7.5  % 
5 . 8  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
1 4 . 3  % 
2 1 . 1  % 
1 5 . 9  % 
27.7 % 
9 . 0  % 
7 . 6  % 
4 . 4  % 
946  Abs 
Entertaining-boring 
9 . 8  % 
18.0 % 
1 7 . 7  % 
32.8  % 
9 . 2  % 
8 . 7  $ 
3 . 9  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
2 9 . 4  % 
35.1  % 
1 5 . 3  % 
1 1 . 7  % 
3 .6  % 
2 . 9  % 
2 . 0  % 
946  Abs 
1 0 . 0  9 
2 2 . 6  % 
2 3 . 6  % 
36 .8  % 
4 . 0  % 
2 . 2  % 
0 . 7  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Question 24 
Which outside noises do you hear most often in your residence? 
Traffic noises 
(trucks. cars. auto horns, 
street cars, train) 4 8 . 3  
Industrial noises, 
(trade, factories, building 
sites) 3.3 
Ai rp 1 ane sounds 58.9 
From neighbors 
(Directly and Indirectly) 11.6 
Sounds o f  nature 1 .? 
Other Sounds 2 . 7  
I don't know, no answer 0 . 7  
(Mu1 t iple answers) 1 8 7 0  
Question 25 




I do I ' t know 
7 . 7  % 
1.5 % 
3 . 5  % 
1 .6  % 
1 2 2 8  Abs 
5 5 . 9  5 1 . 4  4 1 . 7  % 
4 3 . 6  4 7 . 7  5 7 . 1  % 
0 . 5  0 . 9  1 . 2  % 
1471 1 5 2 4  9 4 5  Abs 
Question 26 
What 's  the cause of this pollution? 
Air traffic 4 0 . 5  43 .6  
Street and train traffic 17.7 30.5  
Industry 
(trade, factory hui lding) 31 .5  1 9 . 8  
Households 21.5 10 .5  
Other 8 . 4  1 1 . 3  
I don ' t know 2 . 3  1 .0  
(Mu1 t iple answers) 1 0 0 1  9 1  5 
39 .8  % 
1 4 . 4  % 
1 2 . 0  % 
2.4  % 
455 Abs 
Quest ion 27 




Not at all 
I don't Know 
9 . 1  % 
4 3 . 9  % 
2 6 . 3  % 
1 9 . 7  % 
1 . 0  % 
396 Abs 
Question 28 
Are you working? 
Yes 
No 
5 9 . 4  5 5 . 1  5 6 . 1  % 
4 0 . 6  4 4 . 9  4 3 . 9  % 
1 4 7 1  1524  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 29 




42.0 41.0 37.9 % 
55.4 59.0 59.4 % 
2.6 0.0 2.6 % 
874 8 39 530 Abs 
Question 30 
What kind of work are you presently doing? 
Farmer ? - 6. I 2.2 
Unskilled worker, semi-skilled 
worker, office worker 16.6 14.9 
Skilled blue collar 22.3 22.8 
Skilled white collar 24.4 26.8 
Managerial, Official, 
Technician, tradesman 20.4 18.3 
Professional, artist 7.2 9.6 
Businessman, director 6.4 5.4 










Please state the amount of the combined gross-earnings of yourself 
and your spouse. 
Under $500.00 3.1 
501.00 to 1,000.00 4.9 
1,001.00 to 1,500.00 9.9 
1,501.00 to 2,000.00 24.1 
2,001.00 to 2,500.00 18.7 
2,501.00 to 3,000.00 13.2 
3,001.00 to 3,500.00 7.5 
3,501.00 to 4,000.00 5.4 
$ 4 , 0 0 1 . 0 0  and a r e  
No income 
Don' t know 
No answer 
Do you have a car? 
Question 32  
6 7 . 6  7 2 , 7  5 7 . 3  % 
32 .4  27.  3  4 2 . 7  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 3  946 Abs 
Question 33 
Which age group do you belong to? Please tell me the letter. 
1 8  to 2 5  years 
26 to 30 years 
31 t o  35 years 
34 to 40 years 
4 1  to 45 years 
46 t o  50 years 
5 1  to 5 5  years 
56 to 6 0  years 
6 1  t o  65 years 
6 6  to 70 years 
70 y e a r s  and more 
No answer 
7 . 0  % 
1 1 . 4  % 
1 3 . 1  % 
1 4 . 3  % 
1 0 . 6  % 
7 . 8  % 
7 . 2  % 
7 . 5  % 
7 . 2  % 
5 . 8  3 
8 . 1  % 
0 . 0  % 
946 Abs 
6 . 5  7 .9  6 , 9  % 
3 . 1  2 .8  2 . 2  % 
1 . 0  3 . 1  1 . 8  % 
2.5  9 . 7  7 . 8  % 
1 4 7 1  15 24 946  Abs 
Question 34 













Outside of Europe 
No Information 
1 4 . 7  % 
0 .0  % 
5 1 . 5  % 
4 . 4  % 
1 1 . 8  $ 
4 . 4  % 
1 . 5  % 
7 . 4  % 
4 . 4  % 
0 .0  % 
6 8  Ahs 
Question 36 
With which o f  the following three opinions could you 
agree eariert? Jurt mention the letter: 
Past and present are too 
often full of misfortune. 
Only the future is important. 16.5 23. 3 14.7 % 
The future will not be much 
better or worse than the present 
and the past. 43.2 
Present and future are un- 
certain, therefore one should 
observe prover traditions and 
habits more. 36.2 34.3 








If you again think of your closer surroundings, is there 
something that could endanger the health of yourself or 
your family? 
33.0 29.5 17.7 % 
66.7 70.2 71.6 % 
0.3 0.3 0.7 % 
1471 1524 946 Abs 




Street and train traffic 
Cl imate ( foehn, fog, 1 i t  t le 
sun) 
Air pollution, exhaust fumes 
Industrial emissions 
Other 
Don ' t Know 
Question 38  
1s there poss ibly1 even something that could encianger you 
or your families life? 
Yes 
No 
I don't know 
1 3 . 5  9 . 6  1 5 . 5  % 
8 5 . 9  8 9 . 8  8 3 . 7  % 
0 . 6  0 . 5  0 . 7  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 5 8 A  
What is it? 
Airplane noise 3 . 3  2 2 . 4  
Ai rp l anes 1 4 . 4  2 2 . 4  
Traffice noise 2 . 6  3 .4  
Street and train traffic 3 6 . 3  2 1 . 1  
Climate (foehn, fog, little 
run) 0 4 0.7 
Air pollution, exhaust 
fumes 10.4 15.0 
Industrial emissions 0.7 2.7 
Other 5.2 10.9 




4 . 8  8 
1 . 4  4 
147 Abs 
Question 39 
I will read to you a number of opinion o f  varying problems. 
Please tell me each time your own feeling. 
Modern technic enables 
eoplc to have a happier 
1 i fe: 
Completely correct 
Somewhat correct 
Not quite wrong 
completely wrong 
I don't know 
No answer 
Before g i v i n g  developmental assistance 
abroad, we should help the poor people 
in our own country first. 
Completely correct 60,s 47.4 
Qui te correct 24.1 30.4 
Not q u i  te wrong 11.6 14.9 
Completely wrong 3.1 5.1 








It doesn' t make much sense to 
become involved with the bureru- 
cracy' because i t  shows hardly 
any interest in the problems of 
the average citizen: 
Compelety correct 19.4 
Quite correct 27.3 
Not r y i  te wrong 36.8 
Completely wrong 13.3 
I don't know, no answer 3.1 
1471 
Mo ... people fall in one of 
t c o  categories, honest or 
dishonest: 
Complete1 y Correc 2 30.7 
Quite Correct 26.6 
Not qui t e  wrong 23.7 
Completely Wrong 18.1 
I 8m't know, no answer 1.0 
The preserva t ion of Swi ss ways 
is more important than increasing 
wealth. 
Complc tely correct 31.8 
Quite correct 3 3 . 8  
Not quite wrong 20.9 
Completely wrong 9.0 













7 . 9  % 
946 Abs 
In the final analysis the 
mechanization of our world 
creates more disadvantages 
than advantages for people: 
Completely correct 16.5  
Qui te correct 31.7 
Not quite wrong 36.6 
Completely wrong 12.2 
I don't know, no answer 2.9 
1 4 7 1  
One can see right away if 
one can trust another person 
or not: 
Completely correct 20 .1  
Quite correct 23.6 
Not quite wrong 33.4 
Completely wrong 22.2 
I don't know, no answer 0.7 
1 4 7 1  
Even Switzerland is practically 
governed by a few powerful people 
and the average citizen can not do 
much about it. 
Completely correct 27.1 
Quite correct 30.9 
Not qu i t e wrong 26.9 
Completely wrong 12.9  
I don't know, no answer 2.2 
1 4 7 1  
12 .3  19.8 % 
31.7 31.8 % 
39.0 33.2 % 
1 2 . 3  10.8  % 
4.7 4 .4  % 
1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
16.4  17.4  % 
26.7 23.3  % 
36.7 37.4  B 
17.3  20.6 % 
2.9 1 . 3  % 
1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
2;. 4 25.6 8 
33.3  32.8 % 
25 .5  2 7 . 1  % 
9.7 9 .3  % 
9 .0  4 . 2  % 
1 5 2 4  946  Abs 
For an important position in 
the comnunity someone should 
be chosen who has lived there 
for a long time. 
Completely correct 29.5 
Quite correct 27.3 
Not quite wrong 29.8 
Completely wrong 12.8 
I don't know, no answer 0.6 
1471 
If one studies the world situation 
thoroughly, one can increase one's 
influence on politics : 
Completely correct 22.6 
Quite correct 41.1 
Not quite wrong 21.2 
Completely wrong 8.0 
I don't know, no answer 7.1 
1471 
Cities are important but the 
backbone of Switzerland is 
fortunately still its many 
rural co.muni ties: 
Completely correct 35.6 
Qui te coirrec t 34.9 
Not quite wrong 20.2 
Completely wrong 6.2 
I don't know, no answer 3.1 
1471 
Usually there is only one 
correct way to do something: 
Completely correct 26.4 
Quite correct 20.9 
Not quite wrong 31.0 
Completely wrong 20.5 
I don' t know, no answer 1.2 
1471 
39.0 31.7 % 
33.9 30.2 % 
17.5 22.8 % 
4 .4  11.4 % 
5 . 1  3.8 % /46 
1 5 2 4  946 Abs 
19.0 20.7 % 
41.9 33.3 % 
20.1 24.9 % 
7.8 9.7 % 
11.1 11.3 % 
1524 946 Abs 
24.6 35.3 % 
37.8 32.3 % 
18.3 21.2 % 
6.0 5 . 6  % 
13. 3 5.5 % 
1524 946 Ahs 
Question 41) 
Which of these three opinions.do you tend to agree 
vi th the most? 
In our country a young man can 
reach any position i f  he has 
enough educa t ion and tries 
hard. 30.5 4 2 . 7  
I n  our country too there are 
societal barriers or obstacles 
which make all efforts useless 
unless nne has the necessary con- 
nec t ions. 29.1 2 3 . 4  
That there a l w a y s  wi 1 1  he 
people that will go further 
than others is based on the 
fact that not a!l people 
are equal l y  intel 1 igent and 
efficient. 38.7 2 9 . 6  
I  don't know, no answer 1 . 7  4.3 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  
Question 4 1  




I don ' t know 
4 1 .  3 5 1 .9  4 0 . 1  % 
5 7 . 6  4 6 . 1  5 8 . 0  % 
1 . 1  2 . 0  1 . 9  8 
1 4 ? 1  1 5 2 4  946  Abs 
Question 42 
Do you usually break the ice when you make new friends? 
Yes 
No 
I don ' t know 
4 2 . 6  4 0 . 4  4 0 . 8  % 
4 9 . 6  5 0 . 5  4 8 . 5  % 
7.8  9 . 2  10.7 % 
1 \ 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Q u e s t i o n  4 3  
Do you p r e f e r  t o  p l a n  or  do you p r e f e r  to a c t ?  
P r e f e r  t o  a c t  
Prefer  t o  p l a n  
I don'  t  know 
6 5 . 0  6 7 . 5  6 5 . 0 0  % 
3 0 . 7  2 5 . 8  2 8 . 2  % 
4 . 4  6 . 7  6 . 8  R 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Q u e s t i o n  4 4  
Would you be very unhappy i f  you would have to make do 
wi thout  frequent  s o c i a l  c o n t a c t  w i t h  f r i e n d s  and acquain-  




5 1 . 2  5 7 . 2  5 0 . 0  % 
4 7 . 2  4 0 . 2  1 7 . 3  % 
1 . 6  2 . 6  2 . 7  % 
1 4  71 1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 45 
Let'sasswne that this would be a thermometer with which i t  
is possible to measure how much street traffic noise dis- 
turbs you at home.' Th3 number ten (10) means that you 
find street traffic noise unbearable, the number zero (0) 
that i t  doesn't disturb you at all. Please tell me the 





2 . 6  % 
946 Abs 
Question 45A 




Some t irnes 
Hardly ever, never 
4 . 7  7 . 9  3 . 6  % 
2 0 . 2  1 7 . 1  1 3 . 0  % 
4 4 . n  3 0 . 5  4 9 . 1  % 
3 1 . 2  4 4 . 6  3 4 . 3  % 
5 5 5  5 9 7  507  Abs 
- that i t  keeps you from falling asleep or i t  
disturbs you while you sleep? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
6.1 10.6 6.7 % 
18 .7  16.9  13.6 0 
29.9 28.0 29.6 % 
44.9 44.6 50.0 % 
5 5 3  5 9 7  506  Abs 
- that i t  disturbs you when you listen to the radio 
or watch T.V.? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly eve?, never 
- that the house vibrates? 
Very oft en 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
5.8 1 2 . 3  3.0 % 
13.9 13.3  8.7 % 
22.7 16.6  22 .1  % 
57.7 57.8 66.3  % 
555 595 507  Abs 
2.0 7.0 1.8 % 
4 .3  11.7 5.3 % 
19 .5  14 .1  18 .  3 % 
74 .1  67 .2  74.6 % 
554 597  5 0 7  Abs 




Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
6.8 9 . 0  2.0 % 
10.6 1 3 . 1  7.9 * 
23.4 19.4  22.9 8 
59.1  58.5 6 7 . 3  % 
555  597  5 0 7  Abs 




Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
1 . 6  2 . 3  0 . 8  % 
3 . 1  5 . 2  3.6 % 
1 6 . 0  1 1 . 6  1 6 . 2  % 
7 8 . 7  8 0 . 9  7 9 . 4  % 
5 5 2  5 9 7  505 Abs 
- that i t  interferes with your relaxation or recreation? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
8 . 5  1 4 . 1  6 . 5  0 
20 .0  1 8 . 9  1 5 . 2  % 
3 5 . 9  2 8 . 8  33 .9  % 
35.7 3 8 . 2  44.4  % 
555 5 9 '1 507  Abs 
Question 45B 
Now use the same thermometer to assess the noise from 
your neighbors and how much this disturbs you, again 
from zero ( 0 )  to ten ( 1 0 ) .  
Question 45C 
And how about noise from factories, from building 
locations and other business noises, how strongly 
do they disturb you? 
Quest ion 45D 
Now let's apply the thermometer to airplane noise: 
5 9 . 9  % 
1 3 . 0  % 
6 . 7  % 
4 . 9  % 
3 .7  % 
4 . 9  % 
2 . 2  % 
1 . 5  % 
1 . 5  % 
1 . 0  % 
0 . 8  % 
9 4 5  Abs 
1 0 . 2  % 
8 . 1  % 
11 .6  % 
6 . 6  % 
7 . 0  % 
1 3 . 4  % 
8 . 5  % 
9 . 4  % 
1 2 . 4  % 
4 . 3  % 
8 . 5  % 
9 4 5  Abs 
Question 45E 




Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
7.3  1 0 . 3  5.9 % 
1 7 . 1  1 6 . 7  21 .3  8 
41.8 24 .8  47 .7  % 
33.8 48 .2  2 5 . 1  % 
8  37 8  0 7  6 6 2  Abs 




Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
6.9  1 3 . 9  4.4 % 
11 .9  1 7 . 5  14 .8  % 
3 4 . 4  2 9 . 1  4 2 . 4  % 
46.7 39.5 38.4 % 
8  37  807 6 6 2  Abs 
- that i t  interferes when you listen to the radio or watch 
T.V.? 
Very Of ten 
Qui te Of ten 
Some t ime s 
Hardly ever, never 
- that is vibrates the house? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
1 6 . 7  3 2 . 1  8 .2  % 
2 5 . 2  22.8 1 8 . 1  6 
36.6  2 1 . 1  33.5 % 
21.5 24 .0  33.5 % 
8 37  8 0 7  6 6 2  Abs 
5.4 % 
1 6 . 0  % 
44 .7  % 
33.8 % 
6 6 2  Abs 
- that i t  disturbs you in conversations or when telephoning? /54 j 
Very of ten 
Qui te often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
14.8 33.1 4.4 % 
25.8 23.9 11.9  8 
4 1 . 1  21.1 43.1  % 
1 8 . 3  21.9 40.6  0 
8 37 8 0 7  6 6 2  Abs 
- that i t  distracts you from your work? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
1.9 4.7 1.1 % 
5.7 6.7 2.3 % 
17.7 11.8 20.4 % 
74.6 76.8 76.2 % 
8 36 8 0 7  6 6 1  Abs 
- that i t  interferes with your relaxation and recreation? 
Very often 
Quite often 
Some t imes 
Hardly ever, never 
10.4 18.8  5.3 % 
18.4 20.6 13.6  % 
40.0 29.6 39.6 % 
31.2 31.0 41.5 % 
8 37 8 0 7  6 6 1  Abs 
Did the airplane noise cause you or your family to use ear plugs 




6.2 8.8 5.4 % 
93.5 90.8 94.6 % 
0 . 2  0 .4  0.0 % 
8 37 807  662  Abs 




6.5 11.9 5.3 % 
93.5 87.5 94.6 0 
0.0 0.6 0.2 % 
8 37 807 662 Abs 




14.9 20.9 5.7 % 
84.9 78.1 93.7 8 
0.1 1.0 0.6 % 
8 37 807 662 Abs 




9.9 11.0 3.6 % 
89.7 87.2 95.3 % 
0.4 1.7 1.1 % 
8 37 806 654 Abs 
- that you close windows and blinds, or do not open them at all? 
52.9 23.6 % 
46.6 76.0 % 
0.5 0 . 5  % 








14. 3 4.1 % 
84.5 95.5 % 
1.2 0 . 5  % 
806 661 Abs 





8 . 1  8  9  2 .6  % 
9 1 . 8  9 0 . 2  9 7 . 3  % 
0 . 1  0 . 9  0 . 1  % 
8 37 897 6 6 1  Abs 
Question 4 7  
At what tirne during day or night does airplane noise bother 
you most? 
In early morning 
( 6 : 0 0  t o  8 : 0 0  am) 
During forenoon 
(8:OO t o  12:OO) 
During noon 
(12:flO am to 2 : 0 0  prn) 
In the afternoon 
(2:OO to 6 : 0 0  prn) 
In the evening 
( 6 : 0 0  to 10:OO pm) 
At night 
(10:OO prn to h:OO am) 
Always the same 
I don't know 
4 6 . 3  01 
1 0 . 6  % 
4 . 5  % 
865  Abs 
Question 4 8  I S ?  
- on which week days? 
On weekends 
On other days 
Always the same 
I don ' t know 
2 8 . 8  3 1 , 2  2 4 . 3  % 
8 . 1  7 . 4  4 . 2  % 
5 8 . 3  5 3 .7  5 3 . 3  % 
4 . 8  7 , 7  1 3 . 6  % 
8 37 8 0 7  6 6 2  Abs 
Question 49 





Always the same 
I don't know 
Question 5 0  




I don ' t know 
Question 5 1  




I don ' t know 
8 1 . 6  9 3 . 4  8 1 . 0  % 
1 7 . 4  5 . 1  16.: % 
1 . 0  1.5 2 .6  % 
8 37 807 6 6 2  Abs 
Question 52 
In your opinion who or what is chiefly responsible for the 
fact that not much is done against airplane noise? 
The airport administration, 
Swi ssai r 15.9 
Local, district, or federal 
legislatures 31. 3 
Interests group Iike real estate 
speculators, and real estate 
owners 10.1 
Noise victims 5 . 4  
Insufficiently developed 
technology 31. 2  
Foreign airlines 3 . 6  
I don't know, no answer 2 . 5  
1 3 6  
20.9 % 
2 . 2  % 
4 . 7  % 
536 Abs 
Question 53 
Here are a number of concrete actions with which people 
who are noise victims could successfully defend their int2rests. 
Khich measure do you consider the best? 
Write to a newspaper 2.9 0.9 1 . 9  % 
Complain to Swissair 4.8 1.6 4.9 % 
Telephone a federal agency 2.3 1 . 2  2.8 % 
Join an act ion group 18.8 2 2 . 0  6.5 % 
Participate in a 
demonstration 1.7 1 1 . 9  0.4 % 
Sign a petition 3 5 . 8  1 3 . 1  % 
Start an initative against 
airplane noise 48.1 1 6 . 4  57.8 PI 
Put government bodies under 
pressure with unusual 
measures? 
I don' t know 
Question 54 
Which one do you consider the worst? 
Write a newspaper 1 8 . 5  
Complain to Swissair 2 4 . 5  
Telephone a federal agency 1 5 . 6  
Join an action graup 0 . 9  
Participate in a demon- 
stration 1 9 . 0  
Sign a petition 0 . 3  
Start an initiative against 
airnlane noise 0 . 9  
Put government bodies under pressure 
wi t h unusual measures 1 8 . 5  
I don' t know 1.9 
6 8 6  
7 . 5  % 
5 . 2  % 
5 3 6  Abs 
1 9 . 4  % 
8 . 4  % 
= 3 6  Abs 
Question 5 5  





I don' t know 
7 7 . 4  6 4 . 0  7 8 . 4  % 
1 3 . 1  2 4 . 2  1 2 . 3  % 
7 . 3  9 . 5  7 . 8  % 
2 . 2  2 . 3  1 . 5  % 
6 8  6  7 5 5  5 3 6  Abs 
Question 56 
Did you or one of your relatives ever complain personally t o  





12.0 24.9 10.4 % 
87.6 74.2 89.2 $ 
0.4 0.9 0.4 % 
686 755 536 Abs 
Question 57 












401 or more 
I don' t know 
Question 58 
What is your estimate of the distance at which these 
airplanes usually pass your house? 
Under 150 M 
151-250 M 
251-400 M 
401-600  M 
6 0 1 - 8 0 0  M 
8 0 1 - 1 2 0 0  M 
1 2 0 1 - 1 6 0 0  M 
1601-2000M 
More than 2 0 0 1  M 
I don't know 
1 9 . 6  % 
8 . 2  % 
1 1 . 5  % 
3 . 5  % 
2 . 7  % 
6 . 0  % 
0 . 0  % 
546  Abs 
Question 59 
Adding together all those noises do you believe that your 





I don' t know 
5.9 12.5 4 . 5  % 
72. 3  7 4 . 5  7 3 . 8  % 
17. 3  4 . 3  15.0 % 
4 . 6  8.7 6.7 % 
1471 1524 946 Abs 
Question 6 0  
Are you now more, equally or less disturbed by noise than 




I don' t know 
Question 61 
Is this so because you have become more sensitive to noise 
or because the noise level has increased? 
More sensi t ive 
More noise 
Both 
1 don't know 
4 ' 8  1 5 . 4  2 . 0  % 
8 3 . 6  7 5 . 7  8 3 . 8  % 
1 0 , 3  7 * 6  1 3 . 0  % 
1 . 3  1 . 3  1 . 2  % 
4 5 7  4  74  2 4 7  Abs 
Question 6 2  




Le s s 
I don't know 
Yes 
No 
I don't know 
7 6 . 8  7 1 . 3  8 2 . 5  % 
1 2 . 0  1 2 . 1  1 1 . 0  % 
1 0 . 2  1 2 . 6  4 * 3  % 
1 . 0  4 . 1  2 . 2  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 63 
Can you get used to the noise? 
7 3 . 5  6 5 . 8  6 8 . 5  % 
2 4 . 9  3 1 . 6  2 9 . 1  8 
1 . 6  2 . 6  2 . 4  9 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 64 /63 
Here is that thermometer again with which you can measure 
how much the noise is responsible for your worries and 
difficulties. Number ten means that the noise is practically 
the cause of all your problems, and the number zero means 















I will read some opinions to you about air traffic and 
the profession of a pilot. Please tell me how correct 
or how wrong you find those opinions. 
Being an airplane piIot 
is one of the most beautiful 
and most exciting jobs of all. 
Completely correct 3 1 . 9  2 4 . 7  3 0 . 1  % 
Quite correct 4 0 . 1  4 0 . 7  39.7 % 
Not qui te wrong 20.8 2 3 . 4  20.5 % 
Completely wrong 4 . 8  5.2 5 . 0  % 
I don't know, no answer 2.4 6.0 4.7 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  946  Abs 
I often have a bad feeling i f  an airplane flies 
low above me: 
Completely correct 1 8 . 7  5 . 6  
Quite correct 2 3 . 5  1 2 . 6  
Not quite wrong 2 4 . 2  2 5 . 2  
Completely wrong 3 3 . 2  5 5 . 2  
I dont t know, no answer 0.4 1 . 4  
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  
Sure, airplane noise is a problems for many 
people but i t  is possible to escape i t  i f  i t  
becomes too disturbing: 
Completely correct 2 2 . 2  1 0 . 0  
Qui te correct 2 4 . 7  2 1 . 8  
Not quite wrong 3 1 . 4  3 9 . 6  
Completely wrong 2 1  . O  2 6 . 2  
I don't know, no answer 0 . 7  2 . 5  
1471 15 24 
When an airplane flies above me I sometimes 
am afraid i t  could f a 1  1 down: 
Completely correct 8 . 4  4.9 
Quite correct 1 4 . 1  9 . 4  
Not quite wrong 20.7 19.7 
Completely wrong 5 6 . 4  65.0 
I don't know, no answer 0 . 3  1 . 0  
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  
There are such powerful economic 
interests that i t  is impossible to 
do anything against airplane noise: 
Completely correct 
Qui te correct 
Not quite wrong 
2 1 . 0  % 
3 1 . 0  % 
2 6 . 1  % 
2 0 . 8  % 
1 . 1  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
9 . 9  % 
1 9 . 5  % 




Completely wrong 13.5 15.5 
I don't know, no answer 2.3 6.2 
1471 1524 
It is unavoidable that a small minority 
will have to accept airplane noise: 
Completely correct 49.5 25.7 
Quite correct 35.3 43.8 
Not qu i t e wrong 10.0 15.8 
Completely wrong 4.1 11.5 
I dont t know, no answer 1.1 3.1 
1171 i524 
When I hear an airplane I often 
think of interesting and far-away 
places: 
Completely correct 39.6 33.5 
Quite correct 25.2 30.1 
Not qu i t e wrotig 17.3 17.7 
Completely wrong 16.9 16.3 
I dont t know, no dnswer 0.9 2.4 
1471 1524 
Compared to a bus driver pilots 
are overpaid : 
Completely correct 5.6 6.8 
Quite correct 17.7 13.5 
Not quite wrong 30.9 33.7 
Completely wrong 35.6 27.3 























Flying is dangerous r 
Completely correct 8 . 6  9 . 4  1 4 . 3  % 
Quite correct 1 2 . 4  1 8 . 0  1 9 . 8  % 
Not quite wrong 3 1 . 3  3 3 . 2  3 6 . 3  % 
Completely wrong 4 7 . 2  3 8 . 1  2 8 . 2  % 
I don't know, no answer 0 . 5  1 . 4  1 . 5  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
If the people who notice airplane noise 
most would be compensated they would accept 
it. 
Completely correct 8 . 1  5 . 8  5 . 0  % 
Qui te correct 1 7 . 2  1 4 . 8  1 4 . 1  % 
Not quite wrong 3 5 . 5  2 8 . 4  3 5 . 6  % 
Completely wrong 37.3 4 5 . 0  4 0 . 1  % 
I don't know, no answer 2 . 2  6 . 0  5.3 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  946  Abs 
To whom do airports bring the greatest advantages 
Interest groups in the 
economy, businessmen, 
industrialists 
Myself, my family, friends 
and acquaintences 
The comnunitics near 
airports 
The cities of Zurich, 
Geneva, R a s e  1 
The cantons of Zurich, 
Geneva, Rase 1 
t i 1  of Switzerland 
The foreign nations 
I don't know, no answer 
2 0 . 0  8 
1 5 . 4  % 
2 . 6  8 
4 . 3  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Question 66 A 
And to whom chiefly is i t  disadvantageous? 
Interest groups af  the 
Economy (businessmen, 
icd~strialists) 0 . 3  
Myself, my relatives, friends 
and acquaintances 8 . 6  
The comnunity bordering on the 
airport 7 9 . 1  
The cities of Zurich/Ceneva 
/Base1 0 . 5  
The cantons of Zurich/Ceneva 
/Base1 1 . 5  
Foreign countries 1 , 2  
I don't know, no answer 8 * 1  
1 4 7 1  
4 . 8  % 
0 . 8  P; 
1 0 . 1  % 
9 4 6  Abs 
Question 67 




6 8 . 7  6 7 . 8  6 3 . 4  3 
3 1 . 3  3 2 . 2  3 6 . 6  % 
0 . 0  0 . 1  0 . 0  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 6 8  
How o f  ten? 
One t o  two times 
Three to ten times 
More than ten t irnes 
I don't know, no dnswer 
38.  'i 3 5 . 3  4 4 . 3  8 
3 6 . 3  3 3 . 2  3 5 . 2  3 
2 1 . 8  3 0 . 9  2 0 . 5  % 
0 . 2  0 . 7  0 . 0  % 
1 0 1 1  1 0  34 6 0 0  Abs 
Question 69 
Do you or one of your close relative 
or friends work in a company that is 
connected with the airport of Kloten? 
Yes 43.1 25.7 
No 56.7 73.6 
I don't know, no answer 0.2 0.7 
1471 1524 
Question 70 
Do any of the following statements apply to you? 
I often have so much to do that I don't know 
where to find t h e  time 
Y e s  46.2 46. 3 
No -3.4 45.3 
I don't know, no answer 0.5 8 . 5  
14 71 1524 
would be fun to trap a lier in his own liesn. 
Yes 59.4 36.1 
No 37.9 61.9 
I don't know, no answer 2.7 2.0 
1471 1524 
"In a discussion I often lose the argument"? 
Yes 35.9 21.2 
No 58.7 67.9 


















someone t a l k s  stupidly about something 
1 am well informed about I correct him? 
Yes 7 3 . 6  8 6 . 9  6 9 . 1  % 
No 2 3 . 7  1 1 . 0  2 6 . 1  $ 
; don't know, no answer 2 . 7  2 . 2  4.8 % 
1 4 7 1  1 5  24 9 4 6  Abs 
nI can be friendly to people whose actions 
i consider to be wr~ng"? 
Yes 6 4 . 0  6 0 . 5  6 6 . 8  % 
No 3 3 . 2  3 5 . 5  2 9 . 1  % 
I don't know, no answer 2 . 8  4 . 0  4 . 1  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abe 
"My ways to do things are often misunderstood by 
other p e o p l e n ?  
Yes 2 2 . 8  3 3 . 7  2 0 . 5  % 
No 7 1 . 3  5 9 . 8  7 0 . 0  % 
I don't know, no answer 5 . 9  6 . 4  9 . 5  % 
1 4 7 1  1 5 2 4  9 4 6  Abs 
Question 7 0  4 
Reaction of people interviewed 
to the judgement of the interviewer 
Lively, Interested 
Indi f ferent 
Reserved 
Negat ive 
6 4 . 4  7 1 . 9  7 3 . 1  % 
2 4 . 9  1 7 . 5  1 5 . 6  % 
9 . 4  8 . 7  8 . 9  % 
1 . 3  1 . 9  2 . 4  % 
1 4 7 1  1524  9 4 5  Abs 
Question 708 





6 0 . 6  8 6 . 7  7 1 . 9  % 
3 6 . 4  1 2 . 3  2 5 . 6  8 
3 . 1  1 . 0  2 . 5  % 
1 4 7 1  15 24 945 Abs 
Question 71 
In conclusion 1 have a number of personal questions 
which are interesting to physicians. To assure anonymity 
also from me r ~ s  the interviewer these questions have been 
printed on a special sheet. You may f i l l  out the answers 
and put the sheet in the envelope. Please check whether the 
statements apply to you often, sometimes, rarely, or never. 
Please do not omit any of the lines. 
I have no appetite 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
1 f e e l  fatigued and listless 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Occassionally 
Often 
3 2 . 4  4 4 . 0  3 8 . 5  % 
3 9 . 0  3 3 . 4  3 5 , 3  % 
2 2 . 4  1 7 . 3  1 9 . 1  % 
6 . 3  5 . 3  7 , l  % 
1 4 5 8  1 4 9 0  9 1 6  Abs 
7.1 9 . 6  1 2 . 0  % 
3 4 . 2  2 3 . 2  3 5 . 9  % 
4 6 . 7  4 8 . 8  3 9 . 3  bd 
1 2 . 1  1 8 . 4  1 2 . 8  % 
1 4 6 1  1 4 8  3  9 2 0  Abs 
I have heart palpitation8 or a stabbing 
pain in the heart area. 
Rarely 
Never 
Some t  imes 
Of ten 
4 9 . 9  % 
2 5 . 5  % 
2 0 . 7  $ 
5 . 9  % 
9 1 2  Abs 
I q u i c k l y  f e e l  exhausted 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Some t imes 
O f  ten 
2 5 . 1  % 
4 1 . 4  ^a 
2 5 . 4  % 
3.0 % 
912 Abs 
I am f e a r f u l  and i n s e c u r e  
4 2 , 2  % 
3 6 . 6  % 
1 7 . 3  % 
3 . 9  % 
9 0 9  Abs 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t i m e s  
Often 
I fee l  b l o a t e d  o r  have p r e s s u r e  i n  my stomach 
Never 
R a r e l y  
Some t imes  
Of ten 
4 4 . 2  8 
3 1 . 6  % 
1 8 . 4  % 
5.8 % 
9 1 s  Abs 
I suffer frorn heartburn and belching 
ZH GE RS 
Never 
Se l dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I am constipated 
Never 
St? 1 dorn 
Of ten 
Some t imes 
I have no energy 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Often 
1 am angered by trifles 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t i:ne s 
Of ten 
54.9 54.2 60.2 % 
26.2 22.3 23.8 % 
13.9 16.6 12.0 % 
4.6 6.9 4.0 % 
145 3 1473 919 Abs 
44.8 52.5 48.5 % 
28.4 22.7 28.2 % 
15.2 12.7 12.4 % 
11.2 12.1 10.9 % 
1452 1477 919 Abs 
50.1 38.5 % 
35.4 44.1 % 
11.7 14.7 % 
2.8 2.7 % 
1454 910 Abs 
32. 3 18.7 % 
30.2 33.8 % 
28. 3 33.9 % 
9.2 7.6 % 
1479 921 Abs 
I am worried 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I suffer from rheumatism 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Some t imes 
Often 
I can not concentrate 
Never 
Se l d m  
Some t imes 
Often 
1 7 . 8  2 7 . 7  2 0 . 1  % 
4 0 . 7  29 .4  4 1 . 4  % 
3 0 . 2  27.4  2 8 . 9  % 
1 0 . 7  1 5 . 5  9 . 6  % 
1 4 5 0  1 4 8 2  914  Abs 
6 4 . 5  5 0 . 3  6 5 . 6  % 
1 4 . 9  1 4 . 5  1 3 . 3  % 
1 2 . 3  1 7 . 6  1 3 . 4  % 
7 . 8  1 7 . 6  7 . 6  % 
1 4 5 1  1 4 8 1  916 Abs 
I suffer from feelings of anxiety 
Never 
Seldom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
2 3 . 0  % 
4 5 . 1  % 
2 7 . 9  8 
3.9 % 
9 1 3  Abs 
2 9 . 4  3 
38 .8  % 
2 6 . 3  8 
5 . 6  % 
9 1 3  Abs 
I suffer from a lack of libido 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of tell 
4 3.7 59 .3  50.5 $ 
32.9 23 .9  29.5 % 
15 .9  13 .2  14.8 % 
3.6 3.6 5 . 1  % 
1 4 0 2  1 3 8 3  8 3 6  Abs 
I suffer from sleep disturbances and wake 
up frequently 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Often 
I cannot fall asleep 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t irne s 
Often 
2 8 . 2  30.0 32 .2  % 
36 .1  28.5 33.5 % 
22 .0  24 .2  20 .4  % 
13.8 1 7 . 3  1 4 . 0  % 
1 1 5 9  1 4 8 7  9 1 7  Abs 
30.7 35.9 3 5 . 3  % 
37.8 27 .3  34.8 % 
21.9 22 .4  19 .8  % 
8 .8  1 4 . 4  1 0 . 1  % 
1 4 1 7  1 4 8 4  9 1 4  Abs 
I am not rested in the mornitla and have di fficul ty 
getting up 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Some t imes 
Often 
2 0 . 2  2 7 . 5  25 .9  
35.7 31.6 35.0 % 
2 8 . 8  2 5 . 7  26.2  % 
15.r  1 5 . 1  l 2 . S  % 
1 4 5 3  1 4 8 2  9 2 9  Abs 
I have bad dreams or nightmares 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I worry about my job 
Never 
Seldom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I have problems with my relatives 
Piever 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I feel cold, shiver, have cold feet and hands 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Sometimes 
Of ten 
4 9 . 5  % 
3 5 . 8  % 
1 1 . 4  % 
3 . 3  % 
915 Abs 
54.9  % 
3 2 . 2  % 
1 1 . 3  % 
1.7  3 
904  Abs 
32.5 % 
39.0 % 
2 2 . 3  % 
6.3 % 
912 Abs 
4 7 . 8  % 
2 6 . 3  % 
1 5 . 6  Bi 
10.4 % 
917 Abs 
I feel depressed and sad 
Never 
Se 1 dorn 
Some t imes 
Of ten 





31.6 41 .7  36.6 % 
4 4 . 2  34.6 4 0 . 1  % 
19.8 1 9 . 3  1 9 . 2  % 
3.8 4 .4  4.0 % 
1 4 5 0  1 4 7 5  9 1 7  Abs 
1 8 . 6  41 .  3  2 5 . 1  % 
39.4 31 .4  37.0 % 
3 3 . 1  2 1 . 7  3 0 . 2  % 
8 .1  5.5 7.7 % 
1 4 4 6  1 4 4 9  9 0 6  Abs 
I suffer from neck or shoulder pains 
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Often 
5 0 . 7  4 7 . 3  5 1 . 7  % 
23 .0  1 9 . 7  2 0 . 3  % 
1 8 . 3  1 9 . 7  1 9 . 4  % 
7.5 13 .2  8 .7  % 
1 4 5 1  1 4 8 0  9 1 3  Abs 
I am restless and cannot sit on t h e  same chair 
for a long time 
Never 
Se i d m  
Some t i me s 
Of ten 
27.5 38 .7  34.8 R 
35.5 27 .6  33 .7  % 
23.7 21 .6  2 1 . 9  % 
12 .7  1 2 . 1  9 . 7  % 
1 4 5 0  1 4 7 5  9 1 5  Abs 
I have back and lower back pa in  
Never 
Se 1 dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
I suffer from g r o u n d l e s s  mood changes 
Never 
Se l d m  
Some t i me s 
Often 
I find everything repugnant 
Never 
Se 1 d m  
Some t i m e s  
Often 
3 1 . 4  3 1 . 3  % 
2 2 , 9  2 3 . 7  % 
2 7 . 2  2 9 . 2  % 
1 8 . 6  1 5 , 8  % 
1 4 7 6  9 1 9  Abs 
41,O 4 0 , 9  % 
3 4 . 8  3 9 . 9  % 
1 8 . 8  1 5 . 4  % 
5 . 4  3 .7  % 
1 4 6 5  9 1 4  Abs 
My l i f e  a p p e a r s  to bc monotonous arid b o r i n g  
Never 
Se 1 dorn 







1 f e e l  overworked 
Never 
So l dorn 
Some t imes 
Often 
I drink alcohol  
Never 
Se l dom 
Some t imes 
Of ten 
30.1 34.8 34.8 % 
36.5 27.4 36.9 % 
27.8 30.7 24.7 % 
5.1 7.1 3.6 % 
1451 1465 911 Abs 
16.6 29.6 1 6 . 6  % 
36.4 33.6 36.1 % 
4 3 . 4  31. 3 41.5 % 
3.4 5.5 3.8 % 
1456 1475 919 Abs 
Question 71 
Use of medication 
I take pain tablets 
One or more per day 3.4 5.3 4.1 % 
One to two times per week 9.4 7.2 8.9 % 
Less or never 87.2 87.5 87.0 % 
14 34 1118 9 0 9  Abs 
I take sleeping tablets 
One or rnore per day 
One to t w o  per week 
Less or never  
I take tranquilizers 
One or two per day 
One or two per week 
Less or none 
1.9 4.8 2.9 % 
4.5 8.0 5.3 % 
92.1 87.1 91.8 % 
1412 14 30 898 Abs 
3 . 9  5 . 2  3.9 $ 
7.3 7.7 7.3 8 
88.4 37.1 88.8 8 
1427 1432 904 Abs 
APPENDIX 3 
Representation in NNI 
Figure 6 1. * Influence on the person himself ,  depending on 
airplane noise exposure (NNI) 
"Did the airplane noise cause you or 
your family to... 
a) ". . . use earplugs at night?" 
% (a yes answers of all those questioned) 
% 
*1 b) " . . . use sleep medications or tranquilizers?'' 
1 (\ yes answers of a11 those questioned.) 
c) "... talk to anM.D. about 
possible health damage?" 
( \  yes answers of all 
those questioned. 
I0 
00 I ?  ID1 20 ltll 
Figure 6.5.B Influence on the physical environment depending 1 8 0  
on airplane noise exposure (NNI) 
"Did the airplane noise cause you or your 
family...... 
a) " . to  keep windm and rhvrttarr clored?" 
(t yes of a l l  those who were questioned.) 
in your 
(t yes of a l l  those questioned.) 
- 
4 10 90-19 20-29 30-19 0 - 4 9  50-59 60-M 
Flugl&mklolruq NNl 
( p e . 0 0 1  t - - . S O  
Figure 6 .6*  Disengagement from area of stress causes  by /81 
mobi l i ty  depending on airpl.ene n o i s e  exposure (NNI) 
"Did the  a irplane  n o i s e  cause you o r  your 
f a m i l y . . . . . . .  
a)  ". . . t o  stay less outaide than you w u l d  
want to? " 
(r yea o f  a l l  querticrned.) 
C )  " to  ramtime8 conwider nbodug .w.P?" 
i n  order t o  escape the airplane 
7'0 noise?" 
( 8  yes of all questioned.) 
Figure 6.9* Use of political articulation depending , on /82 i 
airplane noise (NNI) i 
a) 'Do you believe that more should be done 
against airplane noise?" 
(t of yea answers of all those quartionad.) 
b) Would you yourself support measures actively 
which you consider effective? 
(t yes answers of all those questioned who felt 
that more ~hould be done against airplane noise.) 
C) "Ham you or rcareono in your family aver amplainad 
to ~n adninirtration or to a newspaper in writing, by 
phone or in paraon? (a of yes anmuerr of a11 those quomtionea.) 
Figure  6,14@ S a t i s f a c t i o n  wi th  l i v i n g  s i t u a t i o n  and perceived 
e v a l u a t i o n  by 
n o i s e ,  s t r e e t  
exposure 
o t h e r s  depending on a i r p l a n e  
t r a f f i c  n o i s e  and t o t a l  n o i s e  
Satisfaction with livin~ 
~ituation:~If you think 
of you residence, do you 
like it very much, quite 
well, not very much, not 
at all?" (a of the '%cry 
muchn anawers of all 
0,. those questioned. ) 
Evaluation by others: 
"If you have visitors from 
out of town do they find 
your living situation very 
good, good, not so good?" 
(r of "very good" answers 
of all those questioned 
